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ABSTRACT 
 

The fall of the Berlin Wall and the announcement by the leader of the Italian Communist Party 

(PCI), Achille Occhetto, that the time had come to shed its communist name and identity 

inaugurated a decade of uncertainty and change for the party. As the Party of the Democratic Left 

(PDS), it faced the challenge of developing its post-communist identity amid the upheaval in the 

Italian political system that followed the Tangentopoli (Bribesville) scandal. The transition to the 

‘Second Republic’, spurred by widespread anti-party sentiment, brought new electoral systems 

and forms of coalition-making, a changed array of allies and opponents, a personalisation of 

certain political roles, and changed relationships between the national and local dimensions of 

politics. In 2000, now called the Left Democrats (DS), the party was the largest component in the 

nationally governing coalition and even provided the prime minister. Yet the rise to the pinnacle 

of power had been accompanied by decreasing electoral support. In over ten years of post-

communist life, the party had failed to achieve the real breakthrough hoped for by Occhetto: to 

unite the Italian left in a single party that dominated government or opposition, as in other 

Western European countries. 

 

The primary aim of this thesis is to contribute to understanding the party’s fortunes through a case 

study of the way the turbulent years from 1989 to 2000 were experienced in the Venetian 

provincial federation. This decade of change has so far not been examined from a local 

perspective, yet local studies were particularly fruitful in the analysis of the PCI, as they allowed 

exploration of the ways party debates were perceived, and decisions made at national level were 

implemented, ‘on the ground’ in specific contexts. I have not chosen the Venetian federation as a 

microcosm of the experience in the periphery as a whole but as an interesting and relevant 

component of the full picture. The Venetian party enjoyed greatly increased responsibilities in 

government at sub-national levels in the second half of the 1990s, due to successful alliance 

strategies, but decreasing electoral support. I seek to explain the local party’s electoral and power 

outcomes in terms of a combination of external and internal factors: on one hand, the 

opportunities and constraints presented by the changing environment; and, on the other, internal 

dynamics that hampered the party in responding to those challenges. In particular I stress the 

significance of the crisis precipitated by Occhetto’s proposal to transform the party in 1989 and 

the constraints on the local party’s legitimacy and visibility in the competitive environment that 

developed in the Second Republic. I attribute these constraints to the mixed electoral systems 
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operating at sub-national levels, intra-coalition rivalry, and a striking case of an individual 

enjoying personal power and influence in the local political system. 

 

As a secondary theme, I analyse change in the party type that accompanied these outcomes, in 

light of theories on general trends in party transformations in Western Europe. I identify rapid 

changes in the local party’s aims, functions and organisational roles and relationships, and in its 

relationship with the national leadership. I argue that this process of change, consistent with the 

transformation of a mass party into an electorally focused party, was accelerated at local level by 

the changing competitive environment and the sudden increase in government responsibilities.  

  

The introduction in chapter 1 sets the party’s story in context and outlines the aims and argument 

of the thesis. Chapter 2 introduces the local case study in light of existing analyses of the party’s 

development, the tradition of local studies of the PCI, and theories on party types and 

transformations. The central chapters are dedicated to the case study, which is based largely on 

interviews with members of the federation’s leadership groups in various periods. The 

organisation of the material reflects my division of the federation’s story into distinct phases, each 

reflecting a stage in the development of both the party’s alliance strategy and the local political 

system. In the concluding chapter, I discuss the implications of the case study findings for the 

party as a whole and make a claim for the continuing validity of local studies of Italian political 

parties. 
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CHAPTER 1  INTRODUCTION  

 

One of the key threads in the drama of Italian politics that unfolded in the last decade of the 

twentieth century concerns the main heir to the Italian Communist Party (Partito comunista 

italiano or PCI), which had been the most successful communist party in the West and at the 

heart of the blocked Italian political system during the Cold War years. Although the Democratic 

Party of the Left (Partito democratico della sinistra or PDS) had a much weakened electorate, 

organisation and sense of its distinctive political identity than the PCI, it nevertheless achieved 

what its predecessor never had, by becoming the major party in the nationally governing coalition 

in 1996. By the turn of the millennium – as the Left Democrats (Democratici di sinistra or DS) – 

the party finally provided the prime minister, albeit briefly. But the ten years since the fall of the 

Berlin Wall, and the announcement by the then leader, Achille Occhetto, that the time had come 

to shed the communist identity and unite the Italian left in a new party, had been characterised by 

ongoing uncertainty and change. This was due not only to the transformation launched by 

Occhetto but the upheaval in the political system as a whole following the Tangentopoli 

(Bribesville) scandal. This is why, early in 2000, the new party leader Walter Veltroni was moved 

to declare to the party congress that the transition was over – “We’ve got our bearings now” – and 

the party’s identity was now clear (l’Unità 17 January 2000). However accurate the statement 

may have been, the travail had not served to unite the Italian left in a single party that dominated 

government. Furthermore, it was abundantly clear by this time that the party’s electoral fortunes 

had turned downward again, after the promising developments of the mid 1990s and its rise to 

power through successful alliance strategies. Regional elections in April 2000 highlighted the 

weakness of the DS and its centre-left coalition, especially in the North, and clear victory was 

predicted for Berlusconi’s centre-right coalition at the national election due in 2001. 

 

This thesis analyses the way the turbulent years from Occhetto’s announcement in 1989 to the 

regional elections in 2000 were lived and managed by the leadership of one provincial federation 

of the PCI/(P)DS – that of Venice. This decade of change has so far not been studied from a local 

perspective, yet local studies were particularly fruitful in research on the PCI, as they allow 

exploration of the ways party debates are experienced, and decisions made at national level are 

implemented, ‘on the ground’ in specific contexts. I have not chosen the Venetian federation as a 

microcosm of the experience in the periphery as a whole – the studies of the PCI have shown that 

such a federation is unlikely to exist – but as an interesting and relevant component of the total 

picture of that experience. I analyse the local party’s strategy and outcomes in its changing 
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external environment over the decade and the internal transformation that accompanied these. 

While some analysts, as we shall see, have stressed the inadequacy of the national leadership – 

manifest particularly in the uncertainty regarding the party’s identity – in accounting for the 

failure to produce a single, strong force of the Italian left, I argue that the local party’s behaviour 

in sub-national politics must be understood in light of not only internal impediments but severe 

external constraints in the developing competitive environment of the 1990s. First, I shall provide 

a brief overview of the party’s story in context, in order to set the scene for this thesis. 

 

1.1 The left in Europe after 1989 

 

Developments in the PCI/(P)DS after 1989 must be seen in the context of general trends among 

left-wing parties throughout Europe. For most observers, the 1980s had been a time of crisis for 

the left in Western Europe. The communist parties were already stagnating – challenged, 

according to Waller and Fennema (1988b, pp.1-3) by a rejection of the global view of society and 

politics associated with communist militancy, and by competition from autonomous feminist and 

environmentalist movements – before the collapse of communism in Eastern Europe dealt them a 

life-changing blow.1 But most social-democratic parties also suffered electoral setbacks, and 

engaged in programmatic renewal in response, in the late 1980s and early 1990s (Paterson 1993, 

pp.3-4).2 These parties “shared concern over the challenges posed by economic globalisation, 

ecological degeneration, the political advance of neo-liberalism, the decline of the social base of 

left-wing parties, and the rise of an achievement culture in which social solidarity had little or no 

place” (Gillespie 1993, pp.174-175). 

 

The fortunes of the left had turned around by the late 1990s, but the left-wing parties that were by 

then in government in most of Western Europe, including the (P)DS, were very different from 

those of the 1980s. According to Sassoon (1998), at the turn of the century the European left 

generally exhibited a “defensive strategy” and “modest ambitions”, having accepted the 

constraints of apparently triumphant global capitalism. If, in the 1950s and 1960s, “Left and Right 

[had] shared the values of full employment and of the welfare state … [because] the terms, then, 

were set by the Left”, the opposite was true in the 1990s (p.91). Sassoon also argued that the end 

of the Cold War, globalisation and the increasing influence of mass media had produced a 

                                                           
1 See also: other chapters in Waller and Fennema (1988a); Waller (1989); Waller, Courtois and Lazar 
(1991) – especially chapters by Buton (1991) and Lazar (1991); and Wilson 1993. 
2 See the special edition of West European Politics on “Rethinking Social Democracy in Western Europe” 
(vol. 16, no. 1, January 1993), edited by Richard Gillespie and William Paterson.  
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convergence among left-wing parties themselves, where previously there had been major 

differences between the families of “ ‘state socialism’ in the East, ‘classic’ social democracy in 

the North and a ‘modernising socialism’ in the South” (pp.91 and 95). He defined the ground onto 

which they had converged as follows: 

an acceptance that market forces can be regulated but not eliminated; that such regulation 
must often be coordinated with other countries; that the growth of public spending should 
be curbed; that the welfare state can be defended but not extended; that privatisation may 
be unavoidable and, when it eradicates monopolies, desirable; that equality, though still 
appealing as a goal, may be tempered by the need to preserve incentives and competition; 
… that European integration provides opportunities which no longer exist at the national 
level (Sassoon 1998, p.96). 

 

Shared trends were also observed in the organisations of many European parties, some over a 

longer term. Beginning in the 1960s, “mass, programmatic parties” in Western Europe largely 

gave way to “professional and electorally-focused” parties (Mair 1992, p.110).3 Party 

membership numbers tended to fall in the 1980s and 1990s, as Mair and van Biezen (2001) 

reported. They saw this “general withering on the ground” as possibly related to the declining 

importance of churches and trade unions, as 

[p]olitical parties, together with other traditional and hierarchical organizations, 
appear[ed] to be suffering from the impact of the individualization of social and political 
preferences, as well as from a more general unwillingness to rely on existing institutional 
structures to represent and articulate what appear[ed] to be increasingly particularized 
demands (Mair & van Biezen 2001, p.14). 

 

By the end of the 1990s, Katz and Mair (2002) found there was a tendency in most parties for 

power to become concentrated in the hands of those in public office and away from internal party 

offices and the membership. Meanwhile, the relationship between the national leadership and 

local branches often shifted from a hierarchical basis to one of mutual autonomy. 

 

The participation by the PCI/(P)DS in some of these trends in the 1990s is evident. The 

organisation certainly lost the dimensions of a classic mass party, as the membership shrank from 

approximately 1.4 million in the PCI in 1989 to around 600,000 in the DS in 2000. And the party 

joined quite rapidly in the convergence discussed by Sassoon, over ideas, values and policies: the 

PCI did not officially accept the role of the market in the economy until early 1989 (PCI 1989a), 

                                                           
3 Mair (1992) reviewed the various studies of party types and transformations by Kirchheimer (1966), 
Epstein (1967), Wright (1971), and Panebianco (1982) and found that, despite the differences in 
terminology and some detail, there was general consensus among them regarding a process of “professional 
and electorally focused parties” replacing “mass, programmatic parties” from the 1960s onwards (Mair 
1992, pp.107-110). 
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yet the PDS’s programme in government reflected a decidedly neo-liberal approach to the 

economy, labour market and welfare4, the rationale for which was presented in terms of the need 

to ensure Italy’s competitiveness in the more closely integrated Europe and the globalised 

marketplace (Gilbert 1996, pp.107-109). Such significant and rapid change in the PCI was not 

foreseeable at the start of 1989, however. 

 

1.2 From PCI to DS in the context of the Italian transition 

 

Although already engaged in a process of renewal intended to modify its identity significantly, as 

a communist party dominating the left in a West European country, the PCI in 1989 was still the 

most distinctive and anomalous component of the Italian party system, as it had been throughout 

the post-war decades. Until 1992, national government was dominated by the Christian 

Democratic Party (DC), as the party of relative majority in Italy’s fully proportional 

representation (PR) system, usually in coalition with small centre and centre-right parties and, for 

most of the time from 1963 onwards, the Italian Socialist Party (PSI). While the PCI’s position as 

second most popular party meant that no alternative government was possible without it, the other 

parties agreed to exclude it from government on the grounds of its presumed anti-system nature.5 

The PCI appeared condemned by its communist identity to permanent opposition in what was 

therefore a blocked political system, whose parties controlled an increasingly corrupt and 

inefficient state.6

 

The PCI had seen its fortunes steadily improve between the fall of fascism and 1976 and then 

decline again in the 1980s. Launched as a mass party in 1944 by long-term leader Palmiro 

Togliatti, it had acquired over 2 million members by 1946, thanks largely to its leading role in the 

Resistance. Its electoral support had then gradually increased in the 1950s and 1960s, before 

surging to 33% (on average, nationally) at local elections in 1975 and 34.4% at national elections 

                                                           
4 The acceptance of the market as the “irreplaceable motor of the entire economic system” was stated in 
Occhetto’s speech to the Eighteenth PCI Congress in March 1989 (PCI 1989a). At the Second PDS 
Congress in February 1997, a particularly contentious part of the congress motion (D’Alema et al. 1996) 
was that espousing the replacement of a “welfare of guarantees” with a “welfare of opportunity”. 
5 This conventio ad excludendum (agreement to exclude) continued despite the PCI’s acceptance of Italy’s 
membership of NATO, and its condemnation of the USSR’s intervention in Afghanistan in 1979 and its 
role in the coup in Poland in 1981 (Sassoon 2003, pp.48-49). 
6 See Bull and Rhodes (1997, pp.2-3) and Ignazi (2002, p.209) on the structural crisis in Italian politics 
prior to 1992. 
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in 1976.7 The membership, which had declined in the 1960s, also increased in the 1970s, to reach 

a new peak of 1.8 million in 1976. The construction of the mass party had not been uniformly 

successful, however. At one extreme, Togliatti’s mass party thrived in the ‘red’ central regions of 

Emilia Romagna, Tuscany and Umbria, where strong socialist and anti-clerical traditions among 

the peasantry facilitated the establishment of a communist subculture. At the other, it failed to 

take root in the ‘white’ North-East, especially the Veneto, where different historical 

circumstances had led to the prior entrenchment of a catholic subculture which found political 

representation in the DC (Stern 1975).8 While the PCI dominated local government in the central 

regions throughout the post-war decades, the successes of 1975 brought a massive expansion in 

its engagement in ‘red’ local and regional governments (giunte rosse), throughout the country, in 

alliance primarily with the PSI. At national level, the PCI’s exclusion from government was 

partially lifted, following the 1976 election, when, for nearly three years, it supported DC-only 

government in return for consultation on programme but no ministries. This was in line with the 

‘historic compromise’ strategy pursued from 1973 by then leader Enrico Berlinguer.9 He argued 

for collaboration with the DC and all democratic parties, at that time, rather than a left-wing 

government alliance, because the country was in the throes of both an economic crisis and a 

terrorism crisis. However, Berlinguer abandoned the strategy in early 1979, when the PCI’s vote 

fell for the first time. The overall aim became once more a PCI-led alternative to DC-dominated 

government. 

 

                                                           
7 On the various factors contributing to the PCI’s success until the mid 1970s and therefore the anomaly of 
having a strong communist party in a western country, see Amyot (1981); Flores and Gallerano (1992); 
Hellman (1996); Lazar (1992); Sassoon (1981); and Shore (1990). 
8 Analysts used the term “territorial political subculture” to denote a particular kind of local political system 
in these areas, which included not only the political and administrative institutions but a network of 
associations providing social services, recreational and cultural activities, and economic and trade-union 
functions (Trigilia 1983, p.142). While, in the red areas, such organisations were directly linked to the 
party, in the white areas they were linked to the church: it was the network of parish organisations and 
associations of the catholic movement that provided those functions (Riccamboni 1992, p.281). In both 
cases the high vote to one party (PCI or DC) reflected identification with local political traditions, across 
social classes. 
9 On the historic compromise and the ‘national solidarity’ period, see: Hellman (1988); Salvadori (1999, 
pp.170-177) and Sassoon (1981). According to Flores and Gallerano (1992, pp.237-256), most scholars 
judged the historic compromise a failure: the PCI had failed to understand developments in Italian society 
and was drawn into colluding and compromising with the DC at all levels, thus succeeding only in playing 
a subordinate role in government and reining in social conflict. But Hellman (1988) defined the historic 
compromise strategy and actions derived from it “doomed from the start” because they were an extreme 
response to the party’s need for legitimation rather than the need to provide an answer to Italy’s crisis 
(p.12). Overall, Hellman argued that the historic compromise “caused the party to miss a crucial 
opportunity that [would] never come again. Instead of riding the wave of the 1970s, the PCI was flattened 
by it” (1988, p.218). 
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The decline of the 1980s involved every dimension of the party’s life.10 The vote share at national 

level dropped continuously and the membership shrank and aged. The target of the ‘democratic 

alternative’ was increasingly unfeasible, as the main potential ally was patently uninterested: in 

the 1980s under Bettino Craxi the PSI became ever more ensconced in national government 

alongside the DC, enjoying the spoils. By 1985 the PCI had returned to opposition in most major 

cities, as the PSI preferred to switch back to alliance with the DC at local level too. With 

Berlinguer’s death in 1984 the PCI also lost the asset of a charismatic and authoritative leader; his 

successor, Alessandro Natta, played something of a caretaker role. Meanwhile, internal 

differences between the left, centre and right ‘areas’ were increasingly difficult to reconcile, while 

debate became more open as the rules of democratic centralism11 were gradually loosened. The 

right favoured a closer relationship with the PSI and aiming at government, while the left was 

more concerned with social alliances and mobilisation and maintaining a critique of capitalism.12

 

A first step in the direction of significant change came in 1988 with Occhetto’s rise to the 

leadership, after the PCI’s vote at the elections of 1987 dropped to just below the 1968 level. 

Occhetto set the party on a ‘new course’, ratified at the Eighteenth Congress in March 1989. This 

was aimed at renewing the PCI as a credible party of government, more in touch with 

contemporary Italian society. Key themes of the new course were: acceptance of the role of the 

market in the economy; a declaration of affinity with West European socialism; an embracing of 

environmentalist and feminist concerns; and formal dismantling of democratic centralism (Bull 

1991a, pp.23-25; Amyot 1990, pp.150-159). 

 

Upon the fall of the Berlin Wall in November 1989, Occhetto went much further, announcing a 

svolta (sharp turn) which initiated a more radical and traumatic process, of transformation into a 

non-communist party. Occhetto claimed that the breakdown of the communist/anti-communist 

division in Europe meant that the dispersed left-wing and progressive forces in Italy could be 

united in a single, reforming party that would take the left to government. He therefore invited all 

such forces to participate in the construction of a new “political formation” with a new name, 

symbol, programmes and organisational structure (Occhetto 1990a, pp.127-131; Occhetto in 

Scalfari 1990, p.159).  
                                                           
10 On the party's difficulties in the 1980s see Hellman (1996), Pasquino (1988) and Sassoon (1989). 
11 Democratic centralism entailed unanimous decision making by the highest leadership (following wide-
ranging debate), transmission of decisions from the top down and prohibition of official factions. It allowed 
the party to maintain unity and implement decisions speedily, even though it housed various ‘areas’ with 
differing analyses of the Italian situation (Pasquino 1988, pp.27 and 35). 
12 On the internal ‘areas’ see Hellman (1992, p.69) and Amyot (1990, pp.147-149). 
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In light of the degree of opposition to dropping the communist name and symbol that was soon 

evident within the Central Committee and Executive (the national representative and leadership 

bodies), the Nineteenth Congress was convened in early 1990 to allow the party to decide 

whether to proceed. A two-thirds majority (65.8%) approved Occhetto’s motion that the PCI enter 

a fase costituente (constituting phase) of a new party, leading to a further congress in February 

1991 at which it would be born. At that congress a majority (67.4%) again supported Occhetto, so 

it became not just the Twentieth Congress of the PCI but the first of the PDS. These congresses 

saw organised factions battling over competing motions for the first time in the party’s history. 

The right and most of the centre supported Occhetto’s motions, while the two opposing motions 

in each case, which presented alternative proposals for the party’s future, came from elements of 

the left, part of the centre and the small pro-USSR group, in different combinations at the two 

congresses. Instead of a fase costituente a bitter, protracted internal battle ensued, which alienated 

many of the esterni – those outside the party who had initially embraced Occhetto’s project – and 

much of the existing membership. A significant proportion of those opposed to Occhetto’s 

proposal split from the party after the Twentieth Congress, and formed the Party for Refounding 

Communism (PRC) at the end of 1991.13

 

The great challenge that was presented by the proposal from within to declare itself no longer the 

Italian Communist Party and decide on a future identity came on top of various external 

challenges the party already faced, due to developments in its context that had been unknown in 

its prior phase of expansion. New competitors and new issues had emerged in the 1980s and early 

1990s, in an environment of growing disaffection with the traditional forms of political 

participation that was shared with the rest of Western Europe, and of rejection of the existing 

parties’ stranglehold on the state and society – the ‘partyocracy’14 – that was peculiar to Italy 

(Woods 1992, pp.56-57,66-71). Anti-party sentiment15 was manifested in increased abstention, 

                                                           
13 The background to the svolta and the events of the congresses are analysed in Amyot (1990); Belloni 
(1992); Bull (1991a; 1991b; 1992) and Hellman (1992).  
14 The term ‘partyocracy’ refers to the occupation of both state and society by the nationally governing 
parties, led by the DC and PSI (Ginsborg 1998, p.262). By the early 1990s, as Bull and Rhodes (1997, pp.2-
3) put it, the governing parties “had taken to its logical extreme a form of government based on the 
permanent exclusion from power of the main party of the left … and on the distribution of spoils and 
patronage” with the result that the system was systematically corrupted. This situation had contributed to 
Italy’s recurring deficits and huge public-sector debt. 
15 Eurobarometer surveys consistently reported Italy as having particularly high levels of dissatisfaction 
with the functioning of democracy (Ginsborg 1998, pp.258,591). McCarthy (1992, pp.12 and 16) quoted 
the Censis report for 1990 as presenting the situation in Italy as one of a generalised “rejection of politics”, 
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invalid voting16, a cross-spectrum movement for electoral reform, which organised its first 

(successful) referendum in 1991, and support for new, protest parties. These included: the Greens; 

the Network (la Rete), founded in October 1990 on an institutional reform and anti-corruption 

platform; and, most significantly, the regional leagues (especially the Liga Veneta and the Lega 

Lombarda), which, when combined as the Northern League, won 8.7% of the total national vote 

in 1992 although running only in the northern regions. Not only did the PCI/PDS clearly not 

benefit electorally from anti-partyocratic sentiment, but this was an environment in which it was 

challenged organisationally as well: the party model that it remained attached to, in which mass 

participation was crucial, was becoming harder to maintain as the ranks of those willing to 

dedicate themselves to party activism thinned. The PCI/PDS was also challenged by the fact that 

the new competitors appealed on issues (such as federalism) or aspects of political identity (an 

anti-corruption stance, territorial identity) that were not on its own agenda but which proved very 

effective in mobilising support for their proponents.17 The League was particularly significant in 

this respect, in the way it harnessed localism and disaffection with the central state.18 Although 

not a traditional mass party, it was able to mobilise supporters on the ground in ways and to an 

extent that the PCI had lost the capacity to do by the end of the 1980s.19 Meanwhile, the League 

also joined Craxi’s PSI in personalising politics through a focus on the image of the leader. Craxi 

had led the way in changing the norms of political communications in Italy through the use of 

television and the leader’s image (Cotta 2002, p.21; Padula 1996, p.25). This constituted another 

challenge for the PCI/PDS, as it had always eschewed the use of image and spectacle for political 

                                                                                                                                                                             
with citizens perceiving there to be “a ‘lack of political leadership in the country’”, the political parties 
having “exhausted their function”. 
16 Abstention and invalid voting climbed from 9.1% in 1976 (calculated from data in Gritti 2000, p.19) to 
15.6% in 1987 and 17.4% in 1992 (Ginsborg 1998, p.591), in elections to the Chamber of Deputies. 
17 For example, an anti-corruption stance was made into an element of political identity by The Network. 
The PCI had never been in a position to occupy this ground; as Sassoon (1995, p.132) argued, the PCI 
never staged a concerted campaign against the ruling parties over corruption, as it was constantly seeking 
alliance with one or other of those parties. 
18 While the regional leagues had initially celebrated an ethno-linguistic identity as the basis of their 
(limited) appeal, after 1987 the leader Umberto Bossi turned instead to harnessing localism and disaffection 
with the inefficient central state and corrupt political parties, and this was the key to the success of the 
Northern League’s federalist platform in 1990 and 1992. The League both responded to the economic 
success of the small firms of the North and North-East and provided continuity of the localist component of 
the territorial subculture that had underpinned DC hegemony in much of the North (Diamanti 1996; 
Riccamboni 1994). It won the allegiance of both the owners and workers of the small firms (Fondazione 
Corazzin 1997). 
19 The Leagues staged huge and lively demonstrations in the early 1990s which aired the passion of their 
supporters. Furthermore, they were able to build up support using the traditional, labour-intensive methods 
of political communications: leaflets, door-knocking, local public meetings and demonstrations, rather than 
expensive mass media (Ginsborg 1998, p.335). 
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ends: the role of the organisation in communicating the party’s messages was essential to its 

identity and that of its militants. 

 

If the PCI and the infant PDS appeared to be already left behind by developments in the Italian 

political system up to the 1992 elections, the far-reaching changes that followed – which the 

PCI’s transformation helped to trigger20 – were to throw up a further range of major, unexpected 

challenges for the new party. The Tangentopoli scandal led to the collapse of the governing 

parties – the DC, PSI and smaller allies – in 1992-1993 and further fuelled anti-party sentiment, 

thereby ensuring the success of a referendum for electoral reform in 1993. What was soon hailed 

as the ‘Second Republic’ then brought numerous new parties in an increasingly fragmented party 

system, new electoral systems and forms of coalition-making, and increased personalisation of 

some political roles. 

 

The array of parties changed dramatically in the years 1992-1994: the remains of the DC and PSI 

each split several ways; the neo-fascist MSI redefined itself as the National Alliance (AN) and 

was quite suddenly accepted as a player in the democratic system; and media magnate Silvio 

Berlusconi entered politics, launching his own party, Forza Italia (Go Italy! or FI), to fill the gap 

left in the centre area of the spectrum by the collapse of the DC. But the changes did not end 

there, as smaller splits and regroupings continued sporadically over subsequent years, and then 

another significant new party, the Democrats, was formed in the centre-left area in early 1999. 

 

The proliferation of new players meant visibility was at a premium, especially on the centre-left 

side of the spectrum where the fragmentation was particularly marked. The (P)DS had to share 

the space with not just the PRC, the Greens and the Network, but various small groups of the left 

and centre-left forming in the early 1990s, largely from the diaspora of the PSI and DC.  

 

While the (P)DS’s potential allies were largely descendants of First-Republic parties, and 

therefore familiar in their organisation and behaviour, none of the three new principal opponents 

(FI, League and AN) resembled the antagonist the PCI had been accustomed to responding to – 

the DC – in their programmes, values, personnel or party type. Indeed the League was such a 

non-traditional player that the PDS had an ambivalent relationship with it for several years and 

                                                           
20 It is beyond the scope of this thesis to assess the contribution of the PCI’s transformation to bringing 
down the First Republic. On the causes of the crisis in the Italian system in 1992-1994 see Bardi and 
Morlino (1994); Bull and Rhodes (1997); Ginsborg (1998, pp.257-337); Newell (2000); Sapelli (1997). 
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even entertained the idea of alliance with it for the 1996 elections.21 The League and FI were not 

simply new parties but had new types of party organisations and leaders.22 They also boasted 

widespread use of candidates without political experience but with reputations built outside 

politics, and were easily able to depict the (P)DS personnel as old-style politicians from the First 

Republic.23

 

The electoral reforms enacted between 1993 and 1995, while not guaranteed to solve all the ills of 

the political system, did require considerable changes to voters’ and parties’ behaviour. The 

different systems introduced at the four levels of government – municipal, provincial, regional 

and national – each involved a shift from a purely PR system to a mixed majoritarian and PR 

system, expected to encourage the development of bipolarism and alternation in government.24 

Overall, elections counted much more in the Second Republic than in the First (Cotta 2002, p.40), 

with each national contest producing clear winners and losers (at least in the lower house) and an 

alternation in power between centre-left and centre-right coalitions. 

 

For the parties, the main implication of the new systems was the loss of the electoral autonomy 

they had enjoyed in the fully PR system, as they now had to form coalitions, and agree on joint 

candidates and programmes for the majoritarian contests, before each election rather than after. 

And election strategies acquired primary importance, as did campaign techniques, especially once 

Berlusconi entered the fray and outclassed all other parties in his use of television and the 

                                                           
21 At national level the PDS and League joined forces only for a short period, in bringing down the 
Berlusconi government at the end of 1994 and supporting the ‘technical’ government of Lamberto Dini 
throughout 1995, although D’Alema did hold out hope for an alliance for the 1996 election for some time 
(Hellman 1997, p.106). However, the PDS and League collaborated in local and provincial governments in 
various parts of the North between late 1992 and mid 1997, when the PDS finally decided to put an end to 
such arrangements in response to the League’s secessionist platform (Moioli 1997, p.22; Gilbert 1996, 
p.105). 
22 The League mobilised masses of volunteers in a strong, hierarchical and centrally-controlled 
organisation, which was, however, managed in accordance with efficiency criteria, like a firm (Morlino 
1996, pp.14-15). Berlusconi’s FI was often described as a company-party, given Berlusconi’s role and that 
of the staff of his advertising company Publitalia, who created the organisation as a network of clubs 
totally directed from the centre (Morlino 1996, p.16). It was completely dependent on Berlusconi’s image 
and on the use of opinion polls to determine policy choices and the mass media to communicate with the 
public (Marletti 1997, p.64). 
23 Over  60% of those elected to parliament in 1994 entered for the first time (Verzichelli 2002, pp.328-
329), while, at the regional elections in 1995, 74.5% of councillors were new (Di Virgilio 1996, p.63). 
24 According to Diamanti and Lazar (1997, pp.10-11), the aim was to get rid of the “extreme 
proportionalism” which was “an obstacle to simplifying representation, to stability, and to accountability of 
those elected”. For a discussion of the desired and expected consequences of the electoral reforms at 
national level, see Katz (1996, pp.37-40); on the reform at regional level see Di Virgilio (1996) and at 
municipal level, Baldini and Legnante (1998, pp.38-39). 
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Internet.25 In the majoritarian segment of national elections, the parties had to abandon their 

‘proportionalist’ mentality and attend to winning seats (or ensuring their coalitions did) rather 

than just percentages of the vote, and learn to target potentially mobile voters and marginal seats. 

This was all particularly challenging for the (P)DS, and required substantial changes in its 

political culture, for the PCI had been the party that had most emphasised its distinctiveness26, 

had adopted the most ‘proportionalist’ approach to elections – seen as about extending the party’s 

influence rather than aiming at government27 – and had perhaps the least experience of 

appropriate electoral marketing.  

 

All the parties had to deal with very intense anti-party sentiment in 1992-1994, as the crisis 

triggered by the corruption investigations unfolded, and they responded by relinquishing their 

control over political developments somewhat. This was observable particularly in what Di 

Virgilio (1996, p.48) called the “de-partyisation” of the many municipal and provincial elections 

held in 1993-1994 to replace governments that had fallen due to corruption-related arrests. In 

their choice of candidates for the majoritarian contests for mayors and provincial presidents, the 

coalitions often avoided people with any party-political background, in favour of untainted 

individuals from ‘civil society’ (Vandelli 1997, p.30). These candidates took to the spotlight and 

the parties retreated to the background (Di Virgilio 1996, p.65). 

 

By 1995, however, according to Di Virgilio (1996, p.48), a “return of the parties” was clearly 

under way. This was observable in the mechanisms of the regional electoral law, which, unlike 

the municipal electoral law of 1993, protected the parties’ interests. It was also evident in the 

parties’ approach to the regional elections of April 1995. By the end of the 1990s, there was no 

doubt that the parties were back in control: “After the storm of Tangentopoli, the parties have 

reasserted their supremacy – although with new actors, new methods, new looks, new images” 

(Ignazi 2002, p.231). 

 

An important development in sub-national politics that was facilitated by the electoral reforms 

and the parties’ retreat to the background, and which again presented particular problems for the 

                                                           
25 Marletti (1997, p.64) described Berlusconi’s election campaign in 1994, using the Internet as well as 
television, as a textbook example of political marketing. 
26 In surveys at the Twentieth PCI Congress in 1991, a high proportion of delegates responded that what 
had made militancy in the PCI rewarding was “being in a party that is different” (Di Lellio & Magna 1991). 
27 Occhetto (1994b, p.162) himself asserted, as Baccetti (1997, p.257) noted, that, for many PCI cadres, 
elections had been about consolidating or extending influence over the left-wing population, rather than 
aiming for government. And the PCI had never created a shadow cabinet before the new course in 1988. 
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(P)DS, was the increased personalisation of the roles filled by majoritarian contests, and in 

particular those of mayor and regional president.28 A high public profile and attractive image 

became essential for candidates to these (Mastropaolo 1997, p.93). Once elected, they enjoyed 

unprecedented authority and a much greater likelihood of stability for their governments than in 

the past, thanks to the new rules, as well as the prestige that derived from being directly elected 

by the citizens rather than appointed by negotiation among the parties. The mayors were able to 

compound these advantages by exploiting traditional Italian localism and communicating with the 

public under the banner of city identity rather than ideological identity (Calise 2000, pp.62-65). 

 

Like the other effects of the electoral reforms discussed above, this required a substantial 

adaptation of the political culture the PDS had inherited from the PCI. While other parties had 

flaunted their use of notables in the First Republic, the PCI had produced its representatives 

within the organisation. The process of selection and formation of cadres had involved stints in 

the institutions, but their activity there had continued to be directed from party headquarters. 

Individual communist politicians had not expected to cultivate prestige outside the organisation or 

a personal electoral base (Baccetti 1997a, pp.192-195). 

 

Even after the ‘return of the parties’ to the foreground of politics that Di Virgilio observed in the 

mid 1990s, the role of mayor continued to be highly personalised and bear a peculiar relationship 

to the parties, especially the (P)DS. Several of the mayors elected in 1993 were re-elected with 

large majorities in 1997, which consolidated their personal power. Meanwhile, the mayors 

collectively maintained a high profile in the national arena by campaigning together for 

federalism and a reform of the administrative systems whose complexity impeded their work. 

This situation was formalised when many mayors joined the Democrats, a new centre party 

created in early 1999. As the new party took in many people in powerful positions already 

invested with public support, it was not just an important new ally for the DS but a strong 

competitor for visibility in the centre-left space.29

 

In sum, the transformation of the PCI/(P)DS between 1989 and 2000 was played out as part of a 

transformation of the whole political system, which brought challenges that Occhetto could not 
                                                           
28 This was just one aspect of the increasing personalisation of politics in Italy in the 1990s that Calise 
(2000) analysed. 
29 The advantage to the Democrats of being composed largely of members of the social élite rather than 
anonymous party representatives was clear from the party’s share of key roles: in February 2000 it held 
roughly 2000 of the 8000 mayorships in the country and four of the twenty ministries, although its national 
vote share was 7.7% at the European elections of mid 1999 (la Repubblica 6 February 2000). 
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have imagined when he announced the svolta. The country went through three national elections 

(in 1992, 1994 and 1996) and eleven governments, by various types of coalition. The party had 

five congresses, a major split, three names and symbols – not to mention the label la Cosa (the 

Thing), applied to it in the year of the congresses following Occhetto’s announcement of the 

svolta – and three leaders. Changes in its alliance strategy, political culture and programmes were 

far-reaching and its organisational strength was massively reduced (see Figures 4 and 5 on pages 

32 and 33). It is hardly surprising that Veltroni sought to reassure the congress delegates in 2000 

that the transition was over. 

 

If we consider Occhetto’s aims in launching the transformation – to unite the left and take it to 

government – the outcomes were poor. The forces of the left became decidedly more dispersed: 

although some of the small parties joined the PDS in creating the DS, early in 1998, this was not a 

significant recomposition.30 And the party was unable to turn its electoral decline around 

definitively. As Figure 1 (on page 29) shows, its vote share dropped after 1989, then improved in 

the mid 1990s, but was to fall again in 2001.  

 

Part of Occhetto’s mission was achieved, in that the party eventually entered national 

government, and for a while held the prime ministership, but not in the terms Occhetto had hoped 

for. At the 1992 election, the last of the First Republic, the PDS appeared to be surviving, 

although much weakened with respect to the PCI and still, like the PCI, lacking in useful allies. 

Then, following the collapse of the DC and PSI and the electoral reforms, it was able to fight the 

1994 election as the biggest component of a mostly left-wing coalition. Although similar 

coalitions had enjoyed great success at municipal level in 1993, the Progressive Alliance was 

defeated in the national arena by the right-wing forces – FI, AN and the League, led by 

Berlusconi. Expansion to a centre-left alliance called the Olive Tree, including a part of the ex-

DC in the Italian Popular Party (PPI), was necessary for the PDS to partake of victory in 1996 and 

finally become the major party in national government. 

 

However, neither in the Progressive Alliance nor in the Olive Tree was the (P)DS able to assume 

a leading role, whether in terms of the coalition’s decision making or of providing the leader and 

candidate for PM. In fact, the victory in 1996 was partly due to the designation of a politically 

moderate catholic, Romano Prodi, as the intended PM, rather than a PDS representative. When 
                                                           
30 There remained two communist parties (the PRC and the small PDCI, which split off from the PRC in 
1998 over support for the centre-left government), a socialist party (called Italian Democratic Socialists or 
SDI in 2000), and the Greens, as well as other small parties on the centre-left side of the spectrum.  
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Prodi resigned and the job passed to the DS leader, Massimo D’Alema, at the end of 1998, this 

was not in recognition of the party’s weight in the coalition but the result of a First-Republic style 

of operation involving shifting coalition boundaries and negotiations among the component 

parties’ leaderships. 

 

1.3 Approach and argument of this thesis 

 

This thesis seeks to contribute to defining and explaining the party’s development in the changing 

Italian political context of the 1990s, through a local case study of the provincial federation in 

Venice. As will be discussed in chapter 2, most analysis of the (P)DS has so far been conducted 

from a national perspective and concerned with the decisions of the top leadership. The 

perspective from the periphery has been explored only through quantitative data on the attitudes 

of delegates surveyed at congresses. This study takes a different approach, by exploring the 

vicissitudes of the party’s transformation from 1989 to 2000 in one provincial federation, and 

therefore the experiences of ‘intermediate’ cadres active primarily (but not solely) in local, 

provincial and regional politics. I draw on the tradition of local studies of the PCI in my rationale 

and method, using data drawn largely from interviews with members of the federation’s 

leadership groups, speeches and other local party documents, and reports from local newspapers. 

Such a study cannot seek to depict and account for the experience of the party in the periphery as 

a whole, but aims to provide a piece of that picture. The Venetian federation provides a 

particularly interesting illustration of the multiple constraints, especially external ones, acting on 

the party in local contexts in the years of this study. A local study also draws a bottom-up 

perspective on the relationship between the national leadership and the party in the periphery, and 

allows insight into the effects of the electoral reforms regarding sub-national institutions, which 

have so far received much less attention than the new system for national elections.  

 

The case study addresses two themes in relation to the Venetian party’s development: first, its 

decisions and outcomes; and second, change in the party’s characteristics, with reference to the 

concepts and terms in the literature on party types and transformations. On the first theme, my 

departure point is the observation that the local party’s electoral and power outcomes mirrored 

those of the national party in two important ways. The local (P)DS was unable to assert itself as 

leader of the Progressive and centre-left coalitions it participated in at sub-national level, of which 

it was the largest force by far. It was also unable to achieve a sustained improvement in its vote 

share, despite the successes of those coalitions and the extensive involvement in municipal and 
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provincial governments they brought the party. As shown in Figures 1-3 (on pages 29-31), within 

Venice province, the party’s vote share at municipal, provincial and national elections traced 

curves of similar shape to that of the nation-wide performance in national elections. 

 

With respect to the second theme, my departure point is the expectation that the organisational 

development of the PCI/(P)DS in the 1990s might be of interest as a case of belated 

transformation of a mass party. In his key study of party transformations, Kirchheimer (1966, 

p.191) identified the PCI as an exceptional case which was not conforming to the pattern of 

evolution into an electorally-focused party that he theorised. And the PCI was judged by various 

scholars to have retained significant mass-party characteristics even in the 1980s, as we shall see. 

 

The aims of the local case study can therefore be set out in two principal questions. First, how can 

we explain the local party’s electoral and power outcomes in the period 1989-2000, and 

specifically its inability to dominate its coalitions and failure to extend its own electorate despite 

gaining access to power at sub-national and national levels? Second, what changes in the party’s 

characteristics – as observable from the local point of view – have been produced by the 

transformation into a non-communist party and the adaptation to changes in the Italian political 

system which is reflected in those outcomes? 

 

In response to the first question, my approach is to examine the way developments in the external 

domain – especially the opportunities and constraints thrown up by the changing context of the 

Italian political system – and in the internal domain of leadership and organisational matters 

combined to produce decisions and outcomes for the Venetian (P)DS. I pay particular attention to 

the federation’s strategic choices regarding alliances and candidatures. I argue that the party’s 

difficulties in the local context were largely related to deficits of legitimacy and visibility. By 

virtue of the changes in the context and the implications of shedding its distinctive past identity, 

the local (P)DS had to struggle for visibility in a way that the PCI had never had to do, while 

sharing with the PCI a problem of legitimacy, although this was manifested in new ways. I 

attribute the local leadership’s inability to overcome these deficits to three principal factors. First, 

the PCI-PDS transformation brought on a devastating crisis, that left the local party in a situation 

from which recovery would have been difficult even in familiar circumstances. Second, there 

were the external pressures of the peculiar competitive environment in which it subsequently 

operated in the Second Republic, thanks to mixed electoral systems, the dynamics of coalition 

operation, and a striking case of an individual enjoying personal power – the mayor of Venice, 
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Massimo Cacciari – cast as both competitor and ally. Third, there was a certain inertia in tackling 

internal innovation, manifested in an inability to redefine roles, functions and incentives and so 

redeploy the party’s human and material resources, which inhibited it from vaunting a distinctive 

but new identity to the public in terms of programmes, personnel and function in the party 

system. I argue that this inertia was associated with continuity of leadership from PCI days and 

defensiveness linked to having survived the crisis. 

 

In response to the second question, on the party’s type, I argue that, despite evidence presented by 

Bellucci et al. (2000, pp.97-98) that the majority of DS cadres perceived their party in mass-party 

terms, the party had experienced some key elements of the transformation of a mass party into an 

electorally focused party discussed by Kirchheimer (1966) and Panebianco (1988), and very 

rapidly. In the Venetian federation, considerable mass-party characteristics were still apparent in 

the late 1980s, but some of the organisational changes outlined by these scholars were observable 

in the 1990s and evidently accelerated by the huge increase in local government responsibilities 

in the period 1993-1995. These changes had neither been directed by the local leaders nor, for the 

most part, acknowledged by them, however. I also argue that the Venetian federation experienced 

the phenomenon of changing relations between the three ‘faces’ of a party – marginalisation of 

the ‘party on the ground’ by the ‘party in public office’ and the ‘party in central office’ – 

discussed by Katz and Mair (2002) as characteristic of most contemporary party types. However, 

the local perspective of this study allows that phenomenon to be formulated in greater detail than 

the national perspective adopted by Katz and Mair permits. 

 

1.4 Thesis structure 

 

The thesis consists of eight chapters. The literature review in chapter 2 has two aims, associated 

with the two themes. First, I set out the rationale for my local study in Venice as filling a gap in 

research on the party’s decisions and outcomes since 1989. I then review literature on party types 

and transformations, including the little that has been written on the (P)DS in this area, and define 

my approach to analysing the party’s changing party type in the 1990s in light of that literature. 

 

In the case study chapters, I present the materials in largely chronological order in order to 

convey most effectively the nature of local politics as it was lived at leadership level in Venice 

from November 1989 to April 2000. The organisation of the material reflects my division of the 

federation’s story into four phases: the travails of the PCI-PDS transition (chapter 3); the 
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experiment with progressive coalitions (chapter 4); the shift to centre-left coalitions and massive 

increase in power in local governments (chapters 5 and 6, which deal separately with the two 

themes); and the settling in of the centre-left coalitions, but with intra-coalition competition 

intensified by the entry of the Democrats as a prominent new player (chapter 7). In the case study 

I also present each of these phases in the local party’s life as set in a distinct phase of the life of 

the local political system: the pre-Tangentopoli partyocracy; the ‘retreat’ of the parties; an initial 

‘return of the parties’; and the consolidation of the parties’ control. 

 

Each of the four phases in the local party’s life saw the federation fight a municipal election in the 

province’s capital city, Venice (among other contests), at a different stage of its alliance strategy. 

These municipal elections are therefore the primary focus of my analysis on the theme of the 

party’s behaviour and outcomes. With respect to these elections, the four periods are reflected in 

the local party’s electoral performance as follows: a sharp drop during the PCI-PDS transition; 

partial recovery in the period of progressive coalitions; little change associated with the triumph 

of centre-left coalitions; then a new downturn as the centre-left coalitions became better 

established but with greater inter-party competition. The federation tackled each of those 

elections under different internal leadership, and each change of federation secretary reflected a 

different set of internal concerns and divisions, with the first three leaders elected to the position 

in response to serious internal problems. Each election also saw the national PCI/(P)DS 

leadership play a different role in the federation’s decisions regarding alliances and mayoral 

candidatures. In my analysis of each period in relation to the first theme, I therefore seek to link 

the developments in the party’s electoral and power outcomes to external factors – alliance 

arrangements and the developments in its competitive environment in general, and interventions 

by the national leadership – on one hand, and the internal divisions and leadership issues, on the 

other.  

 

My analysis in relation to the second theme – the transformation of the party type – concentrates 

on the first and third periods. In chapter 3, I analyse the remaining mass-party characteristics still 

observable at the end of the local PCI’s life, and, in chapter 6, the changes that had taken place by 

early 1997. I also return to this theme in chapter 7, to investigate whether any further 

developments in the organisational characteristics and relationships between the party faces were 

evident after statutory provisions intended to strengthen regional party organs at the expense of 

provincial federations had been in place for some years. 
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In the concluding chapter, after summarising the case study findings on both themes, I further 

explore the common factor: the effects of the particular competitive environment in which the 

local party was operating. This leads me to make a case for expecting the local leaders’ strategic 

behaviour and perspectives on the party to differ from those of the national leaders, whose 

attention was largely focused on the party’s operation in the national arena of politics. In seeking 

therein an explanation for the finding by Bellucci et al. (2000) that intermediate cadres still 

viewed their party in mass-party terms, I adopt Wolinetz’s (2002) approach to analysing a party’s 

behaviour in a specific context in terms of the – possibly shifting – relative importance to it of 

goals in relation to policies, votes or winning office. I argue that the behaviour of the Venetian 

cadres in local politics and their views of the party may reflect a different set of priorities between 

policy-seeking, vote-seeking and office-seeking goals from those appropriate to the national 

leadership. On the strength of these reflections, along with the insights provided by the case study 

findings into the effects of the electoral reforms at sub-national levels in particular, I then make a 

claim for the continuing validity of local studies of Italian political parties. First, however, it is 

necessary to introduce my particular local study by reviewing the literature on the (P)DS that I 

draw on and seek to complement, and this I undertake in the following chapter. 
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Figure 1 PCI/(P)DS vote share in elections to Chamber of Deputies, 1972-2001 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Notes: 
From 1994 onwards: PR segment only. 

Sources: 
National average: Ginsborg (1990, p.442) for 1972-1992; www.interni.elezioni.it for 1994-2001. 

Venice province: la Nuova Venezia 8 April 1992 for 1987 and 1992; la Nuova Venezia 23 April 
1996 for 1994 and 1996; la Nuova Venezia 15 May 2001 for 2001. 

Venice municipality: Rigamonti (1988) for 1972; ISTAT, Elezioni della Camera dei Deputati, 
(1979 and 1982) for 1976 and 1979; il Gazzettino 29 June 1983, for 1983; la Nuova Venezia 8 
April 1992 for 1987 and 1992; la Nuova Venezia 23 April 1996 for 1994 and 1996; la Nuova 
Venezia 15 May 2001 for 2001. 
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 Figure 2 PCI/(P)DS vote share in elections to Venice Provincial Council, 1985-1999 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Note: 
From 1995 onwards: PR segment only. 
 
Sources: 
la Nuova Venezia 9 May 1990 for 1985 and 1990: la Nuova Venezia 15 June 1999 for 1995 and 
1999. 
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 Figure 3 PCI/(P)DS vote share in elections to Venice Municipal Council, 1970-2000 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Note: 
From 1993 onwards: PR segment only. 
 
Sources: 
Rigamonti (1988) for 1970-1975; Scaglione et al. (1993, p.93) for 1980-1990; la Nuova Venezia 
18 November 1997 for 1993 and 1997; la Nuova Venezia 6 May 2000 for 2000. 
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Figure 4 PCI/(P)DS membership, 1944-1999 (selected years only) 
 
 

Year Italy Venetian 
federation 

1944 501,960 1,900
1946 2,068,272 38,584
1948 2,115,232 25,347
1958 1,818,606 18,148
1968 1,502,862 14,045
1976 1,814,263 21,069
1981 1,696,085 20,014
1988 1,462,281 17,937
1989 1,424,035 17,905
1990 1,319,905 16,884
1991 989,708 11,861
1992 769,944 9,596
1993 690,414 8,236
1994 698,287 8,000
1995 682,290 7,612 

1996 686,713 7,370  

1999 656,146 7000+
 
Sources 
Italy: Lazar (1992, p.398) for 1944-1987; Gritti (2000, p.40) for 1988-1991; www.cattaneo.org 
for 1992-1999. 
Venetian federation: Riccamboni (1992) for 1944-1987; data supplied by Norberto Lombardi 
(Organisational department of the national PDS), 5 January 1997, for 1988-1996; la Nuova 
Venezia 12 December 1999, p.14, for 1999. 
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Figure 5 PCI/(P)DS Estimated number of paid staff (political, technical and clerical), 
1976-1999 

 
 

Year Italy Venetian 
federation 

1976 3141  
1982-
1983 

2875 25 

1988 2560 10 
1989  7 
1991 1800  
1992 1500 1.5 
1994 670  
1999 <400a 3 

 
a Baccetti (1997a, p.154) noted that the party itself no longer maintained precise figures in the 
1990s, even at national headquarters. 
 
Sources 
Italy: Baccetti (1997a, pp.170-171); Gritti (2000, p.46). 
Venetian federation: estimates given by interviewees Bonagiunti (1997); Cacciari, P. (1993); 
Vianello (1996b); Zennaro (1993); Pietragnoli (2000). 
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Figure 6 Selected organisational statistics for the Venetian federation, 1988-2000 
 
 1988 1991a 1996 2000
No. of territorial sections 150 104 81
No. of workplace sections 43 23 12
Total no. of sections 193 144 127 93
No. of feste dell’Unità 85 45 25 17
 
a The numbers of territorial and workplace sections in 1991 were not available. 
 
Sources 
PCI Documentation and analysis office (1988) for 1998; PDS Veneto Regional Union (1997a) for 
1991 and 1996; Pietragnoli (Interview 2000) for 2000. 
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CHAPTER 2 A GREAT TRANSFORMATION? ANALYSING THE PCI/(P)DS 

AFTER 1989 THROUGH A LOCAL STUDY 

 

The aim of this chapter is to sketch the intellectual context for my analysis of the PCI/(P)DS on 

two themes: the party’s behaviour and outcomes from 1989 to 2000; and accompanying change in 

its party type. I first review the approaches taken to the study of the PCI/(P)DS since 1989 in the 

existing literature, and the principal debates regarding the party’s behaviour and outcomes. In 

section 2.2 I then set out a rationale for a local study on the basis of the lack of such studies in the 

existing literature, the value of local studies in the analysis of the PCI in the past, and the 

significance of change at sub-national levels in the upheaval of the Italian political system in the 

1990s. In section 2.3 I examine literature on party types and transformations and interpret existing 

studies of the organisation of the PCI and (P)DS in light of this literature. In the final section I 

explain the choice of the Venetian federation as the site of the local study and summarise my 

approach to each theme. 

 

2.1 The PCI/(P)DS from 1989 to 2000: behaviour and outcomes 

 

The transformation of the PCI into the PDS between 1989 and 1991 attracted particular attention 

not only because of its significance in the Italian context but also because of the PCI’s importance 

in the family of west European communist parties. Comparative studies by Bull (1994b) and 

Wilson (1993) made it clear that the type of change undertaken by the PCI was by no means 

obligatory: the parties responded to the collapse of communism in eastern Europe in different 

ways, according to their previous role in their national political system and prior relations with 

the USSR. Bull (1994b, pp.210-212) underlined that the path taken by Occhetto, that of making a 

complete break with the communist past and name, was the choice of those parties that had 

already introduced considerable internal democracy. These were also the parties that then suffered 

the most severe internal struggle over the decision. Wilson (1993, pp.111-125) noted that 

transformation into a “moderate, left-of-center party” was viable only in countries like Italy 

where the social-democratic or socialist party was relatively weak. Both Bull and Wilson 

underlined the difficulties all ex-communist parties faced in the three years after 1989, Bull 

noting that none had solved its domestic crisis by 1994. 
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The key studies of the dynamics of the PCI-PDS transition – by Bull (1991b)31, Ignazi (1992) and 

Bosco (2000) – stressed the significance of both external and internal factors in explaining 

Occhetto’s decision. These authors all set the svolta against a backdrop of the party’s decline 

throughout the 1980s and an identity crisis apparent well before the fall of the Berlin Wall.  

 

Bull’s (1991b, pp.99-103) approach was tailored specifically to West European communist 

parties. He stressed that their leaders were not free to pursue primarily the goal of maximising 

electoral support and power, as in liberal-democratic parties, nor driven solely by the elaboration 

over time of a deliberate strategy based on permanent interests, but constrained in their electoral 

or strategic decisions by concern for minimising identity loss. An approach “focus[ing] on PCI 

internal and external dynamics” (p.117) was therefore appropriate, as it allowed the use of a broad 

range of variables in evaluating party behaviour, and recognised the significance of internal 

constraints associated with identity. In Bull’s explanation, Occhetto’s decision for radical change 

(the svolta) came when his attempt at controlled change (the new course) had stalled due to 

internal constraints and then appeared too cautious anyway in light of the revolutions in Eastern 

Europe. The association between the party’s identity and its organisational dynamics was evident 

in the reaction to the new course: this was not just a matter of opposition to any detachment from 

the party’s heritage, but deepening internal division, as the left and right ‘areas’ confronted each 

other with opposing views of the party’s future. 

 

While similarly concerned with both external and internal factors, Ignazi (1992, pp.7-8 and 15) 

sought to identify the internal factors that favoured change as much as those that served to inhibit 

it. He used Panebianco’s (1988, pp.242-247) model of the dynamics of party change, to analyse 

the transition from PCI to PDS as a case study of change set off by strong environmental pressure 

in the presence of internal preconditions that had already undermined the internal power structure. 

In Ignazi’s analysis (1992, pp.19-27), the new course amounted to an “articulation of the ends” by 

a new “dominant coalition” (élite group), in response to the 1987 electoral losses and the 

unprecedented outbreak of criticism from the party’s grass roots that followed.32 The svolta, 

prompted by the further external challenge of the fall of the Berlin Wall, entailed a “substitution 

                                                           
31 See also Bull (1989; 1991a) and Bull and Daniels (1990). 
32 The full set of internal preconditions Ignazi (1992, pp.13, 24-25 and 64) identified were: a dilution of the 
communist identity due to the ideological rethinking of PCI intellectuals in the 1980s; the declining 
organisational and electoral strength; the widespread perception among militants and cadres that the party 
was in difficulty and the loosening of the rules of democratic centralism that had made open discussion and 
criticism possible; and the generational turnover already under way in the national leadership and 
provincial federations. 
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of the ends”33 as the party was breaking with fundamental elements of its communist identity and 

its past – “cutting the umbilical cord of the communist tradition” (p.20) – by explicitly declaring 

its acceptance of the superiority of democracy. In order to discover which sectors of the party 

most supported Occhetto’s changes, Ignazi analysed data from a survey of delegates to the 

national assembly of the Nineteenth PCI Congress in March 1990, as a sample of the political 

culture of the party’s ‘intermediate cadres’. He found those appearing most favourable to the 

abandonment of the communist identity were the cadres in paid political jobs (whether in the 

party or state institutions) and those who placed themselves to the right of the party in the 

political spectrum (pp.161-164). 

 

Panebianco’s model was also used by Bosco (2000) to analyse the dynamics of the PCI’s 

transformation and those undertaken by the Spanish and Portuguese communists in the same 

period. She stressed the role of intraparty conflict, between a “coalition of innovators” and a 

“coalition of conservatives”, in determining the type of change that transpired in each case. 

 

While these scholars focused on the PCI’s electoral slide and the collapse of communism in 

Eastern Europe as triggers for change in the party, for Fouskas (1998) the explanation required a 

broader perspective on change in the national and international contexts. Fouskas argued that the 

svolta was consistent with neo-revisionist ideas Occhetto and his collaborators had been 

formulating since 1985 (p.232). Underpinning this neo-revisionism were, on one hand, the crisis 

of the blocked Italian political system, and, on the other, the internationalisation of capital in the 

1980s and the acceleration of European integration on neo-liberal terms. Fouskas claimed these 

international developments had made it imperative for the left to have a strong presence at 

European level and for the PCI to enter the Socialist International (p.134).34 Fouskas (p.135) 

therefore found that various scholars, including Bull (1991a), had overemphasised the rupture 

with the past that the svolta entailed. 

 

That the transformation did amount to a rupture with the past was indicated by analysis of 

resistance to the svolta, however. Contrasting explanations of this resistance were given by Ignazi 

(1992) and Baccetti (1997a), in terms of ideological and organisational conceptions of the party’s 
                                                           
33 Ignazi followed Panebianco’s use of the terms “dominant coalition”  and “articulation of the ends” but 
used “substitution of the ends” where Panebianco preferred “succession of the ends” to indicate substitution 
of new official goals for older official goals. 
34 Fouskas (1998, p.232) claimed: “When the PCI declared itself an ‘integral part of the European Left’ at 
its 1986 congress in Florence, it had already taken the path of no return: that of renewing itself by keeping 
pace with the renewal of European Social Democracy”. 
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distinctiveness, respectively. Ignazi’s (1992, pp.169-174) analysis of the survey data led him to 

judge a large proportion of cadres were attached to views on economic and international matters 

(especially concerning the USSR) that showed they had not digested the redefinition of the 

party’s identity that the new course entailed. Ignazi therefore saw the proposal to abandon the 

communist name and symbol as traumatic because it implied “jettison[ing] the communist party’s 

deep identity” (p.173) and the distinctiveness that derived from belonging to the communist 

world. 

 

This interpretation was contested by Baccetti (1997a, pp.111-115 and 259-260), for whom the 

primary significance of the svolta was in the organisational dimension. He saw the fase 

costituente, rather than the svolta itself, as traumatic and unacceptable, because it implied turning 

upside down the organisational principles of the mass party and the political culture associated 

with it. For, in the PCI “political identity [had] coincided with the organisation itself and with 

feeling part of the organisation” (p.18). In that organisation, the selection of leaders by 

cooptation, and the fact that the corps of national and local leaders coincided largely with that of 

the full-time functionaries, had ensured continuity rather than innovation. Hence, even those who 

supported the svolta were not prepared to “go beyond the boundaries of their self-referential party 

structure” and work together with outside partners to create a new form of party (p.54). Instead, 

he observed a “tenacious drive for self-preservation” (p.114) among the leadership and peripheral 

cadres. 

 

The events and outcomes of the PCI-PDS transition were also analysed in depth. Pasquino (1993) 

focused on the acceleration of programmatic change which accompanied the new course and the 

svolta. Belloni (1991) and Hellman (1992) analysed the various dimensions of the crisis brought 

on by the svolta: the factional struggle; the failure to engage with the esterni; the membership 

exodus; and the losses in sub-national elections in May 1990. Hellman (1992) stressed that, not 

only did the transformation fail to resolve the PCI’s problem of needing new social and political 

alliances, but the PDS acquired the extra problem of institutionalised, belligerent factions. These 

represented “profoundly divided perspectives” (p.84), ranging from those who envisaged a social-

democratic PDS to those who saw its role as that of an antagonistic and movement-oriented left.35

 

                                                           
35 A unique approach to the PCI’s transformation into the PDS was the anthropological one taken by 
Kertzer (1996), who argued that symbolism was essential to the party’s crisis. He depicted the Nineteenth 
and Twentieth Congresses as a battle for the hearts of the ordinary members, whose personal identity was 
threatened by the transformation. 
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Baccetti (1997a, pp.205-209) emphasised the continuity in organisational form in the passage 

from the PCI to the PDS, and the exclusion of the esterni. Despite the overall failure of the fase 

costituente in the sense of co-founding a new type of party, however, he noted that there was a 

substantial degree of involvement of individual esterni in the periphery. Some entered the 

Executives of federations at the birth of the PDS and/or were included in the party’s tickets for 

the sub-national elections in May 1990, which meant that their involvement in federation 

leadership bodies and local councils and governments far outweighed their numerical strength in 

the body of the party (pp.63-64). 

 

After 1992, the party was no longer studied as an organisation in crisis over a major change in its 

self-definition, nor as a member of the family of parties most affected by the collapse of 

communism. Scholars’ attention now turned to developments in the party’s alliance strategy and 

political positions, in the context of the sweeping changes in the Italian political system after the 

Tangentopoli scandal. Most studies were concerned with the debates and decisions of the national 

leadership and restricted to developments in the national political arena. The analysis was usually 

based on evidence drawn from newspaper reports of debate in the leadership organs and 

journalists’ interviews with party leaders, along with party leaders’ speeches and official party 

documents. The authors highlighted the opportunities and constraints faced by the national 

leaders in continuing to tackle the twin objectives of the svolta: to unite the left and take it to 

government. 

 

The creation of the Progressive Alliance and its defeat at the 1994 elections were examined by 

Bull (1996a; 1996b; 1996c) and Rhodes (1995; 1996). Both depicted Occhetto as struggling to 

assemble the alliance with a cluster of small potential partners all concerned not to let the PDS 

dominate the process, while his own party was divided over the preferred alliance partners and 

itself the subject of several corruption investigations. As Bull put it, the PDS was not “strong, 

united and sufficiently ‘new’”, and the alliance lacked a clear programme and designated leader 

(1996c, pp.168-169). However, both Bull and Rhodes judged that the failure to secure victory for 

the left in the post-Tangentopoli upheaval could not be attributed simply to inadequate leadership 

but had to be seen in light of the uncertainties of the period. 

 

In analysis of the next stage in the party’s alliance strategy – the construction of the centre-left 

coalition by the new leader, D’Alema – Rhodes (1996) and Gilbert (1996) highlighted the 

determination of the smaller parties not to allow the PDS to dominate, once again, and the 
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significance of the choice of the politically moderate Prodi as prime ministerial candidate. Rhodes 

(1996) also discussed the difficulty in reaching agreement over the programme and the partners’ 

determination to maximise their shares of candidatures and visibility. The internal repercussions 

of the party’s move to a centre-left alliance were underlined by Gilbert (1996), who analysed 

D’Alema’s “liberal svolta” and the Thematic Congress in 1995 that ratified it “without a qualm” 

(p.109). By “liberal svolta” he meant a substantial shift in the PDS’s political positions and values 

towards the centre ground, effected by D’Alema in order to establish the party’s credentials with 

Prodi and the partners in the centre area. Gilbert (1998) also examined D’Alema’s vision for the 

PDS to lead a “modernisation” of Italy and turn it into to “a normal country” (D’Alema 1995c). 

 

The 1996 elections were again the subject of a wealth of analysis.36 Hellman (1997, pp.83-85) 

stressed that the victory did not reflect any swing to the left in the electorate but the success of the 

Olive Tree’s alliance and electoral strategies.37 He analysed a series of significant dilemmas 

facing the PDS at that time, concerning its own identity and its relationships with the coalition, 

the government and the other left-wing forces. 

 

The main party developments addressed after the 1996 election victory were the Second PDS 

Congress, held in early 1997 (Bull 1997; Hellman 1997; Vignati 1998); the Cosa 2 (The Second 

Thing38) operation through which the PDS and some small left-wing groups ‘co-founded’ the DS 

in 1998 (Massari & Parker 1999); and the First DS Congress in February 2000 (Bellucci et al. 

2000; 2001). The scholars’ principal concerns in analysing these events were the intersecting 

questions of the party’s future identity, its relationship to the coalition and the possibilities for at 

least a partial re-unification of the left. Contrasting visions of the party’s future held by D’Alema 

and Veltroni came to the fore after the 1996 election victory. D’Alema envisaged a regrouping of 

the various elements of the left in a large, social-democratic party similar to those dominating the 

progressive side of politics in most West European countries, with the left and centre remaining 

as separate components of the Olive Tree coalition. Veltroni, supported by a minority in the party 

known as the ‘ulivisti’, proposed strengthening the Olive Tree and eventually uniting the left and 

                                                           
36 See, for example, Chiaramonte (1997), various chapters in Diamanti and Lazar (1997), Gangemi and 
Riccamboni (1997a) and D’Alimonte and Bartolini (1997). 
37 While the Olive Tree was able to obtain the external support of PRC and thus cover the whole of the left 
and much of the centre, its opponents were divided, following the League’s break with Berlusconi 
(Hellman 1997, pp.105-106). Furthermore, the Olive Tree showed a “comprehension of the logic of 
electoral competition” and political communication skills that previously only Berlusconi had demonstrated 
(Diamanti & Lazar 1997, pp.14-15). 
38 This was in reference to la Cosa (the Thing), as Occhetto’s proposed ‘new political formation’ was called 
in 1990. 
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progressive centre in a single ‘democratic party’ (Bull 1997, pp.3-6). However, in analysing the 

Second PDS Congress, the scholars stressed that D’Alema and Veltroni avoided a clash over this 

question. The main source of conflict was instead the opposition by the left-wing faction and the 

CGIL leader Sergio Cofferati to the party’s neo-liberal platform in government, over which 

D’Alema and Veltroni were in agreement (Bull 1997, pp.6-7; Hellman 1997). Bull (1997, pp.9-

10) underlined the significance of the fact that the main division at this congress was not over the 

party’s identity but its intentions in government, suggesting that ideological battles were losing 

their importance. 

 

The differences over the party’s future identity were not resolved in this way, however, nor did 

the prospects for a substantial reunification of the progressive forces improve (Bull 1997). Clearly 

defined factions of ‘dalemiani’, ‘ulivisti’ and the left operated after the congress (Vignati 1998, 

pp.99-103). D’Alema proceeded with Cosa 2, which created the DS as belonging to the European 

social-democratic family, but it was a low-key operation that served mainly to tidy up some of the 

fragmentation of the Olive Tree’s ‘left leg’. Several of the small partners entering the DS had 

already run joint PR tickets with the PDS for the 1996 national election.39 Massari and Parker 

(2000, pp.47-49) described Cosa 2 as managed in a deliberately bureaucratic and top-down 

fashion, with no real attempt to engage the grass roots.40 Overall it produced just a slightly 

enlarged PDS, with no expectations of greatly expanding its electorate. When D’Alema became 

PM and Veltroni party leader, less than a year later, tension over the question of a social-

democratic or democratic future was not reignited as might have been expected: instead Veltroni 

turned his attention to the problems of revitalising the party’s organisation and increasing its vote 

share (Massari & Parker 2000, pp.52-53).41

                                                           
39 The groups entering the DS along with the PDS were: the Unitary Communists who had split from PRC 
during the Dini government in 1995; the Social Christians, who came largely from the left wing of the DC; 
the Labourites (an ex-PSI fragment); the Republicans (PRI); some liberals (ex-PLI); the Association of 
Reformists for Europe, involving many unionists from CGIL and UIL; and another association, Action in 
Solidarity, made up of individuals from community associations and voluntary organisations (Minniti 1998; 
Massari & Parker 2000, p.48). 
The 1996 ticket, called ‘PDS-European Left’, included PDS, Unitary Communists, Social Christians, 
Labourites and the Network. Each was awarded a share of the majoritarian candidatures and participated in 
joint proportional tickets for the Chamber of Deputies or Senate (Chiaramonte 1997, pp.50-51). 
40 Both D’Alema (in l’Unità, 3 July 1996) and his close collaborator Marco Minniti (1998), who became 
largely responsible for Cosa 2, described it as intended to continue the operation initiated by Occhetto, but 
without such upheaval. The two processes had in common the adoption of a new name and symbol, but this 
did not bear the seeds of trauma the second time, when the shape and purpose of the new Thing were quite 
clearly defined at the outset: the idea was simply to allow the PDS to join with other reformist left forces in 
a new formation that allowed collective membership. 
41 Veltroni (in Palombi 1998) declared the primary objective of the DS was to grow, aiming at 30% of the 
vote or more, like other major European left-wing parties. Ignazi (2002, p.204) described the discussion 
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These studies of strategic and political developments in the (P)DS viewed from a national 

perspective were complemented by analyses of intermediate cadres’ attitudes to those 

developments, based on surveys of congress delegates. Vignati (1998, pp.92-97) found the cadres 

at the Second PDS Congress had largely followed their leaders towards the centre of the political 

spectrum, in the sense that their self-placements showed a marked shift in that direction compared 

with the similar surveys in 1990 reported on by Ignazi (1992). However, they were lagging 

behind the leaders on various issues to do with the market, economic management and labour.  

Bellucci et al. (2000, pp.171-174), found the cadres’ positions still differed from those of the 

leaders to a considerable extent even at the First DS Congress in 2000. With respect to 1990, 

there was substantial discontinuity in the cadres’ political positions (on the market, individual 

rights, “the national interest” in foreign policy, and the family), but significant continuity in their 

view of the party’s functions and relationship with the electors, a point we will return to in section 

2.3. Bellucci et al. also signalled a general enthusiasm for a pluralist culture in the party but a 

high degree of dissatisfaction regarding internal democracy.42  

 

The overall interpretation Bellucci et al. (2000; 2001) gave of the survey results was that the party 

had been through a ten-year period of continual transformation, due to the leaders’ inability to 

define a clear identity for it. The authors claimed the inadequate leadership of Occhetto, D’Alema 

and Veltroni was demonstrated by “the enduring gap between what they propose[d] and what the 

body of the party continue[d] to think, feel and do” (2001, p.85).  

 

Other scholars analysing the state of the DS a decade after the end of the PCI similarly found the 

party’s identity ill-defined, and explicitly linked this problem to its inadequate outcomes with 

respect to the aims of Occhetto’s svolta (Bull 2003; Gritti 2000, pp.17-18; Pasquino 2001a). For 

Bull (2003, p.65) the national election defeat in 2001 “symbolised a failure over a decade to 

transform the former Communist Party into an effective non-communist reformist alternative in 

Italian politics”. He saw the origins of the ill-defined identity in the inability to decide on the 

identity of the PDS at its birth – due largely to the aversion among all except the right wing to a 

                                                                                                                                                                             
document for the First DS Congress, “Project for the Twenty-first Century Left” (Veltroni 2000b), as 
clearly that of a European social-democratic party. 
42 At the 2000 congress, 54% of survey respondents were unsatisfied with the circulation of information in 
the party and 48% unsatisfied with the level of internal democracy, compared with 48% and 39% at the 
Second PDS Congress in 1997 (Bellucci et al. 2001, p.74). 
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social-democratic identity at the time – and the continuing avoidance of decision over this 

question in subsequent years (Bull 2003, pp.65-68).43  

 

This problem of the party’s identity was also linked specifically to its inability to dominate the 

centre-left coalition, in two opposing ways by different scholars. For Salvadori (1999, p.224) the 

indecision on its political-cultural identity was the direct cause of the party’s inability to claim 

leadership of the coalition and government. For Bellucci et al. (2001, pp.85-86), the reverse was 

true: the party’s leaders were weak, and ineffective in defining the party’s identity, because the 

party was not recognised as leading the centre-left forces. This meant that none of its leaders had 

had the opportunity to mobilise the membership behind him in an electoral contest for the prime 

ministership and, in so doing, redefine the significance of their membership.  

 

Three main fields of investigation can be identified in the literature discussed above on the party’s 

development between 1989 and 2000. Debate in each of these has contributed to our 

understanding of the failure to achieve the fundamental aim of Occhetto’s svolta: to unite the left 

as a single party dominating government or opposition. The first concerns the dynamics and the 

implications of the svolta, including the sources of resistance to the fase costituente and the 

legacy of that resistance. The second area addressed is that of the development and outcomes of 

the party’s alliance strategy, as the main thrust of the party’s adaptation to its changing context. 

The third area is the problem of the party’s ill-defined identity, seen by several scholars as the 

result of weak leadership and the key to the party’s inadequate overall outcomes. 

 

Each of these debates has been conducted largely from a national perspective, with the view from 

the periphery accessed primarily through quantitative data on cadres’ attitudes.44 I therefore 

propose a local study in order to examine the concrete experiences of a group of intermediate 

cadres that lie behind their perceptions of these events and debates. Examining the decisions and 

attitudes of cadres in relation to their day-to-day work in a specific context will allow attention to 

the extraordinary challenges the party faced amid the rapid and far-reaching changes in the Italian 

political system discussed in chapter 1. My study will therefore set aside the general question of 

                                                           
43 The problem of abandoning the party’s old identity through the svolta without having a new one ready to 
propose had been stressed at the time by Hellman (1993) and also noted by Ignazi (1992, p.173). 
44 There are two exceptions. Baccetti’s (1997a) study of organisational change involved both qualitative 
and quantitative analysis of the various components of party’s structure. Belloni (1992) used a handful of 
interviews with cadres in two provincial federations (Florence and Bologna) in his analysis of the positions 
behind the motions to the Nineteenth congress motions and the reactions of the rank and file to the svolta 
and the congress battles. 
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the party’s identity and focus on the first two fields of debate. I will be primarily concerned with 

specific constraints and opportunities, of both external and internal origin, in explaining the local 

party’s decisions and outcomes. A more detailed rationale for this study follows in the next 

section. 

 

2.2 The case for a local study 

 

The principal argument for a local study45 of the party is that it allows exploration of 

developments in a specific context and therefore permits a greater depth of analysis than national 

studies. It was in these terms that various scholars presented their case studies of the PCI. For 

example, Hellman (1988) explained his case study of the Turin federation’s experience of the 

historic compromise strategy as follows:  

A detailed study of developments on a local level will allow us to escape the often 
abstract generalisations that accompany discussion of broad party strategy, for on this 
level party strategy is not merely enunciated but must be implemented. … it is essential 
to understand the interplay between national and local conditions Hellman (1988, p.65).46

 

As my project draws on the tradition of such local case studies of the PCI, it is useful to 

summarise relevant elements of their approaches. Overall, those studies reflected an appreciation 

of the diversity of party experiences in different areas of Italy, a country particularly characterised 

by economic, social, cultural and political variation along territorial lines. That the PCI was not 

monolithic but locally differentiated as a result of adaptation to different conditions was 

highlighted by Tarrow (1967), who led the way in studies of the party at sub-national level, with 

his analysis of its difficulties in seeking to establish, in southern peasant society, the type of mass 

party that flourished in Emilia-Romagna.47  

 
                                                           
45 The words ‘local party’ or ‘Venetian party’ are used in this thesis to mean the party in the province of 
Venice: the federation and all territorial and workplace sections under its authority. The federation premises 
were home to the functions of the federation secretary, the leadership bodies called the Secretariat 
(Segreteria) and the Executive (Direzione), and the representative body for the organization in the 
province, called the Federation Committee (Comitato federale). The federation secretary and the Federation 
Committee were elected at federation congress, which involved delegates from all sections in the province. 
The Federation Committee then determined the composition of the Executive and the small inner circle of 
the Secretariat supporting the federation secretary. 
46 Similarly, Pridham (1981, p.29) noted, with respect to his regional case study of the PCI in Tuscany, that 
the point of a case study should be that it “offers advantages over a more general approach as a ‘laboratory’ 
for analysing the theme and its accompanying questions, and compensates in depth for what it lacks in 
scope and breadth”. 
47 Subsequently, Hellman’s (1973) thesis, examining the organisation of four federations in markedly 
different settings, “fully confirmed the differences and the tendency of the party to adapt itself to local 
conditions” (Baccetti 1997, p.14). 
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The diversity of provincial and regional conditions made for, on one hand, the necessity of 

exploring the range of experiences that together made up the composite whole of the PCI in the 

periphery, and, on the other, the impossibility of claiming any selection as representative. 

Hellman (1988, p.42) underlined the latter point: “Italy’s political geography is so complex and 

varied that no single province, or even region, is able to encompass the country’s diverse levels of 

development and political traditions”. 

 

In fact, the case studies of sub-national elements of the PCI in the 1970s and 1980s varied, in 

their rationale for the choice of localities, in terms of the degree of emphasis on exceptionality. In 

some cases a locality was chosen precisely for its exceptional character, this being the object of 

study. In this category can be included, for example, Stern’s (1975) study of the party’s failure to 

achieve legitimacy in the white subculture of the Veneto, which he presented as an extreme case. 

In other cases, the choice was presented as just a sampling of one or more components from 

among the full set that made up the nation-wide picture of the phenomenon to be studied; the 

localities were chosen from among those expected to be relevant as far as that phenomenon was 

concerned, but not exceptional. Such a sample was not claimed to be representative and the 

researchers were careful to acknowledge any specific characteristics identified. So, for example, 

Lange (1975) chose the Milanese federation for his investigation of section activity in light of the 

role prescribed for sections in the implementation of party strategy. Milan province was not 

exceptional, in the sense that it was not part of a white or red territorial subculture; instead, the 

electoral strengths of the various parties were close to the national averages. However, Lange 

deemed it relevant because it was in the forefront of key processes of socioeconomic change of 

the time and because the party’s strategy, which was the object of his study, appeared particularly 

intended to make a difference in areas in which neither DC nor PCI was already hegemonic.48

 

While these scholars did not claim easy generalisations could be made from the findings of their 

case studies, none of them had conceived those studies without reference to the nation-wide 

picture. So they did make cautious observations regarding the insights provided by their studies 

                                                           
48 In a similar vein, Amyot (1981) chose five federations for his study of the fortunes of the Ingrao left-
wing ‘area’, in order to examine evidence for factors possibly linked to the degree of support for Ingrao’s 
line. He chose federations known to vary in terms of certain characteristics (such as the weight of 
intellectuals, a subcultural context or a context of socioeconomic change) and distributed between North, 
Centre and South. This was not for the purpose of examining each federation’s exceptionality but to be able 
to explore different experiences contributing to the whole, heterogeneous, picture.  
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that might be relevant in other local contexts and signal possible implications for the party as a 

whole.49  

 

Most case studies of the PCI had a major ethnographic component, based on interviews with 

party personnel and external witnesses, and observation of party events and internal workings. 

Some scholars, such as Kertzer (1980), defined their approach as anthropological and their 

method one of participant-observation; others used similar methods even if their perspective was 

not declared to be anthropological. Tarrow (1967, p.viii) confessed to using a “great promiscuity 

of approaches and techniques” and much data that was “impressionistic”, explaining that this was 

necessary in order to link variations he observed in party behaviour to specific regional 

characteristics. In some studies, interviews were a source of ‘objective’ as well as subjective data: 

for Pridham (1981, p.265), interviews served “two purposes: a) objective – seeking information 

and verifying information from other sources; b) subjective – probing attitudes and interpretations 

of party development”.50 The subjects for interviews were usually cadres at provincial federation 

level or section-level militants. Amyot (1981, pp.9-10) described federation cadres as “the most 

active and influential group of Party members [outside the national leadership]” . 

 

Analysis of the party in the periphery and through case studies can be expected to be at least as 

appropriate for the (P)DS as for the PCI, for reasons that have to do with developments both in 

the external context of the Italian political system and internal to the party. Two important 

characteristics of the political system that were carried over from the First Republic contributed to 

ensuring the continued significance of sub-national politics. The first of these was the 

phenomenon of local and regional diversity in political culture and allegiances. In the 1990s, 

support for the (P)DS still varied considerably in geographical terms, as had that for the PCI, with 

the central regions remaining strongholds of the left despite the erosion of the territorial 

subculture. The second characteristic continued from the First Republic was the practice of 

holding ‘general’ sub-national elections, with fifteen regions all electing their regional 

                                                           
49 For example, although Hellman (1988, pp.13-15) chose Turin for a study of the experience of the 
Historic Compromise because it “represent[ed] an extreme illustration of tension” over that strategy (p.13), 
he saw the study as highlighting crucial aspects of the party’s crisis in general. Likewise, Stern (1975), 
although studying a particularly marked case of the party’s struggle for legitimacy, saw this work as 
contributing to understanding of the PCI’s national problem: “A study of northeastern Italy helps us in the 
larger task of assessing the prospects for the attainment of what appears to be a central instrumental goal of 
the PCI as a whole: gaining acceptance as a rightful partner in the exercise of power at the highest levels of 
government” (p.222). 
50 Amyot (1981) also obtained ‘objective’ data on the histories of the federations he studied through 
interviews. 
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governments on one day in 1995 and 2000, and large numbers of municipalities and provinces 

going to the polls together on each of the few days designated for such elections in any year. This 

meant that the results could be considered a reading of nation-wide levels of support for each 

party and had implications beyond the localities concerned. 

 

On top of these, several developments in the 1990s further increased the significance of the sub-

national dimensions of politics and made for specific challenges to parties at those levels. First, 

while a purely PR electoral system had operated at each level in the First Republic, the reforms in 

the 1990s brought several different systems. The rules introduced at sub-national levels, while 

differing among themselves, had in common a major difference with respect to those operating 

for national elections: a majoritarian contest for leader of government (mayor, provincial 

president or regional president). Second, both the Progressive and centre-left coalitions were 

given a trial run at sub-national levels before being implemented at national elections. Third, and 

partly as a result of the different systems, some of the novel developments in Italian politics in the 

1990s were particularly characteristic of the sub-national arenas, including the personalisation of 

roles and the use of civil-society candidates. Fourth, the effectiveness of local governments was 

enhanced during the 1990s, due not only to the electoral reforms but also later reforms (in 1994 

and 1997) that gave them greater financial autonomy and removed some central bureaucratic 

controls (Newell 2000, pp.151-152). Fifth, this was the decade in which federalism became a key 

word in the political sphere. This was not just in response to the claims of the Northern League: 

activism by mayors from all parties constituted much of the pressure for reform of the public 

administration and devolution of powers in the 1990s. Overall, the picture was one of a 

“communal Renaissance” (Dente 1997, p.182) or the “rejuvenation” of sub-national government 

(Bull 2004, p.560).  

 

Internal party developments were also such as to suggest the appropriateness of local and regional 

studies of the (P)DS. To begin with, the decision on Occhetto’s svolta was made in the periphery. 

Putting his proposal to congress meant allowing it to be fought out in section meetings. This 

process and its lacerating effects in the periphery are therefore of interest in themselves. Then, as 

far as the story of the new party is concerned, the statutes of 1991, 1997 and 2000 formally 

defined a more decentralised structure, with greater autonomy for regional unions and federations 

than in the PCI. Such a process of devolution was implicit in the decision to transform the PCI, as 

Colasio (1991, p.10-11) argued at the time. Colasio explained that abandoning the organisational 

principles of the mass party, including the centralised control of the periphery, meant creating a 
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party more dependent on its environment and therefore prone to greater diversification across 

different local contexts. 

 

However, there has so far been no significant local or regional case study of the party’s 

development, analysing the decision making and behaviour of cadres in their local context, over 

an extended period of time from the svolta onwards.51 There are just a few studies of specific 

periods or events. Baccetti (1991) analysed the experience of the PCI’s Nineteenth Congress in 

Tuscany.52 Baldini and Legnante (2000) and Campus and Pasquino (2000) addressed the Bologna 

federation’s response to a particular challenge: the choice of mayoral candidate for the centre-left 

in 1999, the outcome of which was a historic defeat in a city whose mayors had been from the 

PCI and its heirs since 1945.  

 

While there has been no classic local or regional case study of the (P)DS, several studies of the 

effects of the new electoral systems have addressed local conditions and the behaviour of local 

political parties and coalitions in general, in ways that provide useful insights for such a case 

study or suggest issues to be pursued. These fall into three categories. 

 

First, there has been research into the experience of the national elections of 1994 and 199653 in 

specific sub-national contexts, and therefore by the various party organisations in those contexts, 

including the PDS. Baccetti’s (1997c) study of these elections in Tuscany focused on the 

specificity of that region due to the traditional hegemony of the left, and the continuity with the 

past observable in the approach to and results of the elections. Five cases studies in Corbetta and 

Parisi (1997b) concerned cities chosen for their different socio-economic and political traditions. 

These studies analysed the local parties’ relationships with local society and their interactions 

with each other and the national leaderships, especially on candidature questions. The reason for 

the local approach, as the editors explained (Corbetta & Parisi 1997c, pp12-17), was both to 

                                                           
51 There is an insider’s account of the party’s development in Umbria by Stramaccioni (2002), who had 
been regional secretary there in the 1990s. This appears intended primarily for an internal audience, as it 
concerns his assessments of the party’s problems and recommendations for the future, and the text consists 
largely of party documents and speeches. 
52 Baccetti and Caciagli (1992) also conducted a local study in the Valdarno (in Tuscany), but this was 
concerned with the persistence of the communist subculture rather than developments in the party and its 
behaviour in local politics. 
53 These form part of the wealth of studies of the effects of the mixed electoral systems for national 
parliament. See Bartolini and D’Alimonte (1995), D’Alimonte and Bartolini (1997) and D’Alimonte and 
Bartolini (2002), on the national elections of 1994, 1996 and 2001, respectively, and the quest for 
bipolarism. See also Corbetta and Parisi (1997a); Diamanti and Lazar (1997); and Gangemi and 
Riccamboni (1997a). 
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examine what had become of the party system after Tangentopoli in concrete situations and to 

identify any local factors in, or characteristics of, the competitions in the majoritarian collegi for 

parliament. The evidence was drawn from local newspaper reports, campaign material and other 

party documentation, and, in some cases, a handful of interviews with leaders of the local parties, 

for background information on candidates and decision-making processes that was not publicly 

available. Although the attention to any single party in each of these five studies is necessarily 

limited, they do provide an overview of developments and decision making in the PDS 

federations concerned. The picture that emerges is that the five federations had very different 

experiences of developments in the early 1990s, including the battle over the PCI-PDS 

transformation, coalition relations and candidature decisions, and the involvement of the national 

leadership in federation affairs.54

 

A second category of studies addressing local conditions is made up of those analysing the effects 

of the changes in sub-national electoral systems. However, these are concerned with general 

trends in the party system rather than the implications for the operations of specific parties. Di 

Virgilio (1996), Baldini and Legnante (1998), Baldini and Vassallo (2001), and Baldini (2002) 

examined the evolution of various phenomena in regional and municipal politics after the 

electoral system changes, including: the fragmentation on the supply side (in parties, coalitions 

and candidates); voter behaviour on the demand side, including personalised voting, abstention 

and the degree of bipolarism; and outcomes in terms of stability of government. 

 

In a third category is the research by Cilento and Allum (2001), analysing the relationship 

between a directly-elected mayor – Antonio Bassolino in Naples – and the parties of his 

supporting coalition. Bassolino, a member of the PCI/PDS national leadership circle in the late 

1980s and early 1990s, became one of the very popular mayors for the Progressives and centre-

left who were particularly associated with the personalisation of the mayoral role. Two questions 

raised by Cilento and Allum (2001, p.111) can be usefully pursued in a more detailed study of the 
                                                           
54 In Novara, the divisions and uncertainties of the PCI-PDS transition were resolved relatively early by the 
decisive defeat of factional minorities and the concentration of power in the hands of two individuals 
(Santoro 1997). In Avellino, on the other hand, where the majority opposed Occhetto’s motions at the 
Nineteenth and Twentieth congresses, there had been a drawn-out period of division and uncertainty 
afterwards. However, the local party had subsequently enjoyed a remarkable increase in its support – from 
8.4% in 1992 to 15.2% in 1994 and 21.4% in 1996 – largely due to obtaining the coalition candidature for 
the provincial presidency. This victory had “amplified the PDS’s role in the local political system and 
relaunched its image in public opinion” (Fruncillo 1997). For the Pisan federation, relations with the PRC 
were particularly problematic in coalition dynamics due to the latter’s strength there. Furthermore, the 
national leadership appropriated key candidatures for national elections as they were in safe seats (Baccetti 
1997d).  
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experience of a (P)DS federation. These are: whether personalisation of the mayoral role was due 

to the electoral reform or individual mayors’ personalities; and how the balance of power between 

the mayor and local parties developed over time in the 1990s. 

 

This overview of research into the effects of the new electoral systems in sub-national contexts 

serves not only to suggest questions to be taken up in my study but also to underline the 

increasing significance of sub-national politics in Italy in the 1990s. In this light, the overall 

rationale for my local case study of the PCI/(P)DS can now be summarised in terms of: the 

national focus of the existing studies of the (P)DS; the essential contribution of local case studies 

to understanding the PCI in the past; and the contribution such a local study can make to 

understanding the changing political systems at sub-national levels in general. 

 

A local study will not only allow investigation of the local party’s decisions and outcomes, but 

also exploration of accompanying change in the party ‘type’ in light of debate on general trends 

in the transformation of Western European parties. I propose to analyse change inside the 

PCI/(P)DS, as observable from a local perspective, as a case of the transformation of a mass 

party. The local approach permits analysis of developments both within a local party itself and 

between the local party and the national leadership. It can therefore explore the changing 

relationship between the centre and periphery in the party from the point view of the periphery, 

home to the intermediate cadres and the members. In order to provide the basis for that 

investigation, I now turn to a review of relevant literature on party types and transformations in 

Western Europe in the second half of the twentieth century and existing assessments of the PCI 

and (P)DS in relation to the key concepts of this literature. 
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2.3 The development of the PCI/(P)DS as a case of transformation of a mass party 

 

The mass party type, as described by Duverger (196455, pp.1-3 and 63-71), was associated with 

the workers’ parties born in the decades around the turn of the twentieth century. Mass parties had 

aims beyond electoral success: they sought to mobilise the working class, educate it politically 

and produce its own leadership capable of taking on government. Their organisational 

characteristics, reflecting such aims, included: a corps of full-time party officials to coordinate 

and carry out political, educational and administrative work; a strict affiliation system; and 

financial dependence on members’ dues. The members were “the very substance of the party” 

(p.63). 

 

While Duverger (1964, p.427), writing in the early 1950s, saw the “vast centralised and 

disciplined mass parties” as “alone suit[ing] the structure of contemporary societies”, both 

societies and party types were soon to change. Kirchheimer (1966) and Panebianco (1988, 

pp.263-267) described the gradual transformation of this kind of party, which aimed at integration 

of the masses into the party’s world, into a type more focused on electoral success: a shift from a 

“mass integration party” to a “catch-all party” in Kirchheimer’s terminology and from a “mass 

bureaucratic party” to an “electoral-professional party” in Panebianco’s. In both analyses, this 

meant moving from a strategy of constructing and maintaining an “electorate of belonging”, on 

the basis of ideology, to one of appealing to an “opinion electorate” through attention to issues 

(Panebianco 1988, p.264).56 These changes in objectives and strategy implied adaptation of the 

functions of a party and were therefore accompanied by changes in organisational operation and 

funding sources. 

 

This type of transformation was, as Panebianco (1988, pp.265-267) explained, gradual and 

stimulated by environmental challenges. Changes in social structure produced a more socially and 

culturally heterogeneous electorate, more independent of parties, restricting the opportunities for 

maintaining an “electorate of belonging”. Meanwhile, the mass media had an increasing impact 

on political communications, providing the means for parties to be more competitive and reach a 

wider audience, thus lessening their need for extensive roots in society through the party 

bureaucrats and activists. 

                                                           
55 Duverger’s book Les Partis Politiques was first published in 1951. 
56 In his general model Panebianco applied the terms used by Parisi and Pasquino (1980, pp. 14-18) in 
identifying three “ideal-types” of vote present in Italy: the “vote of opinion”, the “vote of appartenenza” 
(belonging) and the “vote of exchange”. 
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Kirchheimer (1966, pp.188-199) paid particular attention to the changing functions of a party as a 

symptom of the transformation. He stressed the decline of the “integrative/expressive” function, 

that of integrating individuals and groups into the existing political order and determining 

“political-action preferences” by aggregating and representing political demand. The principal 

functions that remained were those of presenting policy proposals for government, providing 

candidates for office and mobilising citizens to vote. 

 

The organisational and funding changes accompanying the shift in overall aims and functions 

were outlined in detail by Panebianco (1988, pp.263-264). He identified three main organisational 

changes. First, the dominance of internal, collective leadership gave way to that of elected 

representatives exercising personalised leadership, as their parliamentary activity became pre-

eminent. Second, the centrality of the political and administrative work of the functionaries (that 

is, the bureaucracy of the mass party), oriented largely towards the members and the ‘electorate of 

belonging’, gave way to that of specialised tasks associated with elections, political 

communications and financing, and more likely to be carried out by professionals experts. Third, 

“vertical organisational ties” – those between leaders, militants and members – were weakened, 

as the focus shifted from the membership and the ‘electorate of belonging’ to the electorate in 

general. These changes have to do with roles, and do not necessarily imply a party losing its mass 

dimensions, as Mair (1992, p.117) made clear. As for the changes in funding sources, Panebianco 

noted the loosening of control over collateral organisations (such as trade unions and 

cooperatives) and the reduced dependence on members’ dues and fund-raising activities, as 

access to public funds and funds from interest groups increased. 

 

Both Kirchheimer and Panebianco described the transformation of a mass party57 as an 

evolutionary process, in the sense that it was a process of adaptation in the presence of 

environmental challenges, with parties tending to converge towards the best suited model, or 

‘ideal type’. Kirchheimer (1966, p.188) claimed “[c]onversion to catch-all parties constitutes a 

competitive phenomenon. A party is apt to accommodate to its competitor’s successful style 

because of hope of benefits or fear of losses on election day”.58 Both scholars referred to bi-

partite rather than multi-party systems. 

                                                           
57 For brevity I will hereafter use the expression ‘mass party’ as shorthand for ‘mass party of integration or 
mass bureaucratic party’. 
58 Similarly Panebianco (1988, p.267) spoke of environmental changes as “forcing parties toward the 
electoral-professional model through imitative and reciprocal adjustment processes”. Duverger’s 
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A further stage in the evolutionary development of West European parties towards the end of the 

twentieth century, theorised by Katz and Mair (1995; 1996), was the emergence of a new ideal 

type they labelled the cartel party. This development saw “colluding parties become agents of the 

state and employ the resources of the state … to ensure their own collective survival”, in the 

interests of which they also colluded to contain electoral competition (Katz & Mair 1995, p.5). 

The environmental changes that Katz and Mair identified as stimulating this adaptation included a 

decreasing ability to rely on membership for support coupled with increasing opportunity to turn 

to the state for resources (1995, pp.15-17). In the cartel model, party work was purely capital-

intensive, with no longer even a component of labour-intensive activity required. Members’ rights 

were strictly formal and more likely to be accessed by the members as individuals than through 

delegates and local branches (1995, pp.17-21). While Katz and Mair acknowledged, when they 

first described the cartel party, that the trend was only in its early stages (1996, p.526), by the turn 

of the century they affirmed that the emergence of the new party model was “increasingly evident 

among the established democracies” (2002, p.113). 

 

The evolutionary terms in which party types and transformations were described in these theories 

were contested by some scholars. Koole (1996, pp.519-521) argued against orienting comparative 

party research around the idea that there should be a single type best fitting an epoch. He 

favoured the development of a typology acknowledging the co-existence of different types, as a 

more effective tool for understanding how parties function and what forces make a party develop 

in a certain direction. Meanwhile, various other types of parties were defined by scholars in the 

1980s and 1990s. Koole (1996, p.520) listed, for example, the ‘horizontal party’ (Seiler 1986) and 

the ‘programmatic party’ (Wolinetz 1991) as well as the ‘modern cadre party’ (Koole 1994). 

Grabow (2001, p.24) referred to literature on the two major parties in western Germany which 

described them as ‘people’s parties’, being strategically catch-all parties (aiming at broad social 

strata for votes and members) but organisationally ‘mass membership parties’. 

 

None of the scholars claimed that any real party would exactly fit the types they discussed, 

whether ‘ideal’ types or otherwise. Grabow (2001, p.36) noted that “real existing parties are 

usually mixtures which tend more or less significantly toward one certain type”. Panebianco 

                                                                                                                                                                             
terminology had been similarly evolutionary. He had seen the mass party type he described as the best 
suited to the conditions of the time in Western Europe, and as forcing the older ‘cadre parties’ (or ‘notables 
parties’) to emulate them in response to environmental change including the extension of franchise. 
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(1988, pp.264-265) stressed that the discussion of ideal types and the transformation from one to 

another were only intended to be “useful for looking at some general trends”.59

 

In an alternative approach to comparative studies which avoided the notion of ‘ideal types’, Katz 

and Mair (1990;1992a;1993; 2002; see also Mair 1994) introduced the analytical concept of 

distinct party ‘faces’. They used this to explore general trends apparent in contemporary West 

European parties, whether labelled as electoral-professional parties, cartel parties, modern cadre 

parties or otherwise (Katz & Mair 2002, p.122).60 Their approach was to view a party as “not a 

unitary actor” but a political system in itself, composed of three organisational ‘faces’, whose 

changing functions and power relations could be examined at any stage of its development. The 

three faces were: the “party in public office”, being “the party organisation in government and in 

parliament”; the “party on the ground” being “the membership organisation, and also potentially 

the loyal party voters”; and the “party in central office” (Mair 1994, p.4). 

 

In applying this approach, Katz and Mair (2002, pp.122-126) identified a trend common to many 

West European parties in the 1990s61 of ascendancy of the party in public office and concomitant 

marginalisation of the party on the ground. They found parties were becoming “increasingly 

dominated by, as well as most clearly epitomised by, the party in public office” (p.122).62 

Symptoms of this were enhanced prestige and autonomy for a party’s parliamentary wing and its 

increasing influence in national executive committees and control of funding and party 

employees. These developments were accompanied by a decreasing relevance of local input to 

national election campaigns, as the mass media became the main channel of communication 

between party leaders and voters and campaigning tended to become “centralised and 

‘nationalised’” (p.125). Katz and Mair argued that the mass party model had been characterised 

by a bond between the party on the ground and the party in central office, with the latter being the 

agent of the former in controlling the party in public office. The ascendancy of the party in public 

                                                           
59 Katz and Mair (1996, p.532) also clarified that: “there are in fact no fully fledged cartel parties, just as 
there are, or were, no fully fledged mass parties, catch-all parties, or cadre parties”. Bosco (2000, pp.19-
20), and Katz and Mair (1992a, p.3) noted that empirical verification of Kirchheimer’s thesis had been 
found to be problematic. 
60 Katz and Mair drew on the results of a major comparative study they had coordinated, of 79 parties in 
twelve countries over the period 1960-1990 (discussed in Katz & Mair 1992a). 
61 Katz and Mair (2002, p.114) specified that their discussion of trends in changing relationships between 
the three party faces concerned only the parties of Western Europe, and that they did not claim the trends to 
fit the development pattern of every specific party, even in Western Europe. 
62 Katz and Mair (2002, p.126) noted that Panebianco had also discussed a shift of power and influence 
from internal to external leadership, as part of the development of an electoral-professional party. 
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office saw this bond broken and the party in central office largely at the service of, and 

increasingly indistinguishable from, the party in public office. 

 

In this situation, Katz and Mair (2002, pp.126-129) argued, a marginalised party on the ground 

could risk physically withering away, unless the leadership found it expedient to maintain it. The 

leadership might feel the need to foster a party on the ground out of desire for the air of 

legitimacy that the presence of a membership body could lend it, or because it had inherited a 

party model with a party on the ground that was likely to resist being “amputated”. Katz and Mair 

observed two ways in which party leaderships tended to respond in this situation. One was by 

formally empowering the membership through, for example, direct election of leaders and 

candidates, which gave a semblance of democratic participation while sidelining the organised 

party on the ground, in that “voice no longer depend[ed] on militancy”. This approach, the 

authors noted, could actually serve to reinforce the ascendancy of the party in public office. The 

second way was by implementing a division of labour between the party faces, replacing their 

hierarchical relationship with a “stratarchic” one. By this, they meant one in which “mutually 

autonomous levels coexist… and … there is a minimum of authoritative control, whether from 

the bottom-up or from the top-down”. Under a stratarchic mode of operation, the national 

leadership was set free of any requirement to answer to the local parties and each local party left 

autonomous in its management of local politics, “enjoying almost exclusive control over the 

policies, programmes and strategies to be pursued within their own territorial limits” (p.129). 

 

Another alternative approach to change in parties, which avoided the notion of evolution towards 

ideal types while still considering a party’s development in response to its environment, was 

proposed by Wolinetz (2002). This approach was concerned with the relative importance for any 

party of “policy-seeking”, “vote-seeking” and “office-seeking” orientations. A party’s type could 

be conceptualised by plotting its position within a triangle whose three points represented the 

three orientations, the closeness to each point reflecting the significance of that orientation. 

Wolinetz described these as follows:  

a policy-seeking party is one which gives primary emphasis to pursuit of policy goals, a 
vote-seeking party is one whose principal aim is to maximize votes and win elections, 
while an office-seeking party is primarily interested in securing the benefits of office – 
getting its leaders into government, enjoying access to patronage, etc. – even if this 
means sharing power with others or pursuing strategies which fail to maximize its share 
of the vote. … Each orientation is a separate dimension on which parties can either be 
high or low. However, the dimensions are neither mutually exclusive nor entirely 
independent of each other (2002, pp.149-150). 
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The principle underlying Wolinetz’s approach is that different parties respond differently to the 

environmental pressures that were seen by other scholars as driving an evolutionary, and 

therefore ineluctable, process of development from a mass party into an electoral-professional or 

catch-all party and then a cartel party. In Wolinetz’s analysis, all parties can be pulled towards 

any of the three orientations, depending “in large measure on their internal characteristics, the 

competitive environment in which they operate, and decisions which their leaders and followers 

make” (2002, p.162).  

 

The implications of different orientations for the roles of members were an important part of 

Wolinetz’s analysis. He noted that only a policy-seeking party would usually expect to have an 

active membership with a voice on programmes. A vote-seeking party would have a “minimum 

degree of organization required to recruit and select candidates and get them elected” (2002, 

pp.151-152). An office-seeking party would expect its members to have material incentives – 

linked to holding or seeking office – rather than purposive (policy-linked) incentives (2002, 

p.153). 

 

The above approaches to analysing party change provide various tools useful for analysing 

change in the PCI/(P)DS through a local study. Panebianco’s and Kirchheimer’s analyses identify 

specific characteristics of a mass party, in relation to objectives, functions and organisational 

relationships, that can serve as a framework for describing change in the (P)DS with respect to the 

PCI. The kinds of development discussed by Katz and Mair – especially the marginalisation of 

the party on the ground and remedies for this – particularly lend themselves to investigation from 

a local perspective. Wolinetz’s approach also provides useful tools for analysing the local (P)DS, 

not least because it treats the competitive environment as a major factor influencing a party’s 

choices and behaviour. Before outlining how these will be used in the case study, I will now 

review existing analysis of the PCI/(P)DS in relation to the question of party types. 

 

While the PCI was often seen as a “classic” example of a mass party of integration (Pasquino 

1993, p.164; Bardi & Morlino 1994, p.245), for Duverger (1964, p.2) it did not conform exactly 

to his mass party type, which referred primarily to the Italian and French socialist parties and the 

Social-Democratic Party in Germany. Duverger saw the PCI as distinctive for its stronger 

centralisation and party discipline and the practice of democratic centralism. Indeed, Hellman 
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(1988, p.7) described the PCI as a hybrid party: while opening its membership doors widely it 

retained Bolshevik-like expectations on the truly militant cadres.63

 

Although the general environmental changes that Panebianco (1988) defined as stimulating the 

gradual transformation of mass parties had been under way in Italy for some years by 1989, 

scholars of the PCI did not present it as having undergone the evolutionary process Panebianco 

and Kirchheimer discussed, to any significant degree. In the early 1960s, Kirchheimer (1966, 

p.191) cited the PCI as “excluding itself” from the “fairly universal development” he was 

describing.64 However, by the late 1970s, with the PCI’s support having diversified and extended 

into the middle classes, and the party’s huge involvement in sub-national government, some 

elements of change were to be expected. Lanchester (1983a, p.542)65 referred to research 

showing the party’s MPs were increasing in importance, although it still remained much less 

“parliamentarised” than the DC and PSI.66 Later, Mastropaolo (in Sapelli 1997, p.45) defined the 

PCI’s path as having differed from Kirchheimer’s model in that the PCI had extended its social 

base into the middle classes before reaching the threshold of government and without abandoning 

its subcultural identities – linked to an ‘electorate of belonging’ – and an organisation based on 

militancy.67 Sapelli (1997, p.46) further underlined the difference between the PCI’s path and 

Kirchheimer’s model, saying the PCI became in the 1970s “a large non-class-based party with 

significant electoral influence and great national prestige, yet it did not lose its roots in its sub-

cultures nor its potential for collective mobilisation”.  

 

Sapelli’s and Mastropaolo’s assessments suggest that, while the PCI may have been tending 

somewhat towards the catch-all model in its strategy (although without sacrificing its ‘electorate 

of belonging’), it appeared to have largely resisted any corresponding organisational changes, as 

militancy and participation by the grass roots remained essential. Scalisi (1996)68 reported, on the 

                                                           
63 Baccetti (1997a) also described the PCI as both a mass party and a party based on militancy (pp.14-15), 
and as “an original mixture of Leninist party – founded on the centrality of the cadres – and [Togliattian] 
‘partito nuovo’ – based on the militancy of thousands of activists” (p.259). The analysis of Bardi and 
Morlino (1994, p.256) suggests this hybrid character developed over time, with all members being militants 
in the 1940s but a clear distinction existing by the mid 1970s between militants – the handful in each 
section who carried out most party work – and simple iscritti (those enrolled). 
64 Kirchheimer said the French Communist Party was excluding itself from this development too. 
65 Lanchester did not give details of sources for this point. 
66 Bardi and Morlino (1994, p. 261) also noted the low degree of parliamentarisation of the PCI, and the 
“horizontal relationship” between its Executive and its parliamentary wing. 
67 Mastropaolo contrasted this with the trajectory of other mass parties, which shed their sub-cultural (class) 
identities and militancy well before approaching power and then quickly becoming opinion parties. 
68 Scalisi reported on the results of surveys of a sample of party sections of the PCI/PDS, DC and PSI in 
1983-1984 and 1992-1993. The sample was of sections in the 100 sites of the ‘Prospex’ network regularly 
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basis of quantitative data, that the PCI sections still engaged in a high level of activism in 1983-

1984, which he interpreted as indicating it was then behaving as a mass party in Kirchheimer’s 

terms. However, Hellman (1986, pp.59-61) questioned the adequacy of the sections’ activities in 

representing the membership, let alone relating to the electors, in the early 1980s.69 Meanwhile, 

Lanchester (1983b, pp.152-154) claimed the extensive commitment in sub-national government 

in the 1970s had already considerably transformed the PCI “from tribunitian party and party of 

mobilisation into party of management” and that this was likely to lead to a crisis in the 

relationship between federation cadres and section militants. A significant example of this was 

documented by Hellman (1988, pp.94-98 and 147-160) in his study of the Turin federation in the 

late 1970s. Although the federation by no means abandoned its attachment to the idea of a “mass 

party of presence” (p.136) and the need for activism at the grass roots, the vastly increased 

responsibilities in local government after 1975 meant that “the party coopted its best cadres into 

public institutions, leaving its [organisational] structures weak and transparently irrelevant to the 

real decision-making processes in the party” (p. 105). Not only did the internal party positions 

have to be filled by much less experienced cadres than in the past, but those in public office were 

often seen to be acting without any consultation of the rank and file, although counting on its 

unquestioning support – a state of affairs deeply resented by the militants in the sections. The 

decline in the PCI’s participation in sub-national governments by 1985 probably attenuated such 

tensions and slowed or somewhat reversed the process, however. Hellman (1988, p.221) found 

that, when the party returned to opposition in Turin in the mid 1980s, the internal leadership 

regained relative importance in the federation. 

 

At the time of the svolta, although Ignazi (1992) reported that 60.8% of cadres surveyed at the 

Nineteenth PCI Congress favoured a catch-all strategy for the party,70 comments by various 

scholars indicated that they saw the PCI as still bearing strong organisational traits of a mass 

party at the end of its life. For example, Salvati and Veca (1989) expected the party’s 

transformation to entail a shift “from a party of class and cadres to a party of interests and 

opinion”. As noted above, Colasio (1991, pp.10-11) saw the transformation as implying the 

abandonment of the organisational principles of the mass party. Pasquino (1991, pp.27-29), 
                                                                                                                                                                             
used by the Istituto Cattaneo for social and political research in Italy. A total of 89 PDS sections were 
involved in 1992-1993. 
69 Hellman (1986, p.67) also cited a party report of 1982 on the problems of sections in metropolitan areas. 
Bardi and Morlino (1994, pp.256-257) referred to Ghini (1981) on the “decline of the PCI section”.  
70 Ignazi (1992, p.150) reported that 44.2% of respondents agreed with the statement “My party should seek 
to obtain the votes of and represent the interests of the greatest possible number of groups and electors” 
while another 16.6% (of “ultra-realists”) agreed that “In politics it is necessary to try to get the best out of 
every situation rather than remaining obstinately attached to principles”. 
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commenting on the likely changes in incentives for membership and militancy in the PDS as it 

became a party concerned primarily with government, depicted the predominant incentives inside 

the PCI as those of solidarity, ideology and belonging to a separate and different culture. Those 

incentives, which had constituted a major element in the PCI’s distinctiveness, had been linked to 

the party’s mission of binding its electorate in a relationship of belonging. 

 

While, as Baccetti (1997a, pp.205-209) emphasised, there was no organisational innovation at the 

birth of the PDS, the new statute formally described a party whose membership was no longer 

bound to the party in the same way as in the PCI. While affirming the party’s attachment to its 

communist history and asserting the continuing importance of a mass membership, it stated: “the 

PDS wants to be a popular, reforming, mass party ... a party that respects the principle of the 

limits of political parties: limits with respect to any claim to represent the political consciousness 

of every member” (PDS 1991). The pyramidal structure of the PCI remained, territorially 

articulated into regional unions, provincial federations, municipal unions and unità di base, the 

new name for territorial and workplace sections. So, as Hellman (1992, pp.79-80) pointed out, the 

PDS at birth appeared still attached to the concept of a strongly organised mass party, even 

though there was a massive 30% drop in membership between 1989 and 1991, and a substantial 

loss of funds and property and consequently also of functionaries (paid political staff). 

 

Few scholars have attempted to label the (P)DS with a party type or link it to any of the general 

trends discussed above. Morlino (1996, p.15) saw the PDS in the mid 1990s as still in search of 

its new organisational model. He defined it “a sort of post-mass-integration party”, which retained 

some elements of the mass integration party, such as its militants and stable party offices. At the 

time Morlino wrote, Katz and Mair (1995) had just presented their theory on the emergence of the 

cartel party, but Morlino found no evidence of this new party type in the Italian party system at 

all. 

  

The scholar who claimed most strongly that the (P)DS had shed its mass-party characteristics was 

Scalisi (1996), on the basis of his investigation into the changes in section activism between 1984 

and 1993. Scalisi found the sections of the major Italian parties – the DC, PSI and PCI – had 

largely substituted the functions of “managing the ‘electoral market’ and representing a broader 

range of demands” for the expressive and integrative functions of the mass party (pp.240-241). 

However, his argument was supported much more strongly by the data on the DC and PSI than on 

the PDS, which still exhibited considerable levels of activity in party sections in 1992-1993, 
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beyond election campaigning.71 Furthermore, the survey data did not allow Scalisi to explore, for 

example, changes in the attitudes of the militants and the extent of their participation in decision 

making, or the relationships between different elements in the party’s hierarchical structure – 

sections, federations, central office – and between internal leaders and elected representatives. 

 

The only study of the party’s internal workings, which therefore did examine such roles and 

relationships, was Baccetti’s (1997a) study of the PCI/PDS organisation in the 1980s and 1990s 

(up to 1996). Baccetti’s approach was to investigate change in three aspects of the organisation: 

the degree of reciprocal autonomy between various sectors of the party; the party’s control of its 

environment; and power relations between different components, especially between the national 

executive and parliamentary wing, and between the national leadership and the periphery (p.19). 

 

Overall, Baccetti found there was no clear model that the party was aiming at. Instead, six years 

after its birth, and even after it had become the major party in national government, he found “the 

PDS’s organisational physiognomy … still very uncertain” and claimed that “nobody can tell 

what the party will be like ‘when it grows up’, beyond vague references to a ‘federalist’ party 

inserted in the traditions of European democratic socialism” (1997a, p.284). There had been two 

significant proposals for organisational reform (Fassino 1990; Zani 1993), both debated by 

assemblies at national level and the second approved, but these had never been put into effect, 

such was the resistance to change (Baccetti 1997a, pp.64-69 and 97-104). Meanwhile, the loss of 

most of the functionaries, in a haphazard response to the financial emergency of the early 1990s 

meant “the heart of the organisational system [had] gradually died, without anyone having 

decided this” (Baccetti 1997a, p.191). In the absence of a declared model, Baccetti (1997a, p.279) 

found the party could still be considered a “membership party”72 referring to Caciagli’s (1983, 

pp.31-33) definition of a party characterised by a strong and stable organisation and a large 

membership, and whose political activity is not confined to election campaigns. 

 
                                                           
71 Scalisi (1996) reported that 73% of PDS sections surveyed in 1992-1993 (compared with 87% in 1983-
1984) still carried out some political mobilisation initiatives of their own, such as debates, public meetings, 
demonstrations, social and cultural initiatives, leaflet campaigns and petitions; that is, they still engaged in 
activities beyond the routine ones of processing membership applications and renewals, holding section 
meetings and, where applicable, organising feste dell’Unità (pp.228-229). There had been a marked 
decrease in the number of sections organising their own feste dell’Unità, from 64% in 1984 to 32% in 1993, 
but 74% were still involved in joint organisation of feste at city or provincial level (pp.225-227). However, 
there had not been any significant decline in sections’ election campaign activity. 
72 Baccetti (1997a, p.279) observed that D’Alema and his leadership circle still seemed to consider a mass 
membership a useful resource and appeared intent on maintaining the structural characteristics of a 
‘membership party’. 
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However, the roles of the membership and the workings of federation and section life are the 

aspects of the organisation that Baccetti explored in least depth, and invite closer examination 

through a local study. Baccetti referred to studies of the decline in the role of the sections in the 

1970s, which showed their activity generally limited to routine tasks, and debate in the 1980s on 

proposals to redefine their political function and relationship to local society. As for the PDS, 

Baccetti hypothesised that, of the approximately 7000 sections declared to be in existence in 

1994, only a few hundred were really active, visible and effective in political initiatives. He 

provided some detail, on the basis of observation and an interview, only when describing the 

situation in Tuscany. There, he found that the case del popolo (the people’s houses), part of the 

network of associations under the ARCI73 umbrella that was characteristic of that red region, 

continued to enjoy a certain vitality and had often taken over from the sections the function of 

contact between the party and local society (1997a, pp.142-155). Regarding the federations, 

Baccetti discussed trends in the 1970s and 1980s: the dominance of functionaries in the 

leadership groups; a certain increase in autonomy and prestige for cadres in sub-national 

government; the formation of various “pressure groups” within each local party; and what he 

described as an identity crisis in the 1980s that had seen some functionaries leave in protest 

against the immobilism of the party bureaucracy. The only change he reported in the federations 

in the PDS was the shedding of the functionaries in response to the financial crisis (1997a, 

pp.172-189). 

 

Although Baccetti did not seek to link the changes he described to Panebianco’s or Kirchheimer’s 

models of a mass party’s transformation, we can construct a picture of ways in which change in 

the PDS was consistent with Panebianco’s scenario, drawing largely on Baccetti’s analysis. As far 

as the party’s overall objectives were concerned, D’Alema’s document for the Thematic Congress 

in 1995 clearly spelled out that a shift in focus had taken place, from ideology and class to issues 

and the need to appeal to a broader, ‘opinion electorate’ (Gilbert 1996). A further sign that the 

PDS had abandoned the aim of integrating the masses into an ‘electorate of belonging’ was the 

relinquishing of control over the ‘flanking organisations’ – the CGIL74, League of Cooperatives 

and ARCI – a process initiated in the 1980s and accelerated in the 1990s (Baccetti 1997a, pp.229-

235 and 248-256). 

 

                                                           
73 ARCI (Italian Recreational and Cultural Association) is a confederation of many cultural, sporting and 
political groups with a left-wing orientation. 
74 The CGIL (General Confederation of Italian Workers) is an umbrella organisation of left-wing trade 
unions. 
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As far as organisational characteristics are concerned, various processes Baccetti identified as 

under way can be matched to three of the tendencies listed in Panebianco’s schema. One of these 

was an increase in the relative importance of the parliamentary representatives with respect to 

internal leaders. In the PCI, the organisation had determined who would be sent to parliament and 

then directed their decisions and activities there (Baccetti 1997a, pp.192-195). The creation of a 

shadow government as part of the new course in 1989, although it did not then take root, gave the 

MPs somewhat greater weight in decision making (Baccetti 1997a, p.200). Then in the mid 

1990s, the MPs were assuming some responsibilities previously confined to the party’s internal 

departments, although in an unplanned manner that created some overlap (Baccetti 1997a, p.271). 

It is worth noting, however, that the person responsible for organisational matters at the time, 

Zani, spoke of the need to rationalise the division of labour in terms of “delegating” responsibility 

for some matters to the parliamentary groups (in Baccetti 1997a, p.271), implying ultimate 

control was assumed to remain at party headquarters. A further step in enhancing the position of 

the MPs noted by Baccetti (1997a, p.271) was the planned inclusion in the 1997 statute of a 

clause assigning them a significant presence at party congresses in their own right, alongside the 

delegates from the territorial structures. 

 

The second tendency in Panebianco’s schema for which there was evidence in the (P)DS was a 

shift from the centrality of functionaries, carrying out political and administrative tasks, to 

professionals carrying out specialised tasks. The creation of the national leader’s staff – 

introduced by Occhetto and continued by D’Alema – can be seen as a development in this 

direction. This again led to overlapping responsibilities and some conflict over the staff’s lack of 

accountability (Baccetti 1997a, p.206).75 The third tendency observable in the PDS was a 

weakening of vertical organisational ties, being those between leaders, militants and members. A 

symptom of this was a slackening of political control by the centre over the federations and 

regional unions, in the early 1990s, as a consequence of the cuts to the central apparatus rather 

than any defined plan (Baccetti 1997a, pp.270-271). 

 

                                                           
75 Occhetto first created a structure he called his staff (using the English word), made up of a personal 
assistant, press office chief and ghost writer, after the Nineteenth PCI Congress in 1990. At the birth of the 
PDS he extended it to include other specialists, including some ex-esterni, charged with drawing up the 
programme for the party to propose at the 1992 elections. Conflict arose at times, under both Occhetto’s 
and D’Alema’s leadership, because of a lack of communication between the staff and the Secretariat (and 
its associated functionaries). Decision making by the staff, as opposed to the Secretariat (the acknowledged 
party leadership organ) was also questioned by some cadres from the periphery (Baccetti 1997a, p.206). 
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Meanwhile, one area in which the PDS was not apparently adhering to Panebianco’s schema was 

that of party financing. Membership dues and subscriptions, as well as members’ fund-raising 

activities such as feste dell’Unità (annual local festivals with political and recreational activities, 

in support of the party’s newspaper, l’Unità), continued to account for a large proportion of 

incoming funds. Similarly, all cadres in institutional jobs (and in positions managing publicly-

controlled enterprises, decided by political appointment) were still required, as in the PCI, to 

contribute a substantial percentage of their salaries to the party – 50% in the case of MPs 

(Baccetti 1997a, pp.211-216 and 227-228). 

 

Overall, however, we can say that Baccetti’s (1997a) analysis of the party organisation showed 

the PDS to be losing much of its mass-party character in the 1990s in accordance with 

Panebianco’s schema. A local study based on a provincial federation will allow this picture to be 

fleshed out much further, by exploring the changing functions of federations and sections and 

roles of their cadres and members. It will also permit the changing relationship between the 

periphery and the national leadership to be examined from a bottom-up perspective. 

 

The later study by Bellucci et al. (2000; 2001) of intermediate cadres’ attitudes also raised 

questions concerning the party type that invite investigation from a local perspective. This study 

was based on surveys at the First DS Congress in 2000, by which time considerable statutory 

changes had been made, redefining the party’s organisational structure and operation. The 

intentions of the statute approved at the Second PDS Congress in 1997 were to allow greater 

autonomy in the periphery, promote thematic sections alongside territorial ones, and facilitate the 

transparent and productive operation of factions (Vignati 1998, pp.81-82).76 Another new statute 

was adopted at the First DS Congress in early 2000. This introduced direct election of the national 

                                                           
76 The statute ratified at the Second PDS Congress (PDS National Executive-Organisational Group 1997) 
drew on proposals developed earlier (Fassino 1990; Zani 1993) but not implemented. This statute, 
described by Vignati (1998, pp.81-82) as intended “to produce a less ‘self-referential’ party … more 
flexible and capable of dialogue with civil society”, outlined a federated structure in three senses: 
territorial, factional and thematic. First, it envisaged increasing autonomy of sub-national bodies, especially 
the regional unions, which were to become the “cornerstones of the organisation”. Second, it sought to 
encourage a pluralist culture by allowing collective membership for external organisations and joint 
initiatives between the party and external associations, and regulating the constitution of factions. Factions 
were to have their own structure and some party funding and be free to set up their own publications and 
research centres, produce policy proposals and support their own candidates for leadership bodies. Third, it 
encouraged the creation of thematic sections separate from the territorial structure; these were intended to 
develop programmes and public initiatives on social, economic or political issues, seeking to engage non-
members and working in relative autonomy. While regionalisation, thematic sections and joint initiatives 
with external associations were all mentioned in the 1991 statute, the new one dedicated them greater 
attention and set out detailed provisions for their enactment. 
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leader by the membership at congress; a further devolution of authority within the organisation; 

and provisions for encouraging the development of thematic sections involving non-members, 

and joint initiatives with external associations (Bellucci et al. 2001, pp.80-83). 

 

In their analysis of the delegates’ survey responses at the First DS Congress, the departure point 

for Bellucci et al. (2000, 2001) was that the changes in the Italian political system in the 1990s 

“push[ed] the left, but also the other parties, to leave sheltered waters and move out into the open 

sea of all-out electoral competition” (2000, p.17). They therefore sought evidence for a new 

institutional culture, appropriate to the new environment, but found “a picture closer to the old 

mass party than the electoral-professional party” (2000, p.92). 

 

One aspect of this concerned the relationship between the party and the electorate. A (slim) 

majority of cadres appeared attached to the notion of a party that was “faithful to an ideological 

identity” rather than one that sought to respond to the electorate. In fact, there had been a decrease 

in the 1990s in the proportion of cadres whose attitudes were consistent with an electorally 

focused strategy (Bellucci et al. 2000, p.93).77 Furthermore, there had been an increase in the 

proportion who held the position – quite distant from a catch-all one – that the party’s reference 

point for devising policy and electoral strategy, should be the DS electorate rather than the 

electorate as a whole (Bellucci et al. 2000, pp.92-97). 

 

The second area in which the delegates’ views appeared more consistent with the mass-party 

model than the electoral-professional model was that of party functions and militants’ roles. The 

vast majority (80%) of survey respondents expressed what the authors called a traditional vision 

of the party’s functions: embracing social protest, transmitting political demand, aggregating 

electors, socialising members and developing their political identity.78 For the remaining 20%, 

the focus was on elections and political communications rather than aggregation and 

representation, and they saw the party’s primary functions as selecting the leadership class for 

                                                           
77 Bellucci et al. (2000, p.93) reported that the proportion of “pragmatists”, who thought the party should 
seek to “broaden its electoral base even at a cost of revising its guiding principles”, fell from 60.8% in 1990 
at the Nineteenth PCI Congress (Ignazi 1992) to 46% in 2000. There was a corresponding increase in the 
“ideologically oriented”, who either wished the party to retain fidelity to principles and objectives (even if 
this cost votes), or expressed the need for a solid ideological base to the party. 
78 The affirmations that the respondents agreed with were: “the party gives voice to the values of social 
justice and solidarity, collects people’s dissatisfaction”, “the parties collect and represent the requests of 
various social groups”, “the parties link electors together”, “the parties allow people with similar views to 
come together for discussion and to develop a feeling of belonging” (Bellucci et al. 2000, p.86). 
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society, mobilising electors and developing their political identity.79 As far as the roles of 

militants were concerned, the cadres who embraced the traditional view of party functions tended 

to give priority to the pedagogic and participation roles, linked to the traditional notion of the 

party as representing and guiding society, while the minority gave highest priority to electoral 

campaigning (Bellucci et al. 2000, pp.86-87).80

 

In sum, for Bellucci et al., the cadres expressed views that were generally not consonant with the 

electoral-professional model of party portrayed by the 2000 statute and Veltroni’s congress 

motion. The interpretation they gave was that:  

when a cadre thinks about the party, or the role of militants, or the relationships with 
electors, it is very likely that [s]he will think in terms consistent with the model of the old 
bureaucratic mass party. [S]he is pushed in this direction by a need for identity (Bellucci 
et al. 2000, p.173). 

 

The apparent contradictions raised by Bellucci et al. clearly invite investigation in my local study, 

which will allow exploration of the experiences of intermediate cadres in carrying out the party’s 

work. I shall now introduce the site of the local study and outline my approach to analysis on its 

two themes. 

 

2.4  The choice of the Venetian federation and approach to the local study 

 

In proposing a case study of the Venetian federation81, I claim that a provincial federation 

remained an appropriate locus of study in the party in the 1990s, as in the PCI days, even though 

the statutes of 1991 and 1997 envisaged the regional unions becoming the “cornerstones” of the 

organisation.82 Baccetti (1997a, p.270) underlined the continuing dominance of federations over 

regional unions in the PDS on most matters, despite much talk of the intention to reverse the 

relationship. Furthermore, for the purposes of this thesis, a federation is the appropriate focus of 
                                                           
79 The statements that these respondents agreed with were not specified. 
80 The roles selected by the largest proportion of respondents were: “explain the party’s policies and 
programme” (68.1%) and “participate in the preparation of the party’s programme” (52.6%), followed by 
“engage in election campaigns aimed at winning the elections” (46.1%) and then “guarantee the 
functioning of the party organisation by ensuring contacts between the various levels (40.9%) (Bellucci et 
al. 2000, p.91). 
81 See footnote 45, p.44. 
82 The regional unions lay geographically between the provincial federations and the national bodies, but in 
the PCI and the early years of the PDS, the regional bodies were not effectively part of the vertical chain of 
authority and responsibility in the party organisation. A regional level of assembly was to become a major 
step in the national congress procedure only in 1997 (with the Second PDS Congress); until then it was the 
federation congresses that sent delegates to national congress gatherings. Regional congresses had existed 
but had been held independently of the national congress process that took place every few years. 
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attention because of the federations’ responsibility for the party’s involvement in municipal 

politics in major cities. 

 

I have chosen the Venetian federation on the basis of the type of criteria described above for the 

second category of PCI case studies: as a sample from among the many components making up 

the overall picture of the party in the periphery, the sampled component being deemed a relevant 

one but not exceptional. For the purposes of this study, the Venetian federation simply provides 

one relevant example of a federation’s experience of the dramatic events of the 1990s. The 

restriction to a single case implies, of course, sacrificing breadth for depth. It is necessitated here 

by the time-consuming nature of research involved in studying developments over an eleven-year 

period and the use of interviews as the principal method of data collection. 

 

The Venetian federation is an appropriate choice because the municipality of Venice is a 

medium-sized provincial capital and the federation is relevant in terms of this particular study for 

two main reasons. First, the PCI was a significant but not dominant force in local and provincial 

politics prior to 1989. Venice city and province83 were not part of a red or white territorial 

subculture: the level of support for the PCI in the 1970s and 1980s was close to the national 

average. What did make the structure of party competition differ somewhat from that at national 

level was the relative strength of the PSI. In Venice municipality, the PCI overtook the DC to 

become the most popular party in 1975 and the city then had red (PCI-PSI) governments for ten 

years. The Venetian PCI drew on strong support among workers in the large industries of Porto 

Marghera (the industrial area on the mainland around the port), and, until the 1950s, in the 

factories of the centro storico (the islands of the lagoon).84

 

                                                           
83 Where not otherwise specified, ‘Venice’ in this thesis refers to Venice municipality (il Comune di 
Venezia). The words ‘Venice province’ are used to refer to the whole province, which also includes 43 
smaller municipalities. Within the municipality of Venice, distinction is made where necessary between the 
centro storico (the islands of the lagoon) and the mainland, made up principally of Mestre and Marghera 
and including the industrial area of Porto Marghera. At the census of 2001 Venice municipality had a 
population of 271,073, making it Italy’s eleventh largest, and Venice province 809,586 (www.istat.it 
accessed on 6 September 2004). 
84 The centro storico was an industrial centre until the 1950s when its factories, reliant on costly maritime 
transport, could no longer compete with those on the mainland (Interview: Chinello 1993b). Porto 
Marghera, established in the 1930s, became one of Italy’s fastest growing industrial areas during the 
economic miracle of the 1950s and 1960s. It developed as a typical coastal industrial zone, processing 
imported raw and semi-refined materials on which the Italian economy depended. Aluminium and 
petrochemical industries grew up alongside the port and shipyards (Brandani 1991, pp.4-10). Porto 
Marghera saw its greatest expansion in the years 1964-1973, when its workforce reached 38,000 (Moriotto 
1991, p.53). 
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The second factor in the Venetian federation’s relevance is that it participated in many of the key 

political developments of the period under study. Venice municipality was the site of one of the 

first Progressive coalitions, in 1993, and subsequently a significant case of personalisation in the 

figure of Massimo Cacciari as (non-party) mayor. Successful centre-left coalitions then took the 

party to government in many of the smaller municipalities of the province from 1995 onwards. 

Internally, the federation suffered factional warfare over the svolta, a significant split with the 

PRC and a huge reduction in resources in the early years of the PDS. It was also rocked by 

corruption investigations in 1994. Figure 1 (on page 29) shows the party’s vote share at national 

elections, comparing results in the province and municipality with national averages. Figures 2 

and 3 (on pages 30-31) show its performance in provincial elections and those for municipal 

government in Venice city. At most levels of competition, the local party’s vote share traced a 

curve of roughly the same shape as the national one: an initial dive from the PCI’s position to that 

of the early PDS was followed by a revival in the mid 1990s and then a downturn later in the 

decade, to below the level of the PCI’s last performance. As for organisational developments, 

Figures 4, 5 and 6 (on pages 32-34) give some measurements of the decline in the numbers of 

members, sections, functionaries and feste dell’Unità in the Venetian federation – which again 

exhibit overall trends similar to those observable on the national scale. The declining number of 

feste dell’Unità is significant because these were traditionally considered an indicator of the 

party’s capacity to mobilise militants (Scalisi 1996, p.225). 

 

Above all, the Venetian party shared with the party in the national arena the phenomenon of 

increasing power in the second half of the 1990s accompanied by decreasing electoral support. 

Furthermore, although the federation enjoyed a huge increase in local government responsibilities 

after 1995, it shared with the national party the problem of not being able to lead its coalitions. 

An indication of this is the fact that the (P)DS did not hold any of the plum coalition candidatures 

at sub-national levels in the period under study: for mayor of Venice (in 1993, 1997 and 2000), 

provincial president (in 1995 and 1999) and regional president (1995 and 2000).  

 

Like any other single federation, the Venetian one cannot be deemed typical, but the specific 

features of its experience that make it atypical also make it a particularly interesting case to 

explore. First, the battle over the svolta was widely perceived as fiercer there than in most of the 

rest of the country. This was partly due to the relative strength of the miglioristi or right-wing 

faction in the federation. It was also linked to an experiment that could be seen as an innovation 

in the spirit of the svolta: an ‘open’ ticket for the municipal election of 1990 in Venice, called Il 
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Ponte-PCI (Il Ponte meaning ‘the bridge’), headed by the philosopher Massimo Cacciari and 

involving several other esterni. The severity of tension over the svolta was due in no small 

measure to Cacciari’s engagement with it and his position on Il Ponte-PCI. 

 

This brings us to the second, and essential, distinguishing feature of the federation’s story: 

Massimo Cacciari was a forceful presence during the whole period of this study, as an individual 

player, external to the party but closely linked to its fortunes. After having been a member of the 

PCI’s national Executive in the 1970s and an MP from 1976 to 1983, Cacciari had left politics, to 

return as an independent in the late 1980s in the context of Il Ponte-PCI. By the end of the 1990s, 

he was a leader of the Democrats, a party located in the centre area of the political spectrum. 

Cacciari was influential in the national political sphere as well as locally and, especially in the 

second half of the 1990s, regionally. For the Venetian federation in particular, he was a precious 

asset, as a candidate for its coalitions and mayor of Venice from 1993 to 2000, yet a very 

outspoken critic. So, the Venetian party faced competition not only from its opponents and from 

the allied parties within coalitions, as did the (P)DS in the rest of the country, but also from this 

influential individual ally. 

 

Although Venice is located in the Veneto region, this thesis does not seek to contribute to 

understanding the party’s predicament in the region in general, or its weakness in much of the rest 

of the North.85 The economic and political characteristics of Venice province in the period under 

study, and in the previous several decades, were quite distinct from those of the central provinces 

of the Veneto – Padua, Vicenza, Treviso, Verona – where the PCI had been marginalised in the 

white subculture and the centre-left forces remained very weak in the 1990s in the presence of the 

League and FI.86 This thesis makes only a minimal contribution to understanding the party’s 

difficulties in the region in that, where it addresses the federation’s relationship with the regional 

level of (P)DS organisation, the lack of cooperation between the seven provincial federations in 

the Veneto is highlighted. 

                                                           
85 There is a lack of research into the left’s role in, and response to, “the northern malaise” (Diamanti 1996) 
or the ‘Northern Question’. The weakness of the DS, and the centre-left in general, in most of the North 
became unavoidably obvious at the time of the 2000 regional elections, but it was a longer-term 
phenomenon. This problem has been awarded little attention in the study and criticism of the (P)DS in the 
1990s. Ariemma (2000), who was charged with responsibility for the party in the North by the national 
leadership in 1997, lamented a lack of attention to the problem from inside the party as well. 
86 The central provinces of the region were characterised by diffuse industrialisation which had been under 
way since the 1950s, with the proliferation throughout the territory of small firms, often family-run and 
with a preponderance of informal workplace relations (Anastasia & Rullani 1982; Anastasia & Corò 1996). 
On the weakness of the PCI in the Veneto see Stern (1975) and Riccamboni (1992). 
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With respect to the first theme of this thesis, the local study aims to fill a gap in research on the 

behaviour and outcomes of the PCI/(P)DS by analysing the fortunes of the provincial federation 

in Venice from 1989 to 2000. The overall outcomes I seek to explain are the party’s failure to 

assert itself as leader of its coalitions in the local context and to extend its own electoral support 

even while enjoying considerable power in local and provincial government. These outcomes 

mirror key aspects of the party’s performance at national level. 

 

My approach is similar to that used by Bull (1991b) in explaining Occhetto’s svolta, in that I 

examine the ways factors in the external domain combined with developments internal to the 

federation to produce decisions and outcomes for the Venetian (P)DS. I pay particular attention to 

the external domain, analysing the opportunities and constraints provided by the changing local 

political environment and the decisions of the national party leadership. The principal internal 

factors I examine concern developments in the federation leadership and factional divisions.  

 

In my treatment of the second theme of the study, I analyse the transformation in the party type 

that accompanied the developments in its behaviour and outcomes. In light of the arguments by 

Koole and Wolinetz discussed above, I do not use the term ‘party type’ with reference to an ideal 

model, or view the local party’s development in evolutionary terms. Instead I intend the term 

party type simply to refer to the combination of, and relationships between, a party’s aims, 

functions and organisational characteristics. I use the tools and concepts provided by scholars of 

party transformations to analyse change in the party type of the PCI/(P)DS that is observable from 

the perspective of the Venetian federation. Specifically, the types of change I seek evidence of 

are: changes in overall aims and organisational characteristics to be expected in a mass party’s 

transformation into an electorally focused party, according to Panebianco’s (1988) schema; those 

in party functions and members’ roles to be expected in such a transformation, in the 

interpretation by Bellucci et al. (2000); and those in the relationships between the three party 

faces, as discussed by Katz and Mair (2002). 

 

Some changes observed at national level by Baccetti (1997a) that are consistent with 

Panebianco’s schema have been identified above, and the case study aims to add further detail to 

the picture sketched out. The local perspective allows investigation of changes in the internal 

workings of a federation and its relationship with the sections that Baccetti (1997a) did not 

address. The case study can also investigate local leaders’ intentions concerning functions and 
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roles, and contribute to explaining the finding by Bellucci et al. (2000) that the majority of 

intermediate cadres surveyed at congress in 2000 identified the party’s functions and militants’ 

roles in terms consistent with a mass party rather than an electoral-professional one. 

 

With reference to the analysis by Katz and Mair (Katz & Mair 1995; 2002; Mair 1994), the local 

study allows investigation, from the perspective of one geographical sector of the party on the 

ground, of its relationships with the other two faces, centred on Rome: the party in central office 

and the party in national public office. However, in the local study, this investigation can be 

conducted from the opposite perspective to that of Katz and Mair, who analysed parties as 

national organisations, with the periphery viewed from the centre looking outwards. 

 

In fact, the local study allows a further level of analysis to be introduced to the approach used by 

Katz and Mair. While Katz and Mair considered a local party as simply a part of the party on the 

ground (as was clear in their discussion of stratarchic relations between the party faces)87, the 

perspective of a local study suggests a federation be viewed as itself having three faces, 

analogous to those defined for the national organisation. For there is a significant public-office 

component of the federation’s activity, and the federation office is home to bodies which are 

separate from the party sections to which the members are attached. This observation begs the 

question as to how relationships have changed in the years of the (P)DS between the leadership 

organs located in the federation office and, on one hand, the representatives in sub-national public 

office and, on the other, the militants and ordinary members in the sections. Therefore, for the 

purpose of analysing roles and relationships within the federation’s jurisdiction, I consider the 

local party, like the national party, as a political system in itself, made up of the ‘party in sub-

national public office’, the ‘party in federation office’ and what might be called the ‘genuine’ 

party on the ground – the ‘party in the sections’. 

 

In drawing conclusions from the case study on the theme of party transformation, I also apply 

Wolinetz’s (2002) approach, of examining the relative priorities for the local party of policy-

                                                           
87 Katz and Mair appeared to use the terms ‘local parties’ and ‘party on the ground’ as practically 
interchangeable, in defining the operation of a stratarchic division of labour between the party in public 
office and the party on the ground in the following way: “mutually autonomous levels coexist… and … 
there is a minimum of authoritative control, whether from the bottom-up or from the top-down. ‘Local 
parties’, reflecting the party on the ground, then work primarily at the local level, enjoying almost exclusive 
control over the policies, programmes and strategies to be pursued within their own territorial limits. The 
national party, on the other hand, which is dominated by the party in (national) public office, is also free to 
develop its own policies, programmes, and strategies, unhindered by the demands and preoccupations of 
the party on the ground” (2002, p.129). 
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seeking, vote-seeking and office-seeking orientations. I use this to highlight the existence of 

different pressures on the local party and the national leadership, due to the characteristics of the 

competitive environment the local party operated in.  

 

My principal source of material for both themes of the local study is a set of unstructured 

interviews with party personnel, primarily members of the federation leadership circles in the 

years 1989-2000.88 Like Pridham (1981, p.265), I use the interviews for both ‘objective’ data – 

on decisions and events – and ‘subjective’ data – on the protagonists’ intentions and 

interpretations of events, especially decision-making processes. The interviews were conducted in 

four periods: December 1992 and January 1993; December 1996 and January 1997 (the period of 

the Second PDS Congress); December 1997; and July 2000 (a few months after the First DS 

Congress). The data from interviews were filled out by material from party documents, including 

press releases, speeches and minimal quantitative data, and from the two local newspapers la 

Nuova Venezia and il Gazzettino. 

 

My method is therefore one of piecing together a picture of certain key developments in the 

federation’s story during the years 1989-2000 from interviews with protagonists, newspaper 

reports and occasional party documents. This method draws on those of various local case studies 

of the PCI but does not involve the intensive and systematic observation that was feasible for 

Hellman (1988), Kertzer (1980) and Pridham (1981) who were studying developments over a 

shorter period. Overall, investigating the local party’s development over an eleven-year period 

through four short visits, at a time when the federation produced very little written documentation 

and kept very few statistical records, makes for a heavy reliance on interview data and, in general, 

on “impressionistic” data, as Tarrow (1967, p.viii) said, to identify links between the party and its 

context. That said, I now begin the study, turning to the situation in Venice in 1989. 

 

                                                           
88 See Appendix 1 for notes on the data collection method and Appendix 2 for a schedule of interviews. 
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CHAPTER 3  THE CRISIS OF THE SVOLTA 

 

The Venetian federation’s experience of the PCI-PDS transition was characterised by a unique 

and innovative approach to the municipal election in Venice in 1990, in the spirit of the svolta. 

However, largely due to this experiment, the federation was equally distinguished by particularly 

ferocious congress battles and an aftermath of division and uncertainty that continued well into 

the early years of the PDS. The experiment at the centre of the strife was an ‘open ticket’ called Il 

Ponte-PCI, involving PCI members and esterni, headed by Massimo Cacciari. Cacciari was one 

of the esterni who sought to participate in the process of transforming the party and influence the 

decisions made by the national leadership, and he brought his ideas forcefully into the local 

context through his vision for Il Ponte-PCI. This meant the local party leaders had to grapple with 

the implications of a stronger interpretation of the svolta than most of them had in mind. 

 

In this chapter I argue that the federation was thrown into a devastating crisis by the svolta, from 

which recovery was clearly going to be a great struggle for the PDS. I explore the way the 

internal factional clash over the party’s future was exacerbated by that between certain party 

leaders and Cacciari over the significance of Il Ponte-PCI, so that those party leaders saw 

themselves as battling not only for control of the federation but also in defence of its very 

existence. Through an examination of the internal workings of the organisation, I construct a 

picture of federation life as still very much that of a mass party in the last years of the PCI, and 

argue that this helps explain the severity of the crisis, by illustrating what much of the federation 

leadership felt the need to defend in the face of Occhetto’s proposal and Cacciari’s push for Il 

Ponte-PCI. I also propose that rapid transformation into something more like Panebianco’s 

electoral-professional party was unlikely in the early years of the PDS, even though it was 

intended to be unequivocally a party that aimed at government. 

 

In order to pave the way for analysis of the Venetian party’s response to the svolta and Il Ponte-

PCI, the first two sections of this chapter investigate the potential of the svolta from the 

perspective of esterni, and the state of the Venetian party at the time – both its role in local 

politics and its internal life. In the third section I recount the events and outcomes of the congress 

battles and the implementation of Il Ponte-PCI. In the fourth section I analyse these 

developments, setting out the various lines of conflict that made this a crisis for the federation and 

contrasting the intentions of the various contenders and their interpretations of the svolta and Il 
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Ponte-PCI. The fifth section then briefly analyses the outcomes of this phase of transition and 

their implications for the future. 

 

3.1 Occhetto’s proposal and the expectations of the esterni 

 

In presenting his proposal for a svolta89 to the PCI’s Central Committee on 20 November 1989, 

Occhetto claimed that the end of the Cold War and division of Europe into communist and anti-

communist camps meant an end to the reasons for divisions and disenchantment among the left in 

Italy. The aim of the fase costituente was to bring together the PCI and the various “submerged 

and dispersed” left-wing forces to produce a new, non-communist “political formation” that 

would take the united left to government. By unblocking the left and making possible an 

alternative to DC-dominated government, this operation would serve to unblock the whole Italian 

political system and trigger realignments, especially among disillusioned socialists and 

progressive catholics (Occhetto 1990b, pp.144-152). While Occhetto’s full intentions were not 

always clear during the year that followed, and he was accused of zigzags as he sought to mediate 

between contrasting positions, the essential principles he espoused implied a potentially radical 

change. 

 

Occhetto stressed that the operation was not to be seen as one of reunification with the PSI90, 

which would have reflected a backward-looking vision (1990b, p.153); nor was there any point in 

defining his position as on the left or right area of the PCI. Instead, it was “a revolutionary 

platform”, concerned with creating “a force that moves forward, that seeks out what is new and 

produces what is new” (in Scalfari 1990, pp.164-165). Seeking out what was new was to involve 

“contaminating” the set of values and interests with which the party identified. The new 

‘formation’ was to progress further with the recognition of non class-based values – feminist and 

environmentalist ones in particular – a process already under way in the PCI around the 

Eighteenth Congress which had sanctioned his ‘new course’. Occhetto was thus confirming the 

                                                           
89 The sources for this summary of Occhetto’s intentions are texts of speeches, interviews and congress 
motions collected in two books: Achille Occhetto. Un indimenticabile ’89 (edited by Massimo De Angelis, 
1990) and Achille Occhetto. Il sentimento e la ragione (edited by Teresa Bartoli, 1994). Quotations are 
from Occhetto’s speech to the Central Committee on 20 November 1989 (Occhetto 1990b), an interview 
with Eugenio Scalfari first published in la Repubblica on 17 December 1989 (Scalfari 1990) and the 
‘Declaration of intentions’, prepared by Occhetto as the basis for his motion to the Twentieth Congress 
(Occhetto 1994a). 
90 Predictably, the PSI leader Craxi was disparaging of the PCI’s transformation and the fase costituente, 
anyway, and showed no interest in a potential future alliance with the new party. The PSI was to lift its veto 
on PDS admission to the Socialist International only at the end of 1991 (Hellman 1992, pp.71 and 82-83). 
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further acceleration of the party’s shift from an identity defined largely in terms of ideology to 

one defined in terms of programmes, in the context of a political system he deemed to be 

changing towards one in which alliances would form “around principles and programmes” rather 

than on the basis of contiguity in the ideological spectrum (Occhetto 1990b, pp.153-155). 

 

Occhetto (1990b, pp.153-154) made it clear he had in mind a mass party of working people, not a 

party of élites who made programmes and engaged in politics in their name – the kind of ‘light 

party’ that some feared. However, he warned that the new party had to assume the principle of the 

“limits of politics”, meaning that it must not pretend to represent the ideals and conscience of 

every member, and must be open to the emergence of new ‘subjects’ in civil society.91

 

The fase costituente did not eventuate: there was no disbandment of the party to create something 

new as had appeared possible at the start92, and only a small intake of esterni into the PDS. The 

initial stimulus was lost as Occhetto and his collaborators became tied up in mediation, in order to 

hold the heterogeneous ‘yes front’ of centre and right factions together behind his congress 

motions, while old personal antagonisms, which were no longer inhibited in the interests of party 

unity, exploded (Baccetti 1997a, pp.60-62). There was a flurry of activity by interested esterni 

early in 1990, in two types of organisations: those created by local party leaders in order to 

“aggregate esterni”, called committees for the costituente; and those set up on the initiative of 

esterni themselves, the ‘clubs’. An estimated 20,000 people participated altogether, but their 

activities remained largely ignored as the party was consumed by its internal negotiations and 

manoeuvres (Hellman 1992, p.70).  

 

The esterni among whom the svolta had initially sparked interest were largely intellectuals or 

activists in unions and social movements. Some had been close to the PCI for years and pressing 

for change, such as Cacciari (Valentini 1990, p.126).93 Examples of the intentions and concerns 

of many esterni are contained in the booklet Una magnifica avventura. Dalla sinistra sommersa 
                                                           
91 Occhetto spoke of a mass, popular party, whose action would “always be inscribed and entrenched in the 
popular reality of the country” (Occhetto 1990b, pp.153-154). In the “Declaration of intentions” (Occhetto 
1994a, pp.228-229) – the basis of his motion to the Twentieth Congress in January 1991– he said that the 
party’s capacity to make working people protagonists of the intellectual and moral reform of society would 
be essential. 
92 Observers initially described the expected transformation of the party, as Occhetto did, in terms of “self-
dissolution” (Belloni 1992, p.83) or “disbandment” (Bull 1992, p.32) in order to create something new. 
93 The enthusiasm among esterni for Occhetto’s project is conveyed in this comment by philosopher Gianni 
Vattimo: “Many of us who had been reduced to speaking only inside the universities and writing sometimes 
for the newspapers felt ourselves re-awakened to politics by the proposal to launch a fase costituente. There 
is an intense air of expectation that had not been seen for years” (in Valentini 1990, p.126). 
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alla sinistra dei club94 (Serra 1990), which contains numerous speeches given to a meeting held 

in Rome on 10 February 1990. This was the first major initiative of its kind; it attracted about 

2000 participants and helped to launch the clubs.95 Its timing coincided with the Nineteenth 

Congress meetings in federations around the country. 

 

Three significant challenges to the party can be identified in the various contributions to the 

booklet. One was the expectation that esterni should play a major role in the transformation 

process, with the foreword by Flores d’Arcais et al. (1990, p.xx) even calling for “equal weight 

and dignity” to be awarded to those who had not belonged to the traditional and official parties, 

whether joining in as individuals, clubs or “opinion movements”. The second challenge was the 

impatience expressed by the esterni over what they depicted as the party’s obsession with its own 

identity and therefore its past; the esterni evidently took the transformation for granted and 

considered it long overdue. For example, the sociologist Massimo Paci96 (1990, p.83) complained 

of an excessive emphasis in the party’s discussion on the question of its identity rather than its 

programme; that is, on what sort of party it intended to be rather than what it intended to do. 

Third, explicit rejection of the party’s organisational model was the main issue for many 

contributors. For example, Roberto Esposito (1990, p.38) criticised the PCI’s bureaucratised 

apparatus as suffocating participation by outsiders and therefore rendering the PCI impermeable 

to political demands coming from outside. Antonio Lettieri (1990, p.87) called for a flexible 

organisational structure in the new party, so that “normal people” – part-time or single-issue 

activists – could work alongside militants. 

 

All this would certainly have appeared provocative to many party leaders and members, and in 

fact the outcomes for the esterni fell well short of expectations. The national leadership was 

prepared to allow them only a circumscribed role, “implicitly and almost exclusively understood 

in terms of opening up to … university professors,…[especially] jurists, economists, political 

scientists and sociologists, for contribution to … the programme”, and did not generally involve 

them in responsibility for political decision making (Baccetti 1997a, pp.206-207). Such 

involvement was greater in the periphery: some esterni were inserted in the party’s committees at 

                                                           
94 A magnificent adventure. From the submerged left to the Clubs. 
95 The main organiser was Paolo Flores d’Arcais, who also facilitated ongoing debate on the party’s 
transformation in the journal MicroMega, which he and others had founded in 1986 as a forum for debate 
on the renewal of the Italian left. 
96 Paci was one of those who did join the PDS as an ex-esterno at the Twentieth Congress and was 
appointed to Occhetto’s staff – the group of experts given principal responsibility for the preparation of 
detailed programmes for the 1992 general election (Baccetti 1997a, pp.206-207).  
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provincial and regional levels or were elected to councils in the 1990 sub-national elections. 

Nevertheless, it was a matter of individuals being incorporated, rather than a co-founding of a 

new organisation (Baccetti 1997a, pp.63-64). 

 

So, while the party’s transformation was experienced internally as the cause of lacerating struggle 

and tremendous upheaval, to the esterni it appeared to largely exclude their participation and 

produce an outcome of remarkable continuity – not least in the national leadership group and 

control of decision making. The ex-esterni joining the PDS were allocated 10% of places on the 

national representative body, the National Council, but within an organisational structure that 

remained essentially that of the PCI, except for the novelty of warring factions (Hellman 1992, 

pp.70-74). 

 

3.2 The terrain for the svolta in Venice 

 

Having established the expectations of the esterni regarding the potential of the svolta, I now 

examine the terrain on which Occhetto’s proposal was sown in Venice, in order to then proceed 

with analysis of the local party’s response. I first consider the party in the external realm, looking 

briefly at its history, the context in which it operated in 1989 and its role in that context, before 

discussing its internal life. 

 

3.2.1 The external life of the local PCI: Venetian politics and the party’s role 

  
Although the Venetian PCI had seen both its vote share and membership decline in the 1980s (as 

shown in Figures 1-4 on pages 29-32), at the time of the svolta it was still a significant force in 

the province and was in government in Venice municipality and a handful of the 43 smaller 

municipalities. It remained, just, the strongest party electorally in Venice municipality, where the 

DC was slightly weaker than at national level. And the federation still had a substantial 

membership of 17,905 in 1989, organised in 193 territorial and workplace sections in the 

province. 

 

Venice municipality was governed at the time by a ‘red-green’ coalition, created in February 

1988 in a novel development in local politics. The previous government, based on a DC-PSI 

alliance, had collapsed following a division within the local PSI between Gianni De Michelis, 

also national leader of a PSI faction, and Mario Rigo, who had been mayor in the red 
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governments. Rigo and his supporters had then formed the red-green government with the PCI, 

Greens and smaller parties. As in the past, the PCI was allowed only the deputy mayorship – for 

Cesare De Piccoli – but this time the mayorship went to the PRI (Interview: De Piccoli 1993).97  

 

While the Venetian party was therefore familiar with the conflicts of local coalition government, 

it was also no stranger to internal conflict and clashes with its own national leadership. Various 

interviewees attributed the federation’s lively history to the persistent influence of both factory 

workers and intellectuals. Venice had been at the forefront of the 1946 strikes over 

unemployment and inflation (Rigamonti 1988, p.35), the 1948 uprising following the attempted 

assassination of Togliatti (Ginsborg 1990, p.120) and the strikes of the late 1960s (Galli 1976, 

p.371). It had also been a focus of Potere operaio (Workers’ Power), one of the revolutionary 

groups formed after 1968 (Ginsborg 1990, p.312), thanks partly to the involvement of Cacciari, 

who was then in the workerist-intellectual phase of his political evolution. Over internal party 

issues, there had been significant conflict in the Venetian federation on several occasions, with a 

Leninist group expelled in 1963 (Colasio 1985, pp.142-143), the left-dominated federation 

leadership purged in 1965 (Amyot 1981, p.155)98, considerable opposition to the historic 

compromise in the 1970s (Interview: De Piccoli 1993) and majority rank-and-file support of 

amendments to the Seventeenth Congress theses in 198699 (Interview: Chinello 1993b). 

 

In the late 1980s, Venice municipality and province were particularly in need of innovative 

political developments, due to the grave problems faced. These included: the decline of Porto 

Marghera’s traditional industries and consequently high unemployment; the environmental 

damage caused by those industries and the port traffic; the various problems in the centro storico 

of flooding, water transport, waste disposal and degradation of the artistic and architectural 

heritage; an exodus from the centro storico to the mainland due to the high cost of living, and the 

degeneration of the centro storico’s economy into a ‘tourism monoculture’ (Curi 1989, pp.4-5; 

Indovina 1992, pp.66-67). 
                                                           
97 The first red-green government fell in July 1989 and was succeeded in September by another based on 
the same parties and the same mayor, with just a couple of changes of administrators. This then lasted until 
the May 1990 elections (il Gazzettino 10 May 2000). 
98 The federation was dominated by the left area linked to Pietro Ingrao in the 1960s. Following Ingrao’s 
defeat at the Eleventh Congress in 1966, when a major dispute between left and right over party strategy 
came to a head, the Venetian federation was among those purged by the national leadership (Amyot 1981, 
p.155). 
99The Sixteenth (1983) and Seventeenth (1986) Congresses were the first at which amendments to congress 
theses were openly debated. The amendments put by the left at the Seventeenth opposed the use of nuclear 
energy and called for stronger criticism of US political culture and president Ronald Reagan (Barth Urban 
1988, pp.45-46). 
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While the PCI was taking steps to tackle this situation through its action in the red-green 

government, two longer-term and more ‘global’ projects for Venice were taking shape in the 

background, promoted by De Michelis and Cacciari respectively. Central to De Michelis’s 

approach to ‘modernisation’ of the city was the highly controversial proposal to hold Expo 2000 

there. For many communists and other opponents, according to interviewees Morandina (1993) 

and Scaboro (1993), Expo was part of an approach to Venice limited to exploitation for tourism 

and commercial development, to the benefit of the PSI and DC and business interests close to 

them.  

 

A contrasting vision of Venice’s future was that of the working group on “An idea of Venice”, 

formed in 1987. This group had been drawing up an overall plan for the city’s revival that would 

be consistent with its identity and simultaneously favour both economic development and 

environmental protection. The plan had two overarching aims, within which policies for specific 

problems were developed: converting the centro storico into a “living museum” by making its 

artistic and architectural heritage accessible; and developing a science and technology park to 

stimulate new economic activities, compatible with the city’s traditions (Curi 1989, p.4; Cacciari, 

M. 1989).100

 

Prime movers of the ‘Idea of Venice’ group were two philosophers, Cacciari and Umberto 

Curi101, neither of whom had been closely involved with the local PCI in recent years. However, 

among the academics, technical experts, cultural workers and political activists from diverse 

political backgrounds that the group brought together, PCI members made up about half (Curi 

1989, p.5), among them the deputy mayor, De Piccoli. Cacciari had joined the PCI after his 

workerist period and been an MP from 1976 to 1983, a member of the national Executive and 

head of the party’s committee for industry (Valentini 1990, p.128). Since leaving the party, he 

had been trenchantly critical, especially of the party in the Veneto, for its bureaucratic rigidity, 

lack of vision and inadequate analysis of economic and social transformations in the region 

                                                           
100 The proceedings of two of the group’s conferences are in Quaderni della Fondazione Istituto Gramsci 
Veneto, (published by Arsenale, Venice): no. 3/4, Idea di Venezia. Atti del convegno 17/18 giugno 1988; 
no. 6/7, Città della scienza e della tecnologia; no. 9, La nuova dimensione urbana: Venezia-Mestre nella 
regione Veneto. While the group’s attention was initially focused on the centro storico, this was 
subsequently extended to the whole municipality and its regional context. 
101 Cacciari was professor of Aesthetics at the Architecture University of Venice (IUAV) and Curi 
professor of History of modern and contemporary philosophy at Padua University. 
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(Cacciari in Stella 1987; Interview: Cacciari 1993). Curi was director of the Veneto’s Gramsci 

Institute102 and an active member of the PCI in the Paduan federation. 

 

In the Venetian situation of 1989, the svolta potentially offered both a great opportunity and a 

great risk. On one hand there was a heightened consciousness of the city’s problems, with the 

Expo proposal to combat, and therefore the opportunity for a new reformist party, drawing on the 

work of the ‘Idea of Venice’ group, to make its mark. In fact, the group had mooted the idea of its 

work being carried forward through a joint ticket involving the PCI, other organisations and 

independents (Milanesi 1989)103, before Occhetto gave impetus to this idea by explicitly calling 

for joint tickets to be created as an integral part of the fase costituente (in Scalfari 1990, p.165). 

On the other hand, for the PCI, already accustomed to power in the city and with a large, active 

membership, there was much at stake in proposing a new party, especially as this was not a 

federation with traditions of internal unity and submission to the national leadership to remain 

attached to. At this point it is also important to consider the type of party organisation it was.  

 

3.2.2 The internal life of the local PCI: still a mass party 

 

An examination of the internal workings of the local party, as depicted in the interviewees’ 

reports, reveals several characteristics of the federation’s operation at the end of its PCI days that 

were consistent with the mass bureaucratic party model that Panebianco (1988, pp.263-267) 

described. The essential characteristic of a mass party that was still present in the late 1980s was 

the importance of militancy and participation of militants in party decisions. The following 

quotation from a book on the party’s history in Mestre conveys the federation’s official line104 

(and that of the national leadership). It underlines the importance of militants as providing the 

organisation’s presence in society, and the close links between federation leaders and members in 

the sections: 

Since the Fifth Congress in 1945, the federation has had ten secretaries: [list of names]. 
These people represent the successive generations in the party’s ‘corps of militants’, the 

                                                           
102The Gramsci Institute was a national institute for scholarly research established by the party, but largely 
autonomous of it (Pasquino 1988, p.38). 
103 Curi foreshadowed a formation like Il Ponte-PCI in July 1989, expressing the hope that for the 1990 
elections “reformist political forces” would be prepared to ally themselves with the ‘Idea of Venice’ group 
for the purpose of reviving the city. He claimed the group had aroused interest among the local population 
and had become a focus for previously dispersed efforts to save Venice (Curi 1989, p.5). 
104 The book was published by the Municipal Committee and the federation, with an introduction by the 
municipal committee secretary. The author, Amleto Rigamonti, was a member of the Resistance generation 
who had held various positions in the party and CGIL and was at the time a provincial councillor and 
member of the Federation Committee. 
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heart of its organisational system. They represent, too, all the comrades who have held 
the various positions: section secretaries and members of the sections’ directing 
committees, municipal and neighbourhood councillors, representatives of the various 
linked organisations and the cultural and recreational associations, the union cadres.  
These are the militants who bring the Party’s line to life, translating it on the basis of 
local needs. They are responsible for representing, along with all the comrades, the image 
of the party in local situations, in workplaces, in cultural institutions, etc. Also, it is 
through them that the Party’s leadership group is able to glean the moods, the tensions, 
the processes of transformation, the demands that come from society and the grass roots 
of the party itself (Rigamonti 1988, pp.68-69). 

 

That the sections and militancy were still considered important in practice in the late 1980s was 

also evident in various interviewees’ recollections, which portrayed the sections as the means of 

the party’s rapport with society, rather than the media or elected representatives. Gianpaolo 

Sprocati, who had been a functionary and councillor in Venice municipality in the last years of 

the PCI, said the elected representatives (from local councillors to MPs) relied on input from the 

sections: 

The sections were strong points of contact with society … where political work was done, 
that is, where you could interpret social processes … you felt the party was a 
thermometer that measured the situation in society in some way (Interview: Sprocati 
1997). 

 

The consultation of the sections – clearly very time-consuming – was an essential part of the 

functionaries’ work: “You had ten, fifteen meetings in the sections, you heard people’s views, 

contrasting views, you got people’s opinions and so you had a way to – critically – get at 

suggestions and assessments” (Interview: Sprocati 1997).  

 

None of the interviewees made reference to any official recognition of the inadequacies of 

territorial sections that were the subject of a party report in 1982 and discussed by Hellman (1986, 

pp.59-61). However, one section secretary, who had been active in both a territorial and a 

workplace section, noted the activism of sections was already declining in the late 1980s, if not at 

the pace he observed later in the PDS: 

In the past there was much more discussion of the political choices that were to be made, 
there was more debate, there was more participation. I’d say… even in the last years of 
the PCI … we had difficulty making the sections work as they once did (Interview: 
Gasparini 1997). 

 

Sections were directly involved in candidature decisions too. Marco Masi, a CGIL cadre, 

explained in interview that each level of candidature was the responsibility of the corresponding 

level of the party organisation: “for example, candidates for the municipal council in [the town 
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of] Mirano were chosen by the section of Mirano; candidates for the provincial council by the 

Federation Committee”. He described such decisions as the subject of genuine and impassioned 

debate, by no means just a formality to ratify decisions taken at a higher level (Interview: Masi 

1996).105 Lazzaro Pietragnoli stressed the involvement of the sections in the selection of the 40 

party candidates for the Il Ponte-PCI ticket in 1990, of whom he was one. A working group was 

established by the federation’s Executive106 to coordinate the consultation process, which 

included inviting sections to contribute possible names from their own membership, with a 

member of the working party present at each section’s discussions. After this the overall ticket 

was discussed and finalised by the Federation Committee (Interview: Pietragnoli 1997c). 

 

This participation of militants in decision making was associated with the existence of strong 

vertical ties, a second characteristic from Panebianco’s definition of mass parties. The 

interviewees conveyed a picture of an organisation whose membership knew its leaders well, 

through regular face-to-face meetings in the federation premises and the section premises. 

Maintaining such close contact was an essential part of the job for the cadres in the federation, 

whether they were volunteers or functionaries. In the PCI, in Pietragnoli’s words, the federation 

and the municipal committee were “a strong reference point for the sections” (Interview: 

Pietragnoli 1997c).  

 

The federation was also in close and regular contact with the national leadership. Interviewees 

reported that, until at least the late 1980s, a member of the national leadership attended and 

actively participated in each meeting of the regional Executive – held about once a month – and 

most meetings of the federation’s Executive too. These visiting national cadres even called on 

sections during their stays (Interview: Pietragnoli 1997c). And the visits were in both directions, 

because the process of cadres’ training – discussed below – included periods at party school run 

by the national leadership and often periods of work in central office, which meant federation 

cadres were immersed in the workings of the national organisation. 

 

A third characteristic of mass parties that many interviewees described as present in the PCI in 

the 1980s was that power within the party was much more important than power in the 
                                                           
105 Masi said: “As to whether it was a matter of real debate, real decisions, or a kind of ratification of 
decisions taken at a higher level, I have to say that … I was present at some really furious clashes, in fact 
[candidature decisions] were the site of just, democratic, positive battles, where different positions were 
argued out against each other” (Interview: Masi 1996). 
106 References to the Executive and the Secretariat concern the federation’s leadership organs rather than 
the national ones, unless otherwise specified. 
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institutions. The authority of the federation secretary derived not from performance in public 

roles but from the support of party bodies: the Executive, the Federation Committee and the 

sections that fed into it. To arrive at that position, as a long-term member of the local PCI 

leadership, Paolo Cacciari107, explained, a cadre had to have considerable achievements behind 

him/her and be a very powerful operator inside the party: “[W]hen someone reached the 

federation secretary’s job he at least had the apparatus under his control. He was at least a great 

trafficker, he could get the section secretaries firmly under his control” (Interview: Cacciari, P. 

1997). 

 

The cadres who represented the federation in the sub-national institutions, as councillors or 

administrators, were directed by the federation’s leadership organs. As Michele Vianello108, put 

it, in the PCI, “when you became a municipal councillor you gave the party carte blanche” 

(Interview: Vianello 1997a). And the MPs for the province, while largely directed by the national 

leadership, were also in close contact with the federation leadership. Their offices were located in 

the federation premises, because it was understood that they represented only the party and its 

electors, not the local citizenry in general. This reflected not only the party’s organisational model 

but the PR electoral system (Interview: De Piccoli 1997). 

 

This was an organisation that produced its leaders from within, in which a political career meant 

much more than a career in public office. A member of the leadership group in the federation was 

a person who had typically been trained over many years through stints at party school and in 

various paid and unpaid roles, both within the party and in the institutions. This was a journey 

that familiarised him/her with the various dimensions of the party’s organisation and its work. 

Vianello described “the standard pathway” as follows:  

you entered a section’s directing committee, you did 200 feste dell’Unità, then you 
became section secretary, then they let you sit in on a municipal council for a year and 
you watched how it worked, then you became a councillor. … At the end you had a 
method. …. In the PCI, just to give you an example, the provincial council was a place 
you ended your career, you went there at 50, did two mandates (Interview: Vianello 
1997a). 

 

Sprocati stressed the value of such processes in forming an experienced, well-rounded cadre: 

                                                           
107 When I refer to Cacciari with no given name I intend Massimo Cacciari. All references to Paolo Cacciari 
include his full name. 
108 Vianello had been a member of the Secretariat in the late 1980s and municipal union secretary in 1990 
and 1991. 
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they were processes of a certain complexity… you didn’t assume certain roles overnight 
… All of us who have had a career, in quotation marks, in the party have been tried out in 
various political roles, in Rome, in the periphery, in the institutions …  At the end of this 
you had a cadre of a certain completeness because of the various experiences (Interview: 
Sprocati 1997). 

 

A fourth aspect of the PCI’s operation that was characteristic of Panebianco’s mass party model 

was the transmission-belt type of relationship with the CGIL. The secretary of the CGIL’s 

Chamber of labour in Venice, Marco Masi, described a very close relationship between the PCI 

and CGIL in the late 1980s when, he said, there were still a dozen functionaries in the federation 

(Interview: Masi 1996). According to Masi, for CGIL leaders it was, in those days, “a matter of 

life or death” to know who was who in the federation, and especially who made up the 

Secretariat, and “when we had to nominate a comrade for the Secretariat of any labour category 

within the CGIL, we went into the federation to discuss it”. The functionaries were essential to 

the relationship in the way Masi described it: they “carried the line” and ensured the flow of 

information and command, not only within the party but also between the party and the flanking 

organisations, especially the CGIL. 

 

In sum, various organisational characteristics of a mass party identified by Panebianco were 

present in the Venetian federation in the last years of the PCI: the importance of the membership 

and internal leaders, linked to the central role of militancy, rather than representatives in external 

institutions; the control over collateral organisations; and the significance of the internal political 

and administrative work of the functionaries in the maintenance of this kind of party operation. 

Furthermore, as far as the relations between the party’s faces were concerned, there was a strong 

nexus between the party in central office and the party on the ground, such as Katz and Mair 

(2002, p.122) identified as being at the heart of a mass party. This was the case both for the 

national and local dimensions: that is, when considering the links between central office in Rome 

and the federation office and when considering those between the federation office and the 

sections. And, as far as the local three faces were concerned, the situation described by Sprocati, 

as reported above, was decidedly one of the party in public office listening to the party on the 

ground, both directly and through the functionaries in the federation office. 

 

This picture of federation life suggests an organisation that was pre-disposed to react defensively 

to Occhetto’s proposal to dissolve it into some new form of political body. For the federation 

leaders, this was the organisation that had produced them, and it was one in which the militants, 

party leaders and institutional representatives knew each other well. A long-term member of the 
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Executive, Ruddi Varisco, stressed that, in the PCI, all those active in the organisation, from the 

section committees upwards, had had an investment in the party organisation, and had been 

rewarded in some way for their contribution to it – whether through recognition in paid or unpaid 

party roles or simply their sense of self-worth. He underlined that the idea of participation in 

politics, and the distinctiveness of the PCI, had been intrinsically associated with that particular 

type of organisation and its relationship to society (Interview: Varisco 2000). 

 

In particular, as another interviewee109 said (in 1997), those who had made it to the inner circle of 

federation leadership had made a huge personal investment, and not just in the sense that, for 

many, politics had been their only career. As he put it: “those who have lived completely for the 

party … have their own history to safeguard, they cannot renounce their human, personal, 

political history”. 

 

This overview of the state of the party in Venice prior to the svolta suggests that, on one hand it 

provided apparently fertile ground for Occhetto’s proposal, as a party already engaged in novel 

political structures – a red-green coalition and the ‘Idea of Venice’ group – aimed at resolving 

urgent local problems. On the other, however, its mass-party characteristics made it an 

organisation that, with the benefit of hindsight, we can see was likely to be stony ground on 

which to sow Occhetto’s proposal of an ill-defined but more open ‘new political formation’. It is 

against this backdrop that we need to view the way events panned out in Venice, during the year 

of the congresses and the PDS’s infancy. Those events are outlined in the next section, and 

analysed in the following one. 

 

3.3 Implementing the svolta in Venice  

 

3.3.1 Events of the year of the congresses 

 

The idea of the svolta was immediately welcomed by the party’s top leaders in Venice, in public 

statements by the regional secretary Lalla Trupia (in Milanesi 1989) and the leaders of the right 

area or miglioristi110, Gianni Pellicani (in Palombi 1989), and the centre area, De Piccoli (in la 

Nuova Venezia 19 November 1989, ‘«Non è problema di sigle ma di scelte e contenuti»’, p.7). 

Trupia described the project in terms typical of those early days, which stressed the investment of 

                                                           
109 This interviewee was a member of the federation’s Executive when interviewed in 1997. 
110 I will use the label ‘right’ for the faction and ‘miglioristi’ for its members. 
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the PCI’s resources in the construction of something new, together with forces from outside the 

party:  

The PCI is placing its wealth of history and ideals at the disposal of the Italian and 
European left for a great project: to unblock the political system of our country and at the 
same time renew the European left. The communists are offering up even their name in a 
process of construction of a new left-wing force for the 1990s. And even as early as the 
coming local elections we want to put a broader aggregation of forces on the field. We do 
not intend to coopt them to the communist design. On the contrary, we want to construct 
the new political formation with them (Trupia in Milanesi 1989). 

 

Initially there were reports of open and lively debate at section, federation and regional committee 

meetings that followed, with a very high degree of attendance and participation (Favaro 1989; 

Galeazzo 1989). But the various positions on the svolta among the leadership and members 

quickly firmed into alignment behind local faction leaders in a contest over the motions put to the 

Nineteenth and then the Twentieth Congress. At both congresses111, the voting patterns within the 

federation for the three motions were similar to those observed nationally, with Occhetto’s 

motions receiving about 3% higher support than the national average (see Figure 7). The 

participation rate was also higher than the national average, suggesting this federation was one of 

the sites of most intense engagement over the question. 

 

Occhetto’s motion at each congress was supported by the centre and right factions, led by the two 

most powerful people in the Venetian party, De Piccoli and Pellicani. De Piccoli, once a railway 

worker, had been federation secretary from 1980 to 1985 and then regional secretary before 

becoming deputy mayor in the red-green government of Venice in February 1988 and being 

elected to the European parliament in 1989. Also in the centre area were Walter Vanni, federation 

secretary at the time of the svolta, and the regional secretary, Trupia. De Piccoli (Interview 1993) 

described himself as belonging to the generation in the party associated with Berlinguer, and 

Pellicani as part of the previous generation. Pellicani had been deputy mayor from 1975 to 1983 

in the red governments and an MP since 1987. He was part of the top national leadership: a 

                                                           
111 The local congress process began a couple of months before the national gathering. Each section 
congress was held over 1-2 days, in which the section members debated and voted on the motions and then 
elected delegates to the federation congress. This 3-day gathering in turn debated and elected delegates to 
the national congress. The federation congress also entailed election of a new Federation Committee 
(Comitato federale), the representative body for the province, and federation secretary. The Federation 
Committee later determined the composition of the federation’s Executive (Direzione) and Secretariat. The 
section votes on the motions were summed to produce federation totals. 
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member of the national Secretariat before and after the svolta and coordinator of Occhetto’s 

shadow cabinet from its inception after the Eighteenth Congress in March 1989.112

 

The supporters of Motion 2 at each congress – the main opposition to Occhetto’s svolta – were 

led by Paolo Cacciari (Massimo’s brother) and Cesco Chinello. Paolo Cacciari had been, he said 

(Interview: Cacciari, P. 1993), part of the vast central area linked to Berlinguer in the 1970s but 

was on the left by the end of the 1980s. He had been an administrator in the red governments of 

Venice municipality in 1975-1985 and deputy mayor from 1983 when Pellicani was ill. Chinello, 

a member of the Resistance generation and Ingrao supporter, had been the federation secretary in 

the 1960s when the left dominated.113  

 
Within the Motion 1 ranks a fierce battle was waged between the centre and right factions, which 

several interviewees (Trupia 1997; Vanni 1997a; Vianello 1996b) described as fiercer and more 

significant in Venice than the battle against the ‘no front’ supporting Motions 2 and 3. The 

relative strengths of the factions are indicated by the numbers of positions they gained in the 

Federation Committee elected at each congress, shown in Figure 8. At the Nineteenth Congress 

the centre and right appeared to be evenly matched, while at the Twentieth the centre prevailed.114 

The interviewees stressed that the right was much stronger in Venice than on average 

nationally.115  

                                                           
112 Pellicani was a member of the national Secretariat in 1987-88 and 1991 (Baccetti 1997a, p.40) and in 
between elected to the national Executive at the Eighteenth Congress in March 1989 and again at the 
Nineteenth Congress (Baccetti 1997a, p.43). Occhetto appointed him coordinator of the shadow cabinet in 
1989 at its birth and again in the second attempt at a shadow cabinet in 1991 after the birth of the PDS 
(Baccetti 1997a, p.196,198). 
113 Motion 3 at the Nineteenth Congress received little support or attention in the leadership circles in the 
federation and will not be discussed here. For the Twentieth Congress, Sprocati, then coordinator of the 
PCI group in Venice municipal council, took up promotion of Motion 3 but, he said, without particular 
success (Interview: Sprocati 1997). 
114 The centre area had held the top leadership position – federation secretary – for some time, with De 
Piccoli from 1980 to 1985 and Vanni from 1985 to 1990. 
115 The figures suggest the right was much stronger in Venice than nationally, as it received only 15% of 
Motion 1’s total delegates to the national congress gathering. However, the exact relative strengths nation-
wide were not clear, as the factions joined forces in the same motion and the right faction felt short-
changed over the number of delegate places it was allowed in return for its support of Occhetto’s motion. 
There had been some question as to whether the right would present a separate motion for the Twentieth 
Congress in order to clarify its position and allow its exact support to be measured, but in the end Occhetto 
and the right’s leader Giorgio Napolitano had succeeded in producing a single motion that both factions 
were prepared to vote for (Hellman 1992, p.72). Because of the strength of the division between centre and 
right in Venice, Trupia (Interview 1997) was opposed to Occhetto’s decision to come to an agreement with 
the right for a joint motion and would have preferred the clarification that a vote in the sections on separate 
motions would have allowed. She said that she and the regional secretaries in Sicily and Lombardy had 
together battled Occhetto over this but found him determined to carry it through, in order to be certain of a 
clear victory for a ‘yes’ at the Congress. 
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Figure 7 Voting at the Nineteenth and Twentieth PCI Congresses 
 
 

Nineteenth Congress 
 Participation rate  

% 
Motion 1 

% 
Motion 2 

% 
Motion 3 

% 
Venice 33.0 69.3 27.7 3.0 
Italy 28.1 65.8 30.8 3.4 

 
 

Twentieth Congress 
 Participation rate 

% 
Motion 1 

% 
Motion 2 

% 
Motion 3 

% 
Venice 36.0 70.5 25.5 3.3 
Italy 29.3 67.4 27.0 5.6 

 
Motions to Nineteenth Congress: 
Motion 1 (Occhetto) “to open a constituting process of a new political force” 
Motion 2 (Angius, Ingrao) “for a true renewal of the PCI and the left” 
Motion 3 (Cossutta) “for a socialist democracy in Europe” 
 
Motions to Twentieth Congress: 
Motion 1 (Occhetto) “to found a new party of the left” 
Motion 2 (Ingrao and Cossutta) “for refounding Communism” 
Motion 3 (Bassolino) “for an antagonistic and reforming party 
 
Sources 
Italy: Baccetti (1997a, p.58). 
Venetian federation: PCI Venice federation (1990c;1991). 
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Figure 8 Positions on Federation Committee of Venetian Federation, elected at 
Nineteenth and Twentieth PCI Congresses 

 
 Motion 1 Motion 2 Motion 3 Esterni Total 
 De Piccoli 

faction 
(centre) 

Pellicani 
faction 
(right) 

    

  
Number of places 

 
Nineteenth 
Congress 

45 45 37 3 n/a 130 

Twentieth 
Congress 

64 44 36 6 17 167 

  
Percentage of places 

 
Nineteenth 
Congress 

34.6 34.6 28.5 2.3 n/a  

Twentieth 
Congress 

38.3 26.4 21.6 3.6 10.2  

 
Sources 
Lollo (1990a) for Nineteenth Congress; Corso (1991) for Twentieth Congress 
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The choice of Maurizio Bacchin to succeed Vanni as federation secretary – made at the 

Nineteenth Congress – did not represent a significant change of leadership to mark the svolta, as 

Bacchin was a close associate of Vanni and also in the centre faction. His election was the result 

of a compromise in the face of an exchange of vetoes. Among the likely candidates excluded 

were Varisco and Vianello, who were key supporters of Pellicani and De Piccoli, respectively 

(Dianese & Galeazzo 1990). Vanni described the eventual choice of Bacchin as resulting from 

attempts at reconciliation: the centre group had invited its opponents on both right and left to 

choose, and they had jointly nominated Bacchin as the person deemed “best able to provide a 

minimum of guarantee for all factions” (Interview: Vanni 1997a). 

 

Similarly, while there were considerable changes in the composition of the Federation Committee 

elected at the same time, this again did not amount to a significant turnover in the effective 

leadership circle. Some exponents of both centre and right, including De Piccoli, Pellicani and the 

functionary responsible for organisational matters, Renato Morandina (a close ally of De 

Piccoli’s), announced they would not stand for re-election, in order to make way for new people. 

Many new faces had to be brought in anyway, due to the explicit factional representation that was 

now required and the newly introduced women’s quota of 50%, but these tended to be chosen by 

the respective faction leaders (Lollo 1990a; Dianese & Galeazzo 1990). Furthermore, while the 

Committee was the federation’s representative body, much decision-making was carried out by 

the Executive and the Secretariat, which still included many of the key people because of the 

other important positions they held or took up in that period, either in the party or in public 

office.116

 

The decision to go ahead with Il Ponte-PCI for the municipal election of 6 May 1990 was made 

at the Nineteenth Congress, and this question, and Cacciari’s direct involvement in the events of 

the svolta, considerably exacerbated the factional strife in the federation. Although this was the 

period of the supposed fase costituente, Il Ponte-PCI turned out to be one of very few examples 

of experimentation in new symbols and joint tickets – usually with environmentalists, 

independents and the Radical Party – for the municipal elections held all over Italy at that time117. 

                                                           
116 Vianello became municipal union secretary and so remained in the federation’s Secretariat. Vanni was 
elected to the regional council in May 1990 (along with the right’s Varisco and the left’s Paolo Cacciari). 
De Piccoli remained an MEP and was re-elected to Venice municipal council in 1990, while Pellicani 
remained an MP. 
117 Other cities in which joint tickets were presented – and these without the PCI’s hammer and sickle 
symbol – were Bra, L’Aquila and Agrigento. Those involved were environmentalists, independents and the 
Radical Party (Crisalli 1990). 
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The novelty of this ticket lay particularly in the fact that Massimo Cacciari headed it, and 

therefore an esterno was designated as likely leader of the group in council and candidate for 

mayor in the event of forming a coalition government. Furthermore, the programme was not just 

produced by the party but drew heavily on the work of the ‘Idea of Venice’ group.118 The ticket 

also had its own symbol, consisting of a drawing of a bridge, with the words “IL PONTE” above 

and a small copy of the PCI symbol underneath.119  

 

The ticket did not represent as broad a collaboration as Cacciari had initially hoped for: he had 

expected to be able to involve representatives of various associations and movements active in the 

city (De Luca 1989b). The Greens and the Radical Party preferred not to join, but did not exclude 

the possibility of a subsequent alliance in the council.120 Of the 60 candidates listed (22 women 

and 38 men), 21 were independents, two were former members of the Radical Party (dissenting 

from their party’s line) and 37 were PCI members (la Nuova Venezia 8 April 1990, ‘Pci, ancora 

colpi di scena’, p.18). Only five of the nineteen outgoing PCI councillors were included (Jori 

1990), so there was a considerably new character to the group, although De Piccoli was one of the 

five. Apart from Cacciari’s designation as leader, there was no indication to the voters of a 

                                                           
118 The general aim of the programme of Il Ponte-PCI was to re-launch Venice as a major city and 
strategically manage its five specific functions: a “living museum”, an international tourist capital, a 
scientific and technological community, capital of the Veneto, and an industrial centre (PCI Venice 
Federation 1990a, p.15). According to Cacciari (in Armeni 1990), in seeking to reverse the processes of 
economic degeneration, decline in employment opportunities, environmental degradation and depopulation, 
it embodied an alternative vision of Venice to that underlying De Michelis’s approach of exploitation, 
exemplified by his Expo 2000 proposal. 
119 The image of the bridge lent itself to many interpretations. Most interviewees said it made reference to Il 
ponte della Libertà, the bridge between the centro storico and the mainland, which was emblematic of 
unity between the parts of Venice. Some saw it also as a bridge from the old PCI to the new party (Scaboro 
1993; Morandina 1993) or between civil society and political parties and institutions, symbolic of the 
intention to repair the relationships between them (Morandina 1993). Campaign leaflets spelt out the latter 
meaning with the words “A bridge between participation and competence, between democracy and 
efficiency, between politics and morality” (PCI Venice Federation 1990b). Cacciari (Interview 1993) 
described the name as reflecting primarily the collaboration between PCI members and people outside the 
party. 
120 Reasons for the Greens’ reserve toward Il Ponte-PCI can be surmised from comments by one of their 
local leaders, Gianfranco Bettin, on prospects for the fase costituente (in De Luca 1989b). He referred to 
scepticism among environmentalists toward the PCI, held to be still grappling with old, ideological stances 
and also to harbour some political sponsors of business interests opposed to environmentalist proposals. 
The Greens’ reluctance to join Il Ponte-PCI is also understandable given their own booming popularity in 
that period: their vote in Venice was to jump to 10.9% at that election, giving them seven councillors, five 
more than beforehand. 
As for the Radical Party, its national leadership set unacceptable conditions on involvement in Il Ponte-
PCI: no PCI symbol, second place on the list for a nationally-known Radical candidate and the guaranteed 
election of two (Teodori 1990). In the end, two Radicals eventually joined Il Ponte-PCI independently and 
the rest presented their own ticket (la Nuova Venezia 8 April 1990, ‘Pci, ancora colpi di scena’, p.18). 
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recommended priority of candidates, nor were PCI candidates distinguished from esterni (PCI 

Venice federation 1990b). 

 

The selection of candidates for this ticket, which was carried out just after the Nineteenth 

Congress, was a source of further controversy to that of the congress. Trupia said that, at one 

stage, Cacciari had wanted to choose all the candidates himself (Interview: Trupia 1997). In the 

end he was successful at least in placing all twenty esterni he recommended (Jori 1990), while 

some disenchantment was reported among the party’s rank and file as these turned out to be 

largely intellectuals from the centro storico (la Nuova Venezia 8 April 1990, ‘Pci, ancora colpi di 

scena’, p.18).  

 

Selection from within the party was a tortuous process, governed by the need to respect the 

proportional strengths of the factions. These then largely campaigned separately, each promoting 

its own candidates on the ticket.121 An interviewee from the centre faction, Fabio Borgacci 

(1993), claimed this had lost the party a substantial part of its traditional electorate, disoriented by 

such unprecedented behaviour.122

 

Not surprisingly, then, the open ticket did not produce noticeably better results for the party than 

elsewhere in the country, nor a particularly encouraging outcome from Cacciari’s point of view. 

The vote for Il Ponte-PCI was 23.7%, close to the PCI’s national average at that election (25.8%) 

and down 4.3% on its vote in Venice at the general election in 1987, in line with the average drop 

around the country (see Figure 9). This meant the PCI lost its position as most popular party in 

the city, held since it had overtaken the DC in 1975. Cacciari and three other esterni were elected, 

                                                           
121 The factions’ effectiveness in ensuring the election of their own people was attested to by the results. Of 
the eleven party candidates elected, five were reportedly from the centre, three from the right and three 
from the left (Lollo 1990c). In the regional election on the same day, the three councillors elected for the 
PCI in Venice province were from the leadership of the three factions: Vanni (centre), Varisco (right) and 
Paolo Cacciari (left) (la Nuova Venezia 9 May 1990, ‘Le preferenze in Regione’, p.11). 
122 Borgacci described the situation as follows: “This divided state … led us into behaviour we weren’t used 
to. So even during the administrative elections everyone … tried to get votes for the comrades who 
belonged to their own area or idea of the party … This degenerated to a situation where we were one 
against the other trying to take votes from each other … We created disorientation among our electors, 
because in the old communist party the candidates were decided on in the party and then everything was 
done in accordance with the agreements reached. But this time, the PCI voter… faced with the comrade 
who … said vote for this person and the other comrade who said vote for that other person… This created a 
substantial loss of votes because the electors were not used to being appealed to in this way” (Interview: 
Borgacci 1993). 
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along with eleven PCI members (la Nuova Venezia 10 May 1990, ‘La pagella dei candidati’, 

p.21).123

 

Cacciari publicly railed against the party afterwards for failing to properly support the joint ticket, 

and relations between him and the party were strained for some time.124 Pellicani agreed that the 

party had not worked hard enough to ensure Il Ponte-PCI did well (la Nuova Venezia 10 May 

1990, ‘«È sempre il miglior sindaco possibile»’, p.16) but Trupia and Bacchin, as regional 

secretary and federation secretary, rejected Cacciari's criticisms, claiming that the election of four 

esterni demonstrated that the party had not campaigned solely for its own people (Lollo 1990e).  

 

 
 
 

                                                           
123 Cacciari did receive a large number of votes: 11,374 (or about 40% of the total votes for the ticket). This 
was close to Pellicani’s record of 11,645 when he was at the head of the PCI ticket in 1985 (Vitucci 1990). 
124 Cacciari called a press conference, held at the PCI offices, to denounce the party’s failure to support the 
ticket. He claimed some of the federation leaders had not worked for the ticket at all, that some party 
sections had not even run a poster campaign, and that there had been unofficial alternative campaign 
leaflets distributed that did not include his name as heading the ticket (Lollo 1990d). Overall, he said “A 
big part of the communist party conducted the electoral campaign against me (in Randon 1990). 
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Figure 9 Election results within Venice municipality, 1985-1992 
 

Party Municipal 
election 

1985 

National 
election 

1987 
 

Municipal 
election 

1990 

National 
election 

1992 

PCI / Il Ponte-PCI / PDS 30.5 27.9 23.7 17.0 
PRC - - - 6.7 
DP 2.5 - 1.7 - 
Greens 4.4 6.3 10.9 5.9 
Network - - - 1.6 
PRI 4.9 4.0 3.4 5.3 
DC 27.3 26.8 25.9 19.0 
PSI 17.4 15.4 17.6 12.3 
PSDI 4.4 2.7 3.2 2.0 
PLI 2.0 2.2 1.5 2.6 
Civic Initiativea  - - 4.0 3.5 
Liga venetab  1.8 2.6 3.1 12.8 
MSI / MSI-DN 4.8 4.8 2.9 3.8 
a In 1992: Autonomous League in the Veneto 
b In 1992: Northern League 
 
Note 
Not all small parties shown. 
 
Sources 
Scaglione et al. (1993, p.93) for 1985 and 1990; la Nuova Venezia 7 April 1992 for 1987 and 
1992. 
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3.3.2 The ongoing difficulties for the infant PDS 

 

A few months later the so-called fase costituente was closed with the Twentieth PCI Congress, or 

First PDS Congress. A 10% share of positions on the Federation Committee was allocated to 

esterni coming from the Committees for the costituente that had been formed in the province 

(Corso 1991), but this did not amount to a significant entry of esterni into the leadership circle 

nor imply that the party had succeeded in attracting the ‘hidden left’ in substantial numbers. A 

party member and CGIL cadre who had been active in one of the committees, Mara Rumiz 

(Interview: Rumiz 1993), said the intake of new members in the party had fallen far short of the 

potential indicated by the participation in those committees. She attributed this to a widespread 

sense of disillusionment among the esterni that there was no significant change in the party’s 

organisation to accompany the change in political line and strategy: the federation leaders and 

section secretaries had remained the same, “giv[ing] the construction of the PDS a character of 

pure transformism”.125

 

The local PDS started life reeling from the congress battles, and its troubles did not end there. The 

split that accompanied the birth of the PDS and created the PRC had traumatic effects for both 

sides. The two local leaderships clashed over the division of debts as well as section premises and 

funds. But the battle was also waged at the grass roots where, as one PDS section secretary said, 

those who joined the PDS and those who joined Rifondazione “each … considered the others to 

have betrayed an ideal” (Interview: Madricardo 1997). The demoralising effect that the separation 

must have had on militants of both sides can be imagined from this account by Paolo Cacciari, 

from the PRC’s point of view126: 

We were evicted, kicked out, all over the place, and the few [section] premises we 
managed to obtain we won by occupying them. Il Gazzettino made fun of us, depicting us 
with a symbol of a hammer and bolt (Interview: Cacciari, P. 1997). 

 

He also highlighted the symbolic value of the premises, most of which had been constructed with 

“the sweat and the money” of early generations of communists (Interview: Cacciari, P. 1993). 

 

Within the PDS, the factions became institutionalised, even though they were seen as destructive 

by interviewees at all levels. Addressing a regional assembly in mid 1991, Trupia (1991, pp.13 

                                                           
125 According to another participant, also a unionist, the federation leadership virtually ignored the 
committees’ activities, as it was completely absorbed by its own concerns (Interview: Albanello 1993).  
126 Paolo Cacciari was by then a regional councillor for the PRC and one of that party’s leaders in the 
province and region. 
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and 16), described the factional conflict as creating a “serious organisational emergency”, worse 

than in other parts of Italy, and condemned the quarrelsomeness of the leadership groups.127 A 

rank-and-file member lamented that factions stifled debate; she described clashes, even at section 

meetings, as “just about ensuring the view of one’s faction prevailed, not constructing anything” 

(Interview: Ugo 1993). 

 

There was a 35% drop in the federation’s membership between 1989 and 1991, similar to that at 

national level, and only in small part accounted for by those who migrated to the PRC. There 

were some new members in the early days but, according to Renato Morandina (Interview: 

Morandina 1993), who was responsible for organisational matters at regional level, their numbers 

were nothing like what had been hoped for. He said the factional clashes had deterred many of 

those who had been interested but “had not expected to find such violent forms of political battle 

inside the party”. 

 

There was also a drop in the number of sections and the activism of militants. Some sections went 

to the PRC, a few were simply closed, and the activity of those remaining reduced. The secretary 

of a factory section in Porto Marghera, Claudio Fossali (Interview: Fossali 1993), described his 

section as having been in limbo for some time after the congresses, before creating a new 

committee and resuming the same kind of activity as in the PCI. He explained that such a 

resuscitation had been by no means guaranteed, as many of those who had previously been most 

active in the section had left the party. By early 1993, according to a discussion document on 

organisational matters (Chiozzotto et al. 1993), many section premises were significantly 

underused, as was much of the space in the federation premises. Giuseppe Scaboro (Interview: 

Scaboro 1993), then responsible for organisational matters in the federation, pointed to a fall in 

the number of sections holding feste dell’Unità in 1992 as a measure of problems in the sections 

and therefore in the life of the party.  

 

                                                           
127 Trupia (1991, p.16) warned that the party was sliding toward the type of arrangement observable in the 
DC, with factions directed by notables and operating quite separately, communicating only as much as was 
necessary to divide up positions on electoral tickets and leadership bodies. 
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All sources of income suffered from the electoral and membership decline128 and the number of 

functionaries had to be cut. At the deepest point of the federation’s economic crisis, in 1992-

1993, the federation secretary, Angelo Zennaro, was unpaid and there was only one part-time 

functionary and one administrative assistant (Interview: Zennaro 1993).129 The federation was 

barely able to manage basic matters like membership renewals, let alone the political work once 

done by the functionaries. Non-material resources, previously provided by the national 

organisation, were also lost as the financial crisis hit. The party schools closed, as did various 

publications, notably the weekly journal Rinascita. This meant the responsibility for education 

and training of cadres effectively shifted from the national organisation to the federation, which 

did not have the resources to take it on. 

 

Such was the state in which the federation faced the 1992 national election, where its 17% of the 

vote (in Venice municipality) can arguably be seen as the measure of a hard-core PDS electorate. 

These voters were evidently faithful to the party despite all it had been through, including the 

unprecedented internal warfare, and the substantial reduction in its capacity to mobilise support. 

Within Venice municipality, the combined vote to the PDS and PRC in 1992 was only 1.7% 

below that to the combined left-wing forces in 1990 (Il Ponte-PCI plus DP130), so the rate of fall 

had slowed considerably compared with the previous years (see Figure 9 on page 94).131

 

Not long after the election came one further episode in the factional war: five miglioristi defected 

from the Il Ponte-PDS group in the municipal council in order to prop up the ailing government 

led by the DC and PSI (Interview: Zennaro 1993).132 While damaging to the party, this must also 

                                                           
128 A change was made to the party’s financing system at the end of 1991, so that funds were no longer all 
channelled through the national headquarters and then (partially) redistributed to the periphery. From then 
on, while the contributions by MPs remained in the national coffers, along with state funding, the 
federations and regional unions kept the funds raised through their own self-financing activities – primarily 
membership dues, subscriptions and the proceeds of feste dell’Unità – and contributions from salary by 
municipal and provincial administrators and regional councillors (Baccetti 1997a, pp.213-214).  
129 This was an acceleration of a process already under way in the 1980s. Exact figures on the changing 
number of paid political personnel over time were not available, but various interviewees gave the 
following estimates: about 25 in the early 1980s (Bonagiunti 1997); 10-12 in the late 1980s (Cacciari, P. 
1993); and 6-7 in 1990 (Vianello 1996b). 
130 The DP (Proletarian Democracy) flowed into the PRC and much of its vote share can be expected to 
have gone to the PRC.  
131 According to Besson and Bibes (1993, p.62) that pattern was common to most of Italy: the dispersal of 
part of the PCI vote appeared to have occurred by 1990 and to have then been contained between 1990 and 
1995. 
132 The five formed a separate group in council called Unità riformista (Reformist Unity). Hellman (1992, 
p.79) referred to similar action by “ultra-reformists” in Milan and Brescia, who were pressing for closer ties 
with Craxi, which aggravated the tension between centre and right. 
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be seen as clarifying the situation, by separating those who saw the PDS as moving closer to the 

PSI from those who perceived its development could only be impeded by closer ties with the 

PSI.133 Furthermore, the right’s numbers and prestige were greatly reduced, leaving the centre 

more secure. One member of the centre faction put it triumphantly: “They were the ones who had 

lost at the congress… We had beaten them. Then … not having succeeded in dragging the whole 

party to their position they decided to leave” (Interview 1997).134

 

This victory for the centre faction had come at great cost, as the federation it retained control of 

was a shadow of its former self. In summing up the year of the congresses, Trupia spoke of a 

“fratricidal war … [which] drove what had been a very lively federation into a very serious crisis” 

(Interview: Trupia 1997). In order to understand Trupia’s use of the term crisis we need to 

analyse the dynamics of the developments outlined above and their different significance for the 

key players. 

 

3.4 Analysis of the crisis in the Venetian federation 

 

In this section I examine the different positions held by the internal factions and Cacciari on the 

svolta and then on Il Ponte-PCI. The picture that emerges demonstrates the aptness of Trupia’s 

use of the word ‘crisis’: the centre faction leaders perceived themselves to be besieged by the 

other three forces (the right, Cacciari, and the ‘no front’) and betrayed by Occhetto, as they waged 

a struggle for the federation’s very survival. I identify three layers of conflict in the various 

players’ interpretations of the svolta and Il Ponte-PCI – over the link to the PCI, the organisation, 

and ideology – each having different importance to the different players. In closing the section I 

highlight the significance of the federation’s mass-party characteristics in the crisis. 

 

The differences between De Piccoli’s centre faction and Pellicani’s miglioristi over the svolta 

developed largely from long-standing differences in perspective on the question of relations with 

                                                           
133 A member of the Federation Committee interpreted the move as follows: “[there were] the effect of the 
congresses and the repercussions in the composition of the leadership organs and electoral tickets, along 
with the eternally repeated invitation from Craxi to dissolve ourselves… Maybe they saw the PDS as an 
interim stage on the way towards a kind of big PSI, perhaps they perceived the ‘errors’ of the PCI being 
carried over into the PDS, and therefore they passed over to the PSI” (Interview: Borgacci 1993). 
134 Later on, after corruption investigations had wrought havoc on both PSI and DC, and brought the 
downfall of De Michelis in particular, Vanni, as a leader of the centre faction, could note with satisfaction: 
“In the end the facts demonstrated that the only winning position, the only position that had any political 
reason to stand up, was the one we maintained. Because … rapid confluence with the PSI would have 
meant us coming to the same end as the PSI” (Interview: Vanni 1997a). 
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the PSI. The centre exponents usually dismissed the right’s position as one of favouring 

unification with the PSI135, but the miglioristi interviewed gave more nuanced definitions. 

Scaboro said they had always worked for unity on the left (l’unità delle sinistre) although “never 

in subordination to the PSI” (Interview: Scaboro 1993), while Varisco explained that the majority 

of his group had seen the svolta as implying “an adjustment [of the PCI] to the social-democratic 

model [they] had championed for a long time” (Interview: Varisco 2000). In an interview for la 

Nuova Venezia soon after the svolta, Pellicani seemed concerned to reassure the PSI about its 

implications: he clarified that he did not understand the svolta to mean that the PCI was on the 

point of making a common home with the socialists but that it would look to them for debate and 

perhaps collaboration over programmes (in Palombi 1989). 

 

But the difference was also a matter of a perceived closeness to Cacciari’s positions. Pellicani 

was described by various interviewees as viewing the open ticket and Cacciari’s leadership of it 

much more favourably than the centre leaders did. And, for one interviewee from the centre 

faction, Borgacci, the difference between centre and right was also over the party form, as the 

miglioristi tended more towards the idea of a light party while for the centre the party had to 

retain a popular mass character and entrenchment in society (Interview: Borgacci 1993). This 

certainly would have placed the right closer to Cacciari’s views, as we shall see. However, 

Varisco recalled that most of his fellow miglioristi had actually held more conservative positions 

on the svolta than Cacciari’s (Interview: Varisco 2000). 

 

Cacciari, in interview, insisted his position had not been pro-socialist: he had seen the svolta as an 

opportunity for a new start, rather than adaptation of the existing PCI and PSI.136 He said he had 

envisaged the creation of a party with a new type of organisation and a “democratic-progressive” 

character, something to which individuals and associations from various backgrounds and 

political experiences could join. This would have reached out to “the liberal-radical area” on one 

side and, on the other, the liberal part of the centre of the political spectrum and catholics who 

                                                           
135 For Trupia the miglioristi saw the svolta as “the first step towards socialist unification” (Interview: 
Trupia 1997). For Vanni they interpreted it as meaning “that we had to dissolve the PCI and go into the 
PSI” (Interview: Vanni 1997a). 
136 Cacciari criticised those on the right who interpreted his position as pro-socialist: “They had understood 
the Il Ponte operation, and my personal position, as a pro-socialist position. An absolutely ridiculous idea, 
because my position was not pro-socialist but in favour of constructing in all senses a new left. It was not 
about crossing over into the socialist party, much less putting together the fragments of the ex PCI and the 
PSI”. He added that Craxi’s party had “reached the end of the line” and, anyway, putting together what 
remained of the PCI and PSI would not have produced a political force that could compete with the DC and 
right-wing forces (Interview: Cacciari, M. 1993). 
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were “looking to free themselves from the DC”. Cacciari was scathing of the PCI for not having 

attempted to create such a genuinely new force: 

The Executive of first the PCI and then the PDS was not able to do this at all. Its only 
concern was to lose as little as possible of its old electorate and old leadership group … 
instead of investing its wealth in attempting a really innovative operation (Interview: 
Cacciari, M. 1993). 

 

Cacciari attributed the PCI’s crisis to its co-responsibility for the degeneration of the Italian 

political system and its inability to understand the industrial, cultural and social transformations 

that had taken place in Italy, which had led to the party’s preference for “defence of the existing” 

over innovation.137 His invective against the centre faction – in the federation and nationally – 

was at least as strong as that against the ‘no front’, for he saw the centre as aiming at pure 

survival, seeking simply to mediate between people like himself, who were interested in creating 

something new, and those opposed to the svolta altogether (Interview: Cacciari, M. 1993). 

  

In the accounts given by interviewees from the centre faction of Cacciari’s attack on the party, 

two core lines of conflict between Cacciari’s position and theirs emerge. One concerned the 

question of the new party’s link to the PCI’s history. Soon after the svolta, De Piccoli (in Trentin, 

A. 1989) contested public statements by Cacciari understood to imply that the PCI should be 

completely discarded. De Piccoli insisted that the birth of the new party was not to be seen as “a 

declaration of failure for the party from 1921 to now” but as the recognition that there was a need 

for radical change because Occhetto’s new course had not been enough to win the party greater 

support.138

 

The second line of conflict had to do with Cacciari’s critique of the party organisation. Trupia 

recalled that he had put a fourth motion to the federation’s Nineteenth Congress assembly, which 

                                                           
137 In an interview published in l’Unità at the end of 1989, Cacciari (in Angeloni 1989) stated that the only 
characteristic of the PCI worth keeping was “the idea of full responsibility of political action, which is the 
characteristic [of the PCI] that has allowed many such as me to stay, for better or worse, if not in the party, 
at least in the communist area”. 
138 In interview, De Piccoli (1993), described the differences between Cacciari’s position and his in the 
following terms: “[Cacciari’s position was one of] the most extremist revisionism … that denied even the 
function of the PCI as such… My position was of support for the svolta and a transformation of the PCI but 
not as a recognition of some ‘original sin’”. While De Piccoli agreed the time had come to do away with 
communism in Italy, because the PCI had exhausted its function, he did not consider the PCI as an anomaly 
that had to be removed by a complete break; rather he sought some continuity in the way the svolta was 
conducted, in recognition of the fact that the party was already seen by many militants and electors as a 
party of the European left, nothing like a classic communist party. 
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she interpreted as calling for the dissolution of the party and creation of a light party in its 

place:139

It supported Occhetto’s svolta but along the lines of doing away with all those currently 
in the party, creating a party without roots, because communism had failed totally… A 
party that’s more like a movement. … Cacciari’s a heretic, he’s not a party man, and 
that’s partly why he’s good. It’s just that he wanted to apply his theories to an organised 
political party… Behind the idea of a light party was the idea that the PCI had got 
everything wrong, that was the problem … Sometimes, however, he ought to have 
recognised that there were people in the party who were working very, very hard 
(Interview: Trupia 1997). 

 

Trupia said that Cacciari, along with other esterni, had even proposed the extreme and 

unacceptable position that at the Twentieth Congress the new Federation Committee and the 

delegation to the national congress should include party people and esterni in equal numbers, the 

esterni being chosen from among whoever put themselves forward (Interview: Trupia 1997). 

 

Another key figure in the centre faction, Vianello, also saw Cacciari, and the esterni in general, as 

intent upon dismantling the PCI’s organisation: 

There was very strong pressure from the esterni, from Massimo Cacciari especially … 
There was this group convinced that all that was needed was to destroy the apparatus of 
the party… There’s a booklet, The Magnificent Adventure140… ideas of Flores d’Arcais 
and company that were very wearing … There was this hammering campaign by the so-
called esterni, all about the failure of the parties, the end of the parties (Interview: 
Vianello 1996b). 

 

Vianello’s preference for transformation into a post-communist party without radical change had 

reflected concern to avoid trauma in the ranks. He said he had been one of the ‘malpancisti’, 

those with a stomach ache from the tension of wanting to shepherd as much as possible of the 

membership “across to the other side” (Interview: Vianello 1996b).141

 

While the conflict between Cacciari and the centre faction had little to do with ideology, in the 

sense of overall aims for the new party, this was the essence of the conflict between the ‘no front’ 

and the centre faction. For Chinello and Paolo Cacciari, the Motion 2 proposal for “refounding 

                                                           
139 Trupia noted that such a motion had been presented only in the Venetian and Milanese federations 
(Interview: Trupia 1997). 
140 This is the booklet referred to in section 3.1 above. 
141 Vianello explained: “I thought it would be a tragic error to abandon many comrades… knowing 
however that it would require an incredible effort because it’s not as if you can change way of life, 
attitudes, culture etc. in five minutes. … It was evident that the choice of a complete break with the 
tradition of the PCI … would have left too many dead and wounded on the field, as in fact happened” 
(Interview: Vianello 1996b). 
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communism in a project of social and political transformation” (Chinello 1991, p.7) meant a 

radical change of objectives, strategy and leadership. They saw the centre faction’s intentions as 

conservative142, and the fact that the functionaries had immediately lined up behind Occhetto as 

indicative of a primary concern with protecting their own interests – a clear sign that no real 

renewal was to take place, just a change of image and symbols (Interview: Cacciari, P. 1993).143  

 

So the centre leaders felt under attack from both sides. As Trupia explained:  

They wanted renewal, renewal, renewal … The idea of recreating everything was what 
the right and left had in common… right, left, [Massimo] Cacciari… they agreed in their 
judgment of the PCI: that it had to be liquidated (Interview: Trupia 1997). 

 

Vanni agreed that the right and left had effectively joined forces against the centre, and that the 

centre people had “had to fight a very hard battle” (Interview: Vanni 1997a). 

 

To further complicate matters, the centre faction leaders felt a lack of assurances from Occhetto 

over the party’s future. Trupia said that, while she recognised Occhetto’s merit in launching the 

transformation, his intentions had changed over time and she had felt closer to D’Alema’s idea of 

the svolta. She felt Occhetto had begun to toy with the idea of a real dissolution of the PCI, such 

as some esterni were proposing, so that the svolta appeared increasingly like a repudiation of the 

party’s history and a venture into the unknown. In her view, D’Alema was more cautious over the 

svolta, seeing it as meaning “that the Italian communists decided not to be communists any more; 

that the svolta meant becoming something different. Not that the party ceased to exist” 

(Interview: Trupia 1997).144

 

                                                           
142 For the centre faction leaders it was the Motion 2 promoters who were conservative: “in favour of 
keeping the PCI as it was” (Interview: Trupia 1997), or “wanting to remain communists for ever” 
(Interview: Vanni 1997a). 
143 Paolo Cacciari, in interview (1993), insisted that real change could not be effected without a significant 
turnover of party leaders, and that he had taken up opposition to Occhetto’s proposal – after a couple of 
days of initial enthusiasm – upon realising who the “paladins of the svolta” were, at both local and national 
level, and that it was simply a case of transformism on the part of the apparatus. He saw their intentions as 
“a purely superficial operation, to do with symbols and not behaviour or people, which is why Occhetto’s 
svolta was not credible in the periphery, because it didn’t change anything”. He went on: “Those who had 
brought about the ruin of the PCI were exactly the same people as spouted change and novelty”. 
144 This coincided with Baccetti’s (1997a, pp.86-87) depiction of D’Alema and his closest associates as 
having “accepted the svolta as a necessity imposed by history rather than as a result of any ‘cultural 
revolution’ inside themselves”. 
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In a similar vein, Vianello recalled that the problem with Occhetto’s svolta was that there was no 

clear objective, that nobody knew where the party was supposed to be going:145

If what D’Alema is proposing now, the construction of a big left-wing force closely 
linked to the Socialist International, had been the clearly declared objective from the 
beginning, we would have avoided an immense amount of anguish … From the 
beginning we would have … politely told the esterni that they had nothing to do with us, 
and I’m sure we would have made the transition with a stronger force. … When I think of 
the PCI sections, if you talk to the comrades in the sections, people who joined on the 
basis of an idea, about a ‘new formation’, what does that mean? (Interview: Vianello 
1996b). 

 

Overall, the centre faction’s concern seemed to be to preserve the party organisation and the 

membership, and limit the innovation – at least in the first instance – to the decision to become no 

longer a communist party. This was made clear in Trupia’s statement: 

We of the centre were for a new party but without destroying the whole anomalous 
tradition that the PCI had had. We were in favour of change, but change to that party 
(Interview: Trupia 1997). 

 

A similar sentiment was evident in her reaction to Cacciari’s proposal for party bodies that were 

half composed of esterni: 

One must understand that in a democracy, a transition of this kind in a political party 
must be decided by its members… The Italian communists who are members decide not 
to be communists any more. That’s the first step. Then we welcome all those from 
outside that we want. It’s not up to others, outside, to decide on our existence (Interview: 
Trupia 1997). 

 

Things came to a head when all the forces – centre, left, right and Cacciari – confronted each 

other over the question of whether to proceed with Il Ponte-PCI, which culminated in direct 

intervention by Occhetto and a consequent further degeneration of the factional battle. According 

to Trupia (Interview 1997), this question detonated the worst phase of the battle in the federation, 

as Pellicani fully endorsed Cacciari, while the leaders of the centre faction, despite having 

supported the proposal for Il Ponte-PCI before the svolta, had come to oppose it. This opposition 

was, she said, not over the principle of an open ticket but what they saw as the extreme nature of 

Cacciari’s claims regarding the symbol (no reference to the PCI) and choice of candidates (even 

at one stage demanding to choose all the names himself). When Occhetto decided the matter, by 

advising Cacciari to go ahead even if only with the support of the right, Trupia saw his move as 

very bad management of the situation: 

                                                           
145 This was echoed by another interviewee (in the Paduan Federation) who said that his wife, like many in 
the rank and file, used to tremble every time Occhetto appeared on television, never knowing what to 
expect. 
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It became a relentless war between groups adhering to the power centres [De Piccoli and 
Pellicani]. The reasons for the struggle got lost… At a certain point it became so 
personalised that it was a war between De Piccoli and Pellicani. And that was 
devastating…146 (Interview: Trupia 1997). 

 

Given that the question of Il Ponte-PCI was central to the battle over the svolta in Venice it is 

useful to examine the significance it had for Cacciari and for party leaders in greater depth. 

Different perspectives on this experiment expressed by Massimo Cacciari, De Piccoli and Paolo 

Cacciari can be considered to reflect their strong and weak interpretations of the svolta, and 

opposition to it, respectively. 

 

For Massimo Cacciari, Il Ponte-PCI was part of a quest for a new type of reformist political 

formation, aimed at a society deemed hostile to ideology and mass parties, and intended to 

mobilise the ‘submerged left’ who had until then been unable to work with or within the PCI. 

Three aspects of this broad significance for Il Ponte-PCI can be identified from his comments, 

and those of his close collaborator Curi, on the ‘Idea of Venice’ and the svolta.  

 

First, Cacciari’s and Curi’s vision for Il Ponte-PCI reflected an expectation of a new importance 

for local politics in the future. Curi (1990a, pp.82 and 104-108)147 argued, in an essay supporting 

the svolta, that devolution of powers would mean the government of cities would become “the 

great political theme of the coming years” and claimed that reformist forces could best distinguish 

themselves from conservative forces by highlighting their different solutions to the problems of 

urban life.148

 

Second, the project represented a new freedom for intellectuals to take the lead in reformist 

politics. Cacciari sought a role quite different from that of the organic intellectual of the old PCI 

days (whose commitment had entailed identification with a general project for change, whether 

for the socialist transformation of society or just an end to DC hegemony) but also different from 

                                                           
146 Vanni and Vianello recalled the situation in similar terms. Vanni said that in hindsight he regretted that 
the hardliners on each side had been allowed to prevail over those in favour of negotiation and discussion 
(Interview: Vanni 1997a). This was echoed by Vianello, who acknowledged there had been responsibilities 
and mistakes on all sides, creating “an indescribable situation” (Interview: Vianello 1996b). 
147 This was in an essay setting out a rationale for Occhetto’s svolta and proposals for the new party. 
148 Similarly, in presenting the ‘Idea of Venice’ project in the journal MicroMega, Cacciari (1989, p.239) 
argued the need for a new political culture associated with the implementation of reform projects in the 
cities and a new leadership class defined by its capacity in this area. 
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that of the Independent Left of more recent PCI history.149 If the new left-wing formation was to 

develop as Cacciari envisaged, there would no longer be a mass party organisation from which it 

was necessary to declare oneself independent. As Cacciari put it (in Armeni 1990) “The era of the 

organic intellectual is long over, but intellectuals can have a rapport with civil society, beginning 

with the city... [A] commitment to the city became for me ... the way to assume political 

responsibility”.150

 

Third, for Cacciari the notion that the programme was central to the identity of Il Ponte-PCI 

meant more than the idea of a coalition government being formed on the basis of an agreement on 

its programme. It was a matter of defining a political entity by what it intended to do, rather than 

its position on the political spectrum or label such as communist, social-democratic or democratic 

socialist. He said he looked forward to the day when, in place of the ‘yes front’ and ‘no front’ in 

the PCI, there would be “real factions” that emerged over decisions made in developing 

programmes (Cacciari, M. 1990a, p.54). Such a party was likely to have a transverse character, 

for Cacciari, bringing together individuals from different parts of the political spectrum, as the 

‘Idea of Venice’ group had done (Interview: Cacciari, M. 1993).151

 

Cacciari’s version of Il Ponte was therefore aimed at implementing Occhetto’s svolta not only in 

the sense of bringing together disparate left-wing forces in a single new political formation, but 
                                                           
149 In the PCI, starting in the 1970s there was a shift from the prevalence of ‘organic intellectuals’, usually 
philosophers and historians, who were responsible for the elaboration and maintenance of ideology, toward 
involvement of specialists (such as economists, lawyers, social scientists) in considerable numbers in the 
development of political programmes. This was an effect of the increasing responsibilities in local and 
regional government associated with the red governments (1975-1985), and at national level during the 
period of the historic compromise and governments of ‘national solidarity’, and of increasing support for 
the party among social groups with technical and scientific skills. There was a flow of intellectuals into the 
party in that period, many of whom were elected to councils and given administrators’ positions. For those 
who were sympathetic but chose to remain outside the party, there was the avenue of the ‘Independent Left’ 
in the national parliament, the group of independents elected on the PCI ticket. Their numbers had grown 
considerably in the 1980s. They included well-known people from professions, journalism and the 
entertainment industry, and, increasingly, academics with specific skills in economic, legal and 
sociopolitical matters. Often they represented interest groups or cultural and social movements to which the 
PCI was otherwise slow to give a hearing. They usually played the role of external experts, collaborating 
closely in the development of ideas and drafting of legislation on specific issues (Baccetti 1997a, pp.205-
208). 
150 On another occasion Cacciari linked politics, the city and intellectuals as follows: “real politics always 
attempts, laboriously, to bring together profound ethos (and ethos is above all knowledge and love of one’s 
own city) with an operative and effectual dimension, which is also techne” (Cacciari, M. 1990b, p.7). 
151 According to Rumiz, who was also a close collaborator of Cacciari’s, the ‘Idea of Venice’ group had 
certainly had a transverse character. One of the key members, Paolo Costa, then the vice-chancellor of 
Venice University (Ca’ Foscari), was a catholic and close to the DC, whom she described as having “a 
totally progressive role regarding choices about the city” although politically distant from the PCI 
(Interview: Rumiz 1993). 
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also in the sense of creating a radically new type of open organisation. His view implied the 

creation of a political entity formed of fairly autonomous local organisations around the country, 

each adapted to its local environment and possibly not defined by a position on the left-right 

spectrum. Such organisations would not require the commitment of a corps of militants on an 

ongoing basis, but that of intellectuals and professional experts, in the work of policy making and 

the institutions.  

 

There was no question of the centre faction leaders embracing such far-reaching significance for 

Il Ponte-PCI. De Piccoli’s depiction of the differences in perspective between himself and 

Cacciari over Il Ponte-PCI focused on the question of whether the svolta meant renouncing the 

PCI’s past. For him, Cacciari’s attitudes to Il Ponte-PCI reflected the view that the PCI was an 

anomaly that had to be completely done away with, whereas De Piccoli saw the svolta as a 

transition, which preserved the links with the party’s history. This difference was manifested, he 

said, in Cacciari’s push for the open ticket to be called simply ‘Il Ponte’, with no reference to the 

PCI in the name or symbol. De Piccoli had insisted that the name and symbol be kept, out of 

concern that members and traditional voters would have been alienated by their removal.152 He 

maintained that this concern had been borne out by the party’s analysis of the election results, 

which showed that there had not been time to explain Il Ponte-PCI to the party’s electorate. There 

had been some losses of traditional PCI voters “who did not vote for Il Ponte-PCI … because 

they did not agree with this traumatic rupture with respect to the party’s history”, while some new 

voters – including middle class and even centre voters – had been attracted by the presence of 

Cacciari and the intellectuals (Interview: De Piccoli 1993). Another manifestation of their 

different perspectives on the svolta and Il Ponte-PCI lay in their perception of the significance of 

the red-green government. For De Piccoli (1993), that government was as much a precursor to Il 

Ponte-PCI as the ‘Idea of Venice’ project.153 It was an innovation in a similar vein, in that it gave 

priority to programmes as the basis for the alliance, over the usual logic of position on the 

political spectrum, and was characterised by attention to environmental issues and the idea of a 

transformation of the city. He saw Il Ponte-PCI as intended to carry these ideas forward. But, as 

De Piccoli noted, Cacciari and other supporters of Il Ponte-PCI dismissed the red-green 

                                                           
152 Scaboro of the right faction said that he had also insisted on retaining them, for the same reason 
(Interview: Scaboro 1993). 
153 Vanni (in Sartori 1990) also identified the red-green government as a significant precursor to Il Ponte-
PCI. 
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government and wanted the open ticket to be presented as divorced from the prior experiences of 

government by the PCI in the city (Interview: De Piccoli 1993).154

 

De Piccoli’s more circumscribed view of the implications of Il Ponte-PCI was consistent with his 

weaker interpretation of the svolta. He expected the transformation to produce a party capable of 

more fruitful political and social alliances. It was not about radical change to the aims and 

organisation of reformist forces in Italy in order to create a totally new ‘thing’, but cautious 

change to the PCI to define itself as non-communist, without significant implications in 

organisation and leadership. Instead, for Cacciari, the rationale for Il Ponte-PCI was to hasten the 

burial of the PCI and make a real attempt at a fase costituente. 

 

The left’s opposition to Il Ponte-PCI was again ideological. Paolo Cacciari judged acceptance of 

Il Ponte-PCI to be motivated by a similar opportunism to that which drove most of the party to 

accept the svolta. He condemned Il Ponte-PCI as reducing politics to simply the administration of 

the city. He rejected the underlying assumption that in the 1990s the only effective left-wing 

strategy could be to offer good government, which meant renouncing the project of transforming 

society and politics. For Paolo Cacciari, the PCI’s crisis of the 1980s was attributable to loss of 

contact with its social base, because institutional politics had become the only form of politics the 

PCI engaged in, so that the impetus for radical change which had brought the PCI to power in the 

red governments (1975-1985) had been betrayed. He stressed that the intellectual and technical 

competence of administrators in the red governments in Venice (and elsewhere) had not been 

sufficient to ensure success. So he rejected both the aims and approach of Il Ponte-PCI along with 

those of the svolta (Interview: Cacciari, P. 1993).155

 

In sum, as the various contenders’ interpretations of Il Ponte-PCI reflected their interpretations of 

the svolta, the lines of conflict over this project and the svolta traversed similar ground. While the 

opposition of the ‘no front’ was ideological – a rejection of the pragmatic reformism that Cacciari 

                                                           
154 The local newspapers reported heated exchanges over this point at the federation’s Nineteenth Congress. 
The congress approved a motion “defin[ing] the open ticket ‘a positive discontinuity’ with respect to 
previous experiences, which are not, however, to be tossed aside” (Dianese 1990a). De Piccoli argued at the 
congress that the open ticket was not to be “the cancellation of 15 years of history of the red governments 
and the red-green government, as some would like to see”. Significantly, a leading member of the right 
faction, Varisco, joined him in defending the value to Il Ponte-PCI of the PCI’s experience in past 
governments (Lollo 1990b). 
155 Similarly, other ‘no front’ leaders interviewed (Dorigo 1993; Chinello 1993b) asserted that left-wing 
forces in the city should focus not on competent administration but on fostering a culture of struggle among 
the social movements and in particular among the Porto Marghera workers. 
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had embraced and that appeared to pose no problems for the centre faction – the point of 

contention for the centre faction was Cacciari’s pursuit of  complete discontinuity with respect to 

the PCI, its history, leadership and organisational form. 

 

On this point it is useful to recall the earlier discussion of the mass-party characteristics in the 

local party’s organisation, in order to appreciate the party leaders’ concern to defend that 

organisation in the face of the demand by Cacciari, and the esterni in general, that it be 

disbanded. The picture of the federation’s internal workings sketched in section 3.2.2 helps 

explain the severity of the crisis by clarifying what each side sought to destroy or defend. It 

becomes clear that the crisis reflected not just the fact that this was a federation that counted – 

with 18,000 members and responsibilities in local government – but the type of organisation it 

was. The “tenacious drive for self-preservation” among party cadres that Baccetti (1997a, p.114) 

found was, at least in this federation, not just a matter of the cadres protecting their individual 

positions of power: it was also about defending the mode of operation and significance of the 

organisation that had produced them, and the idea of a big organised party as the appropriate 

entity to produce political personnel and ideas. 

 

3.5 Outcomes and prospects 

 

This discussion has demonstrated that the svolta and Il Ponte-PCI brought a devastating crisis for 

the local party because its congress battles were not only over the choice between transformation 

into a non-communist party or refounding communism. At stake were the control of the 

federation and, from the centre’s point of view, the defence of the existing type of organisation 

against those who conceived the svolta as bringing disbandment of that organisation and 

replacement of its leadership. 

 

The battles left a situation in which Cacciari and the centre factions would be the key players in 

the future. Although the Il Ponte-PCI operation was a failure for Cacciari with respect to the big 

objectives – in that it did not stimulate change in the party as he desired nor win government of 

the city for him and the left – it did serve to establish him as a leader in local politics and potential 

mayoral candidate for the future. He became the group leader of Il Ponte-PCI in council, where 

he could acquire experience in the institutions of local government. Although at the time of 

Occhetto’s announcement of the svolta he had stated his intention of joining the new party (in 
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Armeni 1990), he remained independent of the PDS, which had turned out nothing like the new 

party he had envisaged (Interview: Cacciari, M. 1993). 

 

Inside the party, an important legacy of the battles was that the federation was left without a 

strong leader in the secretary’s role. Given that Bacchin had been chosen as a compromise 

between all factions, he was not expected to be an authoritative leader and indeed could not be 

one in that period of transition. As far as the factions were concerned, the centre was the strongest 

in the federation at the birth of the PDS and had the largest share of places on the Federation 

Committee, although far short of an overall majority on its own. The sense of clear victory for the 

centre leaders over the right came only a couple of years later, as we have seen, with the defection 

of key miglioristi in Venice Municipal Council. 

 

While the organisational structure in the PDS remained essentially that of the PCI, the 

developments of the transition period discussed above paved the way for change in its workings 

and the loss of the mass-party character. For, however much the federation leaders and militants 

might have wished to defend the mass-party characteristics – and dimensions – of the party, they 

were bound to be eroded by the loss of the functionaries and of many militants who became 

disenchanted or migrated to the PRC. Losing the functionaries was evidently going to have 

important consequences: there could no longer be the same processes of communication between 

the federation, the sections and the elected representatives as before, nor the development and 

dissemination of the local party’s line and projects by a dedicated group. In any case, the official 

and unequivocal definition of the PDS as a party of government intentionally paved the way for it 

to become more like Panebianco’s electoral-professional party. 

 

However, this was unlikely to happen in the short term, as there was no rapid move into 

government such as might have provided the necessary stimulus by swelling the ranks of the 

party in public office. Quite the opposite: in the Venetian federation (as in much of the country) 

the electoral losses in 1990 and the PRC split meant that, until late 1993, the federation’s sub-

national government responsibilities were at their lowest point for at least fifteen years. 

  

Another factor that, arguably, inhibited the rapid transformation of the newborn PDS into an 

electorally focused party was the factional battle that had been launched by the announcement of 

the svolta and continued into the PDS. The decision to take Occhetto’s proposal to congress – that 

is, to allow the militants to decide through section congress votes – can be seen as bringing, if 
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anything, an initial accentuation of certain mass-party characteristics. The significance of the 

question – that of deciding on the party’s future – in itself ensured a high level of participation of 

militants and ordinary members in party debate. And the nature of the question, at least for the 

‘no front’, meant there was a considerable emphasis on ideology in the debate. Subsequently, the 

successful operation of a faction, not only during the year of the congress battles but also during 

the infancy of the PDS, depended on close contact between its supporters across the three faces of 

the federation, because numbers on the ground were essential to ensure the faction’s share of 

positions in the federation’s representative and leadership organs and candidatures for public 

office. The factional leaders had an interest in maintaining a flow of information and encouraging 

participation at all levels. 

 

This suggests a curious contradiction: that the PDS, which aimed to be a modern party of 

government, was born amidst a revival of mass-party behaviour in the sense of participation 

among the party on the ground. However, the contradiction was only apparent. This was a limited 

kind of participation, focused on internal party matters. It was not the type of participation that, in 

a traditional mass party, was given meaning by the overarching strategy of expanding the 

‘electorate of belonging’ through the party’s presence in society. 

 

3.6 Conclusion 

 

The svolta threw the Venetian federation into a crisis that lasted over two years and from which it 

would have been very hard to recover, even in familiar circumstances, let alone amid the changes 

that were to come in the political system. The thrust to change to a non-communist party did not 

achieve aggregation of the left, nor did it create something smaller but genuinely new. Instead, 

the year of the congresses amounted to a battle for control of the federation among internal 

factions and a battle in defence of the organisation against the external attacker Cacciari – aided 

and abetted, or so it appeared at times, by their own national leader, Occhetto. This left the local 

party devastated, but with what therefore looked like a very faithful electorate (17% in 1992) that 

did not repudiate the memory of the PCI or its continuity in the PDS, despite everything the party 

had been through. The federation inherited its leadership group from the PCI, but divided into 

clearly delineated warring factions that competed for the allegiance of the remaining body of 

militants and members. This meant the federation was unable to give itself a strong, authoritative 

leader, being limited to one chosen by means of a compromise among factions. Furthermore, the 

mass-party characteristics of the organisation that I have argued were present at the end of the 
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PCI’s life appeared unlikely to be shed rapidly in the infant PDS, given the factions’ need of 

mass-party mechanisms to maintain themselves. 

 

Examining the attitudes of local cadres in this chapter has exposed the other side of the coin with 

respect to the disillusionment of the esterni who felt prevented from participating in the creation 

of a new political formation. It is not surprising that, for much of the local leadership in Venice, 

there was a preference for gradual change, starting with an internal decision about becoming a 

non-communist party. Having arrived at their positions through a specific experience in the mass 

party, they were unlikely to voluntarily relinquish control and invest the federation’s resources in 

the creation of a new type of party in whose definition outsiders would have equal say – and 

which might simply discard those resources. It is especially understandable given that those 

outsiders offering themselves as co-leaders of the new party were disparaging of the PCI’s 

organisation because they did not accept the constraints it would put on their own involvement. 

For this was a period in which everyone was free to criticise the PCI and lay claim to the future of 

the Italian left, and even Occhetto appeared to the local leaders as very accommodating to the 

ideas of the esterni, including the concept of a ‘light party’. 

 

Two elements made the Venetian experience probably exceptional with respect to other 

federations: the strength of the right faction and prestige of its leader Pellicani, which clearly 

contributed to the urgency and ferocity of the factional battle; and, most importantly, the forceful 

presence of Cacciari as an esterno with a specific idea for implementing the fase costituente at 

local level. Cacciari’s vision of Il Ponte-PCI meant the Venetian party leaders faced a real rather 

than a hypothetical prospect of what the creation of a ‘new political formation’ might mean. 

While the centre faction rejected Cacciari’s interpretation of the svolta and Il Ponte-PCI because 

they implied a complete break with the PCI’s history and disbandment of its organisation, but not 

particularly on ideological grounds, the opposite was true for the ‘no front’: Paolo Cacciari’s 

rejection of both the svolta and Il Ponte-PCI was ideological and he did advocate a break with the 

PCI’s history and organisation, although for the opposite purpose to his brother’s – that of a 

complete renewal of its communist mission. 

 

The centre faction leadership, which prevailed, was prepared to accept Il Ponte-PCI only as a 

particular type of alliance with external forces, which allowed specific roles for non-party 

individuals but left the party in control of its own domain. This was not to entail changes to the 

party organisation or internal mechanisms for producing political leaders, nor render the party’s 
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own boundaries more permeable. An important outcome of the acceptance of even this weak 

version of Il Ponte-PCI, however, was the relinquishing of one of the key local institutional roles, 

by allowing Cacciari to head the councillors’ group in the municipal council. He was thus well 

placed to exploit the developments that were to come in post-Tangentopoli times.  

 

The upheaval of the svolta allowed Cacciari to assume an unprecedented position for an 

individual operating outside party structures and mechanisms, in terms of his influence over the 

PCI’s decisions and behaviour and his role in local politics generally. Such space for individuals 

was to expand greatly with the parties’ retreat to the background in the face of anti-party 

sentiment, and this will be explored in the next chapter. Given that it was precisely the ways in 

which Cacciari’s view of Il Ponte-PCI had foreshadowed some of the post-Tangentopoli 

developments that had made it problematic (especially the prominence of non-party candidates 

and the loss of legitimacy of organised parties), those developments were clearly going to prove 

challenging for the local PDS.  
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CHAPTER 4 RECOVERY THROUGH THE PROGRESSIVE ALLIANCE STRATEGY 

AND NEW LEADERSHIP 

 

After the 1992 national election came major shocks to the political system – the exposure of 

Tangentopoli, anti-partyocracy referendums, electoral reforms and the rejection of the old 

political parties – and the party had to carve itself out a role in the very different environment of 

the Second Republic. As one member of the Venetian leadership, Pietragnoli, said, “that was the 

phase that brought to an end the social pact that had held up the Italian state … they were years in 

which very many people wondered if the PDS would withstand it all” (Interview: Pietragnoli 

1997c). But the enactment of electoral reform at local government level, combined with the 

dissolution of many municipal councils due to corruption-related arrests, provided the opportunity 

for the PDS to begin recovery. It was the biggest component of ‘Progressive’ coalitions that won 

government of several major cities in June and November of 1993 as well as many smaller 

municipalities. However, this triumph was followed by the defeat of the national Progressive 

Alliance at the hands of Berlusconi’s right-wing coalition in March 1994, again under a new 

electoral system. This led to Occhetto’s resignation and succession by D’Alema, who was to take 

the party into the next phase of its alliance strategy, that of the centre-left coalition. 

 

These developments presented the Venetian party with new opportunities and constraints in 1993 

and 1994. The collapse of the DC-led municipal government in Venice meant the federation 

experimented with a local Progressive coalition in November 1993, as well as implementing the 

coalition for national elections in 1994. The outcomes of these first experiences of coalition 

politics were mixed: victory for the coalition in Venice municipality, but with the independent 

Cacciari as mayor; defeat for the coalition in the national election, with only one of ten 

majoritarian seats in the province going to the Progressives (and not the PDS); and a modest 4.3% 

improvement in the party’s vote share locally in 1994 with respect to 1992 (see Figure 11). 

Behind the figures lay another type of unsatisfactory outcome: the PDS was unable to assume a 

leading role in the coalition at local level. It did not provide the mayoral candidate nor have any 

say in the choice of administrators, nor was it allowed a share of the coalition’s candidatures for 

the national election that was commensurate with its vote share and the strength of its 

contribution to the coalition’s work. 

 

In this chapter I analyse the local party’s response to the new external challenges and seek to 

explain its modest outcomes largely in terms of the deficits of legitimacy and visibility it suffered 
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in the new competitive environment. However, I also attribute its difficulties in improving its own 

position to internal problems that continued throughout this period in the wake of the crisis over 

the svolta. I argue that the repercussions of the crisis continued to be felt in inadequate federation 

leadership and disunity, rendering the federation relatively impotent until a new federation 

secretary was installed in early 1995. I analyse the internal situation first, in section 4.1, then the 

federation’s experience of the municipal and national elections, in sections 4.2 and 4.3 

respectively, before returning to internal matters in section 4.4. 
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Figure 10 Mayoral election in Venice, 1993 

 
Mayoral candidate 1st

round 
2nd

round 
Supporting parties 

in 1st round 
 

Vote to 
partiesa

Massimo Cacciari 42.3 55.4 PDS, PRC, Network, Greens, 
Socialist Progress [PSI], AD-
Alliance for Venice and Mestre 
 

39.1 

Aldo Mariconda 26.5 44.6 Liga veneta-Northern League 
 

29.9 

Giovanni Castellani 23.4  Pact for Venice and Mestre, 
Towards the Popular Party 
[DC], Autonomous League in 
the Veneto, Your City: 
progressives for autonomy 
 

22.2 

Francesco Merlo 1.2  League for an Autonomous 
Veneto 
 

1.3 

Bruno Canella 2.9  MSI 
 

3.4 

Augusto Salvadori  2.6  Citizens’ Union 
 

2.8 

Paolo Minchillo 1.1  The Group 
 

1.3 

a Total vote in PR segment to tickets supporting candidate in first round. 
 
Sources 
Salvato (1995, p.242) for mayoral contest; la Nuova Venezia 23 November 1993 for vote to 
supporting tickets. 
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Figure 11 Election results within Venice municipality, 1990-1994 
             
 

Party Municipal 
election 

1990 

National 
election 

1992 

Municipal 
election 

1993 

National 
election 

1994 
 

Il Ponte-PCI / PDS 23.7 17.0 20.6 21.3 
PRC - 6.7 6.5 7.8 
DP 1.7 - - - 
Greens 10.9 5.9 6.0 6.5 
Network - 1.6 1.2 - 
PSI / Socialist Progress 17.6 12.3 3.5 2.3 
AD-Alliance Ven-Mestre - - 1.3 - 
PRI 3.4 5.3 - - 
DC / Toward PPI / PPI 25.9 19.0 12.3 12.6 
Pact for Venice and Mestre - - 3.0 - 
Auton. League in Venetoa 4.0 3.5 5.1 2.2 
Your City - - 1.8 - 
PSDI 3.2 2.0 - - 
PLI 1.5 2.6 - - 
Northern League b  3.1 12.8 29.9 14.2 
FI - - - 25.6 
MSI / MSI-DN / AN 2.9 3.8 3.4 7.2 
a Before 1992: Civic Initiative 
b Before 1992: Liga veneta 
 
Note 
Not all small parties shown. 
 
Sources 
Scaglione et al. (1993, p.93) for 1990; la Nuova Venezia 7 April 1992 for 1992; la Nuova Venezia 
23 November 1993 for 1993; la Nuova Venezia 30 March 1994 for 1994. 
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4.1 The prolonged internal crisis  

 

Throughout the phase of development of the Progressive coalitions, the federation continued to 

suffer repercussions of the crisis over the svolta, in the form of internal divisions and the lack of 

an authoritative leader. This section analyses that situation, in order to highlight the internal 

factors that contributed to its difficulties in carving out for itself a leading role in the coalitions. 

 

After the battles of the congress period, factional concerns continued to affect all decision 

making. Relative factional strengths had to be recognised in representation in internal bodies and 

in the allocation of the party’s candidatures. Coalition life then introduced new decisions in which 

the different factional positions had to be considered. For example, the working group that the 

party charged with conducting negotiations with the coalition partners before the municipal 

election in 1993 had to include leaders of each faction (Vitucci 1993i).  

 

The problem of internal disunity was undoubtedly compounded by the fact that decisions were no 

longer treated as binding on everyone as they had been in the days of democratic centralism. 

Now, from various interviewees’ accounts, it was clear that reaching a decision on a specific 

matter did not necessarily put an end to division over it, but could simply lead to obstructive 

behaviour afterwards. One significant example of a decision that failed to put an end to division, 

and was instead undermined, concerned a short experience of participation in regional 

government in the Veneto in 1993-1994, following numerous arrests among the DC and PSI 

government members. After considerable debate, the PDS regional party leadership (made up of 

representatives of the various federations) decided to allow its regional councillors to support an 

interim multi-party government including the PDS and Greens as well as the DC and PSI, with 

the PDS’s Giuseppe Pupillo from Vicenza as regional president.156 However, all interviewees 

who had been involved in this experience – Pupillo (1997), Vanni (2000), as an administrator in 

his government, and Varisco (2000), as PDS group leader in the council – stressed that the party 

had failed to properly support it, despite the authorisation to proceed. From their accounts it was 

evident that the success of the party’s participation in that government was not a primary interest 

                                                           
156 The members of the previous regional government resigned en masse on 23 February 1993 due to 
corruption scandals (see various reports in la Nuova Venezia 24 February 1993, pp.1-10). Pupillo was 
chosen by a consultation process among all the councillors as a suitable person to lead an ‘institutional’ 
government. He attributed this to the fact that he was then president of the council’s commission for 
institutional affairs, rather than any claim that the president must come from the PDS. As he saw it, “It was 
the highest point of Tangentopoli, what was needed was a person with talents of balance etc.” (Interview: 
Pupillo 1997). 
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for all: beyond the genuine concerns raised over this experiment157, the lack of support was 

driven largely by factional and personal hostility. 

 

The divisions in the local party made the choice of a new federation secretary a major problem 

when the incumbent, Bacchin, was elected to the Senate in 1992. Bacchin had been made 

federation secretary at the Nineteenth Congress as a compromise between factions. That choice 

had therefore already constituted a deviation from the traditional PCI approach, in that more 

powerful and authoritative figures had been passed over, but Bacchin was at least part of the 

leadership circle and a full-time politician.  

 

In replacing Bacchin with Angelo Zennaro, the federation went a big step further, by choosing 

someone who had never been part of that circle. Zennaro was director of ARCI158 in the Veneto 

at the time and said that, in that capacity, he had frequented the PCI environment as a matter of 

course but had not been “on the inside” of politics. He had been a party member since 1970 and a 

municipal councillor in Venice in 1989 and 1990 (Interview: Zennaro 1993). Zennaro was 

therefore in the position – unthinkable for a PCI leader – of being surprised at being called upon 

to be federation secretary.159 Furthermore, he was unpaid in the job and could only be at the 

federation part-time, having a teaching job in the mornings, another impossible proposition in the 

PCI days. This was because the federation was in the worst period of the financial crisis at the 

time. 

 

Zennaro attributed his appointment to a desire on the part of the federation to show it was opening 

itself to relations with civil society, in that period of great public disaffection with the parties 

(Interview: Zennaro 1997). Clearly, there were good reasons for choosing him if the party wanted 

to show a new face: his background in ARCI meant he could be presented as an exponent of civil 

                                                           
157 Participating in such an interim government was seen as risky, according to Pietragnoli, in that 
collaboration with even the apparently ‘clean’ parts of the DC and PSI could damage the PDS’s own 
credibility, in that period when the public was only interested in denunciation of those parties (Interview: 
Pietragnoli 2000). 
158 The period of Zennaro’s management was one in which ARCI flourished as many new types of groups 
affiliated, including ARCI-Gay, ARCI-Donna (women) and environmentalist groups. From 1980 to 1992, 
as director of the organisation, first in the province of Venice and then in the region, he had overseen an 
enormous expansion at both levels, their conversion into a confederation (part of a nationwide process) and 
the spawning of new components. ARCI was linked to the party but autonomous of it from the early 1980s 
onwards (Interview: Zennaro 1993). 
159 Zennaro admitted when interviewed about six months after taking it on: “I got here and I don’t really 
know why… in the sense that one day I was asked… In my plans for my life I had never thought about 
something like this” (Interview: Zennaro 1993). 
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society rather than the old PCI apparatus and he was not a close associate of either of the 

traditional party chiefs De Piccoli and Pellicani. 

 

The words ‘new’ and ‘change’ figured very frequently in Zennaro’s description of his intentions 

as leader, but with reference to a rather vague notion of changing the way the party conducted 

politics: 

With the [1992 national] elections the party realised that there is a push for ‘the new’ and 
the PDS can win support only if it is able to become a new player. But if it remains tied to 
the old schema… I think the party has understood it won’t make it. And, going round the 
sections I’ve found a lot of enthusiasm for this desire to change. They’ve seen in me this 
liberation, this desire to change, and this is the only thing that encourages me to keep 
going… I think that … the party… feels the need to move onto new shores, new ground. I 
hope so. It remains to be seen (Interview: Zennaro 1993). 

 

However, Zennaro clearly did not find the job easy, declaring “It’s like being an explorer now, 

I’m walking in a forest, in solitude practically”. He said he felt a certain resistance to change in 

the organisation and was also impeded in his work by the influence of the factions. In any case, 

he added, it was a difficult time to be trying to renew a political party, because of Tangentopoli 

and the consequent moral crisis that had driven away many of those who might otherwise have 

contributed (Interview: Zennaro 1993). 

 

Despite Zennaro’s intentions, his election as secretary appears to have been a defensive move, 

responding to the need to achieve a compromise among the factions within and to improve the 

party’s credibility in the face of the challenge to parties outside. Vanni described the decision in 

terms of the need to find someone acceptable to all factions in a situation of paralysis generated 

by reciprocal vetoes, exactly as in 1990. He said that Zennaro’s name had been put forward by 

him and his associates as a compromise proposal to the minority factions (Interview: Vanni 

1997a).160 Zennaro confirmed that his candidature had been proposed by the “historic chiefs” of 

the centre faction – De Piccoli, Vanni and Morandina – but with the support of Pellicani and 

Scaboro, leaders of the right, and some members of the left faction (Interview: Zennaro 1997). 

Another interviewee from the leadership circle, Pietragnoli161, stressed the pressure felt from anti-

                                                           
160 Vanni’s account was this: “We said [to the minority factions]: ‘You judge. Who can provide a minimum 
of guarantees for everyone as secretary?’ And they didn’t say anything that time. That is, they did say no to 
some names. For example they said no to Michele Vianello. At that point we proposed Zennaro and he was 
accepted because he was a friend of many of these people” (Interview: Vanni 1997a). 
161 Pietragnoli became municipal union secretary in Venice in 1995, and was not a traditional party 
bureaucrat either, but a young person who had joined the party in 1990. 
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party sentiment in that period, claiming this made it practically imperative to choose someone 

other than a traditional party bureaucrat (Interview: Pietragnoli 1996a). 

 

In any case, the intention of the “historic chiefs” in making Zennaro secretary was undoubtedly 

not that of transferring real power in the federation to him or changing the approach to the 

leadership. This was a traditional operation of cooptation, although the biography of the person 

chosen was certainly novel. Two interviewees (one member of the Executive and the other a 

municipal councillor in Venice) asserted that those who coopted Zennaro assumed they would be 

able to manage him, one saying: 

Zennaro was an attempt by the old leadership group at putting in a person who was not 
characterised as being part of that group … who could appear more credible but who 
would be at the same time, I think, … a person who could be controlled politically 
(Interview 1997). 

 

Not surprisingly then, Zennaro found himself in difficulty as leader and he resigned after the 

national election in March 1994. The federation was then managed by a committee of eleven 

people – a period of further uncertainty – until February 1995 when an extraordinary congress 

was held to elect a new Federation Committee and secretary. 

 

There were two sides to the problem of Zennaro’s leadership. On one hand, he was not able to be 

an authoritative leader: he was in a formal leadership role while effective and acknowledged 

power was in the hands of others.162 There was general agreement among interviewees that 

Zennaro had been unable to hold the party together, and lacked the visibility of a federation 

secretary. One said (Interview 1997): 

He did not have the power of the old leaders because he was much more ingenuous, ill-
equipped … So it was easy for the others to claim that he was politically weak, because 
the party secretary is someone who presents the party’s face to the outside world, it’s 
someone who always says what he thinks, it’s always an authoritative figure. But he was 
not, indeed in many sections they didn’t recognise him. 

 

The other side of the problem was that Zennaro was perceived to be attempting to change the way 

the party operated, which meant intentionally undermining the traditional power system and 

methods of the federation, with unpredictable effects. According to one member of the Executive, 

                                                           
162 Although he had been installed by De Piccoli and Vanni, Zennaro claimed in interview (1997) that 
“their majority”, while officially supporting him, had made difficulties for him right from the start. This 
was consistent with reports from various interviewees that they had expected to control him. One 
interviewee (1997) put it this way: “The fact of not having his own forces meant he was subjected to being 
tossed this way and that and then done away with totally”. 
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Zennaro had slipped out of the control of the “historic chiefs” and into autonomous behaviour: he 

had the merit of having “exposed the hidden mechanisms of power” in the federation and 

attempted to circumvent them. However, this had led the federation into great chaos, because 

Zennaro was not able enough in managing relations between power groups. And so his ousting 

had eventually become necessary for the survival of the federation, as had the extraordinary 

congress, to reestablish rules for the functioning of the federation and co-existence of the different 

groups within (Interview 1997). For his part, Zennaro did not explicitly claim to have set out to 

destroy the old mechanisms, but he did say that during his secretaryship he had built up his own 

group of supporters distinct from the official majority that had installed him (Interview: Zennaro 

1997). 

 

Furthermore, Zennaro was perceived to be open to the idea of the PDS becoming a ‘light party’, 

such as had been proposed by many esterni in response to the svolta. Such an idea was anathema 

to De Piccoli and Vanni (among others), who insisted on the need for a strong party organisation. 

In this sense, one member of the Executive interviewed (2000) said, Vanni campaigned for a 

“return to the fundamentals” at the extraordinary congress. 

 

Overall, the experiment with Zennaro as federation secretary added further layers of conflict and 

uncertainty to the already divided federation, depriving it of effective leadership until a kind of 

restoration was enacted in February 1995 with the election of Michele Vianello, a more orthodox 

leader. The aftermath of the svolta was therefore prolonged throughout the crucial period of the 

creation of Progressive coalitions in 1993 and 1994. 

  

4.2 The first experience of coalition formation: explaining the federation’s approach to 

the municipal election of 1993 

 

This section analyses the federation’s approach to building the Progressive coalition for the 

municipal election, focusing on the external factors that, together with the internal state of 

disarray discussed above, can explain the PDS’s inability to dominate the coalition forces in 

Venice and achieve more significant outcomes for itself. Clearly, all the alliance partners were 

interested in ensuring their own shares of power and visibility within the coalition and limiting 

that of the PDS. However, I will argue that, beyond such inter-party competition, the PDS’s 

failure to assume a leading role, despite its commitment to the coalition and its size relative to the 
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other partners, has to be understood in light of the constraints operating on it in the particular type 

of competitive environment that the transition from the First to the Second Republic produced.  

 

The municipal election in Venice was called for November 1993, after corruption investigations 

provoked the collapse of the government led by the DC and PSI on 3 May. It became essentially a 

three-way contest between the Progressive coalition, with Cacciari as mayoral candidate, the 

League, and a centre alliance around the much-weakened DC. Cacciari’s supporting coalition 

stretched from the PRC to the AD (with the PDS, Greens, Network and the ex-PSI group in 

between), making it broader than most Progressive coalitions at that time.163 The League’s 

mayoral candidate was Aldo Mariconda, a manager in Olivetti, and its PR ticket was headed by 

the founder of the Liga Veneta, Franco Rocchetta, who had a strong symbolic appeal for League 

sympathisers. In the centre alliance, alongside the DC (under the name Towards the Popular 

Party) were a group linked to Mario Segni (the leader of the referendum movement) and a ‘civic 

ticket’ called Autonomous League of the Veneto, led by long-term ex-mayor Mario Rigo. Their 

mayoral candidate was not drawn from the DC’s leadership ranks but, like the League’s, from 

civil society, being the ex-Vice Chancellor of Ca’ Foscari University, Giovanni Castellani. 

 

The local PDS’s behaviour in the process of coalition formation has to be interpreted in light of 

the climate of extreme anti-party sentiment at the time. The corruption scandal had been going on 

for eighteen months and many key politicians of the First Republic were in jail or in disgrace. 

Accentuating the pressure was the fact that the key opponent was clearly going to be the League, 

which was very much on the offensive following its success in Milan and other parts of the North 

in June.164 The League framed the various municipal contests as between new and old forces 

rather than left and right, the old forces being all the parties of the First Republic, PDS included. 

 

The rejection of the First Republic applied to the rules as well as the players. The shift from 

purely PR systems to largely majoritarian ones had been the focus of the public’s demand for 

change, with a massive turn-out for the electoral reform referendum of April 1993. As discussed 

in chapter 1, the majoritarian rules were expected to bring bipolarism and alternation in 

government, and therefore greater accountability. Many hoped that governments would now be 

determined more by the electors and less by negotiations among parties, thus undermining the 

parties’ domination of politics and society that had been the hallmark of the First Republic.  
                                                           
163 See Salvato (1995) for details of the coalitions in various cities. 
164 The League was the most popular party in Milan at the municipal election of June 1993, with 40.9% of 
the vote (Grassi 1993). 
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The new system for municipal elections, in particular, was to give considerable vent to anti-party 

sentiment by providing for the direct election of mayors by the citizens. Under the old system, a 

mayor and team of administrators (assessori) had been chosen by negotiation among the parties 

who agreed to constitute a majority in the municipal council, following a purely PR election of 

councillors. The mayor could lose the confidence of the council in the event of a party, or even 

just a faction, withdrawing support, in which case a new majority was usually constituted, and 

new government established, without recourse to further elections (Baldini 2002, p.658). The 

reform of the municipal electoral law in 1993 required coalitions to be formed prior to elections 

and linked explicitly to identified mayoral candidates. The elections had two segments: a 

majoritarian contest for the choice of mayor, with a run-off between the two leading candidates 

two weeks later if nobody won an absolute majority, and a PR contest for the election of city 

councillors. Each mayoral candidate could be linked to any number of supporting tickets of 

council candidates, each ticket representing a party or group of parties.165  

 

As well as allowing citizens to vote directly for the mayor, the new rules had four other important 

features intended to create an environment more conducive to stability and accountability of a 

municipal government. First, the mayor had the option of choosing the administrators alone, 

without reference to the supporting parties. Second, the law ensured the government team was 

completely separate from the council, by establishing that those administrators must not be 

members of the council, or must be replaced in council if coopted from there. Third, there was the 

requirement for both mayor and council to be removed and face new elections if either resigned. 

Fourth, there were majority premium mechanisms intended to ensure, in most cases, a clear 

majority of seats (60%) for the parties supporting the mayor in the council. (Baldini & Legnante 

1998, pp.38-39; Baldini 2002, p.659). 

 

Under these new rules for municipal elections, forming a coalition required a considerable degree 

of collaboration among parties. In the first place, the election offered the local coalition parties 

only one item of coalition ‘goods’ – the mayoral candidature – and all of them had to agree on a 

single person to fill it. That is, they were not able to ‘proportionalise’ the majoritarian segment as 

they subsequently did for the national election by sharing out the coalition candidatures. In the 

second place, the choice of an individual as mayoral candidate was of extreme and unprecedented 
                                                           
165 The new law was no. 81 of 25 March 1996. I refer here only to the rules concerning larger towns and 
cities – those with population exceeding 15,000. For the rules applied in towns with a population under 
15,000, see Baldini and Legnante (1998, p.65). 
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importance, for three reasons. First, it was a “presidential-style” (Di Virgilio 1996, p.62), winner-

takes-all race, that would decide who took government, and therefore far outweighed the PR 

competition. Second, the winner needed 50% of the public vote, so the candidate had to have a 

high profile in local society and appeal across a broad political spectrum. Third, the candidate had 

to be a person whom all coalition parties were prepared to invest with unprecedented power and 

authority, as the mayor, once installed, was to be much more independent of parties than in the 

past and could expect his/her government to enjoy much greater stability. 

 

Judging by the way they approached the municipal election, the local progressive parties accepted 

that forming a coalition for this type of contest involved certain undertakings that were 

completely new to them. Once the mayoral candidate was chosen, all parties had to fully support 

that person and recognise his/her authority as candidate for leader of local government. After 

putting together a programme they all agreed on, they had to allow it to be identified with the 

candidate rather than their parties. They also had to coordinate their efforts in the mayoral 

campaign and accept to restrict campaigning for their party candidates to the PR segment, 

knowing that, in any case, their councillors would have less significance than in the past, because 

election to council was no longer a step towards becoming a member of the government team. 

The parties did manage to make themselves invisible in the mayoral campaign: it was Cacciari 

who debated on television and whose campaign appointments were listed in the local newspapers. 

Once the campaign opened there were no longer any newspaper reports of public statements by 

any party representatives (at least in la Nuova Venezia). Meanwhile, the parties’ campaigns for 

the PR segment were decidedly in the background and reliant on old-fashioned labour-intensive 

methods. 

 

What the parties did not relinquish, however, was the prerogative to choose the candidate166, and 

this, along with the related question of exactly which parties were to join, was the subject of 

intense inter-party negotiations prior to the election campaign, lasting over three weeks. It was the 

PDS that initiated and coordinated the coalition-forming process, according to the then federation 

secretary, Zennaro (Interview 1997), and the party evidently saw itself as bearing a certain 

responsibility.167 As well as the coalition meetings, each party conducted its own internal debate 

                                                           
166 This was consistent with the observation by Baldini and Legnante (1998, pp.41-42) that, even in 1993, 
“the year of greatest party-system dealignment”, the parties still controlled the selection of candidates for 
the various municipal contests. 
167 The first meeting of potential coalition forces was hosted at the federation premises, on 22 September 
(Vitucci 1993a) and followed a proposal launched officially by the party one week earlier for a 
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over preferred candidates and programmatic priorities to propose to the coalition partners. The 

description given by Zennaro (Interview 1997) of the three steps in forming the Progressive 

coalition illustrates the parties’ priorities: first, establishing which parties were to participate; then 

the definition of a programme that all of them would endorse; and finally the selection of the 

candidate. He intended this description to demonstrate the seriousness with which the parties 

treated the programme as a commitment by the parties and candidate, but it also highlights the 

significance of the first problem: deciding on the borders of the coalition.  

 

As in most other cities, the main question regarding coalition borders was whether the alliance 

should include the PRC to the left or reach into the centre of the spectrum to include the small 

AD, which elsewhere refused to be in the same coalition as the PRC. This was resolved in the end 

by Cacciari’s insistence that his candidature was conditional upon achieving the broadest possible 

alliance (Vitucci 1993d), which led to the eventual decision by the local AD to go along with the 

PRC presence, in defiance of an instruction by its own national leadership (Lollo 1993b). 

 

The party’s internal divisions and Zennaro’s lack of authority came into play in the internal 

debate, with significant differences emerging, and persisting, over both the preferred coalition 

partners and the candidate. Zennaro (Interview 1997) said that he, and Occhetto, had always 

wanted the PRC to be included in the Venetian coalition but that the miglioristi had disagreed. 

Their leader, Pellicani, dissented on this point right up to the end of the process, on the grounds 

that alliance with the PRC precluded collaboration with important forces representing the middle 

classes (in ‘Il segretario in cima alla Quercia’, la Nuova Venezia, 20 October 1993, p.15). He 

feared the effect might be to repeat the experience in Milan in June, where the PDS had been 

allied towards the left rather than the centre and its coalition had been unable to attract enough 

moderate votes in the second round to defeat the League.168 Pellicani’s preference was for not 

only including the AD but actively pursuing an alliance with what remained of the DC. The DC 

was apparently prepared to contemplate such a development in various parts of the country 

because it was so shaken by the June results. Rosy Bindi (regional DC secretary in Veneto at the 

time) had proposed a DC-PDS alliance for the purposes of combating the League, but to the 

exclusion of the PRC (Palombi 1993). Zennaro said his initial approach had been simply to invite 

the DC to join the negotiations, but the DC itself had been too paralysed by its own internal 

                                                                                                                                                                             
“progressive and left-wing alliance without a priori exclusions with regard to any political group” (Vitucci 
1993i).  
168 By contrast, in Turin in June, a coalition around the PDS and Segni’s group had defeated the left-wing 
coalition around PRC and the Network, whose candidate was the very popular ex-mayor Diego Novelli.  
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division to decide to do so. In the end he had felt vindicated with respect to Pellicani’s criticism, 

as many DC exponents had subsequently moved into the parties of Berlusconi’s coalition 

(Interview: Zennaro 1997). 

 

As for the question of its preferred candidate to propose to the coalition, the federation remained 

so divided over this, with Zennaro unable to impose his position (for Cacciari), that it was 

eventually decided by Occhetto. So, for the second time, Occhetto intervened in the Venetian 

federation in favour of Cacciari as mayoral candidate. By various interviewees’ accounts 

(Pietragnoli 2000; Martella 2000; Rumiz 1997), Occhetto simply instructed the federation to 

support Cacciari, while it remained paralysed over the matter. Martella explained that a 

considerable part of the local party saw De Piccoli as “the natural candidate” and these people 

were overruled by Occhetto (Interview: Martella 2000).  

 

In its unresolved debate, the federation had actually considered three types of candidates: one of 

its own leaders (primarily De Piccoli, but also Pellicani); a non-party politician, in Cacciari; and a 

‘civil society’ candidate, the local magistrate Ivano Salvarani. All were suitably well known in 

the city to be considered for this type of contest: De Piccoli and Pellicani as past deputy mayors; 

Cacciari for his work on the ‘Idea of Venice’ group and as leader of the Il Ponte-PDS group in the 

council; and Salvarani as chiefly responsible for the investigations into corruption among the 

Venetian DC and PSI élite going on at the time. Supporters of Salvarani, who was initially the 

declared preferred candidate of the Network, PRC and Greens, claimed he would be better able 

than a party candidate to capture votes outside the traditional electorates of the coalition parties, 

and was likely to be viewed favourably by many former DC voters (Vitucci 1993b). However, the 

party leaders and Cacciari could all be assumed to be recognised by the public as having vast 

experience of the city’s issues and administration, which Salvarani did not have.169

 

The federation’s deliberations over whether or not to propose one of its own people as mayoral 

candidate have to be seen in light of not just its internal tensions but the uncertainties of the time, 

given the factors described above of strong anti-party sentiment and the significance of the choice 

of candidate under the new rules. There were doubts as to whether a PDS candidate was a 

legitimate offering for the coalition to run against the League in these first elections under the 

new system. At one level, the party could well have justified claiming the candidature for one of 
                                                           
169 Salvarani himself expressed reserve on various grounds, including whether it was opportune for a 
magistrate to shift into a political role, and eventually withdrew his availability (la Nuova Venezia 27 
September 1993, ‘Salvarani non ci sta. Oggi spiega perché’, p.10). 
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its own leaders, on the basis of the major contribution it expected to make, both to the coalition’s 

vote and to its work. For the PDS took responsibility for coordinating negotiations, contributed 

significantly to the synthesis of the programme (drawing heavily on that of Il Ponte-PDS) and, 

thanks to its large organisation, was to make up the bulk of the campaign work force. However, 

the question was not one of the party’s value to the coalition but whether a PDS candidate would 

be acceptable, first to the coalition partners and then to enough voters in the centre area of the 

spectrum for victory in the second round. 

 

The problem of a perceived lack of legitimacy for a PDS candidate was evidently understood 

(within the party) to be linked to the party’s association with the First Republic, rather than 

communism, given that Cacciari’s own communist background was not deemed to rule out his 

candidature. The fact that the party even considered running the magistrate Salvarani, who had no 

political experience, underlines the perceived significance of anti-party sentiment at the time and 

concern among many in the federation to demonstrate the party’s preparedness to take a step into 

the background. For Salvarani’s views on various elements of the programme would have been 

unknown, and nobody could have had an idea how much his political judgment could be relied 

upon once installed as mayor. However, as a magistrate known for his uncovering of corruption, 

he was a particularly suitable type of candidate for direct election by civil society in that moment. 

The principal argument put forward in favour of Salvarani was, according to Pietragnoli, that it 

was a period in which the left had to run a candidate from outside the parties, and Salvarani was 

appropriate “because in that phase the magistrature had assumed a role … – with Di Pietro, 

Borrelli and company – of substitution for political power” (Interview: Pietragnoli 2000). 

 

On the other hand were those who opposed fielding a candidate from outside the party, seen as a 

relinquishing of the party’s political role, “in the sense that the party had people who could be the 

mayor and instead we were relying on Massimo Cacciari purely because he was an authoritative 

and external figure” (Interview: Pietragnoli 1997c). The following comment by a CGIL cadre was 

reported with reference to the Salvarani proposal: “in this way the left [would be] abdicating its 

role; if we consign ourselves to a magistrate it signals the bankruptcy of politics” (la Nuova 

Venezia 26 September 1993, ‘«Niente giudici». Siluro a Salvarani’, p.19). The views of the 

militants needed to be considered too: one newspaper report claimed there was considerable 

support for De Piccoli as mayoral candidate among the rank and file on the mainland, although 

the sections in the centro storico favoured Cacciari (Vitucci 1993g). 
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The fact that the question remained unresolved until Occhetto intervened suggests that, while 

some were wary of a retreat to the background, many in the federation did not believe a PDS 

candidate would be acceptable to the coalition partners or to a broad enough public. Given that 

Zennaro was intent upon the party’s showing a new face under his secretaryship, he was clearly 

not going to push for a PDS candidature. And Occhetto’s decision confirmed that, even in the 

eyes of its own national leadership, the federation did not have a legitimate claim on the 

candidature, despite the experience and high profile of its own potential candidates. 

 

However, the question reflected not just the party’s difficulties but Cacciari’s merits. While 

Cacciari enjoyed advantages with respect to the PDS just by virtue of being an individual player, 

in the anti-party climate of the time, he also had strong personal credentials for the job. His 

project for Venice had been developed consistently through the ‘Idea of Venice’ group and more 

than three years in the council, and had been well publicised in the local press over the years: the 

editor of il Gazzettino, Giorgio Lago (Interview 1997) claimed credit for having brought 

Cacciari’s ideas to the public. Cacciari enjoyed a reputation as charming and ‘telegenic’, and 

cultivated an image as not just a bearded philosopher but generator of ideas for solving concrete 

and current problems.170 Cacciari had advantages over both the civil-society exponents 

(Mariconda, Castellani and Salvarani) and PDS candidates. Unlike the civil-society candidates, he 

had intimate knowledge of his coalition’s programme and experience of city politics.171 At the 

same time, he was able to attract support from prominent representatives of civil society in a way 

that would have been unlikely for a party candidate like De Piccoli or Pellicani.172 Meanwhile, his 

own communist background, as a leader of the radical organisation Workers’ Power in the 1960s 

and then in the PCI, appeared to be deemed irrelevant and never referred to in public debate. This 

was perhaps due to the convincing nature of his critique of the PCI in its last years and of his own 

conversion to pragmatic reformism. 

 

Most importantly, Cacciari’s project for Venice meant that he was able to challenge the League 

on its own ground. It allowed him to ensure his name was linked to the coalition’s programme 

                                                           
170 See, for example, the interview with Cacciari in The European 24-30 June 1994. 
171 As one commentator wrote after the first round: “Cacciari’s ideas on Venice, Mestre and Porto 
Marghera have been clear since 1988 and continually re-proposed in three years of opposition [in the 
council], whereas the opponent Mariconda said too often during the election campaign that he would be 
able to look into an issue further once elected” (Cortese 1993). 
172 Two days before the first round was held, various intellectuals and artists published an appeal to vote for 
Cacciari. These included several well-known national figures never associated with the PCI or PDS, such 
as Norberto Bobbio and Pietro Scoppola (a leader of the referendum movement) (la Nuova Venezia 19 
November 1993, ‘«Eleggete Cacciari». Buongoverno anti-Lega’, p.15). 
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rather than an ideological position or association with the PDS or other party. So, much more 

convincingly than the local PDS or other parties, he could counter the League’s localism, which 

depended on conflict with the centralised state and national political parties as much as 

attachment to the city. Cacciari offered an alternative, practical localism devoid of ideology and 

focused on a coherent and credible plan for the city’s future. He could consolidate his credibility 

by framing his criticisms of the parties, and the local PDS in particular, on that terrain of ‘what 

was to be done’ rather than a general, ideological rejection of parties. 

 

The election result was a success for Cacciari personally, as well as the coalition, as his first-

round vote exceeded the sum of his supporting parties’ votes in the PR segment by 3.2%. While 

he was able to attract support beyond the coalition parties’ electorates, the opposite was true for 

the League’s candidate: some League supporters evidently did not have confidence in the 

individual Mariconda as mayor. 

 

As for the PDS: the coalition victory was important, in this the first test under the new system, but 

did not advance the party’s own fortunes greatly. The immediate benefit was that of showing the 

party was able to play successfully under the new rules and form a winning coalition right from 

the beginning. Winning was not a novelty in itself, as the PCI had governed before 1990 – and 

with greater power, having the deputy mayorship. 

 

The longer-term benefit of the coalition victory was that the party gained a position in which it 

was going to be able to build up its credibility as a legitimate player in the party system of the 

Second Republic. It could show itself to be a faithful coalition member committed to the success 

of the municipal government. Indeed, three years later, at the federation’s Second PDS Congress, 

Cacciari (1997) was to commend the PDS for its support of his government and contribution to its 

achievements, speaking of the “seriousness, competence and political professionalism” the party 

had demonstrated. One of Cacciari’s administrators, Mara Rumiz, herself a PDS member, 

stressed the autonomy that the government had enjoyed with respect to the party leaderships in 

general, while underlining that the PDS’s contribution in council in support of the government 

had been more important than that of any other group (Interview: Rumiz 1997). 

 

However, the situation was one in which the PDS’s visibility, and possibility of establishing itself 

as a legitimate leading force in the coalition, had been severely limited before the election and 

would continue to be so. If one of the party’s leaders had been chosen as mayoral candidate, 
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she/he would have enjoyed a high profile during the campaign, and the party considerable 

visibility by association. The presence of a PDS mayoral candidate could also have been expected 

to drag extra votes to the party in the PR segment.173 As it was, the party’s vote share was 20.6%, 

a small improvement (3.6%) with respect to the national election of 1992. 

 

The party’s visibility was going to be further limited in the new system of relations between the 

government and the council because, as allowed by the new electoral law, Cacciari chose his 

deputy and team of administrators without consultation of the parties. For the PDS this meant 

that, on top of not having the mayor, nobody designated by the federation leadership was going to 

be able to acquire visibility in the public eye over the next four years through action in 

government of the province’s capital city. Although there were three PDS administrators among 

the eight members of Cacciari’s government – Mara Rumiz, a senior CGIL functionary; Roberto 

D’Agostino, an expert in urban planning; and Claudio Orazio – none of them was from the 

federation’s inner leadership circle. According to Rumiz (Interview 1997), none of them would 

have been proposed by the federation if it had been invited to nominate administrators. 

 

In this situation, Cacciari managed to appear as not just leader of the government but practically 

leader of the coalition. It is a further indication of the defensive position of the parties at the time 

that, according to Zennaro (Interview 1997), he and the other party leaders had fully agreed 

beforehand that the choice of administrators should be Cacciari’s alone.174 Furthermore, only the 

PRC objected publicly to his appointments afterwards: its Senator Martino Dorigo was reported 

as claiming the individuals chosen could not be relied on to respect the programme that had been 

prepared by the parties (in Fornasser 1993). 

 

The competition in the PR segment did not afford the party much visibility either. Although this 

was the arena in which, in theory, each party could still compete on the basis of its own, 

distinctive identity, in practice the scope to do so was limited, especially for the PDS, by the link 

to the majoritarian segment. The programme belonged to the mayoral candidate and the coalition, 

so the PDS could not claim credit for it in its own PR campaign, nor make any extra or 

                                                           
173 This phenomenon was observable in various mayoral contests in 1995 and 1997; for example those won 
by Flavio Zanonato in Padua in 1995 and Antonio Bassolino in Naples in 1997. 
174 When Cacciari’s candidature was announced and he was asked by a reporter how much influence the 
parties would have over his choice of team in the event of victory, Cacciari responded: “Little or none. As 
far as the government team is concerned I intend to act in total autonomy as the law envisages” (Vitucci 
1993e). After the event he confirmed that the parties had kept their part of the bargain, none of them having 
attempted to claim a place for one of their own people (Vitucci 1993j). 
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contrasting proposals of its own, without undermining the coalition’s unity and its own support 

for Cacciari. So the main way of establishing the party’s identity separately from that of the 

coalition was through its choice of candidates for the PR ticket for council seats. And, given that 

the ticket contained 46 names175, and so was able to accommodate all and sundry as far as 

internal factions and groups were concerned, its overall character could be conveyed only by the 

choice of name(s) at the head, after which the ordinary candidates followed in alphabetical order. 

The question of candidatures in the PR ticket merits detailed exploration at this point. 

 

The approach the federation took to the PR ticket has to be understood in light of the changed 

implications of the PR competition with respect to the First-Republic days of a fully PR system. 

On one hand, there was an important new concern: to ensure that party supporters did not neglect 

the PR ticket altogether and vote only in the mayoral contest, as was an option under the new 

rules.176 On the other hand, the choice of the names had lost much of its significance, because 

election to council had itself lost significance. In the old days, the top position(s) on the ticket had 

indicated the intended mayor (and possibly administrators) in the event of forming government. 

Now, election as a councillor was no longer a prerequisite to becoming an administrator, nor even 

a likely route. The desirability of candidature had therefore been greatly reduced and the pool of 

available high-profile candidates had undoubtedly shrunk. Furthermore, it was understood that the 

factions would campaign particularly for their own candidates, wherever placed on the ticket, as 

they had done in 1990.177 The individual(s) placed at the top of the ticket were therefore no 

longer necessarily those expected to receive the bulk of the votes. However, the fact that the 

question of who should head the ticket was still a matter of debate in the party showed that the 

choice had symbolic importance in defining the ticket’s overall identity. 

 

With these considerations in mind, the federation clearly had to decide whether to convey a 

familiar identity in the PR ticket, by placing highly party-identified candidates at the top, or seek 

to broaden its appeal by using non-party individuals with a high profile in local society. However, 

the second option implied a certain risk of alienating part of the membership and traditional 

electorate: after all, they were already being asked to support an outsider as mayor. 

 
                                                           
175 All parties continued to offer as many names on the PR tickets as there were places in council, as in the 
First-Republic days. In Venice municipality there were 46 seats from 1993 onwards (down from 60 
previously). 
176 Each elector could choose to vote just in the mayoral contest, or just in the PR contest (in which case a 
vote for the chosen party’s mayoral candidate was also assumed) or in both. 
177 This was stressed by one of those elected for the left faction, Mara Bianca, in interview (1997). 
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The approach the federation took appears a conservative one, aimed at ensuring the votes of the 

traditional electorate were collected rather than enhancing the party’s visibility.178 Two 

candidates were placed at the head: the federation secretary Zennaro and a well-known woman 

cadre, Margherita Salzer. The choice of names was reported to be the subject of a factional 

controversy, with the other main contenders being De Piccoli and the chair of the Federation 

Committee, Edoardo Salzano (Lollo 1993d). This suggests the debate was over internal concerns 

rather than any differences among the three in perceived ability to appeal to a broad public. This 

was also conveyed by the low-key tone used by the municipal union secretary, Sprocati, in 

describing the ticket to a reporter. Sprocati said that the approach in selecting the 46 candidates 

had not been to seek ‘big names’ or great novelty, but “people representative of civil society … 

[and]  people who could guarantee their commitment to work for the city … and their presence in 

council” (in la Nuova Venezia 20 October 1993, ‘Il segretario in cima alla Quercia’, p.15). On the 

day, none of the candidates evidently attracted particular attention, as the votes were widely 

distributed. The highest scorer received 781 votes and twelve others had between 300 and 500 (la 

Nuova Venezia 23 November 1993, p.14). This was a far cry from the 11,000 votes to the top 

name in the past. 

 

To sum up the above discussion, the combined effects of internal and external factors can be 

hypothesised as inhibiting the PDS’s performance at the 1993 election, and so accounting for the 

only modest improvement in its own vote share, despite the success of the coalition. On one hand, 

given the federation’s internal disarray and the way it was subject to intervention from Occhetto, 

the local party did not appear to be on the offensive and equipped to lead the progressive forces. 

On the other, the competitive environment it had to work in presented several difficulties: the 

anti-party sentiment put its legitimacy in question, while Cacciari’s individual merits, combined 

with the mechanisms of the new mixed electoral system in which the majoritarian segment 

overshadowed the PR segment, together limited its visibility. We can now consider how it fared 

in tackling coalition formation for the next major test – the national election a few months later. 

 

4.3 Further coalition challenges in the approach to the national election 

 

For the March 1994 election, the rules were quite different from those of the municipal 

competition, and coalition behaviour was, as we shall see, more like that of the First Republic. 
                                                           
178 There were reported to be rumours that a couple of non-party individuals had been tentatively 
approached, but unsuccessfully. These were the director of the local government’s cultural department and 
a musicologist from the opera house La Fenice (Lollo 1993d). 
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However, there was again a question as to the legitimacy of any PDS claim to a leading role, 

although for different reasons. This time the local PDS was on the defensive due to corruption 

investigations and the smaller partners’ determination to constrain its role, as well as – once again 

– rulings by its own national leadership. 

 

In the national Progressive Alliance, alongside the PDS and PRC there were six small groups: the 

Greens, Network, PSI, AD, and two new groups formed by splits in the PSI and DC, called 

Socialist Rebirth and the Social Christians. Rhodes (1995, pp.126-128) explained that the results 

of the various local elections in November, combined with the threat of Berlusconi’s entering the 

fray, had convinced the components at both extremes – the PRC to the left, the AD and PSI in the 

centre – of the necessity of being in the same alliance for the national election. 

 

For this first election under the new mixed majoritarian and PR electoral system, the approach 

devised by the national party leaderships for choosing coalition candidatures was defined by 

Bartolini et al. (2004, p.11)179 as a “proportionalisation” of the majoritarian contest. For the 75% 

of seats to be decided through majoritarian competition, the territory had been divided into 475 

local collegi for the lower house and 240 for the Senate. The coalition parties shared out the 

candidatures for these collegi among themselves by negotiations. Each party was then free to 

choose who to put in the candidatures it was allocated. There was evidently no question of the 

Progressives’ candidates being representatives of the coalition in the sense of being jointly agreed 

on by the parties, as had been the case for the mayoral candidates a few months earlier. 

 

The negotiations were largely conducted on a regional basis, by the joint local and regional 

leaderships of the parties. However, the imperative of achieving agreement nation-wide on the 

total numbers of candidatures (and numbers of those considered winnable) to each party meant 

that some decisions were imposed on the local parties as a result of national-level agreements. 

That is, some candidates – especially members of the national leadership groups – were 

‘parachuted’ from Rome into collegi deemed to be safe. 

 

Overall, the PDS was allocated a disproportionately low number of candidatures, and it ended up 

with only 44% (72) of the 164 majoritarian seats won by the Progressives, while it had 59% of the 

coalition’s vote in the PR segment. This has to be understood partly in the light of the smaller 

parties’ determination it should not dominate and that they should claim as great a share as 
                                                           
179 D’Alimonte (1997 p.149) also described it as a “proportionalised majoritarian” system. 
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possible (Bull 1995, p.99).180 It was also partly due to the shadow of Tangentopoli hanging over 

the PDS at the time. By the start of 1994, 112 PDS members had been touched by corruption 

investigations (Rhodes 1995, p.131) and, although this was nothing like the extent of the problem 

for the DC or PSI, the national leadership was very shaken (Occhetto 1994b, pp.31-41; 

Petruccioli 2001). Then, on the day after the official birth of the Progressive Alliance (2 

February), as the coalition parties argued over candidature shares, in one of the key Tangentopoli 

trials it was alleged that the PCI had been paid a billion lire in a deal to reduce the tax liability of 

Enimont (Leonardi & Nanetti 1996, p.4). Soon afterwards, Occhetto announced that the PDS was 

prepared to cede somewhat on its earlier claim of 150 safe candidatures (Criscuoli 1994), 

presumably hoping to quell some of the criticism levelled at the party.  

 

In Venice, the essential matter for each local party was to obtain a good share of the ten coalition 

candidatures in the province (seven in the lower house and three in the Senate). There was no 

question of putting the coalition’s interests ahead of party interests, as there had been in the 

selection of the mayoral candidate. The extent of cooperation required among the parties was 

simply that of agreeing on the division of candidatures, and then conducting a coordinated 

campaign for the coalition candidates in all collegi.181 There were two weeks of wrangling over 

the allocation of candidatures, through daily meetings of the parties’ negotiators at regional and 

provincial level (Mazzaro 1994). The stakes appeared to be quite high, because the Progressives 

believed six or seven of the collegi to be winnable on the basis of the results at the municipal 

election in Venice (Pellicani 1994a) – a wildly inaccurate expectation, as it turned out. 

 

It was during this period of negotiations that the Venetian PDS became the subject of magistrates’ 

investigations, from two different sources. First, De Piccoli received a cautionary warrant182 from 

the Clean Hands team on 11 February, concerning allegations of payments made by a FIAT 

manager into Swiss bank accounts for the centre faction of the Venetian PDS (Vitucci 1994b).183 

                                                           
180 Occhetto had to make a clear commitment, in a speech in November, that the other groups would not be 
treated as “merely satellites of the PDS” and that small and large forces would enjoy equal respect within 
the alliance (Rhodes 1995, p.128). According to Baccetti (1997a, pp.90-91), the PDS showed great 
generosity, allowing many safe collegi to go to the leaders of the small allies and giving part of its own 
share of candidatures to independents. 
181 For example, in the “Venezia-San Marco” collegio in the centro storico, where the AD had the 
candidature (for Ugo Trivellato) the general coordination of the campaign was in the hands of Pietragnoli 
(PDS) and the person responsible for publicity and events was Francesco Scanocchia (AD) (Seccarello 
1994). 
182 A cautionary warrant is the notice of being under investigation. 
183 The magistrates suspected these payments were in return for PDS acquiescence regarding FIAT’s 
interests in Venice (Vitucci 1994b). 
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Then a Venetian magistrate, Carlo Nordio, issued cautionary warrants to all four sitting MPs for 

the PDS in the Veneto and five of the seven federation secretaries, including Zennaro in Venice. 

These concerned alleged misuse of the state funds provided for MPs’ assistants and their 

activities – meaning direct use for party purposes (Cecchetti 1994a; Ferraro 1994b). 

 

Although nobody was ever brought to trial as a result of these investigations, they were very 

damaging to the Venetian federation at that time, especially as De Piccoli was expected to be 

given one of the party’s share of candidatures. A close associate of De Piccoli, Renato Morandina, 

quickly claimed total responsibility for the FIAT money in order to clear De Piccoli, and resigned 

from party roles while subsequently under investigation.184 But this did not reduce the degree of 

scandal for the party greatly, because Morandina himself was among the top leadership in the 

Venetian federation and an ex-regional councillor. Furthermore, he was representing the Venetian 

party in the candidature negotiations at the time, alongside the regional secretary, Elio Armano 

(Cecchetti 1994b). The investigations also disrupted party operations during the intense pre-

election period, because, as the former regional secretary, Trupia, said, “we had the police on the 

premises all the time” and important files and records were confiscated (Interview: Trupia 1997). 

Furthermore, according to Zennaro, the magistrates’ investigations concerning De Piccoli and 

Morandina brought the internal situation in the federation to a new crisis point, because the centre 

faction was “under attack from outside” and this sparked a new stage in the factional war 

(Interview: Zennaro 1997). 

 

Emblematic of the tortuous process of dividing up the ten candidatures in Venice province was 

the battle over collegio 3 for the Chamber of Deputies, “Venezia-Mira”, which involved both the 

local parties and their national leaderships. The tussle turned out to be justified as this was the 

only collegio that the Progressives won in the whole of the Veneto. It was home to many of the 

Porto Marghera factory workers and the PRC insisted it should go to its prime candidate, Dorigo, 

himself one of those workers. As the PDS wanted this candidature for De Piccoli, the PRC 

eventually threatened to stand Dorigo anyway on a competing ticket (Ferraro 1994a). Then, just 

as Zennaro was asserting, in negotiations with the PRC, that De Piccoli was “the candidate who 

                                                           
184 Morandina presented himself voluntarily to Di Pietro explaining that the money was entirely his, being 
payment for a consultancy he had provided to FIAT, which had nothing to do with De Piccoli or the party 
(Cecchetti 1994b). Morandina subsequently admitted that he had used 60 million lire from the Swiss 
accounts to help fund the party’s 1992 election campaign – for which he had been responsible in the region 
– saying he had decided to use some of his own money to pay helpers and reimburse expenses because the 
party was so short of funds (la Nuova Venezia 18 February 1994, ‘«Dai miei conti 60 milioni al Pds per le 
elezioni ‘92»’, p.2). 
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could win the Progressives most support in Marghera” (Ferraro 1994a), came the news of De 

Piccoli’s cautionary warrant followed by Zennaro’s own from Nordio (Vitucci 1994b). De Piccoli 

was then out of the running for any candidature, in accordance with national party policy, and the 

PRC withdrew its threat. But the battle was not over, because the local PDS then switched to 

claiming the candidature for Adriana Vigneri, a member of the federation leadership. Meanwhile, 

the national PDS leadership chipped in to suggest Bruno Visentini be placed there. Visentini was 

a former national president of the PRI who was breaking ranks with his party following its 

decision to join the centre coalition, and the Progressive leaders had undertaken to find him a 

collegio. As Visentini was known in Venetian political circles as ‘il gran borghese’, it is not 

surprising that this suggestion enraged the local PRC and left it and the PDS still at loggerheads 

(Vitucci 1994c). The local PRC then called on the national leaderships to resolve the problem (la 

Nuova Venezia 17 February 1994, ‘Rifondazione fa i capricci minacciando di rompere’, p.7), and 

they eventually awarded it the candidature.  

 

In the end the PDS secured only four of the ten candidatures, none of which was in Venice 

municipality where the collegi considered most winnable were located. The party was clearly 

penalised even in purely numerical terms, as it was to contribute 57% of the coalition parties’ 

combined vote in the PR segment in the province.185 Even considering that only nine candidatures 

were available to the local parties, since Visentini was ‘parachuted in’ to one by the national 

coalition leaderships, the PDS could have expected at least five. 

 

The dissatisfaction in the Venetian party with this outcome was such that the federation 

leadership formally appealed to Occhetto to have the negotiations reopened, as did Cacciari, 

separately.186 Occhetto ruled that the PDS candidatures would remain as specified, explaining 

that in that moment – apparently referring to the magistrates’ investigations – it was better for the 

Progressives to present an “open team” (Pellicani 1994b).187

 

In filling its four candidatures, the Venetian PDS did not seek to offer a new generation of 

political personnel for the Second Republic as their opponents in the League and FI could boast 
                                                           
185 Two candidatures went to the Greens, one each to the PRC, AD and PSI and one to Visentini, listed as 
an independent. 
186 Two representatives of the federation leadership, Sprocati and D’Agostino, went to Rome to meet 
Occhetto, and Cacciari also appealed to him, but both missions were unsuccessful (Vitucci 1994d; Pellicani 
1994b). 
187 There was considerable discontent not only among the federation leadership but at the grass roots, 
according to one local reporter, who described the atmosphere within the party ranks as “red-hot” (Vitucci 
1994d). 
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they were doing. The fact that the PDS’s prime candidate was initially De Piccoli suggests it was 

primarily concerned to run strongly identifiable party candidates and reward its long-serving 

leaders. Among those who did get a candidature were Lucio Strumendo and Paolo Peruzza, both 

of whom had a long history in the federation (Vitucci 1994a; Ferraro 1994a). Factional 

representation was also clearly respected, as Strumendo and Peruzza came from the right and the 

left respectively.188

 

Judging by these choices, and the national joint leaderships’ insistence on a candidature for 

Visentini, the expectation was that voters would be choosing between the coalitions with much 

less regard for the qualities of an individual candidate than in the mayoral contest a few months 

earlier. Even though the competition was largely from the League and FI, there was clearly no 

expectation among the Progressives that a party leader from the First-Republic days would be an 

inappropriate and weak candidate. 

 

What created a problem of legitimacy for the PDS this time, however, was the fact that the 

magistrates’ investigations put the party under a cloud just when the coalition negotiations were 

in full swing. A justification for the relatively poor share of candidatures to the PDS could then be 

framed in terms of public perception that the party was not a totally clean component of the 

Second Republic, especially as there were two quite separate investigations going on. 

Exacerbating the problem for the local PDS was the fact that it was its own national leadership 

that ruled it must accept less than its share of candidatures. Occhetto’s judgment may have been 

based on an expected reaction from the electorate or on pressure from the coalition partners or 

both. In either case, the effect of restraining the local PDS was undoubtedly a welcome one to the 

local coalition partners. They had already shown a desire to limit the PDS’s share and portray any 

PDS claim on a majority of candidatures – even if in strict proportion to its share of votes – as an 

attempt to hegemonise the local coalition, without attempting any justification in terms of the 

public’s expectations. Even before the Morandina/De Piccoli case exploded, the regional 

secretary Elio Armano – who was leading the PDS’s negotiating team – clearly found the smaller 

parties’ attitudes towards the PDS trying, and the suspicion of “hegemonic pretensions” just a 

pretext. After the first regional meeting of coalition negotiators, he was reported as saying, 

candidly, (in Mazzaro 1994a) “obviously the winnable seats are a problem, where everyone’s 

asking the poor old hegemonic PDS to put its strength at the coalition’s disposal and get the other 

parties’ candidates elected”. 
                                                           
188 Strumendo’s and Peruzza’s factional allegiances were reported in interviews and in Vitucci (1994a). 
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So, although there was a concrete basis, this time, for doubts to be cast on the party’s credentials 

to lead the local coalition, there was clearly a degree of opportunism on the part of its allies. After 

all, if their intention was to protect the coalition from the taint of supposed corruption in the PDS, 

simply reducing its share of candidatures – as opposed to excluding it altogether – was unlikely to 

make much difference to the public perception of the situation. 

 

The election result was disastrous for the Progressives in Venice province, as in the rest of the 

North. The “Venezia Mira” seat (with the PRC candidate) was the only majoritarian collegio won 

by the coalition out of 37 in the Chamber of Deputies for the whole of the Veneto.189 However, 

the local PDS’s performance in the PR segment showed a very slight improvement again on that 

in the municipal election, and a significant improvement with respect to the previous national 

election. The jump with respect to 1992 was 3.3% in the province (from 16.0% to 19.3%) and 

4.3% in Venice municipality, equal to that of the party’s national average in the PR segment (see 

Figure 11 on page 116). While it is impossible to gauge to what extent the magistrates’ 

investigations affected the party’s vote locally, the impact was clearly not sufficient to penalise 

the local party with respect to the national average. 

 

In sum, the local PDS’s experience of this first national election under the new rules was dismal. 

The coalition negotiations left the federation dissatisfied, there was unease over the judicial 

investigations and rancour over Occhetto’s hard line on them, and the coalition was then defeated 

anyway. The election established that the local PDS was stronger electorally than all its coalition 

partners put together, but there had been no question of its leading the coalition. 

 

By contrast, Cacciari was able to further enhance his own credibility and visibility, thanks to the 

prominence he attained in the national arena after the election defeat, along with the other 

‘Progressive mayors’ such as the Greens’ Francesco Rutelli in Rome and the PDS’s Antonio 

Bassolino in Naples. These successful local figures, having been popularly elected at the head of 

broad coalitions, constituted a potent critical force with respect to the defeated national party 

leaderships and appeared keen to be protagonists of the process of reforming the left. Cacciari 

                                                           
189 Similarly, in Lombardy, the coalition won only one of 74 majoritarian collegi for the lower house. While 
the traditionally red regions of central Italy remained faithful to the PDS and the Progressives did 
surprisingly well in Abruzzo and the southern regions of Campania, Calabria and Basilicata, the right-wing 
parties dominated the North-East, most of the North-West, Sicily and Lazio (la Repubblica 30 March 1994, 
special insert on the national elections). 
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took the lead in calling for Occhetto’s resignation and a complete reconstruction of the 

progressive forces in a new form, and attracted a great deal of media attention (Rhodes 1996, 

p.119-121). The question of leadership of the joint progressive forces – in whatever form they 

were going to take – became a matter of public debate after the election, enjoying an importance 

it had not had beforehand. Various magazines ran a ‘hunt for the anti-Berlusconi’ and Cacciari 

was listed as number 1 candidate in readers’ polls in the Repubblica del venerdì magazine (24 

June) and Panorama (25 June).190

 

In his contribution to public debate on the future of the left, Cacciari adopted a federalist 

approach, consistent with his role in local politics, and one that challenged the institutionalised 

party organisations, consistent with his ongoing critique of the PCI/PDS. His recipe for the future 

of the combined Progressive forces was to engage in a bottom-up process, to build a national 

confederation or network starting from local groups, a process through which a new leadership 

group should be allowed to emerge (Buongiorno 1994; Marroni 1994). This approach was well-

tuned to the climate of the time, with anti-party sentiment still potent and the League’s success 

having put federalism at the top of the political agenda. 

 

Although nothing came of his proposal, as the PDS changed its leader and alliance strategy rather 

than dissolving itself, these events served to establish Cacciari in the national arena. In that 

context, he did not limit himself to general political debate but, as in Venice, acted as a pragmatic 

reformist, by establishing an organisation of mayors to press for administrative reforms. Again, 

he was well served in this by his status as an individual politician rather than a representative of a 

political party. 

 

The discussion so far of the two elections points to two important implications of the new 

electoral systems for the local PDS leadership and its relationship with the national leadership. 

First, the changes introduced new motives for intervention by the national leadership in the 

federation’s decisions. There had always been some intervention of this kind in the First 

Republic: for example, in the case of the PCI-PSI local governments, the national leaderships had 

largely controlled the allocation of mayorships to the parties. However, with the birth of the 

Progressive Alliance in the context of the new electoral systems, the types of situations prompting 

intervention multiplied. Occhetto appeared to be particularly concerned to demonstrate the PDS’s 

                                                           
190 The other Progressive mayors and some PDS leaders (primarily Veltroni) were also considered in these 
informal polls. 
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fidelity to the coalition, even at cost of pursuing its own visibility. Making the coalition work was 

evidently a way to show the party’s credentials as a player in the Second Republic.  

 

The ‘parachuting’ of Visentini into a candidature in 1994 was the most evident form of such 

intervention, and was part of an operation conducted by the joint national leaderships to ensure 

that the various components’ demands were met, on balance, over the whole country. We have 

also seen two significant occasions on which Occhetto imposed a ruling specifically on the 

Venetian PDS. On the first occasion, concerning the choice of mayoral candidate, Occhetto’s 

action was aimed at putting an end to paralysis induced by internal division in the federation. On 

the second occasion, when Occhetto insisted on the federation’s acceptance of the poor allocation 

of candidatures for the national election, Occhetto was again responding to pressures from the 

national leaderships of the other coalition parties. He adopted a rule that any PDS member 

receiving a cautionary warrant must withdraw from candidature considerations, as the result of an 

agreement made between the allies at national level (Interview: Trupia 1997). In both cases 

Occhetto’s action was resented and evidently damaging for morale in the federation. Trupia, who 

was one of those directly affected by Occhetto’s line on cautionary warrants, explained that this 

blanket rule had a devastating effect on several federations and on the lives of the individuals 

concerned. For her, the problem was not the exclusion from candidature as such, but the party’s 

failure to support innocent cadres investigated for party practices they were not responsible for 

(the management of state funds, in her case) and for which nobody was ever prosecuted. Trupia 

was therefore very critical of what she saw as Occhetto’s indifference to their situation, out of 

concern to satisfy the coalition partners (Interview: Trupia 1997). 

 

In addition to these interventions related to coalition candidatures, the national leadership also 

imposed the candidature of Veltroni in the top position on the party’s PR ticket for the Eastern 

Veneto circoscrizione, although Veltroni had absolutely no connection with the area. While the 

federation had wanted to place a local candidate first – Adriana Vigneri (Vitucci 1994a) – there 

was no point in opposition on this matter.191 Seen from Rome, this was simply part of the 

business of running the party and something to be taken for granted. The national leadership 

appropriated the head-of-ticket positions on the PR tickets around the country for its own people, 

as a safety net in case they failed to win their majoritarian collegi. 

 

                                                           
191 Vigneri was given the second position on that PR ticket (la Nuova Venezia 18 February 1994, p.19). 
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The second important implication of the new electoral systems is that the new competitive 

environment in which the federation operated in municipal politics was very different from the 

new competitive environment of national elections, on which the national leadership’s attention 

was concentrated. In the municipal contest, I have argued that the majoritarian segment 

overshadowed the PR segment. The mayoral candidate was able to be in a position of leadership 

of the coalition, with the parties in the background, and the parties – PDS in particular – were 

restricted in their ability to compete on their own merits and air their distinctive identity even in 

the PR segment, constrained by their relationship to the coalition that lay behind the ‘presidential’ 

race for mayor. For the national election, on the other hand, it was the PR segment that cast a 

shadow over the majoritarian segment. There was no ‘presidential’ race, which meant that nobody 

had to be awarded the status of real leader of the coalition, or allowed to personify the coalition as 

could a mayoral candidate. In fact, the party leaderships committed the strategic error of not even 

naming the person likely to become PM in the event of victory. Both the majoritarian and PR 

segments were for seats in parliament, which meant that there was nothing like the difference in 

significance – government versus representative body – that the two segments had at municipal 

level. And the candidates in the majoritarian collegi were pawns of the coalition parties’ 

‘proportionalisation’ operation, formally representing the coalition but effectively representing 

their parties almost as explicitly as the candidates in the PR segment did.  

 

In this environment, the national party leadership did not face the same kind of visibility 

problems that, I have argued, the federation leadership did in local politics. In the national arena, 

there was no question of the parties and their leaders being relegated to the background with 

respect to a leader of the coalition, and parties were in control of both segments of elections. 

Furthermore, it remained the norm for the national leaders of all parties to seek maximum 

visibility in the media, through which to convey their party’s line and identity as distinct from that 

of the coalition. 

 

The discussion of the two elections has shown that the federation entered a radically new and 

challenging environment in the Second Republic. It did so, as we have seen, while in a troubled 

internal state, having remained trapped in the aftermath of the divisions over the svolta and Il 

Ponte-PCI. We can now turn again to the internal situation and the change of federation 

leadership, after those elections, which was to allow the federation to finally recover from that 

crisis. 
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4.4 An end to the internal crisis 

 

As we have seen, the experiment with an unorthodox federation secretary in Zennaro reflected a 

compromise internally and desire to present a credible new face externally, rather than a genuine 

attempt at innovation in the organisation. It therefore only accentuated the internal strife. This in 

turn hampered the federation in its efforts to tackle the new challenges of coalition politics. After 

the national election Zennaro resigned and, at the extraordinary congress in February 1995, 

Vianello became the new secretary.  

 

Vianello was proposed as secretary by De Piccoli and Vanni. Vianello had been one of their 

preferred candidates for the position at the Nineteenth Congress and again in June 1992, but ruled 

out then by the opposing factions (Interview: Vanni 1997a). By February 1995 the factional war 

had attenuated considerably, according to several interviewees’ accounts, partly because some of 

those in the minority groups had abandoned the party altogether or, at least, active participation in 

leadership organs (Interviews: Bonagiunti 1997; Vianello 1996b). It was also clear by then that 

the uncertainty following Zennaro’s resignation needed to be overcome. 

 

Vianello had had a classic preparation in leadership in the PCI and been a functionary and 

member of the Secretariat from 1985 to 1991, his last party role being that of municipal union 

secretary. After the Twentieth Congress he had returned to a non-party job and resigned from the 

Secretariat, fed up by the way the political debate in the federation had degenerated into factional 

battles and personal antagonisms.192 He therefore described his nomination for federation 

secretary in 1995 as “being called back into service” (Interview: Vianello 1996b). 

 

According to Vianello, he had been asked to take the leadership because of his commitment to the 

centrality of the party organisation. As he said, “I don’t believe in light parties. A party can’t be 

light. A party has an apparatus, mechanisms, procedures”.193 He claimed that the membership 

needed a strong sense of identity and belonging, or it would go elsewhere. And, in the PDS, 

“whether anyone like[d] it or not … for some years the chromosomes of its identity [were] going 

                                                           
192 Vianello had continued to be an active municipal councillor, involved in council committees. 
193 Of Zennaro’s leadership, Vianello said: “He came from ARCI and therefore had an association-like 
vision of the party… the associations and cultural clubs are organised in a different way … The problem 
was that he no longer held the party together. I insist on this, when you decide to be a party, regardless of 
its ideological camp, it’s organised in a certain way. Otherwise there is disintegration and above all a loss 
of identity” (Interview: Vianello 1996b). 
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to be those of the PCI”, and that meant an identity linked to the history and organisation of the 

PCI (Interview: Vianello 1996b). 

 

For one outside observer who closely followed developments in the PDS, this change of 

leadership was a clear case of restoration of the old, closed conception of the party organization. 

This interviewee claimed “[Zennaro] gave more of an idea of openness … to those who did not 

come from the PCI” while the choice of Vianello meant “we’re back to the party machine, those 

who’ve always worked inside it… He has that mentality, the defence of the organism from 

foreign bodies” (Interview 1997). 

 

In this sense the shift from Zennaro to Vianello can be seen as parallel to that from Occhetto to 

D’Alema at national level, in mid 1994.194 As D’Alema admitted, he was seen as an apparatus 

man who would restore the importance of the organisation to the party’s identity: “According to 

various commentators, my election was evidence of the cadres’ desire to recover a ‘strong’ 

identity. … I was expected, as secretary, to guard the party-fortress” (1995, p.6). Comments by 

Zennaro and Vianello suggest they saw the parallel themselves: 

I looked to a more veltroniano party than a dalemiano one. Certainly D’Alema provided 
more guarantees for those who saw the party in a truly organised form, with greater 
rigour, more party-like (Interview: Zennaro 1997). 
I felt myself to be fully at home in the PDS only when D’Alema was elected leader and 
there was the declaration that there was a party (Interview: Vianello 1996b). 

 

The extraordinary congress did signal a new start for the party internally, beyond the facts of 

electing a new Federation Committee and federation secretary. According to local newspaper 

reports, the lines of division were different from those of the congresses of the svolta five and 

four years earlier. This time the majority and minority were both transverse to the old right-

centre-left factions. The majority, which claimed to have 80% of the 310 delegates, was led by 

Vanni, Vianello and the migliorista Varisco, while the minority – known as the “group of 40” – 

brought Zennaro and other members of the centre together with exponents of the left such as 

Sprocati. The substance of the division was not the choice of federation secretary or party strategy 

or alliances; the minority’s claim was simply for greater internal democracy and collegiality in 

the federation leadership in future (Pellicani 1995a; 1995c). Amleto Rigamonti (one of the group 

of 40 and a member of the Resistance generation) was reported as saying “on one side there’s still 

                                                           
194 Occhetto resigned in June 1994 and, after a short contest between his deputy, D’Alema, and the then 
director of l’Unità, Veltroni, D’Alema was elected in his place. 
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a top-down conception of the party, on the other the will to finally inaugurate pluralism in the 

PDS” (Pellicani 1995b). 

 

From Vianello’s description of his intentions as secretary, three main concerns can be identified. 

Reasserting the importance of the party organisation was evidently his first priority: “It was 

necessary, after a period of difficulty, to reconstruct a political presence…. to put things together 

again… All my first actions were about reasserting the existence of the party”. The second 

concern, a consequence of the first, was to recover a climate of serenity and unity, through 

acceptance of internal differences. Vianello stressed the party had to move on to understanding 

that it was normal for there to be differences of opinion, that these were essential for change 

(Interview: Vianello 1996b).195

 

Vianello’s third major concern was to establish a strong relationship with Massimo Cacciari, on 

the basis of reciprocal autonomy. He emphasised that the local party needed its own strong 

identity, distinct from Cacciari’s. This was not just because Cacciari was the mayor and the PDS 

a supporting party. It was also related to Vianello’s concern that the PDS be a mass party: a party 

that expressed the ideas of its body of members rather than just a few intellectuals – not the kind 

of ‘light party’ seen as dear to Cacciari (Interview: Vianello 1996b).  

 

As for Cacciari: his comments as key guest speaker at the extraordinary congress suggest a 

certain resignation to the way the party had developed. He was reported as opening his speech 

with the words “well it seems we are destined to be together” (Pellicani 1995c). This was 

something like the attitude he had expressed in interview in early 1993: the PDS was what he had 

to work with, so he had to deal with it as it was rather than as he would like it to be.  

 

In practical terms, leadership was to be easier for Vianello than it had been for Zennaro. The 

worst of the financial crisis had passed and he could be paid full-time, as well as the functionary 

responsible for organisational matters. The judicial emergency was also over: investigations by 

Nordio and the Clean Hands team did not get anywhere, nor were they extended to other 

members of the federation. 

                                                           
195 Vianello said: “We have to get used to the idea that in such a complex world it’s right, it’s logical and 
natural to see things differently. … We’re reconstructing the identity of the left, not just in Italy, but in the 
whole of Europe, after the defeat of the 1980s … We have to learn how to live together… because the left 
is changing so rapidly … The necessary condition for change is that there be differing opinions” (Interview: 
Vianello 1996b). 
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To sum up, with the election of Vianello the determination to maintain the familiar type of party 

organisation and restore cohesion prevailed over any lingering expectation of opening it up 

through new types of relationship with the rest of the left. The leadership change also signalled a 

confirmation of where the real power in the federation lay: with De Piccoli, Vanni and those 

around them. The person occupying the secretary’s position was once again explicitly a product 

of that group and the federation’s history in the 1980s. The phrase “return to the fundamentals” 

used by one interviewee (cited above) in reference to Vanni’s approach to the extraordinary 

congress therefore seems particularly apt. It was a return to the importance of the party 

organisation that had produced these leaders and a return to certainty as to who was in control. In 

this light it is logical that the internal opposition had changed in nature and was now focused on 

the problem of transparency and collegiality in management of the federation. 

 

4.5 Conclusion 

 

The implementation of the Progressive alliance strategy in the new context provided an 

opportunity for recovery from the low point the local party had reached after the PCI-PDS 

transformation. However, due to a combination of internal and external constraints, the party 

started coalition life in a defensive position. 

 

For the municipal election in 1993, the PDS was not in a position to claim the mayoral 

candidature, largely due to a perceived problem of legitimacy in the eyes of the general public. 

This was due to the climate of anti-party sentiment at the time, the expectations vested in the 

majoritarian system and the availability of a non-party individual with suitable credentials in 

Cacciari. However, the party was also hampered by the ongoing legacy of the crisis over the 

svolta: in a state of internal disunity, with a federation secretary lacking in authority, and subject 

to interventions by its national leadership, it did not look like a serious contender for the 

leadership role in the local coalition forces and government. The same factors, combined with the 

visibility constraints in the mixed electoral system, also limited the party’s ability to improve its 

vote share in the PR segment beyond the few percentage points it did gain.  

 

In the lead-up to the national election in 1994, the local party’s problem of legitimacy was 

exacerbated by the corruption investigations involving members of the federation leadership 

group. This also aggravated internal tensions and those between the federation and the national 
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leadership, as the federation felt undermined by Occhetto’s decisions. Far from taking the lead in 

the coalition, it was unable to gain even a fair share of the candidatures. 

 

Cacciari, on the other hand, gained in both credibility and visibility as an individual player in the 

Second Republic, at each of these elections. While the parties, and especially the PDS, had to 

adapt to the constraints of coalition life, he was able to exploit the fruits thereof. It was Cacciari 

who appeared as leader and cohesive element of the Progressive coalition for the municipal 

election, not the party that coordinated coalition negotiations and the definition of its programme, 

mobilised the bulk of the campaign workers and accounted for most of the coalition’s votes. Then 

he was able to further enhance his own visibility, and legitimacy as extraneous to party behaviour, 

by leading the critique of the national progressive forces after the national election. He 

accompanied his haranguing of the parties with a proposal that, not surprisingly, envisaged the 

revival of the left from the bottom up, based on local successes. 

 

In sum, while the local party was weak anyway for its own reasons, and Cacciari had the 

credentials to be in a strong position in local politics in his own right, the combined effects of 

anti-party sentiment and the new electoral system served to accentuate this contrast and ensure 

the party a subordinate position. The local party therefore started out its coalition life in the 

Second Republic in a competitive environment that was, arguably, more restrictive than that faced 

by the national leadership with respect to national institutions. Both the local and national 

leaderships had to deal with intra-coalition competition, but the national leadership was not at risk 

of being overshadowed by an individual in the guise of leader of the coalition. The move into 

coalition politics also brought the local leadership new motives for internal division and for 

intervention by the national leadership, which was concerned to ensure coalition obligations in 

the national arena were met. 

 

The success for the coalition in Venice was not a significant enough victory for the local PDS 

itself to bring it out of the crisis it had been in since the svolta. Instead such recovery was 

eventually initiated by internal developments, with Vianello taking over the federation leadership 

in early 1995. This had the character of a restoration: it brought the promise of a renewed 

confidence and cohesion for the organisation and continuity with the PCI in the leadership group. 

Vianello was also determined to build the party’s autonomy from Cacciari externally. 
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Vianello’s determination to strengthen the party organisation – banishing the spectre of a ‘light 

party’, which had hovered over the federation during Zennaro’s leadership – meant Cacciari 

would have to accept that there was not going to be any complete break with the past such as he 

had continued to urge upon the PDS. On the other hand, it practically ensured there was no 

prospect of the PDS managing to unite the left in or around itself. The environment rewarded the 

independence of individuals like Cacciari, and there was no incentive for them to consider 

entering a party, let alone one proud of its organisation. 

  

However, the environment was about to change again with the shift to centre-left coalitions. The 

Venetian federation was to implement the new alliance strategy much more unified and behind an 

authoritative leader, and, most importantly, in a phase in which it was possible to speak of a 

‘return of the parties’. How it fared is the subject of the next chapter.  
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CHAPTER 5 OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS IN THE CENTRE-LEFT 

COALITIONS 

 

In the words of one interviewee, the centre-left alliance strategy “overturned that climate of 1994” 

(Interview: Rizzato 1997). This new alliance strategy, much more than the Progressive Alliance, 

allowed the PDS to reap the benefits of coalition politics in the environment created by the 

demise of the old configuration of parties and the changed electoral systems. The PDS’s chief 

partner was now a part of the ex-DC, known first as Bianco’s Popolari (after its leader Gerardo 

Bianco) and subsequently the PPI. After success beyond expectations at sub-national elections in 

April 1995, the centre-left coalition went on to win national government in 1996, as the Olive 

Tree, with the external support of the PRC. The PDS was then finally able to hold its Second 

Congress, early in 1997, and take stock of its position and its future as the major party in national 

government. The six-year gap since the previous full national congress was explained by the 

permanent state of emergency the party had been operating in, given the restructuring of the party 

system and national elections every two years (1992, 1994, 1996). 

 

For the Venetian federation the centre-left strategy brought a season of coalition successes. The 

party took on heavy commitments in municipal governments throughout the province in 1995, as 

well as being returned to provincial government. Four MPs were elected for the party in the 

province’s collegi in 1996 and Vianello appointed deputy mayor of Venice municipality when 

Cacciari was re-elected in November 1997. However, the party’s own vote share in PR segments 

did not show a substantial improvement, and it was still unable to gain leadership status in the 

coalition, or any of the plum coalition candidatures in the sub-national competitions. 

 

In this chapter I analyse the local party’s behaviour in the new coalition environment, particularly 

in relation to the trends in those years of a “return of the parties” (Di Virgilio 1996) and the 

personalisation of the mayoral role. In seeking to explain the party’s behaviour and its outcomes, 

I focus on the external constraints operating on it and argue that, in the competitive environment 

the Venetian federation worked in, the PDS was particularly subject to coalition life as a 

“straitjacket” (D’Alimonte 1997, p.148).196

 

                                                           
196 Analysing the approach taken to the 1996 elections by the combined national leaderships of the parties, 
D’Alimonte (1997, p.148) described both the centre-left and centre-right coalitions as being like a 
straitjacket for their component parties, each of which was anxious and impatient to ensure its own 
visibility and independence from the coalition. 
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In section 5.1, I outline the key developments in the implementation of the centre-left coalition 

for the four main contests faced by the federation – one at each level – in the first years of the 

centre-left alliance strategy. I highlight the principal tensions in the construction of the alliance: 

among the various parties at local and regional level; between those parties and local independent 

committees supporting the alliance; and between the local parties and the combined national 

leaderships. 

 

In the subsequent sections I interpret these developments. First, in section 5.2, I examine the 

coalition’s characteristics and behaviour at sub-national level, and the local PDS’s view of the 

coalition, which I present as manifestations of a ‘return of the parties’. In section 5.3 I then argue 

that, in that context of the ‘return of the parties’, the local PDS’s continuing inability to assume 

leadership of the coalition or claim its principal candidatures was no longer based on any 

supposed lack of legitimacy for First-Republic parties, but primarily on the coalition partners’ 

determination not to concede the PDS leadership status. I also attribute the party’s ongoing 

difficulties in acquiring visibility to the kind of coalition that developed out of the parties’ 

adaptation to the new electoral systems and their recovery of the control of politics. Finally, in 

section 5.4, I examine the election in Venice municipality in 1997 and claim that, in that context 

in particular, although the party’s position was much strengthened with respect to 1993, its 

personnel still suffered a specific visibility problem as the legacy of the retreat to the background 

in 1992-1994, compounded by the personalisation of local government roles in the meantime. 

 

5.1 In the centre-left alliance: new coalition dynamics and outcomes for the PDS 

 

From when he became PDS leader, D’Alema was intent on taking the party into a centre-left 

coalition including the PPI197, at the expense of close collaboration with the PRC. Having learnt 

from the defeat of the Progressive Alliance, D’Alema recognised the importance of identifying a 

candidate PM to represent the Olive Tree, and welcomed Prodi’s offer of himself in that role in 

February 1995. This time there was also an attempt to create some identity for the coalition 

beyond that of an aggregation of parties seeking to combine their shares of the electorate. Prodi 

                                                           
197 The creation of centre-left and centre-right alliances entailed a choice of camp on the part of the forces 
that had made up the centre coalition in 1993 and 1994. The PPI (as the DC had become in early 1994) split 
over this question. Shortly before the regional elections in April 1995, Gerardo Bianco, who favoured 
alliance to the left, successfully challenged the leadership of Rocco Buttiglione, who looked to the right. 
For the regional elections, ‘Bianco’s Popolari’ then joined forces with the PDS and smaller left-wing 
groups, while ‘Buttiglione’s Popolari’ joined the centre-right. Later, Bianco’s group was to resume use of 
the name PPI and Buttiglione to form the CDU, which remained in the centre-right alliance. 
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and his chosen deputy, the PDS’s Veltroni, went on two bus tours around the country, and, at 

Prodi’s instigation, numerous independent local committees formed as a support movement 

alongside the parties, under the banner “For the Italy we want” (Per l’Italia che vogliamo), but 

usually referred to as Prodi Committees. Meanwhile, D’Alema took the PDS through a Thematic 

Congress in July 1995, to ratify a shift in the party’s values and programmes that it was 

embracing along with the alliance strategy (Gilbert 1996, pp.107-109). 

 

The first major trial of the centre-left alliance was on 23 April 1995, when all fifteen ordinary-

statute regions went to the polls, along with 76 provinces and 5119 municipalities (Di Virgilio 

1996, p.65). The two most significant contests faced by the Venetian federation on that day were 

those for the regional and provincial governments198, both run for the first time under new 

electoral systems with a majoritarian and a PR segment199. The region was won by the centre-

right, not unexpectedly given the traditional weakness of the left in the Veneto. Within Venice 

province, on the other hand, the PDS found itself involved in the vast majority of municipal 

governments, as well as being returned to provincial government. However, the implementation 

of the alliance had not been easy. 

 

Prodi’s proposal for a movement of committees was taken up locally by Cacciari and many others 

still seeking an avenue for political activism and influence outside the parties. A committee in 

support of a centre-left alliance in the regional arena was formed immediately, and evidently with 

the expectation of playing the leading role. At a press conference on 20 February 1995, the main 

promoters of the committee, calling itself “Democrats and federalists for a new social pact for the 

Veneto”, included Cacciari, Gianclaudio Bressa (an ex-mayor of Belluno, from the left of the 

PPI) and Ugo Trivellato, another Venetian academic. Their aim was to present a credible and very 

prestigious presidential candidate for the region and they planned to hold a convention, bringing 

together political parties and representatives of economic and social groups, from which the name 

of that candidate would emerge (la Nuova Venezia 21 February 1995, ‘Patto per il Veneto’, p.12). 

                                                           
198 There were many municipal elections in the province on that day too. These were in the municipalities 
that had survived since 1990 without being forced to early elections like Venice municipality. 
199 The regional electoral law was passed on 23 February, thus confirming with only two months leeway the 
need to prepare for a majoritarian contest in what was effectively, if not formally, direct election of regional 
president. Under the new law, party tickets contested the PR segment for 80% of the seats in the regional 
council, on a province by province basis. Each party ticket was linked to a ticket in the majoritarian 
segment, usually representing a coalition, headed by the name of the person understood to be the regional 
presidential candidate. The ticket obtaining a relative majority in the majoritarian contest received the post 
of president and the remaining 20% of council seats to ensure creation of a clear majority (Di Virgilio 
1996, pp.58-60). 
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Cacciari stressed the need to base the alliance on programmes rather than negotiations among 

parties, and announced that the committee had already outlined key themes for a programme for 

the Veneto (Vitucci 1995d). 

 

That committee’s expectations went unfulfilled, as the parties showed no intention of sharing 

responsibility for decisions on the candidature and programme but negotiated them in meetings 

between party delegations. Those involved in the end were the PDS, that part of the PPI known as 

Bianco’s Popolari, the Greens, the Democrats’ Pact (Patto dei Democratici200), and several very 

small groups201 (Mazzaro 1995a; 1995b). The person eventually chosen was decidedly a party 

candidate: Ettore Bentsik, once mayor of Padua for the DC, who had left that party in March 1992 

and later joined the PPI.202

 

Forging the alliance appeared to be particularly problematic in the Veneto compared with other 

regions, due to the strength of the League and the consequent ambivalence of the Popolari. In that 

period, relations between the League, the PDS and the Popolari in the national arena were quite 

open: they had joined forces in bringing down the Berlusconi government at the end of 1994 and 

the possibility of the League joining a centre-left alliance for the expected national elections was 

not ruled out. In the Veneto, where the League was expected to do very well in the regional and 

provincial elections, the PDS and Popolari were both open to a three-way alliance, but the 

League was prepared to join only with the Popolari (Puricelli 1995a; 1995b). This gave the 

Popolari a pivotal position which they exploited in the various provincial contests, opting for a 

centrist coalition with the League in Treviso, Verona, Padua and Belluno, and a centre-left 

coalition with the PDS only in Venice, Rovigo and Vicenza (Corriere della Sera 25 April 1995, 

‘Le province del centro nord’).203 So, despite the agreement signed by the Veneto regional 

secretaries of the Popolari and PDS on 20 February in support of the project for a national centre-

                                                           
200 The Democrats’ Pact was made up of Segni’s group, AD and the ex-PSI fragment, Socialisti italiani, 
joining forces just for this election. 
201 These included the Social Christians (ex-DC), the PRI, and two ex-PSI parties (Mazzaro 1995a). 
202 Bentsik left the DC in March 1992, over the party’s choice of candidates for the national election that 
year and, more generally, in protest that his party was in the business of managing money and bribes rather 
than ideas and policies (la Nuova Venezia 7 April 1992, ‘«Tradite le attese dei cittadini»’, p.6). 
203 This preference for the League was peculiar to the Popolari in the Veneto. In the various provinces of 
Lombardy, where the League was also strong, the PDS-PPI alliance was effected at the first round, to the 
exclusion of the League, in seven of the eight provinces going to the polls The exception was Como where 
the PDS was with the League and the Popolari ran alone (Corriere della Sera 25 April 1995, ‘Le province 
del Centro Nord’). 
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left alliance behind Prodi (la Nuova Venezia 21 February 1995, ‘Patto per il Veneto’, p.12), the 

future of their relations at sub-national level was uncertain.204

 

The choice of Bentsik, and therefore the decision to go ahead with the alliance for the regional 

election, was evidently not made with great conviction, as his name only arose a couple of days 

before the deadline for lodging candidate names (Mazzaro 1995b), following a series of 

inconclusive meetings.205 The lateness of the decision then meant that the programme had to be 

put together, from the various parties’ individual documents, just as the campaign was about to 

open. Bentsik was easily defeated by FI’s Giancarlo Galan, a manager in Berlusconi’s company 

Publitalia (see Figure 12), and also attracted fewer votes than the sum of the votes to his 

supporting parties in the PR segment. This suggested that either he as a candidate or the idea of 

the centre-left coalition was not convincing the component parties’ electorates. The Venetian 

municipal union secretary, Pietragnoli, said it was later widely acknowledged in the local party 

that Bentsik, as a recycled DC politician, had not been a good choice to run against an FI 

businessman in the Veneto (Interview: Pietragnoli 2000).206

 

 

                                                           
204 The Greens also chose different partners in different provincial elections within the region. They joined 
the PDS in the provincial elections for Venice, Padua and Vicenza, but the Popolari and League in Verona, 
and ran alone in Rovigo and Treviso. 
205 By Bentsik’s own account of events (in Mazzaro 1995b), he only became even a potential candidate one 
day before his candidature was approved, when he was contacted by the provincial secretary of the 
Popolari in Padua to ask if they could propose him. At the meeting where his name was put forward, it was 
reported that the parties initially had little expectation of reaching agreement and were visited by Trivellato, 
Mario Carraro (president of the Industrialists’ Association) and the leaders of the CGIL and CISL, who 
urged them “not to be so crazy as to run separately” (Mazzaro 1995a). Another indicator of a certain lack of 
conviction was this comment from the Greens’ negotiator, Ivo Rossi: “at least with Bentsik he has ideas, 
even if questionable” (in Mazzaro 1995a).  
206 Pietragnoli described the situation in this way: “… a bad choice was made in Veneto by selecting a 
candidate like Bentsik, who was an ex-mayor of Padua for the DC. He was a candidate that … Veneto 
society interpreted as a conservative candidate, culturally conservative, while Galan, the FI candidate, was 
seen as a much more dynamic candidate, more capable of responding to the needs of Veneto society at the 
time” (Interview: Pietragnoli 2000). A commentator in Corriere della Sera (25 April 1995, ‘Il Polo 
promette: «Non marceremo su Venezia»’) saw a pattern in the defeat of Bentsik and his counterparts in 
Lombardy and Piedmont: public figures from the old DC who were recycled as centre-left candidates could 
not compete with the managers and entrepreneurs offered as a new breed by the centre-right. 
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Figure 12 Regional election in Veneto, 1995 

 
Presidential 
candidate 

Vote to 
candidate’s 

ticket 
 

Associated parties  
in PR segment 

 

Vote to  
parties a

Ettore Bentsik 32.3 Bianco’s Popolari, PDS, Greens,  
Democrats’ Pact (Segni Pact-AD-
Italian Socialists), PRI-Labourites, 
Social Christians, Other Socialists  
 

36.0 

Giancarlo Galan  38.3 FI-Polo popolare, AN, CCD 
 

38.3 

Alberto Lembo  17.5 Northern League 
 

16.7 

Paolo Cacciari 6.8 PRC 
 

5.0 

Giorgio Panto  3.7 New Italy-Autonomous League  
 

2.9 

Emilio Vesce  1.4 Pannella’s Reformers 
 

1.2 

a Total vote in PR segment to tickets linked to presidential candidate’s ticket in majoritarian 
segment 
 
Sources 
la Nuova Venezia 25 and 26 April 1995. 
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In the interests of establishing the alliance, the PDS displayed a great preparedness to step back 

from the principal candidatures for its first trials on that day. In the regional context, it accepted 

not only the awarding of the presidential candidature to the Popolari, for Bentsik, but also a 

disproportionately small share for itself of the other places on the coalition’s majoritarian 

ticket.207 The PDS had three out of twelve, while the Popolari also had three and the Democrats’ 

Pact four (Di Virgilio 1996, p.67).208 Yet the PDS was by no means the minor partner, even at 

regional level: it won more votes in the PR segment (16.5%) than the Popolari (10.7%) and 

Democrats’ Pact (4.3%) put together (Zannini 1996, p.25). 

 

More remarkable still was the fact that the PDS also ceded the provincial presidential candidature 

to the Popolari, for Luigino Busatto. This decision was arrived at despite the fact that the PDS 

provided the president in the outgoing provincial government, Anna Furlan (Vitucci 1995b), and 

proved far stronger in the PR segment than the combined centre groups. The PDS won 23.2%, the 

Popolari 6.6% and the Democrats’ Pact: 4.5% (la Nuova Venezia 26/4/1995, p.17). Busatto, who 

had been one of the founders of the PPI in the Veneto upon the demise of the DC (Pellicani 

1995d), won in the second round.209

 

The construction of the Olive Tree coalition in Venice for the national elections a year later saw 

significant conflict emerge over the control of decision making. This arose both between the local 

parties and the joint national leaderships and between the local independent committees and both 

levels of party leadership. In the long lead-up to the national elections, the alliance was 

characterised in Venice province by a very active supporting movement in the Prodi 

Committees210, its participants evidently undeterred by the sidelining of Cacciari’s committee 

earlier in the regional context. These committees, as one activist explained (Interview: Rosa 

Salva, M. 1997), garnered support for the coalition and Prodi’s candidature through information 

stalls and leafleting, organised public debates and Prodi’s visit to Venice, and contributed to the 

development of the programme.  

                                                           
207 These were for the bonus 20% of council seats that would be allotted to the coalition if it won. 
208 Such concessions were consistent with a national trend. The distribution of regional presidential 
candidatures and places on the majoritarian tickets over the fifteen regions was decidedly skewed in favour 
of the centrist part of the coalition (Di Virgilio 1996, pp.66-67). 
209 The electoral system for provinces shared the basic structure of that used for large municipalities, with 
direct election of the provincial president (through two rounds if necessary) and a PR segment for council 
seats (Di Virgilio 1996, p.60). 
210 Some of those involved flowed into the Committees from local groups they had formed several months 
earlier, in response to Cacciari’s proposal (referred to in chapter 4) for the anti-Berlusconi forces to 
organise themselves from below after the Progressives’ defeat in 1994 (Interview: Rosa Salva, M. 1997). 
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Initially, both the committees and the party leaders expressed optimism about the prospects for 

their collaboration. The first major gathering of the various committees in the province was held 

on 24 June 1995.211 One key speaker, the economist Ignazio Musu, argued that the committees 

must be the means to give an identity to the coalition beyond the separate identities of the parties, 

and that joint development of the programme could provide the basis for unity (la Nuova Venezia 

25 June 1995, ‘Ma quante facce ha l’«Italia che vogliamo»’, p.15). Ugo Trivellato, who had 

become provincial coordinator of the committees, expressed confidence that they would  play a 

crucial role212. Then at the PDS federation’s Thematic Congress, a week later, Vianello dedicated 

much of his secretary’s address to the question of relationships with the committees and the other 

parties at local level, and the need to give the electors the image of a real coalition. He was 

reported as saying the following, which presumably coincided largely with the expectations of the 

committees: 

We have to get to work immediately … on a common programme, collegio by collegio, 
political forces and Prodi Committees together. If we can’t find a common language we 
can’t win. And we have to do it through the programme and local issues … On the basis 
of this work it will be easier to identify candidates for the coalition later (in la Nuova 
Venezia, 1 July 1995, ‘Quercia chiama comitati Prodi’, p.16). 

 

However, according to two interviewees who were active in a committee in the centro storico and 

assisted Trivellato with the coordination in the province, no form of official collaboration 

eventuated between the committee movement and the local PDS leadership. While the 

committees embraced the opportunity to work on programme development to the full213, that 

                                                           
211 At the time there were 23 Committees in existence in the province, with a total of 1500 members (la 
Nuova Venezia 25 June 1995, ‘Ma quante facce ha l’«Italia che vogliamo»’, p.15). 
212 Trivellato said at the meeting: “The Committees are the embryo of unity. It is from the Committees that 
the contribution will come to enrich the programme with local, Venetian and regional issues that can be of 
national interest. It is from the Committees that the work will come to further the construction of the 
democratic coalition in the whole of the province”. Afterwards he commented: “It went well, there’s a great 
deal of enthusiasm. Representatives of all the parties came too. It is the first meeting like this but the 
message is clear: the Olive Tree is everyone’s tree” (in la Nuova Venezia 25 June 1995, ‘Ma quante facce 
ha l’«Italia che vogliamo»’, p.15). 
213 An interviewee active in the Committees in Venice explained the process. In September 1995 meetings 
were held in different parts of the country for a preview of the general lines of the Olive Tree programme 
and for discussion to contribute to the details. The meeting for the North-East was held in Bassano, on 16 
and 17 September, attracting over 500 participants. Prodi and the national party leaderships then called for 
a public discussion of the programme to be conducted in November and December, and the Venetian 
Committees organised seminars to that end on various themes (Interview: Rosa Salva, M. 1997). 
Arrangements were then made for “Primaries on the programme”, which required the Committees to sign 
up Olive Tree supporters and organise voting on the programme and election of delegates to a national 
Convention. When the Olive Tree’s “Theses for the definition of the policy platform” were officially 
presented on 7 December, Prodi described them as the fruit of a great popular discussion, through the 
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process was directed largely by Prodi. The contact with the party locally was limited to the 

participation of some ordinary party members and militants in the committees and their 

attendance at the committees’ public meetings (Interviews: Rosa Salva, M. 1997; Rosa Salva, G. 

1997). 

 

Despite Vianello’s earlier declaration about the candidatures, when the time came for decisions, 

the federation itself had little say and the local committees none at all. For the essence of 

implementing the coalition turned out to be, as in 1994, the ‘proportionalisation’ of the 

majoritarian segment. But this time the negotiations were conducted at national level, because of 

the complexity of the business of satisfying the fourteen Olive Tree components and the PRC and 

allowing a few collegi for Prodi appointees (Chiaramonte 1997, p.46). The deliberations at 

national level determined which seats went to each component in each province, and in many 

cases the name of the candidate as well: there were again various cases of candidates being 

‘parachuted from Rome’ into collegi with which they had no connection at all. Where the national 

leaderships did not give names, the local party organisations were free to fill their quotas as they 

saw fit.214 Within the PDS, the national leadership also controlled the PR segment to a great 

extent again, appropriating the top positions on the provinces’ party tickets as a safety net for its 

key people, in case they were defeated in their majoritarian collegi.215

 

For the Venetian PDS, its share of four of the ten candidatures216 in the province was an 

improvement on 1994, as it closely approximated the 43% share of the coalition’s vote that its 

ticket, called PDS- Sinistra europea (PDS-European Left), was to win in the PR segment in the 

province. And none of the four places was required to be given to the small components joining it 

                                                                                                                                                                             
successful mobilisation of “the best skills present in our society: those skills that until now a closed 
political system had left at the margins” (Prodi 1995b, p.13). 
214 The federation secretary in Vicenza at the time, Claudio Rizzato, described this as a completely 
centralised operation that the federations simply had to submit to, but admitted he did not see how it could 
have been conducted differently. Rizzato described the process from a provincial federation’s point of view 
as follows: “It was a convulsive process, in which it was never clear… In the end it was like this… partly 
because of the electoral system but mainly because the Olive Tree was composed of so many political 
parties in negotiation – there were no fewer than fourteen parties and groups – it was a matter of necessity, 
that of centralising the sharing out of the seats, that is, how many collegi had to be assigned to each party 
… As well as this there was another thing, even more tiresome. In some cases they even landed us with 
names. And we couldn’t even question them” (Interview: Rizzato 1997). 
215 The candidate at the top of the PR ticket for the Eastern Veneto area was Alfiero Grandi (la Nuova 
Venezia 18 March 1996, p.3), who had no obvious link with the local area. 
216 Of the ten majoritarian candidatures in Venice province, four were allocated to the PDS, one each to the 
Greens, PPI, PRC and Dini’s group, one to Mario Rigo, and one to Giorgio La Malfa, once national leader 
of the PRI and the only non-local candidate, now appearing in the ranks of one of the small centre groups. 
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on the ticket.217 These were the groups that were to join the PDS in co-founding the DS through 

the Cosa 2 operation that was expected to begin after the election. 

 

The federation filled those candidatures without consulting its coalition partners or the 

committees. Four long-serving cadres were chosen, including De Piccoli. They were all well 

known to the party membership, and three of them had been functionaries in the PCI (la Nuova 

Venezia 23 April 1996, p.13). They were also, however, all likely to be known to the coalition 

parties and the public, having been administrators in various municipalities.218

 

Within the leadership groups of the various PDS federations in the Veneto there were some 

objections to the candidate allocation process, but these concerned the control exercised by the 

national leaderships and the imposition of unwelcome candidates, rather than the practice of 

dividing the seats among the parties or the exclusion of the committees (eg Genovese 1996, p.93; 

Interviews: Rizzato 1997; Scaboro 1997).219 There were also, however, some protests in Venice 

from the party’s rank and file, concerning the principles by which candidatures were 

established.220

 

The main revolt within the coalition ranks in general was over the ‘parachuted’ candidature of 

Giorgio La Malfa, who was likely to be unacceptable to committees and party rank and file alike, 

wherever he was placed. He had been convicted of illegal party financing activities in 1993 when 

national leader of the PRI (Bianchin 1994) and was now representing one of the small centre 

                                                           
217 Joining the PDS on the ticket were the Unitary Communists (a splinter group from PRC), the Social 
Christians, the Network and the Labourites. 
218 The four were: Cesare De Piccoli; Paolo Peruzza, who had been an administrator in Venice in the early 
1980s and senator in 1992-1993 and 1995; Bruno Cazzaro, who had been an administrator in Mira in the 
1970s and then in Chioggia; and Marcello Basso, a teacher who had been mayor of San Stino di Livenza 
for some years (Vitucci 1996d; Dinello 1996).  
219 The functionary responsible for organisational matters in the regional leadership, Scaboro, said in 
interview (1997) he wished to see the centralised decision making abandoned: “The decisions have to be 
made in the Veneto and the shares have to be in proportion to the relative strengths in the Veneto and then 
the various provinces, not a matter of Rome deciding on the division on their own and sometimes even the 
candidates… I know it’s difficult but it’s necessary to work in this way… It’s not as if we don’t understand 
at regional level how to satisfy the just expectations of the various parties, it’s not that. I think we know 
how to do things”. 
220 A group of women from across the left-right spectrum in the party wrote to the candidates and leaders of 
the Olive Tree parties protesting at the implication that the country could do without women in its 
institutions (la Nuova Venezia 15 March 1996, ‘«Dove pensate di andare..?»’). One party section in Mestre, 
Carpenedo-Bussuola, made a written submission critical of the preselection process used by the coalition 
and the PDS itself (Pellicani 1996d). 
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groups. Loud protests from all quarters221 came to nothing, as the PDS and PPI federations 

declared that they intended to obey the instructions received from Rome (la Nuova Venezia 16 

March 1996; Salin 1996). Meanwhile, there was apparently no way to find a candidature for 

Trivellato, to the great dismay of the committees, who saw him as the natural leader of the Olive 

Tree in the province. 

 

Although the committees disbanded in disillusionment222, the parties ran the campaign without 

them and in Venice province the Olive Tree-PRC alliance won nine of the ten majoritarian seats 

(see Figures 13 and 14), a complete reversal of the result in 1994.223 In the PR segment the PDS 

dropped back from second to third party in the province, with respect to 1994, with 18.3%, but 

returned to first position within Venice municipality, with 20.3% (see Figure 15). 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
221 The Committees appealed to Prodi, who responded that he was impotent in the face of the party 
leaderships, and Cacciari to Veltroni. The mayors of some towns located in La Malfa’s designated collegio 
announced their intention to run an alternative centre-left candidate, in competition with La Malfa, but were 
thwarted because that candidate could not legally be registered for the coalition without Prodi’s signature 
(Pellicani 1996e; Salin 1996). 
222 Gattinoni, a PDS militant who had been active in a Prodi Committee in Venice, said in interview (1996) 
that the Committees had “lost their inspiration”. The provincial coordinating group wrote letters of disgust 
to Prodi, Veltroni and the Olive Tree’s National Commission and boycotted the “National Meeting on the 
Programme” in Milan on 23 and 24 March (Trivellato 1996; Per l’Italia che vogliamo’ Committee, 
Provincial Coordination in Venice 1996). Prodi declared he was embarrassed by what had happened. 
Cacciari, Trivellato and others held a press conference in order to make a public statement that the Olive 
Tree had become just a sum of parties, nothing like the movement born around Prodi a year earlier, and 
needed to be reborn (Mazzaro & Pellicani 1996). 
223 The effects of the League’s decision to run alone, rather than with Berlusconi’s forces as in 1994, were 
particularly marked in this province. 
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Figure 13 National elections, 1996. Candidates for Olive Tree / PRC  

 
Collegio Candidate  Candidate’s  

party 
 

Chamber of Deputies:   
1. Venezia S. Marco Giovanni Castellani PPI 
2. Venezia-Mestre Cesare De Piccoli PDS 
3. Venezia-Mira  Franco Bonato PRC 
4. Mirano Giorgio La Malfa UD 
5. Chioggia Paolo Peruzza PDS 
6. San Dona’ Renato Bastianetto RI 
7. Portogruaro Marcello Basso PDS 
 
Senate: 

  

1. Venezia-Mestre Giorgio Sarto Greens 
2. San Dona’-Portogruaro Mario Rigo Auton. League 
3. Chioggia-Mirano-Mira Bruno Cazzaro PDS 
 
Source 
la Nuova Venezia 19 March 1996. 
 
 
 
Figure 14 National elections, 1996. Results in majoritarian collegi  
 
Collegio Olive Tree  

or PRC 
 

Freedom 
Alliance 

 

Northern 
League 

 
Chamber of Deputies:    
1. Venezia S. Marco 47.6 35.6 16.8 
2. Venezia-Mestre 46.1 34.5 19.4 
3. Venezia-Mira  41.5 33.0 25.5 
4. Mirano 36.8 30.7 32.5 
5. Chioggia 40.4 35.7 23.9 
6. San Dona’ 33.9 37.6 28.5 
7. Portogruaro 40.3 34.8 24.9 
 
Senate: 

   

1. Venezia-Mestre 44.9 32.7 17.6 
2. San Dona’-Portogruaro 38.5 32.2 23.5 
3. Chioggia-Mirano-Mira 40.4 30.4 23.6 
 
Note 
Winner’s result shown in bold 
 
Source 
la Nuova Venezia 23 April 1996. 
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Figure 15 Election results within Venice municipality, 1993-1997 
 
 

Party Municipal 
election 

1993 

National 
election 

1994 
 

National 
election 

1996 
 

Municipal 
election 

1997 

PDS a 20.6 21.3 20.3 23.2 
PRC 6.5 7.8 10.4 8.6 
Greens 6.0 6.5 4.3 8.1 
Network 1.2 - - - 
PSI / Socialist Progress b 3.5 2.3 - 2.8 
AD-Alliance Ven-Mestre 1.3 - - - 
Toward PPI / PPI c 12.3 12.6 6.1 9.5 
RI - - 5.9 - 
Pact for Venice and Mestre 3.0 - - - 
Auton. League in Venetod 5.1 2.2 - 7.4 
Northern League 29.9 14.2 17.6 11.0 
FI - 25.6 20.1 11.3 
CCD-CDU-Segni Pact - - 3.5 3.4 
MSI / MSI-DN / AN 3.4 7.2 11.8 8.5 
a In 1997: PDS and others, as “Democratic and Labour Left for Venice” 
b In 1997: Reformist Socialists for Venice 
c In 1997: PPI-RI-UD as “Democrats for Venice and Mestre” 

d In 1997: Veneto North-East 
 
Note 
Not all small parties shown. 
 
Sources 
la Nuova Venezia 23 November 1993 for 1993; la Nuova Venezia 30 March 1994 for 1994; la 
Nuova Venezia 18 November 1997 for 1996 and 1997. 
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The next significant election for the federation was in Venice municipality in November 1997, 

when the centre-left coalition was finally implemented in the city – the PPI having remained in 

opposition throughout Cacciari’s first government, despite his efforts to include it. This time there 

was no trace of the committees, and the national leadership intervened only in support of the 

federation’s own line. However, that line was for re-election of Cacciari rather than a candidate of 

its own. 

 

As Cacciari had been declaring for over a year that he would not stand for re-election, for much 

of that time the question of his successor was a foremost concern of the coalition parties. It 

became a matter of public debate in November 1996 when the person widely considered the 

likely candidate, Paolo Costa, was put out of the running by being appointed Minister of Public 

Works by Prodi (Vitucci 1996a). Costa, who had been a close collaborator with Cacciari in the 

‘Idea of Venice’ project, was vice chancellor of Ca’ Foscari University and close to the PPI. 

 

From then on, the strategy of the PDS federation leadership was to seek to persuade Cacciari to 

stand again and with the backing of a full centre-left alliance of Olive Tree parties and PRC.224 

Cacciari held out for many months, during which time the local parties met at times to discuss the 

programme and the characteristics required in the mayoral candidate, while avoiding names. 

When Cacciari finally conceded it was, according to interviewees, because the local PDS, 

supported by D’Alema and Prodi, had convinced him that there was otherwise a risk of losing 

Venice to the secessionist League, which turned the election into a battle of national significance 

(Interviews: Martella 2000; Pietragnoli 1997c).225

 

                                                           
224 At the federation’s Second Congress in January 1997, Vianello (1997b, p.7) made this appeal to Cacciari 
a key point of his secretary’s address: “The figure of Massimo Cacciari is too important for the left in the 
Veneto… for us not to be interested in his political destiny. For this reason we have insisted and continue to 
insist on his recandidature as mayor of Venice, as many other political and social forces are also doing at 
present. In addition to the affection we feel for Massimo Cacciari, evidenced by a dozen resolutions voted 
in our sections inviting him to stand again, Massimo has the great strength of holding together in the Olive 
Tree forces that otherwise might go elsewhere, rendering government of Venice more difficult. It is a 
question of opening a new administrative cycle that, on the basis of evident continuities, as well as 
necessary programmatic innovations, will allow the Olive Tree and the PRC – because such must be the 
new coalition – to direct the future of the city”. 
225 The background to this was a general acceleration of tension over the League’s secessionism in Italy in 
1997, and the League’s high level of support in Venice at the 1996 national election (29.9%). According to 
Pietragnoli, the armed occupation of the bell tower in St Mark’s Square (9 May 1997) by a group of radical 
secessionists, along with the big League demonstrations held that year, had radicalised the political 
situation, making it imperative not to lose the government of Venice to the League, as seemed possible at 
the time (Interview: Pietragnoli 1997c). In the event, however, the League’s mayoral candidate came third 
after Cacciari and the FI candidate. 
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At one point during Cacciari’s resistance to renomination, the Venetian PDS considered the 

possibility of offering an internal candidate but did not carry it through. The then municipal union 

secretary, Pietragnoli, recounted that discussions in the federation’s Executive and the municipal 

union’s Executive saw some members opposing the leadership’s line and arguing that it was time 

for the PDS to stop being overshadowed by Cacciari.226 All members of the two Executives – 120 

people in all – were then invited to put forward up to three names of possible PDS candidates, but 

very few did so, and even the highest scorer, Vianello, received only about thirty votes.227 The 

party then resumed its efforts at convincing Cacciari (Interview: Pietragnoli 1997c). 

 

While Cacciari enjoyed a clear first-round victory  and the supporting parties a good result overall 

(see Figure 16), none of the parties harnessed Cacciari’s success for itself in the PR segment. The 

vote to the PDS’s ticket was 2.6% higher than in 1993 (see Figure 15), but this could have been 

partly accounted for by its being a joint ticket with the four small Cosa 2 parties, which 

undoubtedly contributed some votes that in 1993 had gone to the Network, PRI or AD.228

 

                                                           
226 Pietragnoli reported, in interview (1997c): “opposing positions came out: a part of the party that said 
‘let’s continue to insist on Massimo Cacciari’ and a part that said ‘Massimo Cacciari won’t do it any more 
so let’s identify candidates inside the party who could do it ‘… There were those who said … ‘it’s time the 
PDS put up its own candidate to lead the city because the PDS’s weakness comes from relying on Massimo 
Cacciari’”. 
227 Vianello was followed by one of Cacciari’s administrators, Roberto D’Agostino, with about twenty 
votes, while a few went to each of Pellicani, De Piccoli and Marino Folin, an independent who later headed 
the party’s PR ticket for the council (Interview: Pietragnoli 1997c). 
228 The Greens, PRC and Mario Rigo all saw a comparable or bigger improvement in their PR vote too. 
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Figure 16 Mayoral election in Venice, 1997 

 
Mayoral candidate 1st  

round 
 

Supporting parties 

 
Vote to  
partiesa

Massimo Cacciari 64.6 PDS-Democratic Left-Labourites, 
PRC, Greens, PPI-RI-UD, Reformist 
Socialists, Veneto North-East 
 

59.6 

Mauro Pizzigati 20.7 FI, AN, CCD-CDU-Segni Pact 
 

23.2 

Giovanni Fabris 10.2 Northern League, Venice-the capital 
 

11.7 

Others 4.5  
 

5.4 

a Total vote in PR segment to tickets supporting candidate in first round. 
 
Source 
la Nuova Venezia 18 November 1997. 
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The coalition victory was particularly significant for the PDS because Vianello was appointed 

deputy mayor and so the federation officially gained a prominent role in the city’s government. 

Even though the party’s share of the vote in the federation’s territory remained around or just 

under 20%, comparable to that of the PCI in the far-off 1950s, the centre-left alliance strategy, 

now established at all levels of interest to the federation, had brought success at each level except 

that of regional government. 

 

Overall, however, the construction of the centre-left coalitions in the first two years had not run 

smoothly. It had been characterised by an initial lack of conviction on the part of the PPI, then a 

sidelining of the independent committees and centralised control by the national parties for the 

1996 election. This had left the local parties frustrated and many of the committees’ participants 

downright hostile. For the local PDS, there had also been the ongoing problem of not being 

accorded coalition leadership status or awarded plum coalition candidatures. Furthermore, the 

federation had shown itself unable or unwilling to propose a candidate of its own to succeed 

Cacciari in 1997. We can now turn to examine the significance of these developments, looking 

first at the ways in which a ‘return of the parties’ was manifested in the centre-left parties’ 

behaviour in local politics in general and the PDS’s approach to coalition relations in particular. 

 

5.2 The ‘return of the parties’ at sub-national level and the PDS’s view of the coalition 

 

Di Virgilio (1996) described a trend of the “return of the parties” as apparent at the 1995 regional 

elections, after the “de-party-isation” of the local contests of 1993 and 1994. He saw the trend as 

reflected particularly in the provisions of the regional electoral law, enacted shortly before the 

regional election.229 This return was confirmed by the state of play at the 1996 national election: 

on all sides it was clearly assumed that it was parties that made up the political system and 

controlled election strategy and candidate selection. The Olive Tree government, like the 

coalition, was a construction of the political parties involved. While Prodi was symbolically 

placed above the parties and closely identified with the programme, he was chosen by the parties 

and totally dependent on their support both before and after the election. D’Alema, who was 

largely responsible for the construction of the national centre-left alliance, was one of the most 

                                                           
229 Di Virgilio (1996, p.62) saw the regional electoral law of February 1995 as reflecting the fact that it was 
drawn up in a later stage of the Italian transition than the local and national electoral laws. By 1995 the 
parties were much better able to protect their interests and guarantee their own visibility than in 1993 and 
there had been something of a recomposition of a party political equilibrium. 
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vocal defenders of the centrality of political parties and the need for the PDS to have a strong, 

stable, territorial organisation (Massari and Parker 1999 pp.62-63). 

 

In Venice, the centre-left parties enacted the ‘return of the parties’, through the formation of 

coalitions for each level of election in 1995, 1996 and 1997, tackling these elections in a greatly 

changed manner with respect to the municipal election in Venice in 1993. The parties’ reassertion 

of their centrality and control over decision making on the centre-left side of the spectrum was 

manifested in three key aspects of the coalition’s operation. 

 

First, in what was ever more clearly the coalition’s core business – that of candidate selection – it 

had once again become acceptable to run party exponents, including those with a career in the 

First Republic, even for the genuine majoritarian competitions in sub-national elections. (The 

special case of the mayoral contest in Venice will be discussed below). This was evident in the 

coalition’s choice of Bentsik and Busatto for the regional and provincial presidential candidatures 

– both from the PPI and, in Bentsik’s case, with a conspicuous career in the DC in the First 

Republic, given that his public roles had included the mayorship of Padua in the 1980s. 

 

Second, there was a return to the First-Republic practice of choosing municipal and provincial 

administrators through negotiation involving party leaderships, despite the provision in the 

electoral law for the mayor or provincial president to decide alone, as Cacciari had done in 1993.. 

The return to party-negotiated appointments was particularly noticeable in the formation of 

Busatto’s provincial government in May 1995. Busatto initially declared his intention to receive 

proposals from the parties but not be minimally constrained by them, apart from the pre-electoral 

agreement that the outgoing president, the PDS’s Anna Furlan, should become his deputy 

(Pellicani 1995e; Seccarello 1995b). However, he found himself mired in a long series of 

negotiations and forced to consider not only the parties’ submissions but those of their factions.230 

There was even discussion of how to get around a provision in the province’s statute which 

precluded from administrators’ positions any non-elected candidates in the PR segment, in order 

to meet the Greens’ requirement of a job for one of their local leaders (Seccarello 1995c, 1995d). 

Cacciari also made a straightforward party-political appointment when expanding his government 

team in 1996, by including the federation secretary of the PRC, Giuseppe Santillo231 (Interview: 

                                                           
230 Busatto was reported as saying “Inside the parties there are tensions too, and legitimate requests for 
representation by components, but they cannot all be met” (Seccarello 1995c). 
231 According to another PRC leader, Paolo Cacciari (Interview 1997), this was in response to pressure on 
Massimo Cacciari from the PRC to explicitly recognise that party’s contribution to his majority in council. 
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Cacciari, P. 1997). Then, following his re-election in 1997, Cacciari negotiated with the parties 

over the composition of his second government, and appointed three new government members 

proposed by their parties, as well as Vianello (Vitucci 1997d, 1997e).232

 

The third manifestation that the parties were reclaiming control of political activity was their 

response to the significant new development of the Prodi Committees: excluding them not just 

from candidatures but from consideration as effectively part of the coalition. While taking 

advantage of the committees’ contribution – in creating an identity for the alliance as based on a 

movement from below, and building support for it in the long lead-up to the 1996 national 

election – the parties circumscribed their role in decision making to that of providing input in the 

formulation of the programme. 

 

According to a committee activist (Interview: Rosa Salva, M. 1997), the local party leaderships 

had intended the Olive Tree as nothing more than an arrangement among themselves, right from 

the start. She said the party leaders had shown no interest in establishing a strategy for 

cooperation between the parties and committees; nor had they taken initiatives of their own to 

engage with the public as the committees were seeking to do. She understood from PDS members 

that there had been some objection to this within the sections but the conflict had been low-key 

and kept internal to the party. 

 

It was particularly clear that the committees and the parties attributed totally different meanings 

to the coalition candidatures for the national election. For the committees, there was an 

expectation that the Olive Tree would bring a renewal of politics through citizens’ direct 

participation, and therefore a renewal of the political leadership class in the form of candidates 

chosen as representatives of the coalition as a whole. Prodi (1995b, p.13) had spoken of the 

committee movement as an opportunity to “help a new leadership class emerge”, made up of 

individuals chosen for their commitment to implementing the programme and its values. A letter 

from Trivellato (1996) to the province’s committees after the candidatures had been finalised set 

out such hopes and his disillusionment concerning what had transpired instead: 

We showed that it is possible to change the forms of political participation… We saw the 
Olive Tree grow as a grand coalition of democrats: an alliance between parties able to 
overcome their old identities … and movements of citizens engaged directly, without 
going though the parties … With respect to this vision, however, the attitudes over 
candidatures, and the choices made … brought an abrupt step backwards. … In the end, 

                                                           
232 Cacciari kept the three PDS administrators he had chosen independently in 1993 in his second 
government, rather than replacing them with party appointments. 
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nothing has come of what it was reasonable to hope for (because it had been 
authoritatively anticipated by the top national leaders, in view of the aim of “making a 
new leadership class emerge for this difficult phase in the country”) and was the reason 
for which many people had got involved in the Olive Tree. 

 

From the parties’ perspective, however, their approach to allocating candidatures made perfect 

sense: what mattered was the chunk of electorate, however small, that any single component of 

the crowded party space contributed to the coalition’s support. Since the committees were 

associated with the alliance as a whole, rather than a distinct fraction of it – and in fact believed in 

the coalition more than the parties did – they counted for nothing in the operation of apportioning 

candidatures: Trivellato or any other representative of the committees was not the owner of a slice 

of votes that might go elsewhere. On the other hand, La Malfa had to be accommodated, or might 

offer his parcel of votes, nation-wide, to Berlusconi’s alliance. Similarly, according to this logic, 

it was necessary to offer a seat to Mario Rigo if his tiny party (Autonomous League in the 

Veneto) attracted a share of the vote that would otherwise go to the League. 

 

Furthermore, it made sense to each local party to pursue its own interests in filling its allocated 

candidatures. Although the candidates were to represent the coalition, there was no perceived 

requirement to choose people with broad appeal like the coalition candidates for mayor, 

provincial president and regional president. It was assumed that all coalition parties would 

campaign for them and their voters cast their ballot faithfully. So, the main concern could be who 

the local leadership wished to reward and to see representing the party in the parliament. 

 

But the exclusion of the committees also made sense to the PDS, in particular, precisely because 

this was a movement created as an avenue for people who wanted to count politically “without 

going through the parties” (Trivellato 1996). After all, the first committee formed, in view of the 

regional election, had intended to take charge of the selection of presidential candidate through a 

convention. To the party leadership the committees undoubtedly appeared as yet another 

incarnation of the non-party left – like the clubs at the time of the svolta, and Cacciari and others 

after the Progressives’ defeat in 1994 – which sought to influence the PDS while remaining 

outside it. Evidently the PDS (like the other parties) was quite prepared to alienate this movement 

and sacrifice its support, having its own membership to count on in the campaign anyway. 

 

A further observation to be made on the ‘return of the parties’ concerns Cacciari’s situation in 

relation to the coalition and parties. By 1997 he appeared less like the leader of the local coalition 
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than in 1993, after having launched an independent regional committee that was ignored in 1995 

and then negotiated party appointments to his second government. Nevertheless, he and the other 

mayors elected in those years enjoyed much greater freedom from the parties than Prodi did at 

national level. The local parties could not negotiate themselves a new coalition in the council 

behind a different mayor, as the national parties eventually did when replacing Prodi in late 1998. 

The mayor’s independence was partly owed to the provisions of the electoral law, intended to 

protect a mayor from fickle supporting parties, but also to the status and authority derived from 

direct election by the public, as discussed in the previous chapter.  

 

Furthermore, the electoral arrangements meant that the strength of support a mayor enjoyed 

independently of the parties could be exactly measured, and in Cacciari’s case it was very high. 

About 34% of those voting for him in 1997 chose not to vote for any of his supporting parties – 

particularly noteworthy considering the range of six options to choose from in the party line-up of 

tickets in the PR segment.233 While this was a period of high visibility for all the twenty-four 

incumbent mayors who were up for re-election in provincial capital cities, Cacciari scored third 

highest of this group on the ‘personalisation index’ calculated by Baldini and Legnante (1998, 

p.57).234

 

It was therefore clear that, even if the parties saw the coalition as being no more than the sum of 

its component parties, much of the coalition’s electorate felt differently. Those who voted for 

Cacciari as mayor but did not select a party ticket clearly approved of the programme that the 

parties were largely responsible for, and their choice of candidate, but withheld their vote from 

those parties. Certainly, the disillusioned Prodi Committee activists could have found little to 

reconcile them to the PDS or allies in the approach to the municipal election, which saw, once 

again, all negotiation and decision making in the hands of the parties’ leadership groups. 

However, the committee participants were not an organised force that could harness votes in 

effective competition with the parties. 

                                                           
233 At municipal elections a voter could choose 1) just a party ticket (taken to be a vote also for the mayor 
to whom the ticket is linked); 2) just a mayor; 3) a mayor and a ticket linked to her/him; or 4) a mayor and a 
ticket not linked to her/him. Cacciari received 39,880 votes just for him and no party ticket (or for him and 
one of the tickets not linked to him), on top of the 76,860 votes for the tickets linked to him (Zannini 1998, 
p.265). 
234 The personalisation index was calculated as the ratio of votes for the mayoral candidate only to total 
votes for the supporting tickets. Cacciari’s personalisation index was 51.9, well ahead of Rutelli (34.6) in 
Rome, Orlando (35.7) in Palermo, Bianco (26.7) in Catania and Bassolino (19.9) in Naples. The only cities 
in which the incumbent mayor had a higher score were Alessandria (60.4) and Caltanisetta (81.0) (Baldini 
& Legnante 1998, p.57). 
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So, overall, the coalition remained the creation of the parties, at local level as much as national 

level. The parties’ behaviour indicated that, for them, the coalition and coalition candidatures 

were just a necessary invention for winning elections in the new system. The lack of any real 

identity for the coalition itself is attested to by the fact that, in this period, its boundaries had to be 

determined anew for each election. For example, in 1995 at regional level the League was courted 

and the PRC snubbed, but in 1997 in Venice municipality the League was the main enemy and 

the PRC an essential ally. 

 

The move to national government meant that the coalition was likely to last for some time, unlike 

the Progressive Alliance, and the question of how the PDS viewed its relations with the other 

parties had to be addressed. This was especially significant because the main coalition partner had 

become the PPI, a piece of the ex-DC – the chief antagonist of the past and the party that had 

been accustomed to dominating politics in the Veneto (and even in Venice municipality before 

1975 and from 1985 to 1988). As we shall see, the terms in which the local PDS perceived its 

relationship to the coalition were consistent with the ‘return of the parties’ and can be construed 

as an integral part of that phenomenon. 

 

The strongest version of a possible future identity for the coalition – Veltroni’s vision of the 

eventual development into an Olive Tree party – was ruled out authoritatively by both the 

regional secretary, Armano (1996b, p.23), and De Piccoli (1996, p.53) at a major regional PDS 

seminar soon after the 1996 election. The seminar concerned the party’s future strategy in the 

region and will be referred to here as the Modernisation seminar.235 There was scant attention to 

the identity of the Olive Tree or the party’s relationships with its coalition partners in the 

preparatory document for that seminar (PDS Veneto Regional Union 1996b) and the main 

speeches. The only speaker to call for the development of a culture of the Olive tree was Curi 

(1996, pp.41-43), who had been Cacciari’s close collaborator in the ‘Idea of Venice’ group. He 

was also the only non-PDS speaker at the seminar, having left the party in the early 1990s. Curi 

proposed that the way forward for the Olive Tree in the Veneto was through a synthesis of the 

reformist tradition of the left and the social entrenchment of political catholicism, in a “new 

political subject”. This proposal was dismissed by various later speakers, because of the perceived 

implication of dissolving the party’s own identity into that of the Olive Tree (Bortoli 1996, p.65; 

                                                           
235 The seminar was entitled “PDS: La modernizzazione del Veneto, compito primario de l’Ulivo” (PDS: 
the modernisation of the Veneto: primary task of the Olive Tree).  
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Armano 1996a, p.110). There was evidently no intention among local party leaders for the 

coalition to have an identity beyond those of its component parties or have any authority above 

theirs. 

 

But the local and regional leaderships showed little interest in developing any identity for the 

Olive Tree, even in its weakest form as just a coalition of parties. At the Modernisation seminar 

and the Second Congress assemblies, the leaders highlighted the difficulties in the working 

relations with the leaderships of the partner parties. At the Modernisation seminar, Armano 

(1996b, p.22; 1996a, pp.110-111) referred to the competition for visibility and “jealousy and 

suspicion of the others towards the PDS”, especially on the part of the PPI: 

For the Veneto Olive Tree, as everywhere else in Italy, despite the successes achieved 
and the recognition that the coalition has been and remains a strategic choice… the 
problems are now clear: the flimsiness, the internal contradictions, the understandable 
need for visibility, the concerns over the weight of the PDS, behind which are hidden 
nostalgia, old-style ‘proportionalistic’ temptations. 

 

In interview, Vanni (1997a) described relations with the PPI within the Olive Tree opposition in 

the regional council (where he was PDS group leader) in terms of a struggle to overcome the 

mutual distrust generated by the two parties’ backgrounds. 

 

The establishment of the coalition for the sub-national elections in 1995 was clearly a test of the 

party militants’ and voters’ attitudes and responses as much as the leaders’ ability to hammer out 

an agreement and prepare to collaborate in the institutions. In this sense Pietragnoli saw those 

elections as a watershed, being a successful trial of the alliance before it was effected at national 

level (Interview: Pietragnoli 2000).236 Interestingly, none of the PDS interviewees blamed the 

defeat in the regional contest on any reluctance on the part of their own party and the Popolari to 

work together. Nor did Bentsik, who praised the behaviour of the PDS as having been “very 

loyal, sincere and committed”. He said the PDS leadership in the region “[had] realised there 

were difficulties among the rank and file in coming to terms with an alliance with the ex enemy, 

but had been courageous … in pressing on with the coalition” (in Mazzaro 1995c). Vanni 

admitted there had been a certain initial diffidence at the grass roots, before the benefits to the 

party became abundantly clear as it entered government in so many municipalities in the region 

                                                           
236 In 1993, the idea of alliance with the DC had been “incandescent” in Pupillo’s words (Interview 1997), 
with reference to the establishment of his cross-spectrum interim regional government. By 1995, 
collaboration with the Popolari was evidently less controversial, even though, as one reporter noted 
(Mazzaro 1995b), the choice of Bentsik as regional presidential candidate was potentially problematic, 
especially in Padua, where the PCI and Greens had been his direct adversaries in the 1980s. 
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(Interview: Vanni 1997a). One long-serving militant, Gattinoni, agreed there had initially been 

some suspicions circulating among a minority on each side and he felt that many PDS militants 

had just accepted the coalition strategy rather than actively promoting it (Interview: Gattinoni 

1996).237

 

The coalition parties were slow to make even formal arrangements for coordination of their 

activity. At the Modernisation seminar, De Piccoli (1996, pp.52-54) called for a form of 

organisation of the coalition’s institutional representatives that would facilitate consultation, 

while not requiring the individual parties to cede any authority. He spoke of the frustrations of his 

first two months as an MP and “reading what we should be doing every morning but not finding 

even a minimum of coordination”, as he and the other representatives at all levels spent much of 

their time chasing each other. Six months later, at the federation’s Second PDS Congress, both 

Vianello (1997b, p.7) as federation secretary and Cacciari as key guest speaker again lamented 

the coalition’s lack of cohesion.238 A coordinating body for the coalition in the region, with an 

organisational charter, was eventually established in mid 1997.239

 

As for the proposal to bind the coalition better by using primaries to select candidates, which was 

foreshadowed in the Second Congress motion (D’Alema et al. 1996, p.4)240, various interviewees 

in 1996 and 1997 said they doubted this would be possible. De Piccoli summarised a commonly 

held view: that primaries were a democratic mode of selection in theory but not in practice, 

because of the size of the PDS membership relative to the memberships of the other coalition 

                                                           
237 Gattinoni described wariness among some PDS militants, concerned that, by supporting the coalition, 
they might be providing the means for rebuilding the DC; and among members of the Popolari who feared 
they might be taken advantage of by the much bigger and more organised PDS. 
238 Cacciari (1997) described the Olive Tree as “a new kind of tactical concertation, a pretend coalition” 
and appealed to the components “to set … some fundamental objectives and pursue them consistently and 
all together”. 
239An important stimulus for this came when, after the Second Congress, the PDS national Secretariat 
charged Iginio Ariemma with responsibility for coordinating the party’s politics and initiatives in the North 
(Ariemma 1997, pp.1,12). Ariemma saw collaboration among the Olive Tree forces as essential to the 
battle against the League’s secessionism. As well as working to establish the coalition’s coordinating 
bodies, he sought to engage the Prodi government in the North and organised an “expedition to the Veneto” 
by Prodi and nine government ministers on 6 September 1997 for big public meetings in the main cities 
(Ariemma 1997, pp.1,12; 2000). 
240 The congress motion included a proposal to create a ‘consultative council’ for the coalition in each 
collegio, bringing together the Olive Tree components and non-party supporters. It raised the prospect of 
those councils carrying out a formalised process – possibly primaries – that would allow broad participation 
in the choice of candidates (D’Alema et al. 1996, p.4). This was the result of one of the many amendments 
accepted to D’Alema’s original draft of the motion before it was presented to the party for debate. It was 
one of several contributed by Veltroni’s ulivisti on relations with the coalition. 
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parties. This meant the PDS candidates would generally win, and so “primaries would just 

sanction PDS hegemony” (Interview: De Piccoli 1997).241

 

After his election in 1996, De Piccoli took the unprecedented step, for a PCI/PDS MP, of setting 

up office outside the federation premises. Under the purely PR system, the MPs had been 

expected to represent only the party and its electors, and had had offices in the federation. But De 

Piccoli had now been elected to represent a territorially defined collegio, even though preselected 

solely by the PDS and as part of a system that suggested each candidate was expected to represent 

primarily the interests of his/her own party. He therefore reasoned that he was supposed to 

represent the collegio as a whole and must “receive all categories of citizens” in his office 

(Interview: De Piccoli 1997). 

 

De Piccoli’s relationship with the other coalition parties was less clear than his new relationship 

with the citizenry, however. As he put it, he had a primary relationship with the PDS but was 

uncertain as to what kind of dealings he was going to have with the other partners, as he did not 

actually have working links with them (Interview: De Piccoli 1997). Such was the coalition 

environment the parties had created for themselves as they reclaimed control over the political 

system. 

 

5.3 The constraints of coalition life for the local PDS and the problems of legitimacy and 

visibility  

 

As is clear from the outline of developments in Section 5.1, the return of the parties did not pan 

out in Venice in such a way as to allow the biggest party in the local centre-left coalition to lead 

it. This was despite the PDS’s evident dedication to ensuring the coalition’s success, and its 

leaders’ perception of the party as the driving force. This section analyses the local party’s 

difficulties in the centre-left coalition, examining the constraints on its legitimacy and visibility 

that, while somewhat different from those it faced in the Progressive coalition and before the 

‘return of the parties’, rendered it still unable to assume coalition leadership. 

 

                                                           
241 In an exceptional case, a primary was held in Bologna to choose the mayoral candidate for the centre-
left in 1999, following several months of division within the DS over the question. The winner of the 
primary then lost the election, however. Pasquino (2001a, p.12) described this primary a by no means a real 
competition, since the winning candidate was the one proposed by the DS functionaries and supported by 
the CGIL, and the activism of the CGIL had ensured her victory from the start. 
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The exclusion of the PDS from the key sub-national candidatures in this phase has to be seen 

purely as a function of competition within the coalition, as there was clearly no longer any 

question of party exponents being considered inappropriate candidates for the coalition. If an ex-

DC leader could be run as candidate for regional president, and even a conspicuous First-

Republic politician like La Malfa elected to the Senate in a majoritarian collegio, there could be 

no justification for the coalition partners to attempt to exclude PDS personnel from key positions 

on this basis. Furthermore, there were no longer magistrates’ investigations making headlines and 

providing an explicit pretext for pushing the PDS to the background, as in 1994. 

 

It was clear from the birth of the coalition that the Popolari/PPI would be not only the key ally of 

the PDS but its main competitor in the coalition, given that both the regional and provincial 

presidential candidatures went to the Popolari in 1995. The Popolari did not behave as if they 

expected to be a minor partner to the PDS, although these elections showed them to be 

numerically outweighed. 

 

The concessions made by the PDS over those coalition candidatures can be interpreted as a 

reflection of the importance it placed on successful implementation of the coalition. At each 

election round the local party’s determination to make the coalition work was evident, and its 

leaders were at pains to demonstrate that the party did not have ‘hegemonic’ intentions towards 

its partners. 

 

In the case of the regional elections, the PDS did have some reason to stand back from the 

candidature, given the notoriously conservative nature of the regional electorate. Furthermore, if 

the PDS had seriously contemplated proposing someone from its own ranks, then it is not clear 

who it might have nominated. After decades of marginalisation, it lacked people who were well 

enough known and could be presented as representative of the concerns of the whole region. 

Pupillo would once have been a possible choice, on the basis of the reputation that had allowed 

him to be charged with leading the interim regional government in 1993-1994. However, he had 

left the party in disgust at its failure to support him in that role. The other cadre with a high 

profile at regional level was Vanni, who had been one of Pupillo’s administrators, but it was 

unlikely that an ex-PCI functionary from Venice – the politically atypical fringe of the region – 

could be considered a suitable candidate. 
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But there was also the fact that forming the centre-left coalition was problematic in the Veneto 

because of the uncertainty of the Popolari’s strategic direction at the time and the need perceived 

by both PDS and Popolari to court the League. In each of the Veneto’s provinces facing election 

in 1995 the Popolari made a choice of ally between the PDS or the League. In such a pivotal 

position, the Popolari might well have expected to dictate the conditions for it to favour the PDS 

at regional level. 

 

The choice of Busatto as candidate for provincial president in Venice was a more clear-cut case 

of sacrifice by the PDS in order to ensure the coalition with the Popolari went ahead, and this was 

acknowledged by Vianello (Pellicani 1995f).242  Behind the agreement on Busatto there must 

have been not only a determination on the PDS’s part to establish a PDS-Popolari coalition but a 

calculation by the Popolari that they had as good a chance of victory in coalition with the League 

as with the PDS, and therefore nothing to lose by insisting that the PDS accept their candidate. 

For the PDS, on the other hand, the alternative scenario to a centre-left alliance would have 

presented dismal prospects, especially if the Greens and smaller groups had gravitated to the 

Popolari-League area. 

 

But the PDS’s determination makes sense also in terms of the longer-term goal of preparing for 

the national contest. If there was to be a centre-left alliance behind Prodi as prime ministerial 

candidate, it was going to be more credible if it had already chalked up successes and established 

cooperative relationships at the other levels of government before the national elections were 

faced. It was counter-productive for there to be two anti-Berlusconi coalitions forming, as was the 

case in several other provinces in the Veneto, but this appeared to trouble the PDS much more 

than the Popolari. 

 

It was over the question of Cacciari’s successor in 1997 that the PDS particularly bent over 

backwards to demonstrate its dedication to the coalition and concern not to appear hegemonic. 

For the whole period in which Cacciari resisted the idea of standing for re-election, the local PDS 

appeared intent on demonstrating that it was not expecting to provide the candidate or dominate 

the coalition’s decision making. An emphasis on appropriate procedures in the search for a 

                                                           
242 When asked why the PDS had not insisted on having the candidature, for the outgoing president, Anna 
Furlan, Vianello was frank about the need for compromise, in the party’s interest: “We have taken a step 
back, giving up on running her, in order to be able to create the new coalition”. He claimed to be satisfied 
with the outcome of coalition negotiations, speaking of an “extremely positive operation” that was the fruit 
of work over a long period (in Pellicani 1995f). 
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candidate was clear in each official statement. For example, when the PDS was reported as 

starting a series of bilateral meetings with the other centre-left forces in March 1997, the focus of 

Pietragnoli’s statement (as municipal union secretary) was on the process: “No names are 

circulating yet. For now the discussion is about programmes and the characteristics required in 

the mayor” (in Tedesco 1997).243

 

Various coalition partners made it clear from the start that the PDS was not to presume it could 

suggest one of its own people as candidate. On the same day as the federation’s first press release 

on the candidature question, in November 1996, peremptory statements were made by the 

coordinators of two of the tiniest Olive Tree components along those lines. Sergio Vazzoler, for 

the socialists, pronounced: “the mayor should be drawn from the more moderate area of the 

centre-left: a man with political experience but not an apparatus man”, and Angelo Goldmann, for 

the AD: “[the mayor] will need to be chosen from outside the parties, in order to complete the 

majority of things begun by Cacciari” (Testa 1996). 

 

The PDS federation leaders did not publicly contest these comments; instead, they showed great 

care to avoid offending the coalition partners over the succession question. This was particularly 

manifested in a public clash with their own regional secretary, Armano. It began with an 

interview in il Gazzettino (Jori 1996a)244 in which Armano claimed that, if Cacciari continued to 

refuse to stand again, then the PDS should have the right to propose a candidate from its own 

ranks, because it was “undisputably under-dimensioned” in the coalition. When asked if he had 

anybody in mind, Armano named Pellicani, for his political and managerial experience, or Vanni, 

as “answering all the requirements”. In response, a communiqué issued by the federation (PDS 

Venice Federation-Provincial Secretariat 1996b), and reported in detail in the newspapers, 

reprimanded Armano for making announcements that could be seen as circumventing the due 

process of negotiation with its allies.245 The coalition partners, especially the PPI and PRC, seized 

the opportunity to criticise the PDS. The PPI’s provincial secretary, Amalia Smajato, contested 

what she called “the PDS’s approach”, saying “A party candidature is not acceptable. This is an 

                                                           
243 Similarly, a press release issued a few months earlier had set out the party’s position that the programme 
must be agreed on before a candidate was sought. It concluded assuring that the PDS intended to “commit 
its best forces to contributing with the rest of the coalition to the search for an ideal solution” (PDS Venice 
Federation Provincial Secretariat 1996a). 
244 This interview was reported under the title ‘Pds: se non resta Cacciari noi sceglieremo Pellicani’ (PDS: 
if Cacciari does not stay on we will choose Pellicani). 
245 Reactions by Vanni and Vianello to Armano’s statements, also reported in the papers, were along 
similar lines (Vitucci 1996b). The federation leaders also reminded Armano that the mayoral candidature 
was not his business, as regional secretary, but that of the federation. 
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arrogant approach which will not facilitate the constitution of the Olive Tree” (in Tedesco 1996). 

Armano defended himself – from the federation’s accusations, not the other party leaders’ 

comments – in a letter accusing the Venetian federation of an exaggerated reaction (Armano 

1996c).246 The federation’s response again stressed the delicacy of the question and described 

Armano’s comments as “provoking irreparable damage to the laborious process of the 

construction of alliances” (PDS Venice Federation-Provincial Secretariat 1996c). Pietragnoli 

(1996b) set out once again the crux of the matter: the need for a united coalition: 

 
It is true that it is necessary and legitimate (and always has been) for the Left and the PDS 
to propose one of its own for the role of mayor. But the mayor has to win votes from a 
vast area of citizens and to do that will need the convinced support of the backing parties. 
So our reaction comes … from awareness of the need to be united, or risk losing. 

 

From these exchanges it is clear that the federation leaders’ concern to avoid creating a pretext for 

disunity among the coalition parties was sufficiently great to warrant a blazing public display of 

disunity within their own party. The important thing to them seemed to be to forestall any 

accusation by the allies that the PDS might fail to behave in a transparent manner or to respect 

appropriate procedures. 

 

Clearly, even though there was no longer any question of the legitimacy of party candidates in 

general for coalition roles, the PDS was still prey to the coalition partners’ determination to 

restrict its access to the plum coalition candidatures and prevent it from appearing to the public as 

leader of the coalition. This circumscribing of the PDS’s role appeared to be couched in terms of 

a principle that, in order for all parties to be assured adequate voice, no party should dominate by 

virtue of relative size and strength. As the biggest party in the coalition – most markedly within 

the province, but also in the region – the PDS was the only party that really risked contravening 

such a principle and demonstrating ‘hegemonic pretensions’. It was the only party that could be 

accused of inappropriate behaviour if it made public statements without prior consultation of the 

partners or worked to enhance its own visibility. 

  

A useful contrast is provided by developments in Padua, where the PDS was weaker electorally 

than in Venice but managed to get its own leader, Flavio Zanonato, elected as mayor in 1995, at 

the same time as the Venetian federation was being particularly accommodating to the Popolari 

                                                           
246 Armano wrote: “Is it such an offence to name names? That of Pellicani and others, including Vianello – 
regardless of whether A or B approves of them or not – we’ve all heard circulating in the party and outside 
without anyone being scandalised or calling for precautions and conspiratorial secrecy” (Armano 1996c). 
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by relinquishing the provincial presidential candidature. Zanonato had unexpectedly become 

deputy mayor and then mayor in the period 1993-1995, in a cross-spectrum interim government 

established following Tangentopoli-related arrests. The Paduan PDS proposed to exploit that 

experience by running him as mayoral candidate for the centre-left in 1995 but the Popolari 

opposed this, claiming he would not have strong enough public support (Interview: Naccarato247 

1997). As the PCI/PDS had traditionally been weak in Padua, and the centre-left forces in general 

did not have high expectations of victory, the federation had little to lose by challenging the 

Popolari, and went ahead. The first round was therefore a de facto primary, in which both PDS 

and Popolari ran candidates with their own programmes. The PDS’s risk paid off, as it was 

Zanonato who made it into the second round and there defeated the centre-right’s candidate.248

 

There were several benefits from this initiative for the Paduan PDS. In Zanonato’s campaign, the 

Paduan federation was in the happy position of being able to mobilise its rank and file behind a 

very well known and respected party leader, as Zanonato had been a functionary for years and 

federation secretary in the 1980s. As the then federation secretary pointed out, not only did the 

party win the mayorship and some administrators’ jobs, but its vote share in the PR segment 

almost doubled and its membership increased in 1996 and 1997 (Interview: Bortoli249 1997b). 

 

As we have seen, the Venetian federation did not have any such opportunity in the key sub-

national elections of 1995-1997. Deprived of key coalition candidatures and generally constrained 

from presenting itself as the leading force in the coalition, the Venetian PDS continued to be 

limited in its opportunities to seek visibility at election time, as it had been in the municipal 

election of 1993. There remained only the PR segment at each level – for election of municipal, 

provincial and regional councillors – as an avenue for competing on its own merits.  

 

So, as in 1993, the choice of candidates for the PR tickets was again the key to conveying the 

party’s identity and seeking visibility, at each of the elections discussed in this chapter. For the 

municipal election of 1997, the federation did not adopt the same, conservative, approach as in 

                                                           
247 Alessandro Naccarato was PDS group leader in the Padua municipal council during the term of 
Zanonato’s government (1995-1999). 
248 It must be acknowledged that the Zanonato operation was possible thanks to the exceptional 
circumstances. Zanonato had been able to demonstrate his credentials in the mayor’s job for a short time as 
a fortuitous outcome of the corruption scandal. But more importantly, these were very early days for the 
centre-left coalition, which had not yet become obligatory party strategy everywhere. Possibly the national 
leaderships did not consider Padua an important enough centre, or victory likely enough, to warrant 
intervention to ensure the PDS and Popolari ran together. 
249 Mauro Bortoli was federation secretary in Padua in 1995-1996. 
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1993, but experimented with a prominent independent from civil society in the top position. This 

was Marino Folin, vice chancellor of the Architecture University.250 He was followed, however, 

by Vianello as federation secretary and then a representative of each of the small groups joining 

the PDS at that time, making a group of six at the head of the ticket. Folin may well have lent 

some prestige to the ticket’s image, but received only 611 votes himself, and overall the votes 

were very widely distributed among the 46 candidates, as in 1993 (la Nuova Venezia 18 

November 1997, ‘La hit parade delle preferenze’, p.10). The small increase in the ticket’s total 

vote share (2.6%) was probably largely accounted for by the presence of the small groups, 

bringing some votes that had gone elsewhere in 1993. The approach therefore did not seem to 

have attracted much attention to the ticket or afforded the party great visibility. 

 

For the provincial and regional elections, on the other hand, the federation did adopt a 

conservative strategy of using well-known party people as candidates, especially to head the 

tickets, without any recourse to prominent independents or a new generation of party 

representatives. There was evidently no question of the new alliance strategy prompting a new 

character to the ticket or new faces in council. The federation’s ticket of eight names for the 

regional election in 1995 included some of the most powerful people in the local party: it was 

headed by Varisco and included Vanni and Sprocati251 (la Nuova Venezia, 23 March 1995, p.17, 

‘Pds, in Regione Vanni e Varisco’). The provincial ticket was similarly characterised by familiar 

party names and led by ex-functionaries (Vitucci 1995b).  

 

This was the beginning of a dual approach to candidatures that was to become the norm in the 

federation at provincial and regional levels. On one hand, maximum flexibility was possible over 

coalition candidatures, with openness to candidates even quite distant politically from the party’s 

positions. On the other, for the PR tickets, there was a conservative approach, of selecting highly 

recognisable party representatives, strongly identified with the party organisation and often with 

years of experience in the leadership organs. 

 

In the previous chapter I hypothesised that the federation adopted a conservative approach to the 

PR segment for the 1993 municipal election out of concern to ensure that the party’s traditional 

                                                           
250 There was a certain symmetry here as the PPI’s ticket was headed by Paolo Costa, ex vice chancellor of 
the University of Venice (Ca’ Foscari). 
251 Varisco and Vanni were outgoing councillors up for re-election. Vanni had been federation secretary 
1985-1990; Varisco had been deputy mayor of Chioggia (the largest municipality in the province outside 
Venice); Sprocati was PDS group leader in Venice municipal council at the time. 
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vote share was collected. Highlighting party-identified candidates appeared to be the preferred 

strategy over one of presenting novel candidates who might appeal more broadly but alienate 

some of the erstwhile faithful to the point of choosing not to vote in the PR segment. With the 

shift to centre-left coalitions, if the target was still the traditional electorate, it made even more 

sense to offer candidates with an unquestioned commitment to the party, as an antidote to 

whatever majoritarian candidate the electors were required to accept at the same time, whose 

background might be very distant from the PCI/PDS.  

 

In the case of the regional and provincial elections, another possible factor in explaining this 

approach is that the federation’s preferences regarding who should represent it in those councils, 

and who should be rewarded with such jobs, were more important than at municipal level. 

Election to the regional or provincial council had greater significance than to municipal councils, 

as regional councillors had highly paid full-time jobs, and provincial councillors could be 

considered contenders for similarly full-time and well paid administrative jobs.  

 

A third factor in this conservative approach to PR tickets can be proposed, in light of the fact that 

the parties were now settling in to coalition politics: the local PDS might well have viewed the 

prospect of competing aggressively in the PR segments as not being in its best interest, in the 

particular coalition environment that had developed in response to the mixed electoral system. 

Winning government depended on the majoritarian contest; this was the arena in which the 

competition against the opponents took place and in which an all-out chase after votes was 

necessary. Alongside the majoritarian contest, the PR contest became largely a question of 

claiming shares of the coalition’s electorate. It became potentially more a competition among the 

allies than against the opponents, especially for a party not at either extreme of the coalition’s 

spectrum. Any overt strategy by the PDS for encroachment on the allies’ shares could be 

expected to be viewed unfavourably by those allies, already suspicious and constantly monitoring 

it for hegemonic intentions. 

  

Comments by the PDS leaders indicated that they did perceive a need for restraint in the PR 

competitions. For Vanni, a demarcation between the two parties was a key issue in relations with 

the PPI: 

It got easier once they were persuaded that we are sincere  … and especially when they 
realised that we don’t want to interfere… ‘We … are concerned with the left, the 
workers, other groups etc. If you want to deal with other social classes, conduct a … 
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battle to win votes, we have nothing against that’ … Once they understood this we were 
able to have a friendly relationship (Interview: Vanni 1997a). 

 

And, as noted above, Armano (1996b, p.22; 1996a, pp.110-111) stressed the problem of the 

allies’ suspicion and “concerns over the weight of the PDS” at the Modernisation seminar.252

 

To whatever extent this factor was effective, it further contributed to the overshadowing of the PR 

contests by the majoritarian contests, limiting the PDS’s opportunities for seeking to enhance its 

own visibility and extend its influence. Furthermore, any disincentive to compete overtly in the 

PR segments in turn made it all the more urgent to obtain coalition candidatures for majoritarian 

contests, as this remained a relatively legitimate way of gaining visibility. In various ways, then, 

coalition life under the new mixed electoral system continued to mean that competition happened 

as much in negotiations among coalition party leaderships, behind closed doors, as in the 

electorate. 

 

5.4 The specific problem of visibility in the personalised municipal politics 

 

At this point it is useful to explore in greater detail the party’s particular situation in Venice 

municipality at the time of the search for Cacciari’s successor for the election of 1997. This is 

because, in that context, the party faced not only the constraints of coalition life discussed in the 

previous section but also the effects of the personalisation of roles that had come to characterise 

municipal politics in Italy.  

 

The fact that the Venetian PDS did not have an obvious candidate of its own to succeed Cacciari, 

who could be proposed to the coalition with any realistic expectation of success, appears at first 

sight a poor result for the coalition’s biggest party in the city. Certainly, no concerted strategy for 

producing the next mayor or cluster of potential candidates had been evident. However, the 

conditions inside the federation had not been propitious for developing and implementing such a 

strategy. The factional divisions and lack of an authoritative federation secretary, lasting several 

years, had meant that the fortunes of individuals had been determined as much by inter-factional 

vetoes as by considerations of merit, and these problems, along with the financial crisis, had 

rendered long-term planning difficult. In recognition of this, Vianello explained that he had put 
                                                           
252 There were signs of this problem in the national arena too. Veltroni was accused by PPI leaders of 
invasion of the PPI’s playing field when, on taking up the DS leadership in late 1998, he included among 
his symbolic visits not just those significant for the left but one to Dossetti’s tomb and to Norberto Bobbio 
(Criscuoli 1998). 
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the question of producing future leaders high on his agenda as federation secretary (Interview: 

Vianello 1997a). Central to his address to the federation’s Second PDS Congress in January 1997 

(Vianello 1997b) was an undertaking to initiate a systematic programme of training for young 

people in order to produce a new leadership class for Venice and the province. Vianello explained 

that, in the years of “the labour pains of building the PDS”, the need to construct new leadership 

groups had been underestimated, because “the attention was on defending and vetoing rather than 

constructing” (1997b, p.5). Training was therefore urgently needed to produce cadres able to 

generate ideas and make political decisions about local matters, and so ensure the identity and 

entrenchment of the party in the local context. Vianello stressed that “a real leadership class 

cannot be improvised” and took the opportunity to underline the inadequacy of many mayors and 

administrators who had come from civil society in those years, making it clear the party would no 

longer countenance such arrangements (1997b, p.25). 

 

External developments had also worked against the party’s being in a position to provide the 

mayor, as the effective criteria for mayoral candidature in a major city, and for appointment as an 

administrator, had changed with respect to 1993. Although there had been a ‘return of the parties’ 

discussed above, at the same time there had been a somewhat contrasting trend of personalisation 

of the role of mayor, and the elections in major cities in 1997 particularly attracted attention to 

this. There was even speculation in the press about the rise of a ‘mayors’ party’ – a new class of 

political leaders acting collectively and independently of the parties (Baldini & Legnante 1998, 

p.63). 

 

The personalisation of the mayors’ role had been the result of various factors. The new electoral 

system had facilitated a certain independence for them from parties and relative security in 

government. So, in campaigning for re-election in 1997 they were able to draw on their individual 

performance, marketing the achievements of their stable and honest city governments.253 The 

media had also greatly contributed to personalising their role, by focusing on the individuals’ 

characteristics, while the mayors themselves had shown the ability to exploit local identity and 

link themselves to civic traditions rather than political alignments (Calise 2000, pp.55-56). 

Furthermore, as we have seen, Cacciari and the other Progressive mayors had also acquired 

considerable visibility on the national scene after the 1994 defeat of the Progressive Alliance. 

They continued to make themselves heard after the Olive Tree victory, as champions of 
                                                           
253 Baldini and Legnante (1998, pp.49-50) noted that the popularity of some of the mayors elected in 1993, 
including Orlando in Palermo, Bassolino in Naples, Rutelli in Rome and Cacciari in Venice, was such that 
the Freedom Alliance was at a loss to know who  to pit against them when up for re-election in 1997. 
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federalism (Cacciari, M. 1996; La Stampa 12 May 1996, ‘Cacciari, ultimatum a Prodi: 

Federalismo entro sei mesi’).254

 

As far as the parties and their coalition negotiations were concerned, the personalisation trend had 

further increased the significance of the choice of mayoral candidate – which was already 

considerable in 1993, as discussed in the previous chapter – by accentuating the need for the 

person to have her/his own public identity and authority derived from sources other than the 

parties.255 It was not going to be easy for a party exponent to be presented as mayoral candidate, 

unless that person had already acquired personal success in public, perhaps in an institutional role 

or in an earlier non-political role. 

 

So, if in 1993 the main handicap for a potential PDS candidate was a presumed lack of legitimacy 

in the public’s eyes, due to anti-party sentiment, in 1997 it was a lack of visibility. There was no 

longer the widespread belief that someone from ‘civil society’, like the magistrate Salvarani, was 

a safer bet than anyone tainted by association with a party from the First Republic. Furthermore 

there had been four years of stable municipal government and loyal behaviour by the parties in 

the council, a far cry from the First Republic days, when changes of mayor and administration 

team as a result of jostling among parties for short-term gain had been the norm.256 In sum, in 

1997, it was no longer the case that a background in the PDS could be assumed a priori to 

penalise a mayoral candidate in the public eye, especially as a few of the mayors who had become 

popular in other cities had been ex-functionaries of parties (notably Bassolino). But the way these 

mayors had transcended their party background on becoming public figures had consolidated the 

new model. 

 

                                                           
254 Cacciari and other mayors renewed their offensive after their re-election in 1997. Cacciari was reported 
as saying, the day after the November election: “We’ll pound our fists on the table for a genuine 
federalism” (Vitucci 1997f). 
255 This was illustrated by the credentials of the various potential candidates whose names were aired in 
Venice while Cacciari resisted standing for re-election. All had become public figures through channels 
other than party leadership. For example, Paolo Costa was vice chancellor of Ca’ Foscari, and Giorgio 
Lago (who was proposed by Cacciari at one stage) had been editor of il Gazzettino. Cacciari also proposed 
a number of his administrators, who had received considerable exposure in the local press and whose 
performance was familiar to the public. 
256 The warmth of Cacciari’s (1997) speech at the federation’s Second PDS Congress suggested that the 
party had acquired a privileged relationship with him. He said his government would not have been able to 
achieve what it had without the “seriousness, competence and political professionalism demonstrated by the 
PDS” and also referred to the joint work on its programme by the administrators and the supporting parties, 
“especially the PDS”. 
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As foreshadowed in the previous chapter, the fact that Cacciari had used his prerogative to 

appoint the members of his team in 1993 without reference to the party leaderships meant that in 

the intervening four years nobody nominated by the federation had been enjoying visibility as 

deputy mayor or administrator. So this most likely avenue for developing a party person as 

mayoral candidate for 1997 had not been available. As for the administrators chosen by Cacciari 

who were at least members of the party, none of the three seems to have been seriously 

considered as a potential candidate by the federation in 1997. Only one, D’Agostino, was even 

named in the consultations organised by the Executive.  

 

The party’s prospects changed at the 1997 election with Vianello’s appointment as deputy mayor, 

which put him into an excellent position for seeking the candidature the next time, due four years 

later. Vianello would now have the opportunity to develop an appropriate public profile for a 

coalition candidature and extend his experience in council and on committees. 

 

From the federation’s point of view, according to the then municipal union secretary, Pietragnoli, 

Vianello’s appointment as deputy mayor was a reflection of the clearer, independent identity and 

greater self-confidence the local party had developed under Vianello. This meant the federation 

was in a stronger position in dealings with Cacciari than in the years following the svolta and 

under Zennaro’s leadership (Interview: Pietragnoli 1997c).257 For De Piccoli it was also a matter 

of Cacciari having changed, having moved on from his “radical phase of advocating the abolition 

of the parties”, which meant there was a broader basis of agreement than before (Interview: De 

Piccoli 1997). 

 

Overall, although in 1997 the PDS was not yet in a position to put forward a mayoral candidate, it 

nevertheless approached the election with greater assertiveness in relation to Cacciari than had 

been the case in 1993. With respect to the circumstances of the return of the parties and 

personalisation of the mayoral role, we can say that the way the mayoral role had become 

personalised while the parties were in the background meant that the PDS could not claim the 

                                                           
257 Pietragnoli said: “Cacciari’s relationship with the party has really changed, and the party’s with him, in 
the sense that while, before, the party was desperately in search of its own identity, and was constructing it 
in relation to Massimo Cacciari anyway – both those favourable and those opposed were doing so … With 
Michele Vianello the PDS has created its own identity independently of Massimo Cacciari. Recognising 
that Massimo Cacciari was the mayor, that he is the greatest resource that we have in Venice from the point 
of view of left-wing politics, taking this into account. But reconstructing an existence for the party 
independently of Massimo Cacciari” (Interview: Pietragnoli 1997c). 
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candidature this time, but the return of the parties had now reached such a stage that the PDS 

came out of this election in a better position to aim for the candidature the next time. 

 

5.5 Conclusion 

 

In this chapter I have argued that, although the parties regained considerable control of the local 

political system in these early years of centre-left coalition successes, the local PDS found itself 

again struggling for legitimacy and visibility and therefore impeded from assuming leadership of 

the coalition and extending its own electoral support. The legitimacy of party candidates in 

general for coalition roles was no longer in question, but this did not mean that the biggest party 

in the local centre-left coalition was allowed to dominate it or claim the key candidatures. Instead, 

the PDS was the party that most suffered coalition life in sub-national politics as a straitjacket. 

The partner parties, especially the new major partner, the PPI, were determined not to recognise 

the Venetian PDS as the legitimate leader of the coalition, however conscientiously and 

consistently it invested its resources in ensuring coalition victories. The PDS was the party with 

most to lose if the coalition did not hold together, and made significant sacrifices to ensure it was 

successfully established. It was also in a straitjacket in the sense that it was subject to constraints 

on its visibility in all three of the principal sub-national elections faced in this period. Here, rather 

than the coalition itself, it was the overall competitive environment created by the mixed electoral 

system and the coalition parties’ behaviour that constituted the straitjacket. Competition occurred 

as much in inter-party negotiations as in the electorate. In neither the majoritarian nor the PR 

segments did the PDS have the opportunity to mobilise its members to campaign behind their 

own leaders and own programme in an open contest. By contrast, the Paduan federation’s refusal 

to submit to the straitjacket in 1995 (admittedly in exceptional circumstances), allowed it to do 

just that and not only win the mayorship – in a city where the PCI had always been much weaker 

than in Venice – but almost double its vote share. 

 

The question of a successor for Cacciari in 1997 highlighted another problem of visibility for the 

PDS: even if the other parties had been prepared to concede it the candidature it would have had 

difficulty providing a suitable person, as the personalisation of the mayoral role in the meantime 

meant that a high public profile was essential. Although the party’s position was much 

strengthened by 1997, the legacy of the earlier retreat to the background had been a lag in 

acquiring such a profile for its cadres. For this reason, Vianello’s appointment as deputy mayor 

was particularly significant: not only did the party return to the pinnacle of power enjoyed by the 
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PCI in the past but it would finally be able to make a claim on the mayoral candidature the next 

time. 

 

As for the local party’s relationship with the national leadership, the centre-left alliance saw 

greater and more blatant control by the national leadership of the candidatures for the national 

election than was the case for the Progressive Alliance. The local leadership (if not the rank and 

file) appeared more resigned to this than in 1994, perhaps further evidence of its adaptation to 

coalition life as a straitjacket. Meanwhile, the local party continued to suffer constraints on its 

visibility in the competitive environment of sub-national politics that the national leadership was 

not subject to, given the different type of competitive environment it operated in. Although Prodi 

was designated as prime ministerial candidate and then became PM, he was not able to appear as 

leader of the coalition in any sense, as Cacciari had done. Nor was he secure in the role of leader 

of government as the sub-national leaders like Cacciari were. 

 

The developments in the local environment in this period were significant for the changes in the 

status and roles of independent individuals in relation to parties. On one hand, the parties 

reclaimed some ground with respect to Cacciari in Venetian city politics, and the candidates 

chosen for provincial and regional contests were both from party backgrounds. However, this 

period saw a new challenge to the parties’ prerogative to provide political leaders, in the form of 

the committees, which expected initially to coordinate the construction of the centre-left alliance 

for the regional election and then to see their leader, Trivellato, become an Olive Tree candidate 

for the national election. While the parties’ response was to suppress this new threat, the PDS 

itself then subsequently attempted to use an independent local notable to enhance its PR ticket in 

Venice municipality in 1997 (alongside its own leader Vianello). This was, however, a case of 

using such an independent strictly on the party’s terms and, perhaps for this reason, the candidate 

did not attract a large following. Furthermore, this attempt at ‘opening up’ the party’s ticket did 

not stop a huge gap forming between Cacciari’s supporters and those of the parties, with one third 

of those who chose Cacciari as mayor disdaining to support any party in the PR segment. On 

balance then, there was a tacit stand-off between the non-party progressive forces and the parties: 

the parties might have reclaimed centrality and control of the system but not authority and 

credibility, where non-party individuals were at a great advantage. Evidently the return of the 

parties entailed control of the mechanisms of politics rather than command of the electorate. 
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A significant feature of this phenomenon of independent individuals as aspiring leaders of the left 

or centre-left was the preponderance of intellectuals (notably Cacciari, Trivellato, Folin and 

Costa), especially now that magistrates were no longer in the front line of the struggle by civil 

society against the political parties. The propensity of intellectuals to straddle the academic and 

political worlds – characteristic of Italian politics since 1870 – was clearly encouraged by the 

environment of the 1990s, evidenced by the continual attempts we have observed by intellectuals 

to construct an alternative leadership of the Venetian left to that of the PDS. 

 

Having examined the local party’s behaviour and outcomes in applying the centre-left alliance 

strategy, we now turn to the second theme of the case study and explore changes inside the party 

that accompanied the coalition victories and the trend of the ‘return of the parties’ in the local 

environment. These internal developments became apparent under the leadership of Vianello 

who, as we saw in the previous chapter, had taken the reins determined to restore strength and 

cohesion to the organisation and reassert its centrality to the local party’s identity. 
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CHAPTER 6 TRANSFORMATION OF THE PARTY TYPE: AIMS, FUNCTIONS 

AND ORGANISATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LOCAL 

PARTY 

 

In chapter 2 I claimed that existing analysis of the (P)DS from the national perspective provided 

evidence of considerable change in its party ‘type’ with respect to the PCI, in the sense of its 

aims, functions and organisational characteristics. I noted that, by the time of D’Alema’s 

Thematic Congress in 1995, the party’s objectives were explicitly those of an electorally focused 

party rather than a mass party. I also observed that some of the changes in organisational 

characteristics described by Baccetti (1997a) were consistent with Panebianco’s schema of 

transformation of a mass party: increasing authority and responsibility for MPs; creation of the 

national leader’s staff; and detachment of control over the flanking organisations. 

 

In this context change was to be expected in the local party’s ‘type’ too. The change in objectives 

rendered explicit by D’Alema applied to the party throughout the territory, and the organisational 

change at national level implied potential change in the relationship between the national 

leadership and the local party. But there were also local developments that made organisational 

change at local level likely: the sudden, massive increase in local government responsibilities that 

the coalition victories brought the PDS meant large numbers of cadres moved from purely 

internal party roles into positions in the institutions. As noted in chapter 2, Hellman’s (1988) 

study of the Turin federation after the 1975 election showed that a similar shift had radically 

changed the relationship between elected representatives and internal party cadres and brought 

great tensions into the federation. 

 

In this chapter I analyse the change in party type observable in the Venetian party around the time 

of the Second PDS Congress. Having identified various mass-party characteristics present in the 

local PCI at the end of its life, in chapter 3, I will here highlight evidence of the shedding of those 

characteristics and transformation in some respects into an electorally focused party. I refer 

particularly to the types of changes in objectives and organisational relationships discussed by 

Panebianco (1988), and the interpretation by Bellucci et al. (2000) of the implications of such 

changes for party functions and members’ roles. I also examine changes in the relationships 

between the party faces, in view of the trends identified in contemporary parties by Katz and Mair 

(2002). 
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In section 6.1, I outline the federation leadership’s intentions regarding changes in the local 

party’s objectives and functions, as conveyed in Vianello’s (1997b) address as secretary to the 

federation’s Second Congress assembly. In section 6.2, I then analyse changes in the local party’s 

organisational characteristics. I first examine its relationship with the national leadership and then 

the operation of each of its own three faces – the ‘party in sub-national public office’, the ‘party 

in federation office’ and the ‘party in the sections’ – and the relationships between them. In 

discussing the implications I contrast the intentional nature of the changes in the local party’s 

objectives with the rapid but apparently unplanned nature of changes in organisational 

characteristics, and highlight in particular the lack of any explicit definition of the future roles for 

members. I argue that these organisational changes were accelerated by the success of the alliance 

strategy and the consequent increase in the party’s local government responsibilities in the 

federation’s territory.  

 

6.1 Changes in the local party’s aims and functions 

 

According to the federation secretary, Vianello (1997a), when interviewed at the time of the 

Second PDS Congress, the federation was then in a positive and constructive period. He had 

reason to claim this: the factional war over the svolta was in the past, he enjoyed very strong 

support as leader, and the membership drain had slowed to a trickle. The Second Congress was a 

peaceful affair, with nothing like the battles of the First Congress in 1991, or the confrontation 

between majority and minority at the extraordinary congress of 1995. 

 

By this time, the dimensions of the federation were greatly reduced with respect to the PCI days, 

as indicated by the data in Figures 4 and 6 (on pages 32 and 34). Membership numbers had fallen 

in a similar pattern and proportion to those for the national party. The number of territorial 

sections had fallen by nearly one third from 1988 to 1996, and the number of workplace sections 

almost halved, while the number of feste dell’Unità had dropped from 85 to 25.258

  

Beyond the numbers, which show the federation certainly risked losing mass dimensions, there 

are three key ways in which Vianello’s (1997b) address to the federation’s Second Congress can 

                                                           
258 According to the municipal union secretary in 1997, Pietragnoli, the reduction in the number of sections 
reflected some factory closures and some amalgamations of territorial sections. The possibility of creating 
‘thematic sections’, defined in the 1991 statute, had not been greatly exploited. By the end of 1997 only one 
existed in Venice (an ‘environment section’), but another, concerned with universities and scientific 
research, was also in the process of being established (Interview: Pietragnoli 1997c). 
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be seen as describing an electorally focused party, with no trace of its former aims and functions 

as a mass party. First, Vianello’s speech conveyed that the shift from aiming to represent an 

“electorate of belonging” to appealing to an “opinion electorate”, in Panebianco’s (1988, p.264) 

terms, had taken place. He urged that the party, as “a force intent on promoting modernisation and 

change” must 

abandon assumptions of social and electoral representation that come from another era, 
because … each party is now put to the test in a mare magnum of a radically changed 
social situation … Today the left has to be able to talk to a broad public of social actors 
(Vianello 1997b, pp.8-9). 

 

Further to this, Vianello explained that the left was still characterised by struggle against 

inequality but this was no longer to be understood as primarily linked to class:  

Today the ‘dimension’ of inequality is given by how one is placed, as an individual, with 
respect to multiple factors: work, income, consumption, use of time, education, access to 
public services, health and life expectancy, without any set order of priority (Vianello 
1997b, p.10).  

He referred at several points to the rights of the individual, making clear that protection of these, 

rather than defence of class interests, was now fundamental. 

 

Second, the functions Vianello (1997b) indicated for the local party were consistent with those 

listed by Bellucci et al. (2000, pp.86-92) as characteristic of electoral-professional parties rather 

than mass parties.259 The central theme of his speech was to set out a mission for the PDS (within 

the Olive Tree) in the province, and in that context he stressed the party’s responsibility to 

contribute to providing a leadership class for local society, as well as to produce and implement 

proposals for government. The mission Vianello (1997b) outlined was to work for the 

development of the three provinces of Venice, Padua and Treviso as an “integrated area”. He 

envisaged the parties, business people, unions, universities and financial institutions together 

forming a “real leadership class” that would “work as a system” (p.4). This mission for the local 

area resembled D’Alema’s for the modernisation of Italy260, in its emphasis on embracing the 

opportunities offered by globalisation and European integration for economic and social 

development and on the essential role of the parties in providing the necessary political personnel. 
                                                           
259 Bellucci et al. (2000, pp.86-92) identified the functions of a mass party as: embracing social protest, 
transmitting political demand, aggregating electors, socialisation of members and development of their 
political identity. The functions they listed for an electoral-professional party reflected its focus on 
elections and political communications rather than aggregation and representation: selecting the leadership 
class for society, mobilising electors and developing their political identity. 
260 Modernisation was a key word for D’Alema in his speech to the Thematic Congress in 1995 on making 
Italy into “a normal country” (D’Alema 1995c). Both modernisation of the country and the role of the 
parties in providing its leadership class were stressed in his motion to the Second PDS Congress (D’Alema 
et al. 1996). 
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This implied that the party was to be judged, and judge itself and its leaders, on the basis of its 

objectives and their achievement. Vianello pointed out that the party shared certain aims with 

some of the leading entrepreneurs in the Veneto, and needed to convince them of its intentions 

and credentials to work with them to achieve those aims: 

We wish to be allowed to demonstrate that we .. are able to represent the … needs of the 
forces that are calling for processes of modernisation and social progress in our area … 
We hope that the era of ideological and religious prejudice against the left has come to an 
end and we can now be judged solely on our capacity to promote and govern change 
(Vianello 1997b, p.9). 

 

Third, and consistent with the above points, when Vianello (1997b) spoke of internal divisions, it 

was with reference to a policy question – the proposed construction of barriers at the entrance to 

the lagoon (the Mosè or Moses) – rather than ideology or identity. He stressed that such 

differences were “absolutely normal given the importance and the complexity of the topic” (p.21). 

 

These changes in overall aims and functions for the local party can be seen to imply changes in 

roles and incentives for the membership and militants. For Bellucci et al. (2000, pp.89-92) the 

change in party functions implied that traditional pedagogic and participation roles would lose 

significance and electoral campaigning become the primary role. However, Vianello (1997b) had 

nothing specific to say about these roles in his speech. After dedicating most of it to the party’s 

mission, policies and relationships with allies, he turned to internal party questions only for the 

last two of the 26 pages. Then, his two main concerns were the need for systematic training of a 

new generation of cadres and support for the youth wing, Sinistra giovanile (SG). He closed with 

an appeal for the cadres to dedicate more of their time to voluntary work for the party, because 

internal party work was being neglected in favour of work in the institutions, to the point of the 

institutions “devouring” the party (pp.25-26). What role(s) they should play in such internal party 

work – especially in the sections – was not addressed.  

 

Yet Vianello’s (1997b) speech suggested he still saw the membership as an important resource. 

He described the party as “a big organised force”, announcing that the “haemorrhage” of 

members had been arrested and a turnaround was expected for 1997 (p.24). Furthermore, he 

warned that the party was not just “an electoral committee ready to take to the field at each 

election time to guarantee the elected representatives”, and needed to “return to being the subject” 

(p.26). But Vianello did not specify exactly what he meant by “being the subject” and what kind 

of activity the members were expected to conduct between election times. 
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6.2 Changes in the organisational characteristics and operation 

 

In order to understand changes in the party’s organisational characteristics that lay behind 

Vianello’s warning, and identify the roles that were available to cadres and members, the 

following sub-sections analyse developments in the local party’s relationship to the national party 

and in the operation of its own three faces. Largely on the basis of interviews conducted around 

the time of the Second Congress (late 1996 and early 1997) I examine changes with respect to the 

situation in the last years of the PCI, when substantial mass-party characteristics were still 

evident, as discussed in chapter 3. 

 

6.2.1 The changing relationship with the national party 

 

The loss of mass-party characteristics was apparent in the changing relationship between the 

national and local parties, which exhibited a loosening of what Panebianco (1988, p.264) called 

“vertical ties”. There was no longer the regular, face-to-face, two-way contact with the party in 

central office that had been ensured by set mechanisms in the PCI days. The interviewees’ 

comments indicated three aspects to this change. First, there was no longer systematic monitoring 

and control of federation matters through the regular monthly visits by members of the national 

leadership for meetings of the federation’s Executive or the regional Executive. In the period 

1994-1997, according to the municipal union secretary, Pietragnoli, a representative was sent 

from Rome only in exceptional moments, such as for the key discussion over Cacciari’s 

succession, and therefore at most once each year. Much of the contact was now by fax or 

telephone anyway, he said (Interview: Pietragnoli 1997c). Second, the flow of information and 

the protocol of contacts had become less regulated, with personal relationships much more 

significant. For example, successive regional secretaries complained that Cacciari telephoned 

D’Alema or Veltroni directly if he wished to, and they him, without going through the federation 

or the regional secretary, or even informing them of the matters discussed (Armano 1996a, p.111; 

Interview: Bortoli 2000). Third, there was nothing like the degree of support from central office 

that there had been in the past, as it no longer played an essential role in training cadres through 

party schools (Interview: Vianello 1997a).261

                                                           
261 Furthermore, one interviewee (1997) reported that the occasional visits by envoys from Rome that still 
occurred did not necessarily provide useful support any more. He gave the example of one visitor sent from 
Rome for an important discussion in the federation’s Executive, who appeared to be totally unprepared on 
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The federation also experienced a loosening of links with the party in national public office. In his 

address to the federation’s Second Congress, Vianello (1997b, p.24) reported a generalised 

dissatisfaction with the scant information coming back to the local party from the MPs elected in 

1996, on their activity and the work of the national government. 

 

These changes were accompanied by similar developments within the local party, in the 

relationships between its own three faces. In my analysis of these in the following sub-sections, 

the term ‘party in sub-national public office’ refers to the institutional262 representatives, at all 

sub-national levels of government. This category includes those cadres in full-time paid positions 

(as regional councillors, mayors, provincial president and administrators at each level) and those 

in voluntary positions for which there were reimbursements of expenses and fees for attendance 

(municipal and provincial councillors). The ‘party in the federation office’ comprises the 

Federation Committee (as the representative body of the membership), the Executive and 

Secretariat263 (as leadership bodies), the federation secretary and the functionaries264 (only one in 

number, in 1997, apart from the federation secretary). 

 

6.2.2 The party in sub-national public office 

 

One of the principal changes in the organisation that transpired from the interviews was a shift in 

the centre of gravity from the party rooms towards the institutions, or from the party in the 

federation office to that in public office. Vanni said that, where previously it had been the party 

structure (the federations, municipal unions and sections) that “produced politics” in the 

periphery, by 1997 it was the cadres in the local and provincial government bodies who did. As 

he said, “The party leadership network throughout the Veneto [was] no longer made up of the 

section secretaries”; instead the party had become “a vast network of administrators, mayors and 

presidents of cooperatives and consortia”. Vanni explained this shift as due in part to the 
                                                                                                                                                                             
the matter concerned, to the point of having nothing to contribute either on the substance or the method to 
be adopted in addressing it. 
262 I use the term ‘institutional representatives’, rather than ‘elected representatives’, to include not only 
those elected to municipal, provincial and regional councils or to head governments at each of those levels, 
but also those appointed as municipal and provincial administrators, who, from 1993 onwards, were not 
necessarily previously elected to a council. 
263 The Secretariat included, along with the federation secretary, the functionary responsible for 
organisational matters, the municipal union secretary for Venice municipality, and representatives of the 
other areas of the province. 
264 There were also usually one or two paid office staff in the federation. I use the word functionaries here 
to refer to those paid to do political rather than technical or clerical work. 
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deterioration of the party’s organisational structures, the loss of the functionaries being very 

significant, and in part to the way the majoritarian system had led the party to win government in 

very many municipalities and provinces, where a large number of positions had to be filled by the 

existing cadres (Interview: Vanni 1997a). 

 

A member of the federation’s Executive, Laura Bonagiunti, agreed that there had come to be 

“practically a total correspondence between the roles of party leader and leader in the institutions” 

since the PDS had begun to see itself as a party that governed, both at national and local level. 

She explained that roles in the institutions were by then very appealing; they were more 

prestigious than those in the party leadership organs, better paid and more secure than the very 

few paid roles remaining within the party.265 An institutional position was also perceived as an 

acceptable social role, she noted, while that of the politician identified solely with a party was no 

longer so, since the public reaction to the partyocracy (Interview: Bonagiunti 1997). 

 

This did not mean that the figure of the ‘professional political worker’ had disappeared, just that 

of the functionary who worked primarily inside the federation. Candidates for institutional jobs 

were often political professionals in the sense of not having careers outside politics. Some of 

those who had previously had a steady job as a functionary, with interludes in full-time 

institutional roles (or part-time commitments as, for example, municipal councillors), could no 

longer be supported financially by the federation and moved from one paid external role to 

another. In fact, placing such people appeared to be a consideration in the party’s candidate 

selection, as we have seen. 

 

With the centre-left’s successes there was a new emphasis on the opportunity for the party to 

appeal to the electorate through the actions of its institutional representatives. In the PR days, it 

had been the labour-intensive, painstaking task of the sections to work in the community to win 

over new segments of electorate. In Vanni’s account, the effects of the centre-left’s successes on 

militants’ and cadres’ expectations and tasks were particularly significant in areas where the party 

had always been electorally weak and excluded from government. He gave the examples of 

Valdagno and Schio in Vicenza province, where, “even though the party still only count[ed] for 

                                                           
265 Bonagiunti explained further: “the identity of political leader is now someone who carries out an 
institutional role: mayor, administrator, etc. The specific party function of a leader has largely been lost… 
Perhaps the federation secretary still has a role of social prestige but not the rest; it’s better to be an 
administrator or the mayor of a small municipality than be a party leader. … Being the president of the 
airport [or] … of the artisans’ organisation, counts more than being a party leader”. 
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10%”, it entered government, which meant that “if you were the section secretary you became an 

administrator” and “while nobody needed to take any notice of you before, because you only 

counted for 10%, now they [were] forced to talk to you” (Interview: Vanni 1997a). 

 

In these new conditions, institutional representatives enjoyed an autonomy of the internal party 

bodies that would have been unthinkable in First-Republic days, when, as De Piccoli (Interview 

1997) explained, councillors’ and administrators’ actions had been directed by the party organs, 

in turn largely controlled by the federation’s functionaries.266 The following comments by 

Bonagiunti suggest that the situation had in fact been completely reversed: it was now the 

external role that bestowed authority and gave a person voice within the party’s internal 

leadership organs: 

Now there is greater space [for discussion]. That is, if you have some power externally to 
bring into the party. .. It’s unlikely if you come from inside. But if you have … an 
institutional role, a professional role, relations with the associations, then you can also 
have some space in the party (Interview: Bonagiunti 1997). 

 

The party’s internal bodies still debated matters to be discussed in councils and produced 

resolutions defined in terms such as “Official position of the Venetian PDS on … for transmission 

to the compagni267 in the Venice Municipal Council”. However, according to Pietragnoli, these 

were no longer instructions but recommendations, which the group of PDS councillors concerned 

would take into account when debating the line they were to take in council.268 In his role as 

municipal union secretary, Pietragnoli attended the meetings of the PDS councillors that usually 

preceded sittings of Venice Municipal Council on important questions. He was there, he said, not 

to enforce an official federation position but provide any information his “antennae” had picked 

up that was relevant to the issue on which they were preparing their position (Interview: 

Pietragnoli 1997c). 

 

However, Pietragnoli also said that much decision making was now done by neither the party 

organs nor the party’s councillors, but executively by individual administrators. He noted that, 

when the party’s councillors presented a particular line in a council, the PDS administrators 

                                                           
266 By 1997, De Piccoli declared, “the site of decision making [was] the institutions. The party in its 
organisational structure count[ed] much less in administrative choices”. 
267 The term compagno/a (comrade) was still used regularly in speech and in party documents, to refer to 
fellow party members and other left-wing activists and sympathisers. 
268 Pietragnoli emphasised that, while the councillors’ line usually coincided with the federation’s line, 
either completely or with subtle differences, “what count[ed] [was] not the resolutions passed by the 
Venetian party but the position assumed by the party’s group in the council and its vote on the matter”. 
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would usually act in accordance with it. However, much more than in the past, administrators 

would make decisions and the party’s councillors subsequently fall into line with them 

(Interview: Pietragnoli 1997c). 

 

Communication with the coalition partners was largely the responsibility of the party in public 

office, as a certain level of cohesion among administrators and council members was essential in 

the various institutions where the coalition governed. And where the Olive Tree was in 

opposition, such as in the regional council, coalition unity was necessary for the credibility of its 

operation in support of the national government (Interview: Vanni 1997a).269 But the fact that this 

responsibility fell particularly to the institutional representatives was also due to the lack of 

attention by the party leaderships to creating any coordinating body for the coalition outside the 

institutions, discussed in the previous chapter. 

 

Some controls over the party in public office by the party in the federation office did remain. The 

paid institutional representatives were still obliged to contribute a substantial share of their 

income to the party, as in PCI days: in 1997 this was 40% for regional councillors, according to 

Sprocati (Interview 1997).270 This suggested a degree of allegiance going well beyond the 

expectations an electoral-professional party would have of its representatives. Another practice 

carried over from the PCI was that of limiting the number of consecutive terms an institutional 

representative could serve (Interview: Vanni 2000). The two regional councillors who were 

excluded from re-candidature in 2000 on the grounds of having served the maximum two terms, 

Vanni and Varisco, had contrasting views on this rule. For Vanni (Interview 2000) it was 

appropriate, to avoid stagnation and give way to new people and new solutions, while Varisco 

(Interview 2000) complained that applying rules automatically was a counterproductive vestige of 

the PCI’s behaviour, which, in this case prevented judgment of his work by the party and the 

public. 

 

Another indicator that there was still some control by the party in the federation office over that in 

public office is the fact that internal considerations were still significant in selection processes for 

                                                           
269 Vanni, who was PDS group leader in the regional council at the time saw it as a “fundamental task” of 
each institutional representative from the PDS to ensure the coalition was functioning. For him personally 
that meant “my daily concern is that the Olive Tree be functioning in the regional council, that it be united 
and conducting visible battles” (Interview: Vanni 1997a). 
270 The regional councillors’ contribution went to the regional union, while the MPs’ contributions went to 
the national organisation and the mayors’ and administrators’ contributions to the federation (Interview: 
Sprocati 1997). 
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party candidatures, as discussed in the previous chapter. Varisco was scathing about this. He 

claimed that, instead of allowing new leaders and leadership groups to form as a result of tests in 

the electorate and institutions, the party continued the practice of “collocazione”, or placing 

people on the basis of factional representation, dedication to the party, and personal links. This 

meant selection based on judgments “of a private rather than public nature, which can neither be 

criticised nor debated” (Interview: Varisco 2000). 

 

Overall, however, the picture was one of a shift away from the pre-eminence of internal leaders 

towards increasing autonomy and responsibilities for the public representatives. This shift 

appeared more marked and spontaneous at local level than the one that was described by Baccetti 

(1997a) at national level, which amounted to the transfer of a limited set of responsibilities to the 

MPs. It is worth noting that Vianello’s call for the institutional representatives to dedicate some 

time to internal party work, made in his Second Congress speech, had the nature of an appeal 

rather than a command or reminder of a duty. Such an appeal would have been hard to imagine at 

any previous federation congress. 

 

6.2.3 The party in the federation office 

 

At the same time as decision making was becoming increasingly the prerogative of those in 

institutions, the power remaining inside the party itself became more concentrated at the top, in 

the hands of the federation secretary and the Secretariat (Interviews: De Piccoli 1997; Bonagiunti 

1997). One interviewee from the federation’s Executive (1997) said “The figure of the secretary 

is still one of charisma, value, prestige… he certainly still decides many things… The Secretariat 

and the secretary have an absolutely recognised power”. This interviewee perceived the 

Federation Committee – in theory the representative body for the party members in the province – 

as having become just the site of long discussions that were practically useless, where there was 

much routine and still some ideological confrontation. Meanwhile, the Executive, situated 

between the Federation Committee and the Secretariat, remained important to some extent 

because it included institutional representatives at each level, from MPs to local councillors. It 

was therefore “the locus of political mediation … where a synthesis of positions was sought” and 

major issues were brought to the party’s attention and addressed. 

 

Pietragnoli saw the Executive as important because of its responsibility to ensure the party 

worked with a broader perspective than was available to cadres working in individual institutions. 
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He said some compagni thought that, since the power to make decisions had shifted to the 

institutions, there was no point being in the Executive, when they could be in a council and 

therefore not just discuss issues but decide on them. But for him they were missing the point, 

because the task of the Executive was to ensure that the party examined problems of interest to 

any particular municipality in relation to those of the others and the concerns of the provincial 

and regional institutions as well. Pietragnoli claimed it only made sense for the Executive to 

produce resolutions to send to councillors if these drew on the broader perspective of the 

federation; otherwise it was a pointless duplication of effort (Interview: Pietragnoli 1997c). 

 

However, in practice Pietragnoli found the Executive often tended to focus on specific issues, 

without reference to a broader view of politics, either in the territorial sense or that of general 

political priorities. It was therefore not performing the functions he would have liked it to: 

Now that I think about it: how long has it been in this federation since we debated a 
resolution on a general political question, that didn’t deal just with … administrative 
issues … In my view, the two levels should be kept separate. I think this should be a 
party that expresses a position on everything, from the metalworkers’ agreement to 
whatever … Because it’s a party that has an overall vision of society, not one that only 
deals with the coordination of administrative work (Interview: Pietragnoli 1997c). 
 

A key responsibility that remained with the internal party leadership was that of negotiation with 

the coalition partners over alliance formation and candidate selection. As we have seen, the 

federation secretary and municipal union secretary were the main agents for the party at 

discussions regarding the mayoral candidature in Venice, both in 1993 and 1997. Similarly, the 

federation secretary and regional secretary and only one or two others represented the party in 

negotiations over provincial, regional and national candidatures. 

 

On the other hand, what had once been a key responsibility of the party in the federation office 

but had been shed by the mid 1990s, according to various interviewees, was the influence over 

the CGIL. A CGIL cadre, Masi, said it no longer mattered for him to know who was in the 

federation’s Secretariat, as it had in PCI days. And, more generally: 

The functionaries had a great importance for the flow of information and the party line. 
There’s no trace of that party now. … And this evolution must continue; the party must 
become one that conforms to society, sits within society and interprets its needs, receives 
from society; nothing like the party that sought to dominate society, or dictate to society 
(Interview: Masi 1996). 

 

Similarly, Bonagiunti described the party as increasingly responding to, and seeking to mediate 

between, positions coming from outside it: 
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[The federation secretary] tries to mediate among positions identifiable in social, 
economic and functional groups that look to the party; never the other way around. It’s 
not the party that explains to the unions, for example, “this is the line”.  … If there is an 
issue then the party reacts [to what comes from outside]. At least at local level, it’s less 
and less the case that the party speaks first. It tries to mediate or find a solution that can at 
least seem unitary (Interview: Bonagiunti 1997). 

 

As far as the federation secretary’s role was concerned, Vianello spoke of increased responsibility 

rather than decision-making power, as, he claimed, important decisions were still made by the 

leadership bodies.271 He attributed the increase in responsibility to the demand for rapid answers 

by the press and the coalition partners, which meant that he often had to make decisions alone or 

on the basis of telephone calls to a few authoritative individuals. This had not been the case in the 

PCI, when “politics worked at a different pace, … you had time for calling meetings of 200 

bodies” (Interview: Vianello 1997a). In the PDS, the lack of other functionaries in the federation 

to carry out consultations, conduct research and prepare responses must have also contributed to 

concentrating responsibility in the secretary’s hands.272 Furthermore, Vianello pointed out, it was 

still customary practice, as in PCI days, for the federation secretary to provide an authoritative 

presence in Venice Municipal Council (Interview: Vianello 1997a).273

 

The higher expectations of the press and other parties for responses can be explained partly by the 

fact that the local PDS was engaged in government to a much greater extent than the PCI had 

been, but also the increased expectations of efficacy and accountability of individuals that had 

accompanied the electoral reforms. A party leader clearly needed to demonstrate the same 

authority that mayors and administrators now had, and be equally available for prompt comments 

to the press or risk not having the party’s opinion sought. 
 
By Vianello’s account, he had to deal with many requests from inside the party as well. It seemed 

it fell to the secretary to fill in for the old team of functionaries, as far as was possible, in the task 

of maintaining contact between the various components of the party. As he said, “very many 

                                                           
271 Vianello explained that, for major issues, such as the Special Law for Venice or the provincial road 
network, it was usually the Secretariat that prepared a brief, but the Executive that decided. Sometimes an 
expanded Executive was convened, to include invited compagni with specialised knowledge on a subject.  
272 During Vianello’s leadership, he and Giampietro Marchese, who was responsible for organisational 
matters, were the only two people paid full time to work for the federation (apart from the two clerical 
staff). The other members of the Secretariat (and the Executive) filled their roles on a voluntary basis, on 
top of other jobs either outside politics or as representatives of the party in institutions. 
273 Vianello said he had to dedicate considerable time to his work as a municipal councillor and member of 
two council committees. He explained: “The federation secretary, historically, can’t not be in the municipal 
council, because it’s too important … it’s a place where there needs to be an authoritative voice for some 
decisions, to resolve some complicated matters”. 
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things end up on my desk” because, despite the unprecedented autonomy of institutional 

representatives, the councillors and administrators at all levels brought many issues to him. And, 

from the examples he gave, it was clear that the sections expected the federation secretary to be 

their channel to the rest of the party generally and the institutional representatives in particular 

(Interview: Vianello 1997a).274

 
Vianello said he wished to enlarge the leadership group and see more people contribute to the 

internal management of the party, as the functionaries had done, but now this had to be in a 

voluntary capacity (Interview: Vianello 1997a). However, behind his appeal for this at the Second 

Congress gathering (noted above) there was recognition that voluntary work for the party was not 

as appealing to militants as it had been in the past: 

[The economic problems] have also contributed to creating a situation in which running 
the party has been considered a thankless task, subordinate to more comfortable and 
secure placements in the institutions … We must get past this and give the new 
generation a way to take up the reins of both party and institutions. … The political 
capacity and action of each one of us can be best shown off and exploited if they interact 
with the political capacity and activity of all (Vianello 1997b, p.26). 

 

Vanni was also concerned about the effects of a throng of cadres and militants taking on local 

government positions, but he accepted that there were not enough people to maintain an effective 

party organisational network as well as supply all the institutional representatives. His answer 

was that it had become a responsibility of each of those representatives to contribute to making a 

kind of external PDS network function instead of the normal internal one. This meant, he 

explained, that each must behave as an active node in the network, communicating with party 

representatives in other localities and in the other dimensions of government, as well as carrying 

out the institutional job. However, Vanni found this mission had not been taken up spontaneously 

by all the institutional representatives and he feared the party risked giving the impression of 

simply not existing (Interview: Vanni 1997a). 

 

                                                           
274 To illustrate the kinds of requests he dealt with, Vianello said, showing a sheet of paper: “This is from 
the railway workers’ section: ‘Very serious and unsustainable situation created by the government ruling on 
the railways. Urgent meeting with the MPs required’. … A spot needs to be found for a meeting with these 
compagni, but given that the MPs are in Venice only on Fridays and Mondays … it’ll be me that rings them 
and meets them for a chat in order to prepare a brief. Obviously you have to maintain a minimum of 
relationships internally … [Then] there’s the manager of the port who wants your opinion on something, 
the mayor needs something else, and then since everyone thinks I have thaumaturgic powers over Walter 
Veltroni the mayor of X says ‘ask Veltroni if he wants…’. And [regional councillor] Y yesterday sent me 
the new plan of the drainage system that will go before the regional council so we’ll need to call a meeting 
and see if this plan is OK and so on”. 
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By 1997, the party’s internal life appeared much less governed by set procedures than had been 

the case in the PCI or the early PDS. One aspect of this, commented on by several interviewees, 

was the attenuation of the factional battle that had regimented federation life in the first years of 

the PDS. One interviewee observed that the influence of the minorities in the federation had been 

progressively diminishing. He attributed this partly to the ongoing exit of those from the left who 

had found the ideological differences too great for coexistence, and partly to the way in which the 

right had been weakened by continually seeking agreements with the centre over the sharing of 

power. By 1996, he said, the great majority of members identified with D’Alema, who enjoyed 

recognition and prestige as party leader, above any differences, in a way that Occhetto had not. 

As there was fairly general agreement on D’Alema’s overall strategy and tactics, albeit with 

shades of difference, the idea of being ‘dalemiano’ did not have ideological significance such as 

had been associated with the centre/right/left distinction around the svolta and in the early PDS 

days (Interview 1997). 

 

The same interviewee went on to describe two main ways in which the type of division had 

changed with respect to those days of clashes over differing visions of the party. One of these 

developments was a greater propensity for divisions over specific issues – such as justice or social 

services – which were transverse to the old factional boundaries. Differences over policy and 

single issues certainly seemed to be publicly aired around the time of the Second Congress as 

they had never been before. De Piccoli and Peruzza (an MP from the left faction) were signatories 

to various different amendments proposed to the congress motion (PDS National Secretariat 

1996), but this did not appear to have led to any fierce battle between them for support in the 

federation. 

 

However, the second type of division this interviewee described was more of a hangover from 

PCI practice. This was a division between the group holding power in the federation, which he 

described as the traditional one, and those outside that group who sought greater voice and 

internal democracy generally, and had constituted the ‘group of 40’ at the extraordinary congress 

in early 1995. Overall, the interviewee said, even though political differences were much less 

marked, there was still “a great deal of difficulty in obtaining … a real democracy and a real 

parity and dignity of different positions”.275 He attributed the difficulty in embracing a pluralist 

                                                           
275 Two other members of the leadership circle interviewed in 1997 also spoke of inertia in the federation 
over achieving pluralism. The first, who had been associated with the left area, stressed the problem of the 
continuing importance of certain power relationships and domination of debate by a particular group. The 
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culture to the fact that most of the leadership group had been formed in the PCI, and many had 

served the PCI/PDS for 20-25 years. 

 

Another member of the leadership group, who was not associated with any minority, pointed out 

that most cadres and militants did not tend to be particularly outspoken or independent. He gave 

the example of the ‘open consultation’ over the question of Cacciari’s succession in 1997, when 

only 40 of the 120 who were eligible took up the option to have their say. The interviewee 

described this as quite a normal scenario for such consultations. The other typical scenario was 

one in which someone manoeuvred the operation behind the scenes and suggested to members 

“what would be a good thing” before they were consulted (Interview 1997). 

 

A further symptom of the loss of agreed procedures and rules was the abandonment of systematic 

training of young people as new cadres. One member of the Executive stressed that there were no 

longer formal and relatively transparent mechanisms for selecting and training leaders and 

preparing them for responsibilities in the party and local government. He claimed that an 

individual’s rise in the PDS hierarchy therefore depended much more on chance and the influence 

of power groups than had been the case in the PCI (Interview 1997).276

 

Vianello identified the training of new leaders as his top priority, both at the Second Congress 

(1997b) and in interview (1997a), because the dramatic increase in institutional roles to be filled 

had meant that many young people had gone straight into them, with neither a substantial 

understanding of the institutions nor experience in the party. This, he said, raised serious 

problems: on one hand, the effects of their inexperience in the institutions; and, on the other, the 

risk of their becoming defeated and alienated from politics at the first criticism or obstacles. 

Therefore, he explained, while the current leaders must now support young people in their 

training and their apprenticeship in institutions, to allow for a generational change that had been 

postponed for too long, the young people in turn must face the challenge to “broaden the horizons 

                                                                                                                                                                             
second, associated with the right of the party in the past, said the leaders had a duty to ensure that debate 
was held more openly and that different opinions were recognised as a source of vitality. 
276 The interviewee said: “Today the PDS formally still has the same type of structure but it definitely 
functions in a much more chaotic way … much less structured. … The formation of the leadership group, 
especially, owes much more to chance. It depends partly on power groups but less on party or apparatus 
methods. [In the PCI] the path was more complex and structured. … It’s not clear now how the leadership 
groups form. Obviously there are no longer party schools. You no longer have the different degrees of 
responsibility and an internal career in the party. Whether for better or worse it’s definitely changed … for 
the worse because the mechanisms are … more based on chance, on internal struggles … but perhaps you 
are freer to say what you think”. 
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of their political and cultural interests” and also consider putting themselves to the test within the 

party before looking to a comfortable placement in the institutions.277  

 

So Vianello (1997a) was looking at how to go about this systematically: picking out promising 

young people, providing them acculturation through study groups, and giving them experience in 

a variety of roles. The picture he sketched was similar in many ways to the federation’s approach 

in the old PCI days. In Vianello’s view, running a festa dell’Unità was still a very useful learning 

experience, because it meant “having to keep people who sometimes hated each other for the rest 

of the year working together for a month”, and such experience in mediation was as important as 

knowledge about local politics. He also claimed that specific training was necessary for young 

people to become leaders within the party as well as working in the institutions (Interview: 

Vianello 1997a). Sprocati also expressed grave concern about the lack of attention to the 

formation of new cadres: he saw the old approach of guiding a young person’s career through 

both internal and external roles as needing to be reinstated in some form (Interview: Sprocati 

1997). 

 

The Sinistra giovanile (SG, or Young Left) was in the process of being revived, locally, at the 

time of the Second Congress, after having dissolved itself in 1994. However, it was not intended 

to play the essential role that the FGCI had as the training ground for PCI militants. The SG had 

been created by the national leadership, at the birth of the PDS, with the ambition of 

“reconstructing relations between young people and the left” through a high degree of autonomy 

within the party and a strong presence among young people’s associations outside the party. This 

had not been achieved and the SG had shrunk to very low membership levels by 1993 and then 

gradually begun to grow again, but this time as effectively a part of the party, with the more 

modest aim of “bringing the cultural contribution of young generations into the PDS” (Baccetti 

1997a, pp.239-241). 

 

An indicator of the SG’s reduced significance with respect to that of the FGCI was the fact that its 

revival in Venice was not instigated by the federation leadership. According to spokesperson Igor 

Coccato, a 23-year-old student, while the young people had the strong support of Vianello and the 

                                                           
277 In interview, Vianello (1997a) was anxious to point out that various young people were acquitting 
themselves very well in responsible roles in both the party and institutions. Two notable cases in 1997 were 
Pietragnoli, who had become municipal union secretary in Venice at the age of 27 and Andrea Martella 
who was deputy mayor of Portogruaro at 27 and was to become federation secretary after Vianello at 28.  
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federation generally, setting up the SG was their own doing278 and it remained completely 

autonomous, as specified in the PDS statute. Coccato described it as a movement that aimed to 

involve young people and provide input to the PDS from them (Interview: Coccato 1997). 

 

The rebirth of the SG, even as a small group, contrasted with the general picture of a decline of 

party life in the wake of the federation’s ‘migration into the institutions’. Many of those 

interviewed perceived the need for the party in the federation office to re-acquire a function 

independent of the party in public office, so that the party could return to being a site of reflection 

and debate (Interviews: Vianello 1997a; Sprocati 1997; Morandina 1997; Pietragnoli 1997c).279 

Sprocati described the problem, for one educated in the PCI as he had been, as the 

“impoverishment of politics”, now limited to dealing with single issues, one at a time, without 

reference to an overall political vision (Interview: Sprocati 1997).280 A physical manifestation of 

the migration into the institutions was the deserted appearance of the federation premises in 1997: 

it took some effort of imagination to picture them ten years earlier, constantly animated by the 

comings and goings of many cadres, militants and visitors. 

 

                                                           
278 Coccato had been responsible for organising a young people’s space at the festa dell’Unità in Mira in 
1995 and 1996, and those involved had subsequently continued to meet informally in late 1996 and decided 
to reconstitute an SG for the province. Coccato said the federation leaders looked favourably on what he 
was doing because he was young and there were not many people taking initiatives of the kind. In a similar 
vein he said that, when he had attended a section meeting in Mira in 1995 in order to rejoin the party after a 
couple of years’ absence, “I was elected [to the section committee] immediately because, as soon as they 
saw a young person…” (Interview: Coccato 1997). 
279 Morandina, who was still close to the party although not in any of its leadership organs since his brush 
with the Clean Hands magistrates, described the problem in this way: “We’ve got all these administrations 
we’re present in through the Olive Tree but where our administrators no longer have people to refer to in 
the party. There’s a growing separation between those who administer the municipalities and those who run 
the party. … So the party as a site of reflection and debate … this has been lost by the wayside. This was a 
characteristic of the PCI that probably is one of the many that should have been kept, improved. We no 
longer have a school for the training of cadres … Our cadres have their own personal education and 
training of course … [but] in politics there has to be also a political competence. Politics … has to have a 
general vision, within which the specifics are [addressed] … We no longer have a space in which to 
provide this preparation. Where does the separation come from? From the fact that everyone tries to just get 
by, and without the party to refer to in administration” (Interview: Morandina 1997). 
280 Sprocati explained: “There’s the risk of politics becoming very corporative, sectorial, of dealing only 
with the issues …. Which is necessary, but sometimes there’s no discussion of the implications, of the 
overall significance that the issue has in society. It’s probably because I’ve had an education of that kind, 
but I often feel the need to locate the individual things within a political vision. I try to understand where 
I’m heading overall and not just in the specific case. … Today there is to some extent a problem, that is, the 
– necessary – renewal of politics has brought many technicians and professional people in, but sometimes 
one notices the lack of political preparation, an inadequate political kit, let’s say, and therefore an inability 
to operate. … There is also an attempt to recuperate this role for politics because it’s an important role, 
politics is also a site of mediation of various interests, of capacity to reconcile things and understand others’ 
interests. Those with specific professional or technical concerns are not always able to do this”. 
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6.2.4 The party in the sections 

 

As for the sections, the picture that emerged from the interviews was that, as the internal party 

leadership lost influence and prestige with respect to the institutional representatives, the sections 

suffered an even greater loss of significance. The main symptoms were a reduction in the 

intensity of activity, to varying degrees in different sections, and a decline in contact with the 

federation and participation in federation affairs. 

 

Each section had a secretary, a directing committee (Direttivo) responsible for decision making, 

and a Comitato di garanzia. According to a section secretary, Pierluigi Gasparini, his main tasks 

were to convene meetings, prepare the agenda, maintain contacts with the neighbourhood council 

and municipal council, seek responses from those councils on issues or requests coming from the 

neighbourhood or section, and represent the section as necessary. The Comitato di garanzia was 

charged with protecting the rights of the members. Gasparini pointed out that, in the PCI days, 

there had been bodies and procedures that dealt with protecting the party from members who 

failed to toe the line, criticised the leadership or engaged in factional behaviour. With the birth of 

the PDS this had been turned around: the fundamental thing was to provide guarantees for the 

member, against discrimination, for example, rather than for the party (Interview: Gasparini 

1996). 

 

The section secretaries I spoke to said that the majority of members only became actively 

involved at election time, when “everyone remembers about the section and turns up to work on 

leafletting etc.” (Interview: Madricardo 1997). However, section meetings held about once a 

month consistently attracted a certain fraction of the membership (about ten out of thirty-eight in 

one section). 

 

The relationship between the sections and the federation had greatly changed by 1997, with 

respect to that in the PCI. There was no longer the regular direct contact between a section and 

the federation (and municipal union, for sections in Venice municipality) that there had been even 

in the late 1980s, according to Pietragnoli (Interview: Pietragnoli 1997c). The disappearance of 

the functionaries had made such contact no longer feasible, whether it was desired by the 

federation or not. There had also been a decline in participation by the section members in the 

federation’s debate and decisions. The prime example of changed decision-making practices 

given by Pietragnoli concerned the selection of candidates for municipal council tickets in 
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Venice. In 1990, as discussed in chapter 3, the sections had been consulted and expected to 

contribute names, and the final list drawn up by the Federation Committee, following debate at 

both levels. For the November 1997 election, on the other hand, the PR ticket was drawn up at the 

highest level, in the Secretariat. Gasparini, as a section secretary and also coordinator of the 

sections in the centro storico, claimed that the sections still felt free to propose candidates, but 

without nurturing great expectations of success (Interview: Gasparini 1996). 

 

For Sprocati, as a regional councillor and municipal councillor in Venice, the other side of the 

coin of losing the militants’ participation in decision making was the “solitude” of the 

institutional representatives, who could no longer benefit from consultation of the party as a way 

of reading society (Interview: Sprocati 1997). Again, this had been part of the work of the 

functionaries.281

 

The sections still engaged in some political activities and debated matters internally, but, 

according to Pietragnoli, the extent of such activity varied greatly. Some sections did hold fairly 

regular meetings, open to the public, for discussion of various themes of neighbourhood, local or 

national importance. However, he found that these discussions often remained just that; only 

occasionally a section might subsequently send a document reporting the outcomes to the 

federation or the municipal union (Interviews: Pietragnoli 1997a, 1997c).282

 

A particularly bleak picture was presented by one member of the federation leadership (Interview 

1997), who said that, even among the sections regularly engaged in discussion, there were some 

that went repeatedly over the same ground, producing nothing. Another leader (Interview 1997) 

gave the impression that what went on in many sections was of absolutely no interest or use to the 

federation. He expressed concern to protect new members from being alienated by the limited 

horizons of politics in “the bocce-club sections”. 

 

                                                           
281 Sprocati expressed this in the following terms: “Often … there is a certain ‘solitude’ in the institutions, 
that is, there’s a situation in which you have to make decisions and you’d like to be able to discuss the 
matter with various interested groups. An example for me was the definition of rents in council-owned 
buildings. I felt the need for discussion with the citizens and the people in my party who are affected, to 
hear what they thought. … I have to say that I didn’t find sufficient interlocutors to give me answers on 
some things and I had to decide by myself in the end.  … Before, this was a process that came from the 
sections”. 
282 Gasparini, in interview (1997), also lamented there was no longer much serious debate in the sections: 
“[In the sections] there’s a political debate that isn’t real debate, and the level of participation is low, except 
on very important themes that capture the imagination or that have great significance for certain interests”. 
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A considerable amount of each section’s energy went into fund-raising, to cover the costs of their 

own political activity, including campaign posters, leaflets and public meetings, as well as the 

operating expenses of their premises.283 One of the principal sources of funds was membership 

dues, of which a substantial share (30% in 1996) was handed over to the federation and the 

municipal union. Many sections also organised occasional lotteries, dinners and other fund-

raising social events, while one ran foreign language courses on a regular basis (Interview: 

Gasparini 1997). Some sections had set up a club (circolo) on the premises, which ran a bar and 

paid rent. This meant they had effectively separated the political and recreational functions 

traditionally combined in a PCI section (Interview: Madricardo 1997).284

 

The feste dell’Unità remained a major source of funds and destination of effort for the sections. 

Where once most sections had held their own neighbourhood festa, there had been a 

concentration over the years and by 1996 they were fewer, each being a joint effort by several 

sections. The principal festa in the centro storico – the festa cittadina – was a substantial event 

lasting ten days, and with a handful of guest speakers of national significance in the 

programme.285 The coordinator of the sections in the centro storico, Gasparini, described the 

organisation of the festa cittadina as more difficult each year, because the army of volunteers was 

shrinking and aging, so that he did not know how much longer it would still be possible. 

Nevertheless, he considered it worthwhile because it did attract the local population, who still 

“welcomed and celebrated” it (Interview: Gasparini 1997). 

 

In general, however, the feste did not seem to be on the road to complete extinction. The one in 

the town of Mira, which had galvanised the young people who subsequently re-established the SG 

in Venice province, was an example of a revival of the festa after a number of years (Interview: 

Coccato 1997). The federation secretary in Vicenza, Claudio Rizzato, was keen to hold a festa at 

                                                           
283 Most of the premises were owned outright thanks to the labour and self-taxing of their members in the 
past (especially in the 1950s and 1960s) who had built or restructured them themselves. 
284 The bar at one section I visited was frequented largely by pensioners, mostly men, who came to meet 
their friends, read the paper and play cards. While the section itself had 38 members in 1996, its circolo had 
about 200. The section secretary explained that, particularly in the centro storico, many people were 
attracted to the circoli just because they carried on the function of a typical bar as a meeting place for 
locals, while most public bars and cafès were overrun by tourists (Interview: Madricardo 1997). 
285 The festa cittadina included concerts or dances every evening, debates and interviews with invited 
speakers, children’s activities and traditional games for adults, many food and refreshment stands and book 
stalls. In 1995 the key speakers were Massimo Cacciari and Claudio Burlando (the national PDS 
spokesperson on local government) on one evening and Veltroni on another. Gasparini (Interview 1997) 
pointed out that only speakers at a certain level of importance were able to compete with the food and 
entertainment and therefore worth presenting. 
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provincial level there in 1997 – the first since 1990 – because he saw it as important for political 

purposes, as a way to connect with the population (Interview: Rizzato 1997).  

 

Although much of the sections’ efforts were channelled into election campaigns and self-

financing activities, the members were not all resigned to the idea that this was what the sections’ 

function was reduced to, and that any debate they engaged in amounted to going through the 

motions, with no outside relevance. One section secretary interviewed complained that the 

sections did not count, as far as the federation and the national leadership were concerned, and 

that this was why the members no longer frequented the sections as they had in the past. There 

was greater democracy in the party now, he said, but only in a formal sense: a compagno could 

say just about anything but was unlikely to be listened to. He recognised, however, that when his 

section produced a letter for the federation as the outcome of its Second Congress meeting, they 

could hardly expect it to be treated as important, coming as it did from a very small gathering 

(Interview 1997). 

 

The federation’s Second Congress assembly (24-26 January 1997) was an opportunity for such 

problems to be aired, and at least one section did so with emphasis. Gasparini discussed his 

concerns about internal democracy and the role of the sections in an interview in il Gazzettino (30 

January 1997, ‘Nel Pds c’è chi storce il naso’, p.11). A member from the section of which he was 

secretary, Franca Trentin (1997b), gave a speech to the congress denouncing the state of relations 

between the federation and the sections. She accused both the national and the federation 

leaderships of completely ignoring the opinions and efforts of the section militants, at the same 

time as depriving them of any information on developments in the institutions and in the 

federation, leaving them “abandoned and impotent”. This speech was greeted with some applause 

at the congress, and Trentin claimed to have received considerable support afterwards, but there 

was no real response from the podium at the time. 

 

Trentin’s comments are significant in that they convey what it had meant to her to belong to the 

mass party and what had been lost. She took issue with D’Alema’s motion, over the statement 

that “the function of the parties has to adapt to a more mature relationship with the citizens. The 

citizens come before the parties”. She argued: “it’s with the members that the party needs to 

develop a more mature relationship of debate, of listening, of attention. Our relationship with the 

federation … is totally non-existent” (Trentin, F. 1997b). And she was by no means a militant 
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only interested in internal party life, but had been very active in election campaigns in recent 

years. 

 

Both Trentin and the section secretary who claimed the sections did not count were also 

concerned at the lack of contact the sections had with the coalition partners, outside election 

campaign time.286 As we have seen, making the coalition work was the prerogative of the other 

two faces of the party: the federation leadership for strategic decisions, and the representatives in 

public office for cooperation in the institutions. In the absence of any Olive Tree structure, there 

was no defined collaboration between the PDS rank and file and any other Olive Tree component 

or individual supporter, except while election campaigning was actually going on. Both Trentin 

and the section secretary had expected life in coalition to imply a broadening of the sections’ brief 

to reach out into society and were perplexed that this was clearly not being encouraged by the 

federation. In her speech at the federation’s Second Congress, Trentin (1997b, p.1) described the 

sections’ experience of the Olive Tree as particularly illustrating the way the federation, and the 

national party leadership, took the sections for granted. 

 

As far as can be gleaned from my interviews, those active members who were left in Venice were 

not expressing nostalgia for the PCI in general but specifically lamenting the loss of the right to 

participate in debate. They did not object to the increased focus on elections and government, and 

the idea that election campaigning should therefore be their principal duty, but expected this to be 

accompanied by a right to participate in the party’s decisions and to receive and contribute 

information. 

 

Various interviewees, including members of the federation leadership, claimed there should still 

be scope for the sections to have an important function in relating to society. Pietragnoli said he 

wanted the party to be one that talked to society all year round and not just at election time, and 

that this was what gave a meaning to people’s membership. The function he envisaged as 

appropriate for the sections was that of filtering ideas and information between the 

neighbourhood community, the federation and the local institutions, and providing an alternative 

link between the people and governments to that provided by the newspapers (Interview: 

Pietragnoli 1997c). However, it was not clear how Pietragnoli intended to implement this. De 

                                                           
286 The section secretary said: “We experienced being part of the Olive Tree at the time we had to tackle the 
elections, when we worked together with the other parties. Then after we won the elections we didn’t see 
each other again. … [However] it would be a good thing to go beyond the section and the federation and 
present a common line”. 
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Piccoli also said he expected the sections to continue to have an important role in the party, and 

that they needed to be encouraged to develop links with the “organisations of civil society”, such 

as cultural and voluntary associations, although “not with the presumption to represent [society]” 

(Interview: De Piccoli 1997). At the Modernisation seminar, De Piccoli (1996, p.53) had made a 

pointed defence of the importance of the “body of the party”, praising the activism and 

intelligence of the PDS membership, against any proponents of a ‘light party’ who thought that 

politics could be conducted “just by an intellectual élite” and saw a party organisation “as a ball 

and chain”. 

 

But overall there was a lack of concrete proposals on the future of members’ participation. One 

section secretary said that her section would probably pass a resolution calling for a primary to be 

used to choose the next mayoral candidate, and she understood other sections felt similarly. 

However, she doubted this would produce any result (Interview: Madricardo 1997). As we have 

seen, the federation leadership did not entertain the idea of primaries for candidate selection. 

 

Nor was there any concerted attempt to devise ways of using the section premises more 

effectively for political purposes, as a meeting place between the party and local society of the 

1990s. These premises were a precious resource that most parties did not have, and could have 

been an element of distinctiveness for the party in a positive sense. Instead they risked appearing 

to the public as museums of PCI section life.287 As was the case for the federation, the appearance 

of some section premises conveyed the idea that they had seen busier days, and quite probably 

heightened many militants’ awareness of the growing gap between them and current 

developments in the federation and the institutions. 

 

Significantly, there was no discussion of the future of members and sections in the secretaries’ 

speeches at the federation’s and regional union’s Second Congress gatherings. The leaders’ 

approach seemed to be that of expecting the transformation of the sections into committees 

mobilised only for election campaigns and fund-raising, without acting specifically to ensure this 

or even acknowledging it. Instead, Vianello (1997b) and Armano (1997) each called on the party 

                                                           
287 One section I visited had a museum-like atmosphere, despite being regularly used. The main meeting 
room had rolled-up flags in the corner and tidy bookshelves housing bound volumes of Rinascita and 
l’Unità. The walls were lined with posters of Marx, Lenin, Togliatti, Berlinguer, Berlinguer’s funeral and Il 
quarto stato, along with those for the festa dell’Unità in 1995 and recent election campaigns for both the 
PDS and the Olive Tree. The fact of having a stable premises, filled with these effects of the section’s 
history, meant that the members were constantly in contact with that history and the section’s previous 
importance. 
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in public office to prop up one of the other faces of the party. Vianello, as we have seen, urged the 

institutional representatives to give some of their spare time to the federation’s work, implying he 

expected this of them rather than of section members. Armano also appealed to the institutional 

representatives, region-wide in this case, in a proposal for dealing with the old problem of the 

party’s lack of presence on the ground in many areas of the Veneto. He proposed that this be 

addressed by engaging the institutional representatives at all levels (MPs, regional councillors, 

local and provincial councillors and administrators) as active representatives of the party 

throughout the territory, making a physical presence of the party felt even outside their 

electorates. This implied that trying to establish territorial sections in the traditional way was not 

seen as the answer. 

 

In light of the disaggregation of the three faces of the local party and the leadership’s silence on 

any new role for the party in the sections, the question arises of what had become of Vianello’s 

antipathy towards the idea of a ‘light party’, avowed at the time of his rise to the leadership. As 

noted in chapter 4, his determination to defend and strengthen the organisation had been seen at 

the time as underlying a “return to the fundamentals” after the uncertainty of Zennaro’s 

leadership. A possible answer is that, for Vianello, defending the organisation no longer meant 

defending the party in the sections, but the party in the federation office. By 1997 the party 

Vianello was leading was heavily committed in local and provincial government. It was a party in 

which many cadres might contemplate only having roles in the institutions, while the opposite 

option of just working in internal party organs was only considered by very few. His focus had to 

be on the body of cadres involved in, or aiming at, roles in institutions, rather than the body of 

members. However, given his concern that it was the parties that should produce political 

personnel, he felt strongly the need for an assertive and autonomous party in the federation office. 

This was to retain responsibility for the party’s overall political platform and values and for 

training and educating young people in politics. 
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6.2.5 Implications of the organisational change 

 

This discussion of the operation of the local party has revealed various ways in which it had been 

losing the organisational characteristics associated by Panebianco with a mass party. First, there 

had been a substantial shift of power and authority from the internal party organs to the 

institutional representatives. Second, the relinquishing of control over what had been the local 

flanking organisations like the CGIL had been completed. Third, a loosening of vertical ties was 

observable in the concentration of decision making at the top (federation secretary and 

Secretariat) and the detachment of members and activity in the sections from both the federation 

leadership and the institutional representatives. Fourth, and underlying all the other changes, the 

centrality of the political-administrative work of the functionaries – in research and preparation of 

policy, and in maintaining internal links through consultation and transmission of information – 

was no more. Fifth, the effect of all these changes on the roles of the members was a decline in 

participation in decision making.  

 

While, as noted in chapter 2, some of these types of change – particularly the first – had been 

observed to some extent in the 1970s in Turin (Hellman 1988) and in the ‘red’ regions 

(Lanchester 1983b), the Venetian federation in the 1990s exhibited more far-reaching change than 

that documented by Hellman in Turin. Arguably, the five inter-related changes listed above 

together amount to a transformation of the party type, closely corresponding to that described by 

Panebianco. Furthermore, these changes were unlikely to prove reversible in the event of the local 

party’s return to opposition, in the way that Hellman found the change in Turin to be. For, in this 

case, unlike in the 1970s, the march into the institutions followed a financial crisis that made it 

impossible to maintain a corps of internal functionaries anyway, and a conscious decision to 

release the flanking organisations from direct control. 

 

The rapidity of the organisational changes in Venice in the 1990s was remarkable. Panebianco 

described the transformation of a mass bureaucratic party into an electoral-professional party as 

gradual and stimulated by changes in social structure and the increasing impact of the mass media 

on political communications. While these environmental developments were under way in Italy 

for years prior to the svolta, and undoubtedly contributed to change in the PCI over time and to 

the eventual decision for the svolta, the picture presented by the interviewees is one of very 

sudden transformation between the First and Second PDS Congresses and particularly associated 

with the huge increase in local governmental responsibilities after 1995. The party organisation 
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appeared to be adapting belatedly and very rapidly to the environmental changes described by 

Panebianco. A possible interpretation of this is that the ‘march into the institutions’, as some 

interviewees called it, released the brakes that had been impeding such organisational 

transformation. Such brakes had been operated intentionally while the party was communist and 

had continued to hold in the early PDS years, when the combination of a low level of power in 

the institutions and a high intensity of factional division had meant the party was largely turned in 

on itself. 

 

If we consider these developments in terms of the changing relationships between the three faces 

of the local party, the picture conforms to that defined by Katz and Mair (2002, pp.122-126) of 

transformation of mass parties, but transposed to local level. In the Venetian party, an increasing 

importance of the party in sub-national public office was accompanied by a blurring of the 

boundary between the party in federation office and the party in sub-national public office, and a 

loosening of the formerly close ties between the federation office and the party in the sections so 

that the latter counted very little. The party in the federation office now held the party in sub-

national public office to account only in minimal ways, such as limiting the number of terms for 

any individual in certain institutional roles, but this probably amounted to accountability to the 

federation office as much as to the party in the sections. 

 

At the same time, when viewed from the national perspective, the Venetian federation was also 

part of developments on a national scale such as those described by Katz and Mair. The formerly 

close two-way contact between the federation and central office had given way to sporadic 

contact, with both control and support largely removed. The federation appeared as part of a 

marginalised party on the ground with respect to the party in central office and national public 

office. 

 

Katz and Mair (2002, pp.128-129) outlined two ways in which national party leaderships tended 

to seek to “ostensibly enhance the position of a [marginalised] party on the ground … while at the 

same time limiting the real potential for a real challenge from below”. One was by introducing 

some kind of formal direct democracy, allowing all members to vote on certain matters, and so 

diminishing the role of the active members. In the case of the PDS, there was a suggestion in the 

Second Congress motion that this option was contemplated. The motion (D’Alema et al. 1996, 

p.8) included the observation that it was necessary to address “the big question of channels of 

participation and centres of decision making inside a political formation that intends to maintain 
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mass characteristics”. By way of answer it flagged the possibility of making use of 

communications technologies to allow permanent forms of consultation of all members. This 

looked much like a way of giving an impression of greater democracy while actually bypassing 

the activists.288 However, the case study provided no evidence of any attempt to implement this. 

 

The second approach to compensating for the marginalisation of the party on the ground 

identified in some parties by Katz and Mair (2002, pp.128-129) was that of introducing a 

‘stratarchic’ mode of operation, in which the national leadership was set free of any requirement 

to answer to the local parties and the local party left autonomous in the management of politics 

within its territory. The experience of the Venetian federation shows that such a stratarchy was 

partially effected in the PDS. While the national leadership largely freed itself of accountability to 

the federation, the autonomy of the local party was not complete. There was no longer systematic 

control from central office, but the federation was still subject to occasional direction from there 

regarding candidatures, as we have seen. This was particularly marked over the 1993 municipal 

election in Venice, and then the 1994 and 1996 national elections, when national coalition 

concerns prompted the national leadership to impose controversial decisions on the local party. 

The national leadership also continued to appropriate the top position on the federation’s PR 

ticket at those elections for one of its own team, which was a matter completely internal to the 

party and could not be justified in terms of coalition demands. 

 

However, even complete autonomy for the federation would not have resolved the problem of 

marginalisation in the PDS, as the analysis above has shown that marginalisation was a problem 

within the local party itself. The party in the sections was marginalised in matters to do with sub-

national politics as much as national politics, and in relation to the party in federation office and 

sub-national public office as much as the party in central office in Rome. There was little 

expectation, on either side, of accountability of the federation leadership to the members.  

 

                                                           
288 On the other hand, one of the proposed (but unsuccessful) amendments to the congress motion, entitled 
“A modern party: stronger and more open” (PDS National Secretariat 1996, p.18), argued for the role of 
activists to be restored and revitalised. The amendment called for a process of “clarification and definition 
of roles and tasks between party, elected people, institutions”, claiming that attention to the role and 
function of the sections was an important issue “for a party that wants to have roots in the territory and be 
fully democratic”. Its authors also argued that the job of preparing people and projects for government 
should not be the party’s sole function, and insisted on a distinction between the party itself and its work in 
the institutions, emphasising the responsibilities of institutional representatives towards the ‘internal’ party. 
There were no authors named but 3402 signatories. 
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What we can say in this case is that the stratarchic tendency had shifted the responsibility for the 

party in the sections from the combined national and local leaderships to the local leadership 

alone, due to the breaking of the bond between the party in central office and the periphery. 

Where once the systems and procedures laid down in statutes, drawn up and implemented by the 

national party leadership in central office, had ensured the conduct of mass-party style 

relationships between the three faces at local level and between the federation and the party in 

central office, now there were no such rules. 

 

Before leaving the question of marginalisation of the party in the sections it is useful to consider 

the significance of coalition life, and the competitive environment the party operated in, in this 

development. The first point to note is that the party’s entry into coalition appeared to directly 

reinforce the marginalisation of the party in the sections, due to the division of coalition-related 

labour among the three faces. While responsibility for coalition negotiations was in the hands of 

the party in federation office, and that for coalition relations in the institutions was in the hands of 

the party in public office, the members in the sections were expected to have contact with their 

counterparts in the other parties only during election campaigns, and not in any autonomous 

fashion. 

 

This leads to the second implication of coalition life: an ambiguity in the members’ function as 

campaign force, which helps explain both their concern for a broader role and the local 

leadership’s inability to explicitly define their role as restricted to campaigning. If the members’ 

roles were to be reduced to the standard ones in an electoral-professional party – election 

campaigning, and, for those interested, preparing oneself to become a candidate – this would not 

be a satisfactory arrangement in terms of those members’ incentives. For, in the competitive 

environment of sub-national politics, as we have seen, they were typically not engaged in the 

normal type of campaign conducted by an electoral-professional party: a campaign for the party’s 

people and programme in a majoritarian contest. Instead, the PDS members were expected to 

campaign in majoritarian contests only for the coalition’s candidates, who did not come from the 

party in any of the major cases examined thus far, and the coalition’s programmes. Campaigning 

for the party itself was restricted to the PR segment at each level, which had much less 

significance. In this context it made sense for activists with any attachment to the party as a 

separate entity from the coalition to continue to look within the party for a role that went beyond 

electoral campaigning. This was a likely response to, on one hand, the limited incentives of 
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election campaigning, and, on the other, awareness of the need for the PDS to maintain its own 

identity in the crowded political space of the Second Republic. 

 

6.3 Conclusion  

 

Vianello’s speech to the federation’s Second PDS Congress in early 1997 depicted a local party 

with the aims and functions of an electoral-professional party rather than a mass party, in 

Panebianco’s (1988) schema. Consistent with this, interviewees’ accounts provided evidence of 

various ways in which the local party had been losing the organisational characteristics of a mass 

party as defined in that schema, although the members’ activity was not completely reduced to 

election campaigning. The shedding of mass-party characteristics was also evident in the 

loosening of ties between the federation and the national leadership.  

 

The organisational transformation was very rapid: with the internal factional clash losing 

significance and the party gaining external success which took many of its cadres into the 

institutions, the organisational effects, although apparently unplanned, were dramatic. I have 

argued that these factors freed the PDS to undertake the transformation, rather than actually 

causing it, given that the environmental challenges that Panebianco described as usually leading 

to such a transformation had been present in Italy for some time beforehand. 

 

In analysing the relationships between the local party’s three faces, I found a picture analogous to 

the trend presented by Katz and Mair when viewing parties from a national perspective: 

ascendancy of the party in sub-national public office and marginalisation of the party in the 

sections, with the party in federation office more oriented towards support for the party in sub-

national public office than towards holding it accountable to the party in the sections. However, 

the marginalisation of the party in the sections was neither officially acknowledged by the 

leadership nor fully accepted by militants. Members active in sections continued to hold regular 

section meetings and engage in some political activities beyond election campaigning – 

occasional debates, public meetings, organising feste dell’Unità – and some expressed frustration 

at the reduced opportunity for contributing to the party’s debate and decisions. There appeared to 

have been no attempt by the leadership to define new roles and relationships and explain the 

changed expectations. Nor was there any strategy for redeployment of the potentially very 

valuable resource of the section premises, to which members’ work continued to be attached. In 

fact, much of the work of a section beyond election campaigning was directed at fund-raising so 
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as to keep the section open, even though its function was ill-defined. Yet it was by no means only 

militants in the sections who perceived problems in the working of the organisation and a need to 

establish procedures, roles and relationships. Several members of the leadership group raised 

problems: the difficulty in ensuring the institutional representatives operated as a network in place 

of the weakened party network; the haphazard nature and non-transparent mechanisms of 

selecting and training new young people; the “solitude” of the institutional representatives who 

had been accustomed to consulting the party before developing policy; and the loss of a venue for 

discussion and development of the party’s global vision of politics. Although the declared focus 

on issues and policy was accepted, there was clearly widespread desire for political work to mean 

more than just action in institutions, and to involve broader participation. I have also argued that 

this situation was complicated by the contradiction in relation to members’ incentives that 

coalition life presented in the competitive environment the party worked in.  

 

While the relationship between the local party and the national leadership was tending towards a 

stratarchy, in the terms described by Katz and Mair (2002), I have argued that this did not have 

the effect of compensating for the marginalisation of the membership. From the local perspective, 

it is the party in the sections that appears as the real ‘party on the ground’ and, at least in this case, 

its marginalisation was a problem internal to the local party. It was the party in federation office 

and the party in sub-national public office that enjoyed any increased autonomy in local politics 

that the stratarchic operation brought. 

 

The problem of ill-defined roles for members and sections can be hypothesised as another factor 

in the local party’s inability to assert itself as leader of the coalition and extend its own electorate, 

in addition to those proposed in the previous chapters. The valuable resources of people and 

premises, which the other parties did not have, could have been used to present a new distinctive 

identity for the PDS and acquire visibility through a new relationship with local society, but the 

federation lacked the will or vision to do this. With this in mind we now resume the analysis of 

the local party’s behaviour and its outcomes in the ‘external world’, examining further 

developments in coalition politics and the competitive environment in the next set of key electoral 

contests, in 1999 and 2000.  
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CHAPTER 7 FAILURE TO BUILD ON THE CENTRE-LEFT SUCCESSES 

 

In the preceding two chapters we saw the centre-left coalition having a very big impact on the 

federation initially. The sub-national elections of 1995-1996 brought a small improvement in the 

party’s vote share but extensive local government responsibilities, which accelerated change in 

roles and relationships in the organisation. This chapter analyses the federation’s difficulty in 

making headway after those promising early developments as part of the centre-left coalition. By 

2000, the DS had still not been able to assert themselves as the leading party in the sub-national 

coalitions, which had become more fraught with rivalry and unstable than in the early years. The 

coalition parties were unsuccessful in running Cacciari – by then a leader of Prodi’s new centre 

party, the Democrats – for regional president, and split over the choice of candidate to succeed 

him in the mayoral contest the same day. Out of concern to avoid such a split, the DS gave up on 

the quest for the mayorship for Vianello in the face of Costa’s determination that he – also a 

Democrat – was Cacciari’s natural successor. The expected opportunity to finally overcome the 

restriction to the deputy’s role, which had been the lot of the PCI and PDS until then, therefore 

did not eventuate. 

 

The first section of this chapter outlines the events of the key elections that the Venetian 

federation was involved in 1999 and 2000. In the second section I analyse those events, arguing 

that the local party was even further constrained in this period by the straitjacket of the 

competitive environment than in the early years of centre-left alliances. I highlight the party’s 

persistence in working for coalition cohesion and electoral success amid an intensification of 

intra-coalition rivalry that I interpret as a further consolidation of the return of the parties, 

associated with the formation of the Democrats. In the third section I discuss formal 

organisational changes in these years, especially the co-founding of the DS with small left-wing 

groups and the statutory changes foreshadowing the party’s regionalisation, and argue that these 

changes did not have a major impact on the federation’s relationship to the national or regional 

leaderships, nor generate significant change in the party type. 

 

7.1 The sub-national elections in 1999 and 2000 

 

The key elections the federation faced in this period were a provincial election in June 1999 and 

both a municipal election in the city of Venice and a regional election in April 2000. For both the 
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provincial and municipal elections, the local centre-left forces were split at the first round but 

united for the second round, which they won. 

 

The first split saw the Democrats run their own candidate for provincial president in Venice, 

while all the other centre-left parties including PRC were united behind the incumbent, Luigino 

Busatto, of the PPI. Busatto won the second round, where he had the support of the Democrats as 

well, with 56.3%. The first round was held on the same day as the European elections in which 

the Democrats first entered the fray nationally, Prodi having created the party following the fall of 

his government and his succession as PM by D’Alema. Building on a movement of mayors called 

Centocittà (One Hundred Cities) founded a few months earlier, the Democrats became a 

component of the already crowded centre area of the centre-left, despite the fact that among the 

leaders were people like Cacciari, previously identified as on the left. This was the period in 

which the Democrats were claiming their space in the party system and initially took an 

antagonistic stance towards both the DS and PPI. As Cacciari was one of the founders and leaders 

of the Democrats, relations between the DS and Cacciari were very strained for some time289, 

according to the new DS federation secretary, Andrea Martella (Interview 2000).290

 

The Democrats having measured their electoral support – 8.2% at the provincial election, to the 

DS’ 19.0% and the PPI’s 4.9%291 – their relations with the rest of the centre-left improved and, 

for the regional election in April 2000, the full range of centre-left parties in the Veneto were 

behind the candidature of Cacciari for regional president. The DS did not propose a candidate of 

their own for regional president. In fact, in Martella’s account, the only alternative candidates 

considered were from civil society – three business leaders (one of whom subsequently became 

vice president of the national employers’ body Confindustria). Martella explained that the choice 

of Cacciari was part of a national coalition strategy to go on the offensive in the northern regions, 

by standing the strongest possible candidates, able to attract personalised votes beyond the 

parties’ electorates (Interview: Martella 2000). This was a reflection of the significance and the 

difficulty of the contest in the North and the fact that the national government was struggling. 

                                                           
289 Venice was one of only a few provinces in which the Democrats and the rest of the coalition did not 
manage to run together that day. In most of the 60-odd provinces going to the polls the Democrats 
participated in the centre-left coalition in the first round (Martelli 2000, pp.273-295). 
290 Martella followed Vianello in the job of federation secretary when Vianello became deputy mayor at the 
end of 1997. 
291 When the results at the provincial election are compared with those of 1995, it appears the Democrats 
encroached on the electorates of both PPI and DS, but also that of the Pact of Democrats in 1995. In 1995 
the PDS won 23.2%, the PPI 6.6% and the Democrats’ Pact 4.5%. In 1999 the vote to the DS was 19.0% 
and to the PPI 4.9%, while the Pact of Democrats did not exist (la Nuova Venezia 15 June 1999, p.14). 
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Part of the background to the choice of Cacciari was that both he and, to a lesser extent, the (P)DS 

– especially the Venetian federation – had been dedicating considerable attention and energy to 

the problem of the centre-left’s weakness in the Veneto. Initiatives by the party and by Cacciari 

fuelled greater expectations of being able to turn the situation around for the centre-left than in 

the past. One of the party’s key initiatives had been a major day-long seminar in July 1996, the 

‘Modernisation seminar’, aimed at defining a mission for itself as the force for modernisation of 

the region.  

 

The party’s new offensive on the regional problem was not a groundbreaking step but came in the 

context of a wave of attention to the Veneto, and the North-East in general, as a special part of the 

North, characterised by specific forms of economic development and by a strong new demand for 

appropriate political representation and support for that development. By 1996 there was a wealth 

of research to draw on regarding economic, social and political trends in the Veneto and 

especially the attraction of the League.292 Both local and national newspapers frequently reported 

comments by experts and surveys of public opinion.293 The PRC also held three significant 

seminars on the North-East in 1995-1996. 

 

But the most prominent actor on the North-Eastern question was Cacciari. He broadened the 

target for his analysis and activism in the second half of the 1990s from Venice to the North-East 

in general and, before finding a home in the Democrats, had led two new movements that were 

both identified territorially rather than by position on the political spectrum. The first of these was 

the North-Eastern Mayors’ Coordinating Committee, formed in September 1995 and initially 

involving mayors from all political parties.294 Its mission was to push for a federalist renewal of 

                                                           
292 Since the early 1980s there had been substantial research on economic developments in the North-East 
(Anastasia and Corò 1996; Anastasia and Rullani 1982) and on political developments (including Diamanti 
1993, 1996; Diamanti and Riccamboni 1992; Gangemi and Riccamboni 1997a; Riccamboni 1992, 1994). In 
the 1990s both national and regional journals also paid considerable attention to the Veneto and the North-
East. 
293 For example, as editor of il Gazzettino for many years, Giorgio Lago had dedicated considerable space 
in that newspaper to the North-East. Local and national newspapers frequently published comments by the 
most noted scholar of the League, Ilvo Diamanti, and the results of surveys conducted by him. Likewise, 
the results of the Fondazione Corazzin’s annual survey among wage and salary earners in the Veneto were 
summarised and commented on in the local press (see, for example, Fondazione Corazzin 1997, pp.27-30). 
See also two books by journalists: Montagni (1996) and Stella (1996). 
294 The mayors’ group was born on 23 September 1995, at a meeting in Treviso of over 70 mayors from the 
Veneto, Friuli-Venezia Giulia and Trentino-Alto Adige. Particularly active in the movement, and most 
often quoted as spokespeople, were Massimo Cacciari (president), Maurizio Fistarol (deputy) and Flavio 
Zanonato, mayors of Venice, Belluno and Padua, respectively. Although all three headed progressive or 
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the state that would allow municipal governments autonomy and free them from the bureaucratic 

impediments the centralised state put in the way of their effective functioning.295 While the 

activism of the mayors’ movement had died down by late 1996, Cacciari then led another 

organisation formed shortly before the PDS’s Modernisation seminar: the Movement of the 

North-East (MNE), envisaged as the forerunner of a Party of the North-East (PNE). Also among 

the leaders of the MNE were: Mario Carraro, then president of the Veneto Industrialists’ 

Association; Paolo Costa, then vice-chancellor of Ca’ Foscari University; and Giorgio Lago, the 

editor of il Gazzettino. Costa (in Jori 1996b) explained that the PNE was not intended to be “just 

another small party”, nor an ‘ethnic’ regional party seeking to defend local interests, but rather the 

leading force behind the transformation of the state into a federal form of organisation. It was to 

counter the League by providing a vehicle for change as well as a voice for territorial identity. 

After a flurry of activity in the summer of 1996 the MNE waxed and waned until it collapsed in 

mid 1998, and the PNE was never established.296

 

Despite Cacciari’s activism and the renewed efforts by both the (P)DS and PRC to redefine 

themselves as forces able to provide political representation in the Veneto, aiming at victory in 

the 2000 regional election was a tall order for the centre-left coalition, given the results in 1995. 

Cacciari did attract 4.7% more votes than the parties supporting him in the PR segment, but was 

still roundly beaten by Galan, the incumbent and joint candidate of the Freedom Alliance and the 

League (54.9% to 38.2%). Afterwards, Cacciari took the opportunity to castigate the left-wing 

parties for their behaviour during the campaign (Vitucci 2000h), once more marking out his 

special status. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                             
Olive Tree coalitions, and Fistarol and Zanonato were from the PDS, the movement emphasised its cross-
spectrum nature, and several mayors from the League and Forza Italia were initially active in it (UAIPAV, 
7 September 1996; Interview: Fistarol 1997). 
295 The strategy for carrying this out included lobbying deputies and senators from the North-East and 
coordinating action with mayors throughout Italy (UAIPAV, 23 September 1995). Upon the Olive Tree’s 
national victory in 1996, the group issued a kind of ultimatum for the Prodi government, calling for 
federalism to be a priority and to be achieved within six months in order to avoid the risk of secession (La 
Stampa 12 May 1996, ‘Cacciari, ultimatum a Prodi: Federalismo entro sei mesi’). In interview, Fistarol 
(1997) claimed considerable credit was due to the mayors’ movement for the rapidity and seriousness with 
which the Prodi government took on the task of decentralising and simplifying administrative procedures in 
order to allow local government to function more efficiently. 
296 The MNE’s official launch was held in February 1997 but there was no leader until Carraro was 
designated such in July 1997. Although a PNE was initially expected to make its debut by fielding a ticket 
for the elections to Venice Municipal Council in November 1997, it did not do so (Jori 1997). In January 
1998 the MNE was officially launched again but it later collapsed following a division between Cacciari 
and Carraro (Hine & Vassallo 2000, p.2,17). 
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While the centre-left forces were united at regional level, they were split in Venice municipality 

at the election on the same day for the successor to Cacciari. Here the chances of victory were 

much greater but coalition strife was severe and public. For the previous election, in 1997, Costa 

had been considered by many in the PDS and by the local press to be the likely successor, but 

Prodi had made him a minister and Cacciari had been pressured to carry on. This time, however, 

the local DS felt they had a strong case for Vianello, then deputy mayor. A drawn-out battle over 

the candidature between Vianello and Costa (who had also joined the Democrats) was won by the 

latter, but at the cost of the Greens and PRC running a separate candidate, the Greens’ Gianfranco 

Bettin.297

 

Costa insisted on the candidature throughout, announcing he would run separately if necessary 

(Costa 2000; Tantucci 2000a), and was supported by his party’s claim that Venice and Catania 

should be its share of the nation-wide booty of mayorships (Tantucci 2000b). The Greens and 

PRC were prepared to support Vianello but dubious about a Costa candidature, due to past battles 

with him on environmental issues. Costa’s candidature was also undoubtedly one that the PRC 

saw as shifting the coalition’s centre of gravity too far towards the centre of the spectrum. After 

the drawn-out negotiations over drafting the common programme – a cutting and pasting job 

carried out largely by the DS (Vitucci 2000g) – became bogged down over the Mosè, the Greens 

and PRC eventually decided to run their own candidate (Vitucci 2000d). 

 

The DS maintained the line that they would not contemplate a programme or candidature that did 

not hold the whole centre-left together. They attempted to resolve the situation by Vianello’s 

withdrawing his availability, in the vain hope that Costa and Bettin would do the same, while they 

sought another candidate (Tantucci 2000b; Vitucci 2000e). Once more, the search turned to 

notables from civil society with no political experience. Only one person was officially 

approached – Giorgio Orsoni, president of the Lawyers’ Association in Venice – but the coalition 

partners were not interested (Vanzan 2000). Time ran out and the DS had to decide whether to 

run alone or salvage what remained of coalition unity and support Costa. The federation’s 

Executive, together with that of the municipal union, resolved to endorse a ticket defined as a 

partnership of Costa for mayor and Vianello for deputy mayor (Franchin 2000c). 

 

At the second round, all centre-left parties eventually supported Costa (who defeated FI’s Renato 

Brunetta by 56% to 44%), but not without further negotiations, over shares in the bonus seats in 
                                                           
297 Bettin had been an administrator in Cacciari’s team in both terms. 
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council going to the winning coalition and changes to the programme (il Gazzettino 20 April 

2000, ‘«Con i rossoverdi intesa formale»’). For the DS, the 21.4% in the PR segment reflected a 

1.8% drop with respect to the 1997 municipal election (see Figure 18), but the party was still, as 

Vianello said, “the central party of the coalition in the city” (il Gazzettino 18 April 2000, 

‘Michele Vianello: siamo il perno della coalizione’). However, the implications for the DS went 

well beyond the electoral figures. 
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Figure 17 Mayoral election in Venice, 2000 
 
 

Mayoral candidate 1st

round 
2nd

round 
Supporting parties 

in 1st round 
 

Vote to 
partiesa

Paolo Costa 37.7 56.0 DS, Democrats, PPI, RI, 
UDEUR, SDI-PRI, Civic 
Alternative, Italian Communists 
 

37.1 

Renato Brunetta 39.0 44.0 Northern League, FI, AN, 
CCD, CDU, Sgarbi’s Liberals 
 

40.9 

Gianfranco Bettin 16.3  Greens, PRC 
 

14.3 

Others 7.0   
 

7.7 

a Total vote in PR segment to tickets supporting candidate in first round. 
 
Source 
Martelli (2001, p.286). 
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Figure 18 Election results within Venice municipality, 1996-2000 
 
 

Party National 
election 

1996 
 

Municipal 
election 

1997 

Municipal 
election 

2000 

PDSa / DS 20.3 23.2 21.4 
PRC 10.4 8.6 7.7 
Greens 4.3 8.1 3.5 
Socialists - 2.8 5.21 
PPI-RI-UD 6.1 9.5 7.9 
Auton. League in Veneto - 7.4 -
Northern League 17.6 11.0 3.9 
FI 20.1 11.3 25.3 
MSI / MSI-DN / AN 11.8 8.5 7.0 
a In 1997: PDS and others, as “Democratic and Labour Left for Venice” 
b In 1997: Reformist Socialists for Venice; in 2000 Democratic Socialists and Republicans 
c In 1997: Veneto North-East 
 
Note 
Not all small parties shown. 
 
Sources 
la Nuova Venezia 18 November 1997 for 1996 and 1997; la Nuova Venezia 18 April 2000 for 
2000. 
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7.2 The further return of the parties and intensified competition for visibility 

 

These elections exhibited further developments in the return of the parties to control of the 

political system at sub-national levels. By 2000 it was even clearer than in 1997 that the centre-

left coalition contesting each election was the fruit of an agreement hammered out between 

certain parties to line up together. There was no longer even a pretence of presenting a coalition 

as being formed of components united primarily by a common project or programme, and so 

defined in terms of what it intended to do rather than which parties were in and which were out. 

Nor was there any further question of what identity a coalition could have in addition to that of 

the parties comprising it. There were no committees like those of 1995-1996 even attempting to 

participate. The Democrats, who constituted the significant new coalition component, identified 

themselves as a party like the others. While the coalitions did still consider using civil-society 

candidates for regional president and mayor of Venice in 2000, the potential candidates were seen 

strictly as tools of the parties. It was a case of the parties being prepared to resort to a civil-society 

candidate, rather than responding to a perceived need to bestow legitimacy on the coalition and 

the candidature, or an identity distinct from that of the parties. 

 

The centre-left’s approach to the municipal election in Venice in 2000 illustrated two further 

elements in the ‘re-partying’ of elections. First, the two main contenders for the centre-left’s 

mayoral candidature were decidedly party exponents and the struggle was over their parties’ 

claims to the candidature as much as the merits of the individuals concerned. In 1993 and 1997, 

the fact that Cacciari’s candidature had not been owned by any party had been essential to his 

suitability for the mayorship: the merits of his candidature had been argued in terms of his own 

qualities and experience, including his very significant talent of being able to attract the support 

of the full spectrum of centre-left parties. And in 1997, when alternatives were considered 

because of Cacciari’s reluctance to stand again, there had still been considerable resistance within 

the coalition to any party providing the candidature. But in 2000 it had become acceptable for the 

coalition’s candidate to be a party leader, even though neither Vianello nor Costa proved able to 

hold a full coalition together for the first round. On each side, the case for the respective 

candidate included the party’s interests and significance to the coalition. The Democrats used the 

question of the national distribution of important mayorships among coalition parties as leverage, 

as we have seen, while the DS claimed they deserved the job on the basis of accounting for 

almost half of the coalition’s vote in the city and having held back from the mayorship in the past 
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(Interview: Martella 2000).298 Underlining the party-oriented nature of the candidature was the 

fact that Costa proved able to attract only 0.6% more votes in the mayoral contest than the 

combined votes to the supporting tickets in the PR segment, suggesting that the public saw him as 

a party candidate too. 

 

The other feature of this election that provided evidence of the thorough ‘re-partying’ of the 

system was the open discussion of the coalition parties’ claims to shares of jobs and of the 

difficulties in fitting their programmes together to produce a single programme for the coalition 

and its mayoral candidate. The DS publicly demanded the deputy mayorship and four 

administrators’ positions, while the Greens and PRC required a return on their second-round 

support, and the tiny SDI and PRI had a claim too (Testa 2000c). This time there was also open 

discussion of the necessity to share out all the jobs managing the public bodies under the 

authority of the municipal government (Vitucci 2000i). Furthermore, the DS members of Costa’s 

team were very clearly chosen by the party. These included Sprocati (Vitucci 2000j), who had 

been a member of the top leadership circle for decades and for much of that time a functionary. 

He had just failed to be reelected to the regional council on the same day as the municipal 

election and it was clearly convenient for the party to find an alternative institutional position for 

him.299

 

In analysis of the previous elections at sub-national level, I identified two aspects of the 

competitive environment that meant the PDS was particularly subject to life in coalition as a 

straitjacket. These were: the overt determination of the other parties to ensure the PDS did not 

appear as the dominant party; and the overshadowing of the PR segment by the majoritarian 

segment in the mixed electoral system. Both of these can be seen to have intensified for the DS in 

2000. The inter-party competition was fierce around the municipal election of 2000 and the party 

was allowed neither recognition as the leading force nor the mayoral candidature. This was 

despite its being still the biggest component of the local coalition by far and, unlike in 1993 and 

1997, having its own candidate with undoubted credentials. With Vianello’s experience as deputy 

mayor, and the party fairly united behind him and behind Martella, who had replaced him as 

                                                           
298 Martella said, in interview (2000): “at the outset we said we wanted a DS candidate because we held it 
was right for the DS to have the candidate because of what the DS represent in this city”. He described the 
outcome as a matter of “yet again being in second place, despite playing a determining role in the outcome 
of the elections”. 
299 De Gaspari, who had also failed to be elected to the regional council, joined Costa’s team of 
administrators within the next year, similarly in need of a job after being replaced as regional secretary. 
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federation secretary, the DS looked more like a party that really counted in the city than in 

previous years, and one that could afford to be more combative. 

 

The DS was again the party that worked hardest to ensure the coalition existed, carrying out the 

painstaking work of fitting together the programme; taking responsibility for identifying and 

sounding out an alternative candidate during the stalemate; and, as usual, providing the majority 

of the campaign workforce. But most importantly the DS was the component that worked 

consistently for coalition unity, to the point of making a major concession in the face of the 

various partners’ intransigence.300

 

In working for coalition unity, the DS was behaving as the party that, being the biggest, had most 

to lose if the coalition ceased to exist or lost the election. The smaller parties could hold the DS to 

ransom by threatening not to join the coalition, but there was no point in the DS making such a 

threat. In the situation of extreme fragmentation of the party system, it made sense for a party 

aiming at victory to present itself as a force for unity, linked to the successful united coalition of 

the previous six years of Cacciari government. There was also a specific incentive for the DS to 

work to prevent the Greens’ and PRC’s split: Martella (in Vitucci 2000d) reportedly affirmed to 

the DS Executive, before that split was confirmed, that such a development would bring the risk 

for the DS of appearing to lean too much to the centre and consequently losing some of the 

traditional electorate. 

 

Turning to the second key aspect of the competitive environment – the impact of the mixed 

electoral system within which the intra-coalition rivalry was played out – the same constraints on 

the DS’ freedom to compete and promote a distinctive identity were evident as for the PDS in 

1995-1997. On one hand, the DS did not have the opportunity for visibility that owning the 

majoritarian candidates for the coalition would have brought. On the other, the party’s ability to 

distinguish itself in the PR segments, and so ensure visibility in that context, was limited by the 

way these segments were linked to the majoritarian segments, in which it was particularly 

committed to the coalition programmes. At the municipal election the Greens and PRC were at 

liberty to distinguish themselves in the PR segment by emphasising their distance from the other 

                                                           
300 Throughout the three months of the candidature battle the local newspaper reports included numerous 
statements by DS leaders on the party’s commitment to the coalition, culminating in Vianello’s explanation 
(in Vitucci 2000e) of the reason for withdrawing his candidature: “We have always insisted on the primary 
importance of the coalition… The unity of the centre-left forces is an asset that cannot be called into 
question on the basis of the interests of individual parties or persons”. 
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parties over the Mosè, for example, whether or not they chose to split from the coalition in the 

majoritarian segment. The DS were not free to act in this way without losing credibility, given 

their important and publicly acknowledged role in the synthesis of the coalition’s programme. 

 

In the regional election in 2000 the federation’s different approaches to the majoritarian and PR 

segments was particularly in evidence, suggesting that the relationship of the PR segment to the 

majoritarian segment once again had the effect of discouraging the party from competing 

aggressively for visibility in the PR segment. In the choice of candidate for regional president, the 

appeal to the broadest possible electorate was of paramount importance and the DS showed great 

flexibility, being prepared to accept even a business leader, as a civil-society candidate. The 

approach to the PR segment for Venice province, on the other hand, suggested this was viewed as 

simply a matter of mobilising the party’s traditional electorate. This transpired not only from the 

choice of candidates to head the ticket but from various interviewees’ interpretation of the 

outcomes.  

 

The ranked candidates on the ticket were: the regional secretary, Luciano De Gaspari; a 

representative of the federation’s women’s committee, Silvana Giralda; and the only outgoing 

councillor eligible to stand again, Sprocati. These choices clearly satisfied the internal 

consideration that the regional secretary should be in the regional council, while also being 

unlikely to alienate the faithful party voters, given that all three were strongly identified with the 

party. Any concern for extending the potential appeal to the electorate through novel candidates 

appeared to be absent from considerations, despite the fact that the Venetian federation was 

supposedly spearheading the party’s mission to present itself as the leading force for 

modernisation of the region. 

 

Interviewees’ comments on the outcome showed that it was assumed to be the result of the 

militants’ ability to mobilise the party’s own electorate and direct its choices, rather than the 

candidates’ qualities or popularity in the electorate in general. What prompted several to 

comment was that the two candidates elected were not from the head of the ticket. They were 

Giampietro Marchese, the functionary responsible for organisational matters in the federation at 

the time, and Lucio Tiozzo, ex-mayor of Chioggia. De Gaspari came a close third but Sprocati 

was a distant fourth. The interviewees’ explanations centred on Marchese’s and Tiozzo’s ability 

to attract the party’s vote, as if that was a given quantity. For example, Pietragnoli, the municipal 

union secretary, explained: 
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Marchese … has been responsible for the party organisation for ten years. So for ten 
years Marchese has been the one who, … from the question of the rent to organising a 
demonstration, was the reference point for all the compagni. And so when Marchese was 
run as a candidate many compagni supported him because he was the one they knew 
(Interview: Pietragnoli 2000).301

 

The outgoing regional councillor Varisco saw Marchese as the federation’s “real candidate”, 

rather than De Gaspari, because of both the practice of rewarding those who had held low-paid 

jobs in the apparatus and the obligations on the part of those they had supported while in those 

jobs (Interview: Varisco 2000). 

 

These comments suggest a shared assumption that being familiar to party militants was more 

important for a candidate than appealing to the electorate at large, and that, in providing 

candidates, the federation only sought to answer to itself, its own militants and its traditional 

electorate. In this sense it was clearly adopting a defensive strategy in the PR segment.  

 

Thus far we have considered the constraints on the party’s visibility and opportunities to exhibit a 

distinctive identity resulting from the coalition dynamics and the mixed electoral system within 

which they were played out. In addition, the DS had to deal with Cacciari as an important element 

of the competitive environment and a problem for the party’s visibility. 

  

In the early years of coalition politics in the Second Republic, Cacciari had been able to maximise 

his visibility as a candidate in genuine majoritarian contests, while the PDS had been pushed to 

the background by anti-party sentiment and unable to build up the profile of its own people. From 

his position as directly-elected mayor ‘above the parties’ – a position owed largely to the support 

of the (P)DS – Cacciari had overshadowed the parties at the same time as maintaining his 

separateness from them, at least until the birth of the Democrats. His often caustic criticisms of 

the parties had probably served to enhance his credibility and legitimacy as mayor, and later as 

regional presidential candidate. The reverse had been true for the parties: it had always been 

particularly important for the (P)DS, especially, with its roots in the First Republic, to be seen as 

maintaining a constructive stance towards the coalition and its candidates. While the PDS had 

been decidedly behind Cacciari as coalition candidate for mayor in 1997, after some diffidence 

                                                           
301 Mauro Bortoli, previous regional secretary, gave a similar explanation. His account was that, although 
De Gaspari officially headed the ticket, unofficially the Venetian federation (or those who were influential 
within it) had actually decided Marchese was to be elected. Furthermore, he claimed that, as a general rule, 
the fact of having been a party organiser worked in a candidate’s favour, as it meant knowing everyone and 
all the party mechanisms (Interview: Bortoli 2000). 
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and division over his candidature in 1990 and 1993, he had remained adamantly not linked to the 

party and had showed no interest in promoting it any more than any other coalition member. 

 

The creation of the Democrats in 1999 provided Cacciari with a kind of party much more suited 

to him than the (P)DS. In the Democrats there was no traditional party organisation to shackle 

him: it looked like the kind of light party many had feared he wished to transform the PCI into at 

the time of the svolta. Indeed the Democrats resembled the ‘notables party’ type of a century 

earlier, as described by Duverger (1964, p.1): a party that existed largely as a vehicle for its 

leaders.302 It served to unite Cacciari with other influential individuals in a party that was to carry 

considerable weight in the institutions, at national and local levels, having attracted various 

figures who had been independent (or who had gained a certain independence from their parties 

through directly-elected roles as mayors, like Rutelli). The new party gave them a banner under 

which to market themselves together as members of a popularly-elected new political class. 

 

As a leading figure in the Democrats, locally and nationally, Cacciari was a key element in the 

squabbling between that party and the rest of the coalition forces in the months after the birth of 

the Democrats. This was manifested in the coalition split for the provincial elections in Venice in 

1999, amongst other ways. Martella’s account of three phases in Cacciari’s position on the role of 

the Democrats conveyed the openness of competition felt at the time (Interview: Martella 2000). 

In the first phase, Martella said, Cacciari’s stance had been one that deliberately fuelled coalition 

strife: 

It was Cacciari who made the statement – and this was very much mistaken in my view 
and brought a lot of harm to the centre-left – about ‘counting oneselves in order to count’. 
… This was before the European elections [1999] and after the birth of the D’Alema 
government [end of 1998] when there was a great deal of confusion in the centre-left, 
with a great deal of contentiousness… [It meant] ‘We the Democrats and you the DS 
must each count our supporters so we can know how much we each count politically’ 
(Interview: Martella 2000). 

 

In the second phase, a couple of months after the European elections, Cacciari had presented a 

new argument, that “the Democrats were born, not … out of an exasperated idea of competition 

within the centre-left, but in order to be the motor … of the reconstruction of the centre-left, in a 

                                                           
302 Duverger (1964, p.1) said, of the middle-class parties of the nineteenth century:  “their aim is not so 
much to increase their membership or to enlist the masses as to recruit outstanding people. Since their 
activity is entirely directed towards elections and parliamentary alliances it has in consequence a somewhat 
seasonal character; on the whole, their leadership is in the hands of their parliamentary representatives and 
is very markedly individual in form: real power in them belongs to a particular group revolving round a 
parliamentary leader …”. 
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democratic party” (Interview: Martella 2000).303 This was still not a position consonant with the 

expectations of the DS, the majority of whom – Martella included – did not envisage the centre-

left housed in a single ‘democratic party’. By the time of the regional election in April 2000, in 

Martella’s view, Cacciari had moved to a third position on the role of the Democrats, and one 

which finally did earn Martella’s full endorsement: that the Democrats served to unify just the 

centre forces within the coalition (Interview: Martella 2000). 

 

But even with the Democrats established in the centre area of the centre-left, Cacciari continued 

to overshadow the DS. When he was chosen as candidate for regional president in 2000, the 

coalition parties embraced the idea of a personalised contest between him and the sitting 

president, Galan, such as they had not been ready for in 1995 when the idea of the centre-left 

coalition was new and Bentsik agreed upon at the last minute. Cacciari was seen as, on one hand, 

able to hold together a broad coalition (as he had done in Venice municipality in 1993 and 1997), 

and, on the other, able to appeal to an electorate broader than that of the combined coalition 

parties (Interviews: Martella 2000; De Gaspari 2000). In explaining the defeat, Martella said that 

the party had counted on a highly personalised contest, and had thought Cacciari had enough hold 

on public opinion to win in that event. The problem was, as he said, that “public opinion then 

opted for a political vote, to the parties, not a person” (Interview: Martella 2000). This situation 

highlights one ambiguous aspect of the party’s relations with Cacciari: his attempts at 

constructing ‘transverse’ political structures (il Ponte-PCI, the mayors’ movement, the 

MNE/PNE) had been anathema to much of the federation leadership304, but his appeal to a 

‘transverse’ electorate was recognised to be a precious asset. Martella also stressed Cacciari’s 

ability to hold a broad coalition together, from the PRC to the ex-DC forces, when he outlined the 

rationale for choosing Cacciari (Interview: Martella 2000). 

  

Cacciari was evidently considered the obvious choice for centre-left candidate by most of the DS 

leadership in the region and the move to reinvest his success in Venice and his national profile 

was particularly favoured and promoted by the Venetian federation. Martella said: “there’s no 

                                                           
303 Martella recalled that Cacciari gave this explanation in response to being taken to task by the DS in a 
public debate at the Venetian festa dell’Unità in September. A spokesperson for the DS had challenged 
Cacciari about his propensity to found new movements: “we reminded him ‘you’ve done all these things 
over the last few years; if you’d done a bit less and we’d worked together more, it might have been better’”. 
304 Cacciari’s activism aimed at creating a transverse and territorially-defined Movement of the North-East 
fuelled a renewed concern in the (P)DS about the spectre of ‘light’ parties replacing parties with a large and 
structured organisation. Armano (1996b, p.23; 1996a, pp.111-112), addressing the Modernisation seminar 
as regional secretary, stressed the need to defend the established, organised political parties and the 
pressure that the presence of Cacciari’s MNE put on the party. 
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doubt … that Cacciari in the course of these years has become the reference point for the left in 

the Veneto … there’s no doubt he is still the strongest personality” (Interview: Martella 2000). 

The regional secretary, De Gaspari, also spoke of clear consensus in the party over the decision 

(Interview: De Gaspari 2000).305

 

But reliance on Cacciari could only have delayed the party’s development of suitable candidates 

of its own for leadership at regional level. This was highlighted by Varisco, who had dissented 

over the Cacciari choice on the grounds that this approach only weakened the party’s 

development and promotion of its own political project and its own leadership (Interview: 

Varisco 2000).306 However, it was clear that the party would have had difficulty finding a 

candidate of its own to propose as regional president in 2000, supposing any DS candidate would 

have been accepted by the coalition partners. Zanonato, who had been elected mayor of Padua in 

1995, was standing for the regional council in 2000 (for Padua province) and could be expected to 

become an important figure in that context in due course, but the fact that he had failed to be 

reelected in Padua only a year before (although by a slim margin) probably made him look a 

weak candidate for regional president at that stage. And the regional secretary at the time, De 

Gaspari, clearly would not have had sufficient support within the party, given that he failed to get 

elected to the council even as head of the ticket in Venice province. 

 

Martella acknowledged that the DS in Venice and the region were overshadowed by Cacciari. 

With reference to the claim made by the journalist Giorgio Lago (2000), as a guest speaker at a 

DS seminar, that “when people think DS they think Cacciari” Martella admitted: “[Cacciari] has 

such a strength and an ability in mass-media communications and other things that at times we 

seem… I think the way Lago put it was too strong, but we do sometimes seem to be in a position 

where it’s Cacciari who is visible more than all of us”. Martella pointed out that this visibility 

problem did not, however, mean the party was subordinate to Cacciari – the Venetian federation 

                                                           
305 De Gaspari pointed to the preparedness to take a risk in Venice, by having Cacciari resign the mayorship 
nearly two years ahead of time and bringing the municipality to early elections, as evidence of the 
conviction behind the decision. 
306 Varisco argued: “We should not have chased the illusion of victory through Cacciari but pursued an 
honourable defeat through a different candidature, taking a further step along the path of our renewal and 
therefore of our political legitimation. A new force, a new face, but our face – rather than a new face but 
someone else’s. I was in favour of forming a coalition in which the basis was the political project and 
programme rather than the leader. We would have lost, getting a couple of points less than we did with 
Cacciari, but we would have turned that electoral campaign into a promotional campaign for our own 
political project. Instead we hid behind Cacciari and therefore further weakened the formation of a local 
leadership group”. 
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in particular having always had a relationship with him of collaboration and complete autonomy 

(Interview: Martella 2000). 

 

As for Cacciari’s shift from the left to the centre, this generated some perplexity in the DS, 

according to the regional secretary, De Gaspari (Interview 2000),307 but it also had the potential to 

resolve some issues for the party, as the mission of uniting the centre forces distracted him from 

restructuring the left or creating a transverse, territorially-based party. For one interviewee (2000) 

in particular, the creation of the Democrats meant a liberation for the DS from Cacciari’s 

attentions.308 It now seemed it was the PPI that risked being transformed by Cacciari and the 

Democrats. Cacciari himself dismissed the old distinctions between left, centre and right as no 

longer having any meaning. He claimed he was located in the centre if that meant the forefront of 

reforming and modernising politics as opposed to conservative politics, rather than an 

intermediate space in the political spectrum (2000, pp.11-12).309 But however true this was for 

him, the forces he was seeking to combine with the Democrats, which all housed many ex-DC 

politicians were generally perceived as forces of the centre in the traditional sense. 

 

In sum, while Cacciari continued to be a great asset to the coalition in the years 1999-2000, and 

therefore to the party, he was an even stronger competitor with the party than earlier. The 

Democrats first split the coalition and then constituted one of  the main forces within it that 

constrained the visibility of the DS and its legitimacy to lead the coalition. The visibility Cacciari 

already enjoyed supported his personal agenda for claiming the role of political innovator in 

Venice and the Veneto for himself, as well as that of leader and personification of the local 

progressive forces, making it hard for the DS or other parties to claim this ground. And, with only 

a light party behind him, Cacciari was still able to freely and loudly criticise the traditional parties 

and their organisational behaviour, as he had done as an independent, while the first among those 

                                                           
307 Both Martella (Interview 2000) and De Gaspari (Interview 2000) underlined that Cacciari no longer 
presented himself as being ‘on the left’. However, De Gaspari said Cacciari’s position had become a source 
of confusion: “now he’s taken on himself the problem of uniting the centre forces. It’s difficult to imagine 
Cacciari as a man who can be a reference point for the centre because his political history is not there”. 
308 This interviewee saw the MNE as having been intended as a vehicle for Cacciari to create his own party, 
“given that he had been unable to dismantle and reconstruct the PCI/PDS for his own purposes”. 
309 Cacciari said: “If moderate means leaving things as they are, then I’m certainly not a moderate. I’m a 
radical and consistent reformist. I believe myself to be ‘of the centre’ because I think my positions can have 
a central role, but in modernising and reforming. I think that what this region needs is centrality rather than 
neo-centrism, reform rather than conservation. I oppose the idea of the centre as the intermediate space. … 
Mediations in the centre have the defect of being the sum of the vices at the extremes (Cacciari 2000, 
pp.11-12). 
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parties, the DS, continued to act as the workhorse for the coalition and ensure its electoral 

successes. We now turn to look inside the party again. 

 

7.3 Organisational developments 

 

There were major organisational developments between the Second PDS Congress in 1997 and 

the First DS Congress in 2000, with the adoption of the new statute defining increased autonomy 

for the regional unions and then the joint creation of the DS with small parties through Cosa 2. 

However, we shall see in this section that these developments did not appear to prompt changes in 

roles and relationships among the three faces within the Venetian federation, or in the federation’s 

relationships with the regional union or the national leadership, such as might have amounted to 

changes in the party type. Instead, the picture is one of continuity of the type of party that had 

been produced by the major changes occurring between the birth of the PDS and its Second 

Congress, discussed in the previous chapter, with the transition to the DS taking place within that 

party type. 

 

The 1997 statute (PDS National Executive-Organisational Group 1997) set out mechanisms to 

facilitate the small groups’ joining in a federative fashion and forming factions in the new party, 

and formalised a greater degree of autonomy from Rome for the sub-national levels of the 

organisation. A regional level of assembly was to become a major step in the congress procedure, 

from then onwards, whereas they had been a rarity in the past, when it had usually been the 

federation congresses that sent delegates to national congress gatherings. In accordance with the 

new statute’s provisions, the Veneto regional union prepared its own statute after the Second 

Congress, governing the structure, operations and financing of the party at regional, federation 

and municipal levels (PDS Veneto Regional Union 1997). After the first regional assembly of the 

DS in March 1998, the joint co-founders then approved a provisional regional statute for the new 

party along similar lines, which was still in force in 2000 (PDS Veneto Regional Union et al. 

1997).310

 

However, neither the entry of the new components nor regionalisation appeared to have had a 

major impact on the Venetian federation. The ‘co-founding’ of the DS with the new components 

certainly did not cause upheaval such as there had been in the passage from PCI to PDS. The new 

                                                           
310 The participating groups were the regional organisations of the PDS, Social Christians, Unitary 
Communists, Republicans for the Democratic Left, Reformers for Europe and Socialist Labourites.  
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groups entering the party were very small anyway. Martella gave the following account of their 

integration:  

Obviously in the Venetian DS there is an articulation, there are the various political and 
cultural ‘areas’ that created the DS. There are … the Social Christians, the Labourites, the 
Reformers for Europe, the Unitary Communists, and therefore various positions. But at 
the last congress, for example, I was elected with the votes of all these groups, 
unanimously. All of them have representatives in the federation’s Executive … They are 
part of … the leadership bodies, they have certain roles, and responsibilities for some 
programmes and projects. So … there is debate and then an attempt to construct unitary 
positions that take account of the internal debate (Interview: Martella 2000). 

 

Martella emphasised the harmonious nature of relations between factions generally in the 

federation in 2000, presenting the situation as one of healthy variety, and nothing like the 

factional divisions in the early years of the PDS. He said the most significant component was not 

any of the groups that had joined through Cosa 2, but the left-wing faction, by then called New 

Left (Nuova sinistra), which sometimes expressed different positions or laid a different emphasis 

on certain points. As Martella described the situation, there was no longer an ulivista faction: after 

Veltroni’s rise to the leadership it had become clear he was not pursuing the idea of an Olive Tree 

party further. In Martella’s view, the contrast between a social-democratic, dalemiano view of the 

party and a democratic, veltroniano one, which had been prominent at the time of the Second 

PDS Congress, had been greatly fanned by the press anyway (Interview: Martella 2000). 

 

Martella said that divisions were more likely to arise over specific local issues than along 

factional lines, in 2000. For example, there were considerably different positions within the 

federation over measures to protect Venice from flooding and to tackle the infrastructure and 

traffic problems in Mestre. However, he maintained that, in the late 1990s, the local party had 

always managed to bring the debate round to a consensus position and produce documents that 

had the support of all components (Interview: Martella 2000). 

 

De Gaspari’s (1999b) speech at the regional assembly for the First DS Congress also gave the 

impression that factional differences were not a cause for concern at federation and regional level. 

He referred briefly (p.1) to the motions – Veltroni’s and one by the New Left faction311 – and the 

debate at section and federation assemblies over them, but made no reference to conflict; his was 

more a reminder of the need for synthesis through a search for common ground. 

                                                           
311 The New Left put a competing motion to Veltroni’s for discussion at the First DS Congress. At regional 
level, in the Veneto, there was 77.5% support for Veltroni’s motion and 22.5% for that of the New Left. 
This was close to the overall result at national level (De Gaspari 1999b). 
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As for regionalisation, while the 1997 statute formalised the autonomy of sub-national bodies 

with respect to the national leadership, this did not apparently have the effect of reducing the 

significance of the Venetian federation with respect to the regional union, at least by 2000. 

Although two interviewees in 1997, Sprocati and De Piccoli, had said it was expected that the 

federations (and federation secretaries) would gradually cede the primacy they had traditionally 

held in decision making and control of resources to the regional union, the relationships 

observable in 1996-1997 and 2000 among federations, and between them and the regional union, 

made such a shift unlikely. 

 

This was because a feature of the party’s operation in the Veneto was a lack of cohesion as a 

regional force, a problem the leaders themselves called polycentrism. The picture that emerged 

from the Modernisation seminar in July 1996 – which was intended to launch a new strategy and 

policy platform for the party as a whole in the region – was of each federation operating quite 

separately from, if not in competition with, the others. Competition between federations over the 

significance of the policies for their provinces was evident in various complaints made in 

speeches to the seminar.312 Among those calling for better coordination at regional level was 

Varisco (1996, pp.78-79), who warned that “the PDS … must become a regional party, maybe 

even choosing its leadership group by lottery if it has a problem of balance, but it must decide to 

become a regional party … rather than a fragmented organisation with several localised power 

centres, each seeking to promote the interests of its part of the region in conflict with the 

others”.313  

 

The problem of creating a regional leadership team was also apparent at each change of regional 

secretary, as the job was treated as primarily a prize to be fought over by the federations. The 

election of a successor to Armano at the Second PDS Congress in early 1997 was conducted on 

the basis that the Venetian federation wanted the position for Vianello and the other federations 

wanted to keep the position out of Venetian hands. The job went to Mauro Bortoli, federation 

secretary in Padua at the time. Bortoli said he had never had any interest in becoming regional 

secretary, and many of those who had voted for him did not even know him, but the Venetian 
                                                           
312 For example, Bortoli (1996, p.65) claimed that Padua “disappeared” in the discussion document and 
Enzo Genovese (1996, pp.92-93) that the party “persevered in marginalising Verona”. 
313 Similarly, Armano (1996a, pp.109-110), then regional secretary, admitted in his summing up at the 
Modernisation seminar: “If the objective was to verify the limits of our political initiative, contradictions, 
the fact of not being a consistent and homogeneous team over the territory, that came out clearly in the 
debate”. 
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federation was only prepared to “accept defeat” if the position went to the leader of the next 

largest federation, Padua (Interview: Bortoli 1997c). In a similar vein, Bortoli explained his 

subsequent resignation from the position of regional secretary, after the Padua municipal election 

in 1999 at which the coalition had failed to get Zanonato re-elected as mayor. He said that Padua 

was then greatly weakened in terms of the relative strengths of the federations, and so the idea of 

a Paduan regional secretary lost legitimacy (Interview: Bortoli 2000).314

 

Bortoli’s successor, De Gaspari, saw polycentrism as still a problem in 2000. He described the 

lack of a regional party identity as a problem with a long history, and a major contributing factor 

in the party’s failure to understand the Veneto’s model of development and devise a strategy for 

making itself count in that context. His explanation was that the strong federations in the PCI 

days – Venice and Rovigo – had never tried to deal with the Veneto as a whole, because 

economic development in their own provinces had followed different patterns from the rest of the 

region (with large-scale industry in Venice and rural crisis and underdevelopment in Rovigo). He 

said: “It’s a party that has never been a Veneto party, that has never had an idea of itself at 

regional level. Everyone has been closed in their own provinces and federations and everyone has 

reasoned only in terms of their own territory” (Interview: De Gaspari 2000). 

 

The electoral systems at regional level had also done little to encourage the development of a 

regional leadership group within the party. Until the 1995 elections the purely PR system had 

been organised on a strictly provincial basis, so each federation had drawn up its own list of 

candidates for the province’s share of council seats, and run its own campaign, without reference 

to the other federations or the regional union. From 1995 the changed system included a region-

wide majoritarian contest for regional president and associated bonus seats, but this was a 

competition between coalitions and, as we have seen, the DS did not even make a claim on the 

regional presidential candidature in 1995 or 2000. Meanwhile, the PR segment, for the majority 

of council seats, remained compartmentalised by province. 

 

In the context of this lack of cohesion among federations there was also a hierarchy observable, 

with the big federations of Venice and Padua counting a great deal and those of Verona, Treviso, 

Vicenza and Belluno seen to be of little importance. The existence of such a hierarchy was 

implied by the order of speakers at the Modernisation seminar (PDS Veneto Regional Union 
                                                           
314 Bortoli explained: “After the defeat in Padua, my presence was really weakened as [regional] secretary, 
in the sense that … the Paduan federation was defeated and massively weakened politically. For me it 
would have been a problem to remain in the secretaryship”. 
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1996a), for example, and at the main regional Cosa 2 meeting in December 1997 (my 

observation), with speakers from the ‘white’ areas being well down the list.315 One speaker at the 

Modernisation seminar – Dino Facchini (1996, p.96), director of the League of Municipal 

Governments in the region – called attention to this and the problem of responsibility for the party 

in the weaker areas. He claimed that the Veneto PDS was not able to contribute to the national 

party’s development of a political line on the League due to the presence of a “territorial 

question” within the regional party itself: 

We should be able to contribute on the League issue. …[But] the League is seen here as 
not a problem of the Veneto but only of the Pedemontana [the pre-alpine zone], that is, 
the provinces of Belluno, Verona, Vicenza and the upper part of Treviso. The areas where 
the League is strongest are those that don’t count and have little representation and voice 
in our party. 316

 

Furthermore, when the regional union interfered in the business of federations, which it did only 

occasionally, only the small federations appeared to be the target. From Bortoli’s account of 

events of his regional secretaryship (from mid 1997 to mid 1999), it transpired that on two 

occasions the regional union had imposed significant decisions on federations (Interview: Bortoli 

2000). The federations concerned were two of the weakest – Vicenza and Verona – and in both 

cases the action could have been perceived by them as the work of the stronger federations acting 

through the regional union. First there was an instruction to the Vicenza federation in mid 1997 to 

abandon its alliance with the League in provincial government, which, predictably, led to fresh 

elections and the Olive Tree’s return to opposition. This break with the League was part of the 

anti-secessionist strategy drawn up by the regional leaderships of the Olive Tree parties in the 

North, at joint meetings coordinated by Ariemma (1997). The second episode occurred during the 

Cosa 2 operation, when the regional union tried to prevail upon the Veronese federation to 

replace its existing federation secretary with a representative of the Social Christians, in order to 

“give a sign of integration achieved” (Interview: Bortoli 2000). This was the only federation in 

which such a move was proposed and the reason was, according to Bortoli, that in Verona the 

Social Christians were relatively strong and two of their leaders, the proposed new federation 

secretary, Zanella, and a senator called Viviani, were particularly significant political figures. 

                                                           
315 The Modernisation seminar was held at Montecchio Maggiore, between Vicenza and Verona, 
highlighting the significance of those provinces for the subject matter, but speakers from Vicenza and 
Verona were the 13th, 15th, 16th and 17th out of 20. Nobody from the smallest federation, Belluno, was 
even present (PDS Veneto Regional Union 1996a). 
316 Facchini (1996) also pointed out that the fact that the first speaker from Verona, “a [province] that 
counts economically”, was on at 4pm was symptomatic of the need to address the disarticulation of the 
party in the region. 
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Bortoli said both these instructions from the regional union were met with great resistance by the 

federations concerned and it took some time for them to be digested (Interview: Bortoli 2000). 

 

The hierarchy of federations did reflect substantial differences in organisational strength. The 

person responsible for organisational matters at regional level in 1996-1997, Scaboro, described 

the almost complete lack of paid personnel as a grave problem for the federations outside Venice, 

Padua and Rovigo and for the party’s ability to act in the region, as it meant a lack of connection 

with the territory (Interview: Scaboro 1997).317

 

Overall, we can say that the party in the Veneto was in favour of regionalisation of the 

organisation as described in the 1997 statute, to the extent that this meant confirming the 

autonomy of the peripheral bodies from Rome. However, it was not apparently moving towards a 

strengthening of the regional union that drew power away from the federations. The regional 

union remained a meeting place for the federations rather than the home of an autonomous, 

regionally-oriented leadership group. The situation might well have been different if the party had 

been strong in the region and had had access to considerable shares of power in the regional 

institutions. But as it was, it behaved as if it did not expect to have to produce leaders at regional 

level, and nobody was to be responsible for addressing its weakness in the region as a whole. It 

was therefore not surprising that the party did not have a candidate of its own for the regional 

elections of 2000 but relied on Cacciari, hoping to capitalise not only on his personal success at 

municipal level but his activism on federalism and the future of the North-East. 

 

Within the Venetian federation itself there did not appear to be significant changes in the 

relationships between the party faces in the wake of the formalisation of sub-national autonomy. 

Cadres in sub-national public office were still dependent to some extent on the internal 

leadership, as was illustrated by Vianello’s situation: he had become the DS’ most prominent 

leader in public office, as deputy mayor in the capital of the province, but the battle for him as 

mayoral candidate in 2000 was conducted by the internal leadership, primarily Martella as 

                                                           
317 At that time (just before the Second Congress), four of the seven federations in the Veneto had no 
functionary; three of those had a clerk (although not always full-time), while Belluno had neither. By 
contrast, the Venetian federation had two functionaries and two clerks, while that in Rovigo had one and a 
half functionaries and one clerk, and the Paduan federation maintained four functionaries as well as two 
clerks. At regional level, Scaboro was the only functionary (the regional secretary being a regional 
councillor at the time and therefore paid in that role), along with one clerk, and he spent much of his time in 
support of the under-staffed federations. Scaboro attributed the increasing relative importance of the 
Paduan federation in the 1990s not only to its political activity but the fact that it had kept up a certain 
concentration of functionaries who supported the organisation (Interview: Scaboro 1997). 
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federation secretary and Pietragnoli as municipal union secretary. The appointment of Sprocati 

and De Gaspari as administrators in Costa’s team was also clearly a decision of the internal party 

leadership and a case of placement of long-serving cadres in plum jobs, a practice continued from 

the PCI. The control over those in public office had been loosened, as we have seen, but not to the 

point that internal considerations – such as factional representation, dedication to the party, 

personal links – no longer influenced the choice of personnel for public office. 

 

That the party in federation office had lost further significance with respect to the party in sub-

national public office was evident, however, when Vianello became deputy mayor and had to be 

replaced as federation secretary. The fact that his successor, Martella, was only 28, and there were 

no other contenders (Interview: Martella 2000) made it clear this role no longer had the prestige 

of the past. Most of the members of the Executive were not prepared to take on the job of 

federation secretary, preferring to stay in institutional roles. Martella had to give up an important 

institutional job himself, as deputy mayor of Portogruaro. However, the election was still an 

important enough question to warrant the presence of a member of the national Executive at the 

federation assembly concerned (la Nuova Venezia 1 February 1998, ‘Martella segretario del Pds’, 

p.19). 

 

As for the party in the sections: officially the importance of the organisation to the party’s 

strategy and identity continued to be affirmed at federation and regional level. In De Gaspari’s 

address to the regional assembly of the First DS Congress in late 1999 he said: 

We can affirm that, even though it’s fashionable to be cynical about parties and present as 
new a lot of things that are not very original, we Left Democrats are proud to still be a 
party. And that we are working with conviction in order to make this party bigger and 
more organised, stronger and more pluralist, a site of political debate and proposals, a 
reference point for many social classes… (De Gaspari 1999, p.6). 

 

Several important figures in the Venetian federation remained attached to the idea of a robust 

organisation as central to the party’s identity. According to Pietragnoli, there was no longer the 

conflict that there had been in the early days of the PDS when the clubs and then AD had claimed 

that the parties were outdated and new forms of organisation needed to be found. He said that, 

while the idea of a light party, concerned with political ideas and culture but very little with a 

political organisation, had enjoyed some credence when Zennaro was federation secretary, in 

2000, various people who were still part of the leadership group – including Vanni, De Piccoli, 

Vianello and Marchese – were among those most convinced that political ideas and culture 

needed to be manifested in a political organisation (Interview: Pietragnoli 2000). As Vanni put it:  
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At a certain point on the left it was thought that the party was no longer a necessary tool, 
that the newspapers, the television, a ‘light politics’ were enough. But it’s not true. 
Because the ideals of the left, in my opinion, are given structure only among people, only 
if there are people who bear them (Interview: Vanni 2000). 

 

Vanni was particularly concerned at the degeneration of the organisation, because of the 

importance he attributed to the party’s representative function. In a book on the left in the Veneto 

(1999, p.89) he claimed that ordinary people need to be organised in a party in order to count in 

society, to defend their rights and make their interests matter. For Vanni, in 2000, the party was 

paying the price of having neglected the ongoing construction and renewal of the organisation on 

the ground, in that it was not able to take full advantage of the opportunity provided by the Olive 

Tree’s victories to extend the appeal of the left (Interview: Vanni 2000). Scaboro was also 

concerned that, without people on the ground, the party would degrade into an ‘opinion party’. He 

repeatedly raised the problem that, in order to have an effective organisation on the ground the 

party needed more functionaries working to support this (Interview: Scaboro 1997). 

 

Despite this concern expressed from various quarters, there was no evidence of any concerted 

effort to revive the organisation or redefine the role of the sections, and the members in them, in 

the wake of the changing roles and significance of the other two faces of the federation. At the 

major meeting to launch Cosa 2 in the region in December 1997, attended by cadres, militants 

and members from throughout the region as well as those of the other groups involved in forming 

the DS, it was noteworthy that none of the speeches explored organisational matters to any depth, 

beyond stressing the need for the small components to enjoy a certain autonomy and be assured 

of a voice. There was no discussion of how the members and militants would participate, whether 

in sections or circles or thematic groups, and with what forms of contribution to decision making. 

And the format of the meeting – addressed only by the regional secretary, various federation 

secretaries and other leaders of the local and regional PDS, and by the top leader of each smaller 

component – certainly did not allow for a voice from the sections.  

 

Yet the Cosa 2 gathering did look like that of a party in need of some revitalising. The audience 

was predominantly male and few young faces were visible. The fact that only top leaders were 

expected to address the meeting meant that only one woman spoke (to read a letter of support 

from local artists) and a representative of the SG was the second last speaker, continually 

interrupted by the chair who was intent on winding up the proceedings. While some young 

individuals – such as Pietragnoli and Martella – were obviously able to play important roles in the 
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party, this appeared to reflect a concern to involve young people in the leadership rather than for 

the issues and perspectives of a new generation of members to be aired in the organisation 

through their active involvement in large numbers. 

 

While the organisation may have been in need of revitalisation and strengthening, the Venetian 

federation was at least in a relatively peaceful state and fierce internal divisions were a thing of 

the past. Indeed, since the demise of Zennaro, the federation leadership had appeared solid and 

confident. On this point, it is worth noting the vein of continuity in the changes of federation 

leadership during the 1990s, with the notable exception of the Zennaro interlude. Vanni, 

federation secretary at the moment of the svolta, had previously been De Piccoli’s right hand man 

and was subsequently mentor to Vianello. Martella, who succeeded Vianello as federation 

secretary, had been nurtured by Vanni and Vianello and, although relatively young on taking on 

the leadership, was ex-PCI like his predecessors, having joined the FGCI as a teenager 

(Interview: Martella 2000). 

 

The aspect of the organisation in which some interviewees did see change under way in 2000 was 

that of relations between the local party and the national leadership. For two interviewees in 

particular, neglect of the organisation had originated at the highest level during D’Alema’s 

national leadership, as D’Alema had turned his back on the party to focus on political alliances 

and programmes in order to achieve the rise to government. Both observed that Veltroni (by then 

eighteen months into his leadership) was attempting to restore life to the organisation, although 

they did not claim that any major results were yet observable. And both remarked that this state of 

affairs reflected a reversal of roles between D’Alema and Veltroni with respect to their 

reputations at the time of their leadership contest in 1994. One of these interviewees (2000) said: 

Since D’Alema became PM and Veltroni leader of the party … he is doing some things 
that D’Alema didn’t do in the running of the party, trying to remotivate and reconstruct 
leadership groups, and work very seriously on the party’s identity, on its organisation, 
even the statute, on the party’s way of being. 

The other interviewee (2000) spoke in similar terms. He had been unreservedly in favour of 

D’Alema at the time of his election, but had subsequently perceived that, for D’Alema “the party 

came along behind, like the catering corps for the army”: he had behaved as if he wanted an 

American style party that mobilised only for election campaigns. Veltroni, on the other hand, on 

becoming leader had sought to revive the party. 

We have run the real risk of becoming a party of administrators, of mayors, of individuals 
all focused on occupying power and no longer a party as a site of development of ideas 
and proposals. Veltroni has tried to reinstate this. Because … it can’t be just a matter of 
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being together because you know that if you’re with me you’ll become a municipal 
councillor and I’ll become a provincial councillor or vice versa. We are together for some 
reason, for a spirit, for an ideal, for a system of values. Veltroni has brought this idea 
back again. 

 

This interviewee had found Veltroni particularly responsive to input from the periphery on the 

difficulties and limitations of the organisation. In describing the national assembly of the First DS 

Congress, essentially Veltroni’s affair, he said:  

Beyond the political line, which remained a little hazy, the good thing about [the congress 
assembly at] Turin was that the sense of belonging to a community has been recaptured. 
That is, the party is not just a site for political work, a political tool, it’s also a community 
in which individuals meet, with their feelings. The thing that D’Alema had substantially 
dismantled. 

 

These comments suggested there were signs of a slight reversal in the tendency to a stratarchic 

operation discussed in the previous chapter. That is, these interviewees perceived Veltroni to be 

making an effort to repair the separation between the party in central office and the party on the 

ground, bringing the national leadership and local parties back in touch. There was the 

implication that this meant the national leadership resuming some responsibility, along with the 

local leaderships, for the work of the sections and for efforts to redress their marginalisation. It 

was not clear, however, in what ways and to what extent the national leadership was likely to 

become more accountable to the local parties in its decisions. 

 

As for the other aspect of a stratarchic mode of operation – freedom for the local party from 

national intervention in matters of local politics – Martella said Veltroni had shown himself to be 

particularly sensitive to the need for local autonomy in decision making. He added, however, that 

some intervention by the national leadership was still likely in any local business of sufficient 

importance, especially if there was conflict locally or when national coalition interests were 

involved. According to Martella’s description of the process of choosing the mayoral candidate in 

2000, he and Veltroni had been in daily contact and “travelled down the same path together”, 

including the decision to withdraw the Vianello candidature (Interview: Martella 2000).318 This 

does suggest the national leadership was providing support rather than exercising control, on that 

occasion. However, this restraint from intervention might have been tested had the local party’s 

approach diverged considerably from that of the national party, such as in a decision to break 

                                                           
318 Martella said “I was constantly in touch with Veltroni and [other national leaders] but nobody ever told 
me what to do or not do”. 
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coalition unity by running Vianello against Costa, or if there had been a major split within the 

federation on this question (as had been the case in 1990 and 1993).  

 

7.4 Conclusion 

 

The party’s commitment to the coalition at sub-national levels and contribution to coalition 

successes were confirmed in 1999-2000, but the constraints due to the specific competitive 

environment in which it operated were intensified. The DS apparently still perceived the need to 

be faithful to the coalition even in the context of the complete ‘re-partying’ of the local political 

system, reflected in even Cacciari joining a party, the Democrats, which behaved as much like a 

First-Republic party as any other. The DS bent over backwards to avoid appearing to have 

‘hegemonic’ intentions: in Venice municipality in 2000 it was the only significant force that was 

not prepared to split the coalition over its own demands. Indeed, as the biggest party it appeared 

as the least distinctive, against which the others defined themselves. So, ten years after Occhetto’s 

svolta and more than six years after the centre-left had gained government of the city, and despite 

having a credible candidate in the incumbent deputy mayor, it still could not claim the mayorship. 

Although Vianello denied that the outcome of the candidature battle was a defeat for him or his 

party (Testa 2000c), the fact remained that, on this, the first occasion since the svolta in which the 

party had been in a position to make a realistic bid for the top job in the federation’s jurisdiction, 

it had not succeeded. Furthermore, the fruits of coalition life did not extend to winning at regional 

level, where turning the party’s fortunes around through a coalition success would have 

compensated considerably for its sacrifices in other contexts. 

 

The ongoing relationship of cooperation and competition between the federation and Cacciari in 

this phase continued to demonstrate the significance that individuals were able to have in a local 

political environment, where the personalisation of roles had developed hand in hand with the 

straitjacket conditions of coalition life for parties. Even when no longer officially independent 

and ‘above the parties’ after joining the Democrats, Cacciari still enjoyed a high degree of 

visibility that drew on the personal political power he had established, and he continued to 

overshadow the DS as he had done for ten years since Il Ponte-PCI. 

 

Internally, the regionalisation of the structure formalised in the statute and the co-founding of the 

DS had not significantly changed roles within the party or relationships between the three faces of 

the federation by 2000, with respect to those observed in chapter 6. Nor had they caused a shift in 
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power and authority, or responsibility for the sections, from the federation to the regional union. 

Although the party had launched a new offensive to tackle its weakness in the region, this had 

been undermined by the way the regional union remained a meeting place for federations, in 

which representatives of each federation concerned themselves with the interests of their own 

province, rather than the home of a cohesive leadership group at regional level. Meanwhile, the 

Venetian federation leaders portrayed the party’s weakness in the rest of the Veneto as largely a 

reflection of the inadequacies of other federations and the neglect of the national leadership. We 

can thus add defining the functions of the regional union and roles of the regional union members 

to the list of ill-defined aspects of the organisation. 

 

The question of the role of the members, raised in the previous chapter, remained unanswered, 

although many of the local leaders continued to insist on the importance of a presence on the 

ground and claim the party was in need of revitalising. As for the relationship with the national 

party, the change of leadership from D’Alema to Veltroni was held by some interviewees to have 

repaired somewhat the detachment of the party in central office from the federation. However, 

there was little voice for the periphery in national party affairs, and the national leadership 

retained its prerogative to intervene on local matters whenever there were any repercussions for 

coalition relations at national level. 

 

The Venetian federation appeared to be enjoying internal peace in 2000, unified behind its leader 

and able to deal with internal differences in a healthy manner. Some interviewees agreed with 

Veltroni’s claim at the First DS Congress that the party’s transition phase was over (Vanni 2000; 

Martella 2000), but added that there was room for further aggregation of the left-wing parties and 

an urgent need for the left to enhance its appeal. With the creation of the Democrats, it looked 

definitive that the post-PCI was not going to be the party that aggregated the left or the centre-left 

as Occhetto had hoped. The regional secretary, De Gaspari, considered Veltroni was right in the 

sense that the transformation involved in “saving the party from the fate of the DC, PSI and other 

parties who had organised political life prior to Tangentopoli” was finally over. While he saw this 

as an important achievement, he added:  

It’s not enough to save the party, it has to be reshaped to suit its needs, this is a phase that 
is still under way, the phase of adaptation of the party to the needs of a society that’s 
changing fast… this is all yet to be done (Interview: De Gaspari 2000). 
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CHAPTER 8  CONCLUSIONS 

 

The abandonment of what remained of the PCI’s communist identity and the subsequent collapse 

of its First-Republic competitors did not clear the way for the party to resume the triumphal 

progress interrupted after 1976. In ten years of post-communist life, the (P)DS failed to achieve 

the real breakthrough hoped for by Occhetto when he announced the svolta. That is, it did not 

develop into the progressive party dominating government or opposition in Italy, such as existed 

in other West European countries. 

 

The primary aim of this thesis has been to contribute to understanding of this picture through a 

case study of the experiences of that decade in one component of the party in the periphery: the 

Venetian federation. I have sought to explain the local party’s electoral and power outcomes in 

terms of a combination of external and internal factors: on one hand, the opportunities and 

constraints presented by the changing environment; and, on the other, internal dynamics that 

hampered the local party in responding to those challenges. As a secondary theme, I have 

analysed the effects of the changing environment and the party’s outcomes on its party type, by 

examining the changes in roles and relationships within the party that were observable from the 

local perspective. 

 

In this concluding chapter, I first recapitulate the findings of the case study, with respect to the 

two themes of outcomes and party type, respectively. I then explore some further implications of 

a common factor to both sets of findings: the type of competitive environment the local party 

operated in, in sub-national politics, from 1993 onwards. Finally, I comment on the validity of 

local studies for understanding the (P)DS beyond Venice and indicate some possible directions 

for future research that emerge from this study. 

 

8.1 Summary of the case study findings 

 

The Venetian DS were much more prominent in sub-national governments in 2000 than the 

communists had been in 1989, but this was not an indication that the party was thriving 

electorally. The vote to the DS in 2000 was well below that to the PCI in 1990 and earlier, both at 

provincial level and in Venice municipality. More significantly, the improvement achieved in the 

mid 1990s had not been sustained. Furthermore, the party had not held any of the most 

prestigious institutional roles for the coalition: mayor of Venice municipality (elected in 1993, 
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1997 and 2000), provincial president (elected in 1995 and 2000) or regional presidential 

candidate (contested in 1995 and 2000). In the preceding chapters I have therefore presented the 

local party’s electoral and power outcomes in the 1990s as a dual failure. The (P)DS did not 

manage to become the dominant party in its coalitions, despite being the biggest component at 

each level of sub-national contest. Nor was it able to extend its own electoral support, even when 

its coalitions were successfully re-elected. 

 

I have argued that these outcomes must be understood in the light of both external and internal 

factors: on one hand, the strength of external constraints on the party’s legitimacy and visibility, 

and, on the other, internal problems that impeded it from countering those constraints more 

effectively, beginning with the severity of the crisis over the svolta. A perceived lack of 

legitimacy for the party was the rationale for its being denied acknowledgment as the leading 

force in the coalitions and access to key institutional roles, while visibility problems were 

essential to the party’s inability to expand its vote share. By visibility problems I refer to limited 

opportunities to compete on the basis of an identity distinct from those of its coalition partners 

and the coalition as a whole, independently of the content of that identity. 

 

In identifying the causes of these deficits in legitimacy and visibility, I focused on the particular 

type of competitive environment the local party operated in within sub-national politics. The 

significant elements of this environment were: the mixed electoral systems, in which the 

majoritarian segments overshadowed the PR segments; the unwritten rules of coalition operation; 

and the presence of an individual player, Cacciari, who was both able and disposed to use the 

rules to advantage. I also argued that the constraints operating on the local (P)DS in this 

environment intensified over time, as the parties gradually resumed the control over the political 

system they had relinquished at the height of the Tangentopoli scandal, and as the coalition was 

extended from the progressive forces to the centre-left and then to include the Democrats. 

 

The legitimacy deficit had different origins from that experienced by the PCI in the past. In the 

early years of strong anti-party sentiment in general, and magistrates’ investigations touching the 

local PDS in particular, there was a genuine case for supposing the party lacked sufficient 

legitimacy in the public eye to provide mayors and administrators. But the electoral rules 

compounded the problem. The overshadowing of the PR segment by the majoritarian segment 

allowed full vent to be given to the expression of anti-party sentiment, the parties to be pushed to 

the background, and Cacciari to exploit this situation. In the later years, despite the ‘return of the 
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parties’ to greater control of the political system, and the shelving of the magistrates’ 

investigations, the rules of the electoral system and the unwritten ones of coalition behaviour 

enabled the coalition partners to tar the (P)DS with a different type of lack of legitimacy. It was 

simply not acceptable to the minor coalition partners for the (P)DS to dominate the coalition and 

any action that could be construed as an attempt to do so was deemed illegitimate. At times the 

national (P)DS leadership effectively collaborated in this process, out of concern for good 

coalition relations at national level. It did so either by explicitly directing the local party to accept 

unfavourable candidature decisions (as in 1993 and 1994) or failing to fully and actively support 

it (as in its bid for the mayoral candidature in 2000). 

 

The visibility deficit was a problem unfamiliar to the PCI, not only because of its communist 

identity but because it had competed in a fully PR system and as the main opposition party. In the 

Second Republic, however, the mixed electoral systems at sub-national levels severely 

constrained the visibility of the (P)DS. In the major sub-national contests faced in the period of 

this study, the local party never had the opportunity to mobilise its members to campaign behind 

their own leaders and own programme in an all-out contest. Deprived of the few highly visible 

roles – the majoritarian candidatures – the local (P)DS had only the PR segments, for election of 

municipal, provincial and regional councillors, to market its identity in. But these no longer 

provided the possibility to compete on its own merits and distinctive identity that the purely PR 

system had given the PCI (and all parties) in the First Republic, because each PR contest was now 

overshadowed by a majoritarian contest in which the parties collaborated in coalition and put up a 

joint programme. In this context, the local (P)DS tended to adopt a defensive strategy to the PR 

segments, focused on ensuring the party’s traditional vote share was collected, rather than 

competing aggressively for a greater share. The reasons I proposed for this had to do with, on one 

hand, the unacceptability of any blatant attempt to encroach on its coalition partners’ electorates, 

and, on the other, concern to compensate faithful party voters for their support of non-(P)DS 

coalition candidates in majoritarian roles, by providing them with familiar and trusted party 

representatives to vote for in the (optional) PR segment. 

 

The characteristics of the competitive environment not only created problems of visibility for the 

party but also for its cadres, who were handicapped, as potential coalition candidates, by the lack 

of a public profile for themselves as individuals. The presidential style of the majoritarian 

contests in sub-national politics, the popularity and legitimacy of ‘civil-society’ candidates in 

1993, and the consequent personalisation of the institutional roles meant that gaining candidature 
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was by no means a matter of having the support of a party or parties. In each instance of the 

search for a coalition candidate for one of these roles, both the coalition and party were prepared 

to resort to ‘civil-society’ candidates rather than (P)DS cadres formed within the world of party 

politics. 

 

In addition to the mechanisms of the electoral systems and the coalition parties’ behaviour, a 

specific element of the competitive environment affecting the party’s legitimacy and visibility 

was Cacciari. He was able to engage in the ‘presidential-style’ majoritarian contests and establish 

himself in a personalised role from as early as 1993, when the PDS was pushed to the background 

by anti-party sentiment and unable to build up the profiles of its own people. In subsequent years 

Cacciari was able to further consolidate his personal power by playing a role in the national arena, 

both as a critic of the left-wing parties and as a representative of local governments’ interests. 

Later, when it became convenient for him too to have a party affiliation, he was in a position to 

co-found one. The Democrats’ subsequent success derived largely from the personal power that 

he and others like him had acquired. 

 

Given the scenario outlined above, I have claimed that the (P)DS in Venice risked becoming the 

least distinctive party in sub-national politics (in the centre-left area), as it was the party that 

could least afford to compete aggressively in the competitive environment that developed in the 

Second Republic. The (P)DS could largely be defined simply by its role as primarily responsible 

for the centre-left coalition, but not in the capacity of leader. It was the coalition’s workhorse: it 

coordinated negotiations, patched together a synthesis of programmes and turned out a large 

campaign workforce to mobilise electors. The minor parties, on the other hand, could define 

themselves in terms of their distinctive contribution to the coalition or conflictual relationship 

with it. The PRC and the Greens could highlight their policy concerns and determination to hold 

the coalition to certain principles, and the PPI its representation of catholic concerns and appeal to 

the ‘moderate’ voters. The Democrats could vaunt their high-profile and managerial personnel 

untainted by a party-functionary background. 

 

For the local PDS, then, life in centre-left coalitions brought certain paradoxes. The point of the 

svolta had been to shed the constraints on the PCI due to its communist identity. But now the 

party found itself subject to severe new constraints in the changed competitive environment of the 

Second Republic. While it could attract partners and win government, it had great difficulty in 

competing to extend its own electorate. Furthermore, while it was out of concern to protect the 
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party’s own identity that D’Alema (and the majority in the local party) opposed investing in the 

creation of a common coalition culture, the way in which the coalition operated under the mixed 

electoral systems greatly restricted the party’s ability to air that identity. 

 

Having outlined the external pressures that meant the party was continually struggling for both 

legitimacy and visibility, we can now turn to some internal factors that, I have argued, impeded 

the federation from waging that struggle adequately. The crisis over the svolta was intensified by 

the local experiment of Il Ponte-PCI, precisely because this was an attempt to put the fase 

costituente into practice. In the early years of coalition politics, the party would undoubtedly have 

been better able to assert itself, even in the face of anti-party sentiment and magistrates’ 

investigations, had it not been still reeling from this crisis. Furthermore, the state of division and 

uncertainty was prolonged by another experiment, this time with a non-traditional type of 

federation secretary. While Zennaro gave an impression to the outside world of the party’s greater 

openness to civil society, he was not a unifying and authoritative leader internally, as many cadres 

looked to more powerful figures in the background for effective control of the federation. 

 

However, even after the leadership situation was resolved, when Vianello took over both formal 

and effective power from early 1995, the second half of the decade saw the federation leadership 

group lacking in initiative to make the organisation more effective in defining the party’s identity 

and promoting its visibility. The leadership’s focus seemed to be completely on the external life 

of the party – its relationships with coalition partners and its approach to elections – with scant 

attention paid to internal party life and to putting its resources to best use. On one hand, there 

were no longer formal and relatively transparent mechanisms for selecting new cadres nor a 

systematic approach to their political and cultural preparation, now that this was no longer 

supported by the national leadership. On the other hand, there was no explicit attempt to define a 

new role for the members, in line with the focus on elections and government and in 

consideration of the demands of coalition life, or to define new functions for the potentially 

precious asset of section premises. The members’ efforts were now mostly channelled into 

election campaigns and self-financing activities necessary to maintain the premises, and they had 

greatly reduced contact with the federation and participation in decisions. The active members 

were not all resigned to the idea that this was what the sections’ function was reduced to, but it 

seemed the leadership’s expectation was of a tacit, gradual adaptation on the members’ part to 

their disengagement. 
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I have identified two possible factors in the federation leadership’s inertia in addressing the need 

for internal innovation. First, the continuity in leadership (apart from Zennaro’s phase) meant that 

the federation remained in the hands of ex-PCI cadres with vivid memories of the crisis that the 

svolta had provoked, who were unlikely to deliberately initiate upheaval in the organisation. 

Second, the relationship between the party and coalition in the mixed electoral systems made it 

problematic to decide to explicitly reduce the members’ role to election campaigning alone. For, 

as we have seen, campaigning was not generally conducted in favour of the party’s people and 

programmes in an all-out contest. It therefore made sense for activists with any attachment to the 

party, as distinct from the coalition, to perceive the incentives of election campaigning as limited 

and continue to seek participation in the party’s decisions. 

 

On the second theme of the case study I have argued that, in the 1990s, the Venetian party 

underwent change which corresponded closely to the processes of transformation of mass parties 

discussed by Panebianco (1988) and by Katz and Mair (2002). I found that there were substantial 

mass-party characteristics present in the local PCI at the end of its life but that these had largely 

disappeared by the time of the Second PDS Congress, when the party was in government 

nationally and had heavy local government responsibilities in the province.  

 

The changes I identified in the local party that were consistent with Panebianco’s (1988) schema 

concerned both its aims and the operation of the organisation. At the federation’s Second 

Congress in 1997, the federation secretary explicitly declared that the local party’s primary 

function was to provide a leadership class for local society. The party was no longer to seek to 

represent certain social groups on the basis of class and ideology, but to interact with a wide 

range of social actors on the basis of issues. Organisationally, this change was accompanied by an 

intentional relinquishing of party control over flanking organisations and a process of change in 

internal roles and relationships that was neither planned nor explicitly acknowledged. The internal 

leadership organs lost considerable significance and influence while the representatives in public 

office gained in importance. Meanwhile, the vertical ties between federation leaders and members 

were loosened as the concept of militancy lost centrality.  

 

However, there was some evidence that the federation had not yet seen a complete transition from 

mass party to electoral-professional party. There was still some activity in the sections outside 

election periods, including the running of successful feste dell’Unità, and some section militants 

continued to expect to participate in the federation’s decision making. Furthermore, candidature 
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decisions continued to be influenced to some extent by internal considerations, such as the need 

to reward long-serving cadres and ex-functionaries. 

 

The phenomenon of marginalisation of the party on the ground that Katz and Mair (2002) 

associated with the demise of a mass party was evident in the local context. This had two aspects: 

the members in the sections were marginalised in the federation’s context, and the local party as a 

whole was marginalised with respect to the national leadership. There was also evidence of the 

type of compensatory process described by Katz and Mair as a shift towards a stratarchic mode of 

operation, in that the national leadership appeared to have freed itself of accountability to the 

local party and to allow the local party greater freedom in sub-national politics than in the past. 

But this was not a case of complete mutual autonomy, because the national leadership 

occasionally intervened in federation decisions on matters of sub-national politics, especially 

when its interests in coalition relations at national level were potentially affected.  

 

However, the local perspective of this study allowed us to see that even complete autonomy for 

the local party would not necessarily have resolved the problem of marginalisation of the party on 

the ground. Autonomy in sub-national politics could be seen as compensating the local leaders 

somewhat for their marginalisation from decisions and actions of the party in central office and in 

national public office, but did nothing to prevent the disempowerment of the members. The party 

in the sections was marginalised as much in matters to do with sub-national politics as national 

politics, and as much by the party in federation office and sub-national public office as by the 

party in central office in Rome, once the mass-party style relationships linking the very top and 

very bottom of the pyramid were no more. 

 

This situation did not develop any further with the official regionalisation of the party through the 

statutory changes in 1997 or the creation of the DS. The federations in the Veneto did not 

concede power and authority to the regional union, so there was no redefinition on a regional 

scale of the roles of, and relationships between, the various territorial components. 

 

These findings on change in the party type are linked to those on the first theme of the case study 

in two fundamental ways. Initially, the party type was a factor in constraining the local party’s 

behaviour and outcomes. As we saw in chapter 3, the battle over the significance of the svolta and 

Il Ponte-PCI reflected the attachment of many cadres to the mass-party characteristics still 

present in the local PCI in 1989. This battle exacerbated and helped prolong the crisis of the PCI-
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PDS transition, thus hampering the PDS in its pursuit of positive electoral and power outcomes in 

the new environment of the Second Republic. However, once the party began to enjoy the fruits 

of coalition victories, the ‘march into the institutions’ triggered rapid change in the party type. It 

can be seen as releasing the brake on internal change that had been in effect in the PCI as a 

communist party and had continued to hold in the early years of the PDS, while the party had its 

lowest ever share of governmental responsibilities and was prey to a factional battle that relied on 

members’ participation and strong vertical ties within the federation. 

 

8.2 Implications of the case study findings 

 

While investigating the effects on the local party of the characteristics of the competitive 

environment in which it operated in sub-national politics, I have argued that this was a markedly 

different competitive environment from that of the national political arena. At each level of sub-

national elections, the majoritarian segment overshadowed the PR segment, while the opposite 

was true for national competitions. 

 

Two possible implications of this state of affairs can be proposed. First, it raises the possibility of 

a divergence of views, between the local and national party leaderships, on the party’s 

relationship to the coalition. Bartolini et al. (2004, p.15) recently posed the question of the future 

of coalitions as follows: 

Are these [centre-left and centre-right coalitions] the rudimentary beginnings of a trend 
towards the dilution of single parties’ identities into broader entities; or, alternatively, 
pure and merely instrumental vehicles through which parties have adjusted to the 
pressure of the new electoral rules and have managed to preserve their distinctiveness? 

 

The findings of this local study show that, in the Venetian case, the coalition was perceived as 

merely an instrumental vehicle, as in the second option, but coalition life brought severe 

constraints on the party’s legitimacy and visibility. Whether this will lead to erosion of the barrier 

between party and coalition at local level, or perhaps a push for further changes to the electoral 

rules, merits further research. 

 

A second implication of the difference in competitive environments lies in a clue this provides to 

a phenomenon highlighted by Bellucci et al. (2000) and noted in chapter 2: that the majority of 

intermediate cadres surveyed at congress in 2000 displayed attitudes consistent with belonging to 

a mass party rather than an electoral-professional party. Bellucci et al. (2000, p.93, 173) 
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interpreted this situation as one of continuity of institutional culture, resulting from the cadres’ 

need for identity. My reading of the situation is that those cadres, being largely delegates from the 

periphery, were exhibiting attitudes consistent with their work in politics at sub-national levels, in 

the type of competitive environment analysed above. 

 

Bellucci et al. were looking for attitudes consistent with an electoral-professional or catch-all 

party because they expected the changes in the political system in the 1990s to force the parties to 

compete in an open electoral market. They were therefore interested in the party’s progress in 

discarding the institutional culture of the PCI and superseding it with a new one appropriate to the 

“open sea” it was now sailing in (2000, pp.15-17).319 Furthermore, the congress documents and 

statutes, which were approved by the vast majority of members, appeared to define an electoral-

professional type of party (2000, p.174). 

 

Instead, Bellucci et al. (2000) found that only a minority of the cadres surveyed in 2000 held a 

view of the party’s functions and members’ roles consistent with an electoral-professional model, 

while the majority appeared attached to the mass-party model (pp.89-92). As for the cadres’ view 

of the electorate, just under half were identified as “pragmatists”, exhibiting an electoral-

professional culture, and this proportion had decreased since the PCI congress of 1990. By 

‘pragmatists’ the authors referred to those who agreed that the party should seek to “broaden its 

electoral base even at a cost of revising its guiding principles” (45.9% in 2000), as opposed to the 

“ideologically oriented” who either wished the party to hold to fidelity to principles and 

objectives, or felt the need for a solid ideological base to the party. They also observed an 

increase, with respect to 1990, in the proportion that thought the party’s reference point for 

devising policy and electoral strategy should be the DS electorate rather than the electorate as a 

whole (Bellucci et al. 2000, pp.92-97). 

 

The local case study suggests responses to the findings outlined by Bellucci et al., on both the 

question of functions and roles and that of relationship to the electorate. First, the local study has 

highlighted a lack of definition of party functions and members’ roles in the Venetian federation, 

as well as factors that contributed to making such definition problematic. Second, the local study 

has highlighted that, in sub-national politics, the Venetian party was not operating in an 

                                                           
319 Bellucci et al. (2000) used the “sheltered waters” and “open sea” metaphors twice, with apparently 
slightly different meanings: to distinguish between an electorate of belonging and an open electoral market 
(p.17), and between PR and majoritarian competition (p.33). However, each time this was with reference to 
the same expected outcome. 
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environment that could be construed as competition in an open sea. It was not free to adapt or 

manipulate its policies and electoral strategies in order to cast its net as widely as possible. This 

calls into question the expectation that the cadres’ perceptions of the electorate should have 

tended towards those appropriate to an electoral-professional party.  

 

I therefore propose an interpretation of the cadres’ view of relations with the electorate that places 

less emphasis on their need for identity. A focus on the DS electorate rather than the electorate as 

a whole can be considered quite pragmatic, and attributable to a need for the party’s identity to be 

clear in the PR segments. The cadres in the Venetian federation, for whom sub-national political 

activity was at least as important and demanding as their contribution to national contests, were 

working in a system in which there were severe constraints on the party’s opportunity to compete. 

Yet it was essential to claim the party’s vote share in the PR segments and ensure the electors did 

not vote only in the majoritarian contests. From this perspective it made sense for the cadres to 

focus on maintaining their relationship with the party’s traditional electorate. 

 

Viewing the cadres as pragmatists responding to the new conditions of the 1990s also helps 

explain why Bellucci et al. found the proportion exhibiting an electoral-professional culture had 

decreased in the DS with respect to the PCI. This means recognising that the cadres’ attitudes 

may not necessarily have represented continuity of the institutional culture of the mass party but 

adaptation to new developments. Such a view can accommodate my finding that the local party 

had, in fact, lost many of the organisational characteristics of a mass party. 

 

These observations lead me to apply Wolinetz’s (2002) approach to describing the local (P)DS, 

because his approach avoids any expectation of matching a party to any ideal type for an epoch, 

and therefore any expectation that the shedding of mass-party characteristics necessarily implies 

acquisition of those of a catch-all or electoral-professional type. As discussed in chapter 2, 

Wolinetz’s approach, concerned with the relative importance of the “policy-seeking”, “vote-

seeking” and “office-seeking” dimensions in a party’s orientation, directs attention to parties’ 

differing responses to various pressures in both the long and short term. His departure point is that 

parties respond in different ways to the pressures that are supposed to drive a mass party into a 

catch-all party and then a cartel party, their responses depending “in large measure on their 

internal characteristics, the competitive environment in which they operate, and decisions which 

their leaders and followers make” (2002, p.162). An individual party can be described by plotting 
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its position inside a triangle with policy-seeking, vote-seeking and office-seeking corners, the 

closeness to each corner illustrating the relative priority of the respective orientation. 

 

The Venetian party, in its work at sub-national level, was clearly subject to pressures that pulled it 

towards different corners of the triangle. The fact of having abandoned the communist identity in 

favour of becoming a large left-wing party that aimed at government meant it could be expected 

to shift away from the policy-seeking corner, home to the typical mass parties in Wolinetz’s 

schema, towards the vote-seeking corner, home to the catch-all or electoral-professional parties. 

The local (P)DS did seem more distant from the policy-seeking corner than the Greens and PRC, 

who were prepared to break coalition ranks rather than compromise over the Mosè in 2000, for 

example. However, as we have seen, the (P)DS was not as focused on maximising votes as might 

have been expected. On one hand, the (P)DS adopted a defensive strategy in the PR segments of 

sub-national elections, avoiding overt encroachment into the coalition partners’ electorates and so 

restraining the pursuit of its own interests in favour of coalition unity. This suggests it was pulled 

to the office-seeking corner by the need to be sure of acceptability to coalition partners.320 On the 

other hand, the (P)DS continued to hold party congresses involving all levels of the organisation, 

in which considerable time was dedicated to discussion of policy and programmes, and its 

internal organs continued to discuss policy between congresses (although with decreasing 

influence with respect to the representatives in public office). This suggests it was pulled to the 

policy-seeking corner by the presence of an organised membership. In sum, the party’s response 

to such general pressures as were tending to turn it into an electoral-professional party was 

influenced by factors in the competitive environment it worked in and its internal characteristics, 

including those inherited from the PCI. 

 

We can say that, in the local political environment, it was the coalition that had a vote-seeking 

orientation, rather than any of its component parties, because the coalition’s raison d’être was to 

win a majority of votes in the presidential-style competitions. One way a party could deal with 

coalition membership was by emphasising its policy consistency and identify itself as a policy-

seeking party, where necessary distancing itself from the rest of the coalition – the option chosen 

by the Greens and PRC. Another was by minimising its emphasis on policy consistency and any 

                                                           
320 A low-risk strategy – “sh[ying] away from all-out competition”– was a typical characteristic of an 
office-seeking party in Wolinetz’s definition, and distinguished it from both a vote-seeking party, which 
would risk sacrificing consistency of principles for votes, and a policy-seeking party, which would risk 
losing votes in defence of principles (2002, p.161). 
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threat to coalition unity and accentuating its office-seeking orientation – the option chosen by the 

(P)DS. 

 

Applying Wolinetz’s tools to trace this picture of the local party’s orientation mix is useful as it 

not only allows us to appreciate that the party was pulled in conflicting directions but also 

highlights the peculiar position it was in as a result. First, it allows us to predict the difficulty the 

federation faced in redefining roles for its existing membership. Second, the picture constructed 

shows the local (P)DS as an unusual type of office-seeking party, as Wolinetz associated this 

orientation with minor parties, concerned to ensure favour with bigger coalition partners (2002, 

p.153). 

 

Wolinetz’s approach, by freeing us from the assumption of a trend towards homogenisation of 

party types, also frees us to consider the local party as possibly located at a different point in the 

triangle from the national party (as seen from the point of view of the national leadership and 

engaged in national institutions). This is because the approach provides a different set of 

questions to ask about a party from those associated with transformation from one ‘ideal type’ to 

another: it takes into account specific pressures on a party in a given context, in addition to the 

long-term generalised pressures of modernisation discussed by Panebianco. 

 

8.3 On the validity of local studies of Italian political parties 

 

While the case study findings in relation to the first theme, and their implications discussed 

above, cannot be assumed to bear generalisation throughout Italy, it is likely that some of the 

phenomena identified would have been observable in other federations, given that they worked 

within the same sub-national electoral systems, usually in coalition relations with the same 

parties, and dealt with the same national (P)DS leadership group. However, the problems of 

legitimacy and visibility would probably have been less marked in the provinces that had been 

home to a communist subculture, where the party set out on coalition life from a position of 

greater relative strength in the local political scene, and in provinces where there was not such a 

powerful non-(P)DS contender for coalition leadership roles as Cacciari. Furthermore, the birth 

trauma from which the PDS had to recover in the early years would probably have been less 

intense in provinces where the factional struggle was less characterised as a battle for control of 

the federation and of resistance to esterni deemed bent on its destruction. 
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What the case study cannot claim to shed any light on is responses to specific extra problems 

faced by federations in areas where the party was weak and its coalitions did not enjoy a huge 

increase in local government responsibilities. The study did not aim to provide insight into why 

the party was unable to turn its fortunes around in the other provinces of the Veneto, but does 

suggest that the federations’ parochial sense of the limits of their responsibility, and the lack of 

effective definition of the functions of the regional union and roles therein, might be aspects of 

the problem worth further investigation. 

 

Similarly, with respect to the second theme, the findings in a single federation cannot be assumed 

to be applicable to all. While it is likely that similar developments may have been observable in 

other local parties, especially those experiencing a dramatic leap in local government 

responsibilities, their timing might well have been different in federations where the factional war 

was more contained and where there was not a prolonged phase of uncertain leadership as there 

was in Venice. 

 

However, if the experiences of the Venetian federation were widely shared with other federations 

throughout Italy, a picture would emerge of a party in which the national leadership’s outlook and 

that of the local leaderships might well increasingly diverge on matters of electoral strategy and 

party-coalition relations. It would also show a party in which the national leadership enjoyed 

increasing autonomy from the local leadership and membership, while the autonomy of the local 

leaderships from the national leadership operated only within certain limits, being at times 

curtailed in the interests of nation-wide coalition relations. In this party, the ascendancy of the 

party in public office would be observable in sub-national politics as much as national politics, 

and the marginalisation of the membership perpetrated as much by the local leadership as the 

national leadership. 

 

Furthermore, the Venetian experience is significant even as a single case, in that it highlights the 

influence that individuals were able to acquire in local political systems, and over the (P)DS in 

particular, in the Second Republic. This study has depicted the local competitive environment as 

one in which the personalisation of the mayoral role exacerbated the straitjacket effect of 

coalition life for the (P)DS. While Cacciari’s importance in the Venetian federation’s history 

from 1989 to 2000 undoubtedly reflected his own merits and agenda in part, this study has shown 

that it was made possible by developments in the environment after Tangentopoli: anti-party 

sentiment, the mixed electoral systems and the coalition dynamics in the crowded party system. 
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The validity of the local case study approach taken in this thesis is demonstrated not only by the 

findings regarding the evolution of the Venetian (P)DS itself, but also by the insight this approach 

has allowed into the changing relationship between the national and local party leaderships. 

Analysis from the local perspective has highlighted that the federation was dealing with a 

different competitive environment in sub-national politics from that faced by the national 

leadership in national politics, and has enabled exploration of some implications of this situation. 

 

More generally, the case study has allowed an exploration of what the changes discussed in the 

literature on party types and transformations can look like from a local perspective. In the case of 

the (P)DS, this has required a refinement of the concept of party faces used by Katz and Mair, to 

include a second level of disaggregation, that of the three faces within a local party. This was 

necessary in order to distinguish between the concept of ‘local parties’ and ‘the party on the 

ground’ and to explore the implementation of a stratarchic operation between national and local 

parties. 

 

The validity of the local approach is also demonstrated by the fact that the findings suggest areas 

for further investigation. One of these concerns the different effects of coalition life on the 

internal characteristics of the various Italian parties, with their different party types and histories. 

A second area inviting exploration is that of different characteristics developing at local and 

national levels in the same party – or, at least, different sets of priorities between the policy-

seeking, vote-seeking and office-seeking orientations – as Wolinetz’s approach to describing 

parties allows us to conceive is possible. 

 

My analysis takes the story of the PCI/(P)DS up to the middle of 2000. Since then, the Italian 

political scene has continued to witness further proposals for institutional and electoral reform. 

There have also been various proposals for reorganisation of the centre-left forces, since the 

national defeat of 2001, and a primary has been held for the selection of the prime ministerial 

candidate for 2006. The results of my study suggest that, from the point of view of the DS, debate 

on either type of change must be considered in terms of the likely repercussions for the party at 

local as well as national level, and for relationships between the national leadership and local 

cadres. Change in the electoral systems operating at sub-national level might be welcome to the 

provincial federations, given that, in Venice at least, the current combination of the mixed 

systems and coalition dynamics is not conducive to the party’s success. The national DS 
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leadership would also need to consider the implications regarding the functions of the party in the 

sections, the roles of members and their incentives. But the history of Italian politics after 1945 

and of the PCI/(P)DS since 1989 suggests that identifying what needs to be done and taking the 

required steps are two different propositions. 
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APPENDIX 1 NOTES ON DATA COLLECTION 

 

Where not otherwise specified, ‘Venice’ in this thesis refers to Venice municipality (il Comune di 

Venezia). The words ‘Venice province’ are used to refer to the whole province, which also 

includes 43 smaller municipalities. Within the municipality of Venice, distinction is made where 

necessary between the centro storico (the islands of the lagoon) and the mainland, made up 

principally of Mestre and Marghera and including the industrial area of Porto Marghera. 

 

The words ‘local party’ or ‘Venetian party’ are used in this thesis to mean the party in the 

province of Venice: the federation and all territorial and workplace sections under its authority. 

The federation premises were home to the functions of the federation secretary, the leadership 

bodies called the Secretariat (Segreteria) and the Executive (Direzione), and the representative 

body for the organisation in the province, called the Federation Committee (Comitato federale). 

The federation secretary and the Federation Committee were elected through federation 

congresses, which involved delegates from all sections in the province. The Federation 

Committee then determined the composition of the Executive and the small inner circle of the 

Secretariat supporting the federation secretary. 

 

Venice being a large municipality, the numerous party sections within it were not only affiliated 

to the federation but also grouped as a municipal union (unione comunale), whose secretary and 

Executive were elected by the constituent sections. However, the municipal union (or municipal 

committee in the PCI) was not inserted between the sections and federation in the chain of 

representation and authority. The municipal sections sent delegates directly to federation 

congresses and were represented in the federation’s leadership bodies as well as those of the 

municipal union. 

 

My principal source of material for the case study is a set of interviews with party personnel, 

primarily members of the leadership circles in the years 1989-2000. This includes people in the 

roles of federation secretary, municipal union secretary and regional secretary, members of the 

federation’s Executive and Federation Committee, and representatives in institutions from 

municipal to national level. I also interviewed a small number of people from outside the 

leadership circles, who were section secretaries or members. 
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The purpose of the interviews, which were unstructured, was to access insiders’ accounts of key 

developments in the federation’s story and its decision-making processes. I use the interviews for 

‘objective’ data on events as well as ‘subjective’ data on the protagonists’ intentions and 

interpretations of events. The interviews were conducted in four visits, between 1993 and 2000, 

which meant that parts of the interviewees’ accounts were based on recollections over a few years 

rather than recent memories. The first visit, in January 1993, served to collect data on the PCI-

PDS transformation of 1989-1991 and obtain background knowledge on Venetian politics. The 

second visit, in December 1996 and January 1997, allowed me to observe the proceedings of the 

Second PDS Congress in some sections and at federation level. The third visit, one year later, 

coincided with a major meeting held in Venice on 13 December 1997, defined as the Constituting 

Assembly of the DS, which launched cooperation between the PDS and several smaller groups 

and parties. The final visit, in July 2000, was focused on collecting information on the First DS 

Congress in January and the regional and municipal elections of March that year. 

 

In addition to the interviews, I draw on the few party documents I was able to obtain, which 

include some press releases and speeches by federation and regional leaders to key meetings. 

Such documents were scarce, as the federation’s resources did not stretch to maintaining an 

archive. In the PCI days the federation had occasionally published booklets with analyses and 

policy documents, especially on the crisis in the Porto Marghera industrial area, but after the birth 

of the PDS and cuts in resources it published very little.  

 

I was able to obtain only minimal quantitative data on the organisation from the federation and 

from the national party headquarters, but they were sufficient for the purposes of this thesis. 

 

The data from interviews and party documents were filled out by material from the Venetian 

editions of the two regional newspapers la Nuova Venezia and il Gazzettino. I used newspaper 

material particularly for data on election results and for reports of interviews given to journalists 

by party leaders I had been unable to interview myself. The newspapers also provided journalists’ 

interpretations of party meetings and public meetings at which I was not present. Newspaper 

articles are cited in the text and listed in the bibliography by journalist’s name, where known. 
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APPENDIX 2  SCHEDULE OF INTERVIEWS 

 

Since the interviewees were mostly key actors in the story of the Venetian party, who changed 

roles over time, they are usually cited by name in the in-text references, with their role identified 

in the surrounding text, and the interviews are included in the bibliography and this schedule by 

name. I occasionally treat an interviewee as an anonymous informant; this is either because 

he/she did not play a key role or because of the confidential nature of the specific comment. In 

such cases I always use masculine personal pronouns because identifying the speaker’s gender 

would compromise the anonymity of the very few women interviewed. When I wish to convey 

that an unnamed interviewee spoke with a certain authority, I use the label ‘a member of the 

Executive’. This category takes in the federation secretary, municipal union secretary, other 

members of the Secretariat, MPs and regional councillors, as well as other members of the 

Executive. 

 

In this table I list only the principal current or prior role filled by each interviewee at the time of 

an interview. When citing an interview in the text I specify the person’s past role(s) if this is 

necessary to explain the relevance of his/her comments. 

 
 

Name Date Place Role 

 

Albanello, Marcello 22 January 1993 Venice Previously member of a Committee 
for the Costituente in Venice (1990-
1991) 

Bianca, Mara 23 January 1997 Venice Venice municipal councillor (PDS) 

Bonagiunti, Laura 31 January 1997 Venice Member of Executive, PDS Venice 
federation 

Borgacci, Fabio 25 January 1993 Venice Member of Federation Committee, 
PDS Venice federation 

Bortoli, Mauro 10 January 1997 Padua Federation secretary, PDS Padua 
federation 

Bortoli, Mauro 15 January 1997 Padua as above 

Bortoli, Mauro 15 December 1997 Venice Regional secretary, PDS Veneto 
regional union  

Bortoli, Mauro 17 July 2000 Padua Functionary, DS Veneto regional 
union 
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Cacciari, Massimo 4 February 1993 Venice Leader of Il Ponte-PCI group in 
Venice Municipal Council 

Cacciari, Paolo 25 January 1993 Venice Veneto regional councillor (PRC) 

Cacciari, Paolo 14 January 1997 Venice as above 

Chinello, Cesco 23 January 1993 Venice Previously leader of Motion 2 
supporters in PCI Venice federation 
(1989-1991) 

Chinello, Cesco 19 December 1996 Venice no party role 

Coccato, Igor 30 January 1997 Venice Coordinator of Sinistra giovanile 
(Young Left), PDS Venice 
federation 

Curi, Umberto 3 February 1997 Venice Director of Gramsci Institute, 
Veneto 

De Gaspari, Luciano 18 July 2000 Venice Regional secretary, DS Veneto 
regional union 

De Piccoli, Cesare 27 January 1993  Venice MEP (PDS) for North-Eastern Italy 

De Piccoli, Cesare 3 February 1997 Venice MP (PDS) for Venice-Mestre 

Fistarol, Maurizio 22 December 1997 Belluno Mayor of Belluno (PDS) 

Fossali Claudio 27 January 1993 Venice Section secretary, PDS Venice 

Gasparini, Pierluigi 20 December 1996 Venice Section secretary and coordinator of 
PDS sections in the centro storico, 
Venice 

Gasparini, Pierluigi 11 January 1997 Venice as above 

Gattinoni, Camillo 18 December 1996 Venice PDS member 

Gattinoni, Camillo 14 January 1997 Venice as above 

Gattinoni, Camillo 20 December 1997 Venice as above 

Lago, Giorgio 19 December 1997 Treviso Journalist for la Nuova Venezia; and 
previously Editor of il Gazzettino 

Lombardi, Norberto 17 December 1997 Rome Functionary responsible for 
organisational statistics, PDS Rome 
headquarters 

Madricardo, Maria G. 9 January 1997 Venice Section secretary, PDS Venice 

Martella, Andrea 13 July 2000 Venice Federation secretary, DS Venice 
federation 

Masi, Marco 17 December 1996 Venice Secretary of Chamber of Labour, 
CGIL Venice 

Morandina, Renato 22 January 1993 Venice Member of Executive, PDS Venice 
federation 

Morandina, Renato 30 January 1997 Venice no party role 
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Naccarato, Alessandro 15 January 1997 Padua Leader of PDS group in Padua 
Municipal Council 

Pietragnoli, Lazzaro 19 December 1996 Venice Municipal union secretary, PDS 
Venice 

Pietragnoli, Lazzaro 29 January 1997 Venice as above 

Pietragnoli, Lazzaro 11 December 1997 Venice as above 

Pietragnoli, Lazzaro 20 December 1997 Venice as above 

Pietragnoli, Lazzaro 6 July 2000 Venice Municipal union secretary, DS 
Venice 

Pupillo, Giuseppe 18 December 1997 Vicenza Previously Veneto regional 
councillor (PDS) for Vicenza 
province (1985-1994) 

Rizzato, Claudio 16 January 1997 Venice Federation secretary, PDS Vicenza 
federation 

Rosa Salva, Gianmaria 12 January 1997 Venice Previously co-coordinator of a ‘For 
the Italy we want’ Committee in the 
centro storico of Venice (1995-
1996) 

Rosa Salva, Mara 12 January 1997 Venice Previously co-coordinator of ‘For 
the Italy we want’ Committees in 
Venice province (1995-1996) 

Rumiz, Mara 1 February 1993 Venice CGIL cadre; and PDS member, 
previously member of a Committee 
for the Costituente in Venice (1990-
1991) 

Rumiz, Mara 5 February 1997 Venice Administrator in Venice municipal 
government 

Scaboro, Giuseppe 2 February 1993 Venice Functionary responsible for 
organisational matters, PDS Venice 
federation 

Scaboro, Giuseppe 23 January 1997 Venice Functionary responsible for 
organisational matters, PDS Veneto 
regional union 

Sprocati, Paolo 3 February 1997 Venice Veneto regional councillor (PDS) 
for Venice province; and leader of 
PDS group in Venice Municipal 
Council 

Trentin, Franca 29 January 1997 Venice PDS member 

Trupia, Lalla 28 January 1997 Vicenza Previously regional secretary, PDS 
Veneto regional union (1989-1992) 

Ugo, Luisa  24 January 1993 Venice PDS member 
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Vanni, Walter 24 January 1997 Venice Veneto regional councillor (PDS) 
for Venice province 

Vanni, Walter 17 July 2000 Venice Member of Executive, PDS Venice 
federation 

Varisco, Ruddi 18 July 2000 Chioggia Previously Veneto regional 
councillor (PDS) for Venice 
province (1990-2000) 

Vianello, Michele 23 December 1996 Venice Federation secretary, PDS Venice 
federation 

Vianello, Michele 4 February 1997 Venice as above 

Zennaro, Angelo 26 January 1993 Venice Federation secretary, PDS Venice 
federation 

Zennaro, Angelo 21 January 1997 Venice Venice municipal councillor (PDS) 
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APPENDIX 3 ABBREVIATIONS 
 
AD Alleanza democratica Democratic Alliance 

AN Alleanza nazionale National Alliance 

ARCI Associazione ricreativa culturale italiana Italian Recreational and Cultural Assoc. 

CCD Centro cristiano democratico Christian Democratic Centre 

CDU Cristiani democratici uniti United Christian Democrats 

CGIL Confederazione generale italiana del 
lavoro 

General Confederation of Italian 
Workers 

DC Democrazia cristiana Christian Democratic Party 

DP Democrazia proletaria Proletarian Democracy 

DS Democratici di sinistra Left Democrats 

FI Forza Italia Forza Italia 

MEP  Member of European Parliament 

MNE Movimento del Nord-Est Movement for the North-East 

MP  Member of Parliament 

MSI Movimento sociale italiano Italian Social Movement 

MSI-DN Movimento sociale italiano – destra 
nazionale 

Italian Social Movement – National 
Right 

PCI Partito comunista italiano Italian Communist Party 

PDCI Partito dei comunisti italiani Party of Italian Communists 

PDS Partito democratico della sinistra Democratic Party of the Left 

PLI Partito liberale italiano Italian Liberal Party 

PM  Prime Minister 

PNE Partito del Nord-Est Party of the North-East 

PPI Partito popolare italiano Italian Popular Party 

PR  Proportional representation 

PRC Partito della rifondazione comunista Party for Refounding Communism 

PRI Partito repubblicano italiano Italian Republican Party 

PSDI Partito social-democratico italiano Italian Social-Democratic Party 

PSI Partito socialista italiano Italian Socialist Party 

RI Rinnovamento italiano Italian Renewal 

SDI Socialisti democratici italiani Italian Democratic Socialists 

SG Sinistra giovanile Young Left 

UD Unione democratica Democratic Union 
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	From Vianello’s description of his intentions as secretary, three main concerns can be identified. Reasserting the importance of the party organisation was evidently his first priority: “It was necessary, after a period of difficulty, to reconstruct a political presence…. to put things together again… All my first actions were about reasserting the existence of the party”. The second concern, a consequence of the first, was to recover a climate of serenity and unity, through acceptance of internal differences. Vianello stressed the party had to move on to understanding that it was normal for there to be differences of opinion, that these were essential for change (Interview: Vianello 1996b). 
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	The higher expectations of the press and other parties for responses can be explained partly by the fact that the local PDS was engaged in government to a much greater extent than the PCI had been, but also the increased expectations of efficacy and accountability of individuals that had accompanied the electoral reforms. A party leader clearly needed to demonstrate the same authority that mayors and administrators now had, and be equally available for prompt comments to the press or risk not having the party’s opinion sought.
	By Vianello’s account, he had to deal with many requests from inside the party as well. It seemed it fell to the secretary to fill in for the old team of functionaries, as far as was possible, in the task of maintaining contact between the various components of the party. As he said, “very many things end up on my desk” because, despite the unprecedented autonomy of institutional representatives, the councillors and administrators at all levels brought many issues to him. And, from the examples he gave, it was clear that the sections expected the federation secretary to be their channel to the rest of the party generally and the institutional representatives in particular (Interview: Vianello 1997a). 
	So Vianello (1997a) was looking at how to go about this systematically: picking out promising young people, providing them acculturation through study groups, and giving them experience in a variety of roles. The picture he sketched was similar in many ways to the federation’s approach in the old PCI days. In Vianello’s view, running a festa dell’Unità was still a very useful learning experience, because it meant “having to keep people who sometimes hated each other for the rest of the year working together for a month”, and such experience in mediation was as important as knowledge about local politics. He also claimed that specific training was necessary for young people to become leaders within the party as well as working in the institutions (Interview: Vianello 1997a). Sprocati also expressed grave concern about the lack of attention to the formation of new cadres: he saw the old approach of guiding a young person’s career through both internal and external roles as needing to be reinstated in some form (Interview: Sprocati 1997).
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